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Comparison of the various kinetic models of non-linear
chromatography
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National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 37831 (USA)
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ABSTRACT

It is not possible to separate simply the influences of a slow mass transfer kinetics and of a slow kinetics of adsorption-desorption on
the elution profile of a component. Four kinetic models of chromatography are studied: (i) the Thomas or reaction model, which
assumes Langmuir kinetics of adsorption-desorption and no axial dispersion; (ii) the reaction-dispersive model, which uses the same
Langmuir kinetics as the Thomas model but assumes a finite axial dispersion; (iii) a transport model, which uses the linear solid film
driving force model to account for a slow kinetics of mass transfer and assumes no axial dispersion; and (iv) a transport-dispersive
model, using the same mass transfer kinetics as the transport model and assumes finite axial dispersion. The analytical solution of the
Thomas model can be fitted, with an accuracy which exceeds the precision of experimental measurements, on bands calculated using
either one of the other three kinetic models of chromatography. Thus, the Thomas model, which assumes a slow adsorption-desorption
kinetics and infinitely fast mass transfer kinetics, accounts very well for profiles calculated with a model making the reverse assumption.
However, the values of the lumped kinetic coefficient obtained by curve fitting depend on the sample amount. Thus, the examination of
an elution profile and its fitting to a model do not permit an easy solution of the inverse problem of chromatography.

INTRODUCTION

A number of different kinetic models have been
introduced in linear chromatography [1-4]. Closed
form solutions for these models or their solutions in
the Laplace domain have been derived, the general
equations of chromatography being greatly simpli
fied by the assumption of a linear isotherm. It has
been shown that, provided 'the number of transfer
units is not very small, the results of all these models
are equivalent and that their solution is well approx
imated by a Gaussian profile [4-7]. Further, this
common result is equivalent to the results of the
equilibrium-dispersive model [1,8,9] and of the plate
theory [5,10], provided that the proper apparent
number of transfer units be used.

Correspondence to: Professor G. Guiochon, Department of
Chemistry, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996-1501,
USA.

The elution profile ofa component is the distribu
tion of the residence times ofits molecules. As for all
distributions, a variance can be defined for the
elution profile. Glueckauf [7] showed that a contri
bution to this variance can be calculatedfor each in
dependent source of band broadening and that these
contributions are simply additive. Van Deemter et
cil. [5] also established this rule of additivity. They
simplified the analytical solution of Lapidus and
Amundson (1].in the case of a non-equilibrium
model oflinear chromatography and showed that, if
the rate-controlling step of the mass transfer kinetics
in the chromatographic column is not very slow, this
solution can be reduced to a Gaussian profile. By
comparing their simplified solution with that of the
plate theory [10], they derived a landmark relation
ship between the height equivalent to a theoretical
plate of the plate model, the axial dispersion coeffi
cient and the lumped mass transfer coefficient of
their linear driving force model.

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science P'iJblishers B.V. All rights reserved
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(1)

Using a completely different approach, the mo
ment analysis, Kucera [2] and Kubin [3] demon
strated also the additivity of the different contribu
tions to band broadening. This demonstration is
based on the solution of the general rate model of
linear chromatography in the Laplace domain. The
solution cannot be inverted into the time domain,
but the moments of the distribution in the time
domain can be calculated. Giddings [6], using the
rate theory, derived the same additivity rule. The
most general analysis of the dependence of the
height equivalent to a theoretical plate in linear
chromatography on the experimental conditions is
due to Horvath and Lin [11]. Contributions for all
the known contributions to the mass transfer resis
tance have been discussed.

In the course of these investigations, several
general kinetic models have been used. These models
can be extended to non-linear chromatography,
where the isotherm is no longer linear. The purpose
of this work is a comparison between the results
given by these different models in non-linear chro
matography and the search for whether, and under
which conditions, they could be equivalent, as they
are in linear chromatography.

can be grouped in two classes of models. The general
rate models consider a more or less complex array of
kinetic equations and make a detailed analysis of the
various steps involved in the chromatographic pro
cess. The lumped rate models consider only one
kinetic process, regarded as the rate-controlling
step, or at most a few such processes, and they lump
in the rate constant the contributions of the kinetics
of the other processes.

General rate model
A general rate model ofchromatography uses two

mass balance equations, one in the mobile phase
outside the particle and the other in the stagnant
mobile phase inside a particle, and two kinetic
equations, one relating the two mobile phase con
centrations (mass transfer kinetics) and the other
relating the stagnant mobile phase and the station
ary phase concentrations (kinetics of adsorption
desorption).

External mass balance equation. The differential
mass balance equation of the solute in the stream of
mobile phase around the particles can be written as

ac ac acs a2 c
u .a; + at + p. & = D L • az2

where No is the mass flux of solute from the bulk
solution through the external surface of the particle.
The boundary condition at the external particle
surface is given by

(2)

(3)

Rp

- 3 f 2Cs = -3 r Csdr
Rp

o

where u is the mobile phase linear velocity, F =
(1 - ee)/ee is the phase ratio, ee is the external
porosity of the column, DL is the axial dispersion
coefficient, C is the mobile phase concentration in
the interparticle stream, Cs is the stationary phase
concentration averaged over the entire particles and
acs/at is the rate of adsorption averaged over an
entire particle. For a spherical particle,

where R p is the particle radius. For a spherical
particle, we have

acs 3
-=-·Noat Rp

Chromatography is a complex combination of
phenomena;, involving the dynamic transfer, under
conditions which are often close to equilibrium but
never achieve it, of a pulse of a mixture of compo
nents along a column. In this study, however, we
consider only the simplest possible case, the migra
tion of a pulse of a pure compound. The column is
packed with porous particles between which flows a
mobile phase in which the component is soluble.
The component has free access to the inside of the
porous particles. During its migration, the compo
nent experiences transfer between the mobile phase
and the surface of an adsorbent. The band profile
depends on the equilibrium isotherm and on the
different phenomena which act to broaden the band,
axial dispersion, diffusion across the mobile phase
stream, resistance to mass transfer across the exter
nal film around the particles, intraparticle diffusion
and kinetics of adsorption-desorption.

Different chromatographic models attempt to
model the band migration in different ways. They

THEORY
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where kr is the external mass transfer coefficient.·
The Danckwerts-type initial and boundary condi

tions in the mobile phase are given by

Kinetic equation. If we may assume that the
kinetics of adsorption-desorption are infinitely fast,
the concentrations of the solute in the mobile phase
contained in the pores and in the stationary phase
are related through the equilibrium isotherm, Cs =
f(Cp). If these kinetics are slow, they are related
through the kinetic equation. For example, for a
linear isotherm and slow kinetics of adsorption
desorption with a first-order rate, we have

acsat = kads(Cp - c;,) = kads(Cp - Cs/Ka) (8)

Lumped model of chromatography
The general rate model of chromatography just

discussed is a complete and correct model of the
chromatographic process. It accounts for all the
known contributions, whether of thermodynamic or
kinetic origins, to the elution band profile. Un
fortunately, the prediction of the band profiles in
any real case requires the prior knowledge, determi
nation or evaluation of a number of parameters
(e.g., isotherm coefficients, rate constants, mass
transfer coefficients). Accordingly, the optimization
of the experimental conditions for maximum pro
duction rate (let alone for minimum production
cost!) becomes extremely complex when using this

where k ads and Ka are the adsorption rate constant
and the adsorption equilibrium constant (Henry
constant), respectively, and c;, is the liquid concen
tration in equilibrium with the stationary phase
concentration, c;, = Cs/Ka·

Solution of the general rate model. Kubin [3] and
Kucera [2] derived in the Laplace domain the
analytical solution of the system of eqns. 1-8 of the
general rate model of linear chromatography just
presented. This solution cannot be inverted in the
time domain, but they could derive from it the
moments of the retention time distribution which
constitute the elution band profile. More recently,
Lenhoff[4] calculated the elution band profile in the
time domain by numerical evaluation of the inverse
Laplace transform.

General rate models coupled to a non-linear
isotherm have been studied in detail by Wang and
co-workers [12-14], using the method of orthogonal
collocation for the numerical calculation of solu
tions. The general rate model considering an infinite
rate of adsorption-desorption and a non-linear
isotherm was solved numerically by Yu and Wang
[12] and by Lee et al. [13]. Later, this model was
extended to the case of slow adsorption-desorption,
possibly involving also reactions in the mobile or
stationary phases, with a slow reaction rate [14]. Lin
and Ma [15] solved numerically, by orthogonal
collocation, a simpler pore diffusion model, con
sidering only intraparticle diffusion and axial dis
persion, ignoring the diffusion through the external
film around the particles, but including the influence
of non-uniform particle size by taking the particle
size distribution into accounJ.

(5)

(6a)

(6b)

(4c)

(7a)

(7b)

(4a)

(4d)

(4b)

Cp = Cp(r,O)att = 0

For a pulse injection, we have

C(O, t) = Co for 0 :::; t :::; tp

C(O, t) = ofor tp :::; t

C(z,O) = 0

ac
a)Z=L = 0

Intraparticle mass balance equation. The differen
tial mass balance equation of the solute in the
particle yields

acp acs (aZCp 2 acp )s '-+(l-s)-=D --+-.-
p at p at p arz r ar

where sp is the internal porosity of the packed bed,
D p is the diffusion coefficient of the solute inside the
pores of the particles and Cp and Cs are the solute
concentrations in the solution inside the pores and in
the stationary phase, respectively. The boundary
conditions for the particle is the symmetrical condi
tion

The initial condition is

ac
uC(O, t) = uCo(t) + Dv a)z=o
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where, = (t - to)/(tR.O - to) is a dimensionless
time, Co = Ap/to = n/eSL and Cdi,O is a reference,
dimensionless concentration obtained by dividing
the amount injected by the product of the column
hold-up volume and the retention factor of the
component studied at infinite dilution, also equal to
the ratio of the area of the input profile to the net re
tention time at infinite dilution [Cdi,O = n/eSLk~ =
Ap/k'oto = Cptp/(tR,O - to) = Cp'ol n (mol) is the
amount of solute injected, Sand L are the column
cross-section area and length, respectively, A p =
Cptp is the area (conservative) of the rectangular
pulse of solute injected, Cp being the solute concen
tration, and tp the time width. In eqns. 10,11(x) is the
first-order modified Bessel function of the first kind,
and T(u, v) is a Bessel function integral [17-19]. Eqn.
lOb is convenient as it gives a normalized profile
depending only on two parameters, and we see that
the dimensionless elution profile (i.e., the plot of
C/Cdi,O versus ,) depends only on two parameters,
the loading factor, L r [19], and the reaction (or
adsorption-desorption) number of transfer units,
N rea = k'okdL/u. If the pulse width is finite, the
solution derived by Goldstein [17] applies, and it
depends on one additional parameter, the reduced
injection pulse width, '0 = tp/(tR,O - to)·

Reaction-dispersive model. More recently, an ex
tension of the Thomas model, the reaction-disper
sive model of chromatography, has been suggested
[19]. In this model, we use a single mass balance
equation and a kinetic equation. The mass balance
equation is written as

ac ac oCs 02C
u·-+-+F--=D .- (l1)oz at at a OZ2

where C and Cs are the concentrations of the
component in the mobile and stationary phases,
respectively, and D a is the apparent dispersion
coefficient, related to the axial dispersion coeffi
cient, D, and to the lumped mass transfer coefficient,
k r. Any proper kinetic equation can be used in this
model. For the sake ofcomparison with the Thomas
model, we may assume the Langmuir kinetic equa
tion, eqn. 9. The model has no analytical solution. A
numerical solution can be obtained easily, using the
finite difference method [19,20]. The solutions of the
reaction-dispersive model for a narrow injection
pulse depend on three parameters, the loading
factor, L r, and two kinetic parameters. the reaction

(9)

(lOa)

(lOb)

N /iI (2N /~)e-N",(t+1)
rea'\! t 1 rea'\!

N /iI(2N /~)e-N,,,(t+1)
rea" t 1 reaV

1 - e-N,,,Lr

1 - e-NreaLr

C

or

C

Co

model. To simplify the solution of the problem of
non-linear chromatography, several simpler kinetic
models have been introduced. These models are
extensions ofmodels which were successfully used in
linear chromatography.

Thomas model. The simplest lumped model is due
to Thomas [16]. Like the ideal model, the Thomas
model ignores the axial dispersion (i.e., D L = 0 in
eqn. 1) and the mass transfer kinetics. It could be
called a reaction model. It assumes, however, that
the rates of adsorption and desorption are finite and
given by the second-order Langmuir kinetics:

acsat = ka(qs - Cs)C - kdCs

where k a and k d are the rate constants of adsorption
and desorption, respectively, and qs is the specific
saturation capacity of the adsorbent, or amount
needed to form a saturated monolayer. Because of
the difference between the kinetic models used, there
is no reason for k ads (eqn. 8) to be equivalent to ka
(eqn. 9). As we assume that the mass transfer
kinetics are very fast, C (eqn. 1) and Cp (eqn. 5) are
equivalent. Thomas derived a closed-form solution
for his model in the case ofa step function input, i.e.,
for the frontal analysis problem [16]. Later, Gold
stein [17] derived an analytical solution of the
Thomas model in the case of a pulse injection of any
width, finite of not. More recently, Wade et al. [18]
studied the solution of the Dirac problem, in which
case the input function is an impulse or rectangular
pulse of infinitely narrow width. They found that
this problem has a solution simpler than Goldstein's,
and compared it with experimental results obtained
in affinity chromatography, a mode of separation in
\\.'hich the effects of a slow adsorption-desorption
kinetics may often offset the effects of both axial
dispersion and the resistances to mass transfer.

In the'case of an impulse input, the solution given
by Wade et al. [18] can be written as [19]
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number of transfer units, N re• = k'okctL/u, and
the dispersion number of transfer units, N Disp =
Lu/2D•. When D. = 0, the reaction-dispersive mod
el reduces to the Thomas model and the solution is
obtained using either the Goldstein (finite pulse
width) or the Wade et al. (impulse) solution.

Transport and transport-dispersive models. Instead
of assuming slow kinetics of adsorption-desorption
and very fast kinetics of mass transfer, we may as
well ilssume very fast kinetics of adsorption-desorp
tion and slow kinetics ofmass transfer. An attractive
kinetic model of chromatography combines a mass
balance equation (eqn. 11) and the kinetic equation
of the solid film linear driving force model [21,22].
Now, we have the following system:

ac ac acs a2 c
u·-+-+F·-=DL ·-az at at az2 (l2a)

so we can compare directly the profiles obtained by
numerical integration and by the Wade et al. [18]
equation. For wider injection plugs, the Goldstein
equation [17] could also be used, but it requires the
evaluation of four Bessel function integrals instead
of one, rendering the numerical calculation as
complex and possibly slower than straightforward
numerical integration of the system of partial differ
ential equations.

Comparison between the Thomas model and the
reaction-dispersive model

In Fig. 1, we compare two band profiles corre
sponding to the same experimental conditions with a
loading factor L r = 1% and obtained as analytical
solution of the Thomas model (dotted line) and
numerical solution of the reaction-dispersive model

(l2b)

2216

~ ('\

"'o
o

,...,
~
"6
Eo
~o

Uo

:g
o
o

o
o
"!

18 20
t (min)

Fig. I. Comparison between the numerical solution of the
reaction-dispersive model ofchromatography (solid line) and the
analytical solution of the Thomas model (dotted line). Values of
parameters; loading factor, Lr = I 'Yo; retention factor, k~ = 5;
Thomas number, Nrc. = k~kdL/u = 2000; corrected efficiency,
for the reaction-dispersive model:

2No,sp(~)2 = Pe.z(~)2 = 01~)2 = 2000,
I +k~ I +k~ D.\I +k~

for the Thomas model, No,sp = 00.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

acs = k ( * - C)at r q s

where kr is the lumped mass transfer coefficient and
q* is the stationary phase concentration in equilibri
um with the local mobile phase concentration, as
given by the isotherm equation. The analytical
solution of this model in the case ofa linear isotherm
has been derived [1,5]. In the case of a non-linear
isotherm, numerical solutions have been obtained
using a finite difference procedure [20,23,24]. In this
case, the band profile depends on Lr, N Disp and
another kinetic parameter, the number of transfer
units, N m = k~St, where St is the Stanton number,
St = krL/uo. If we assume DL = °in eqn. 12a, we
have a transport model, and the band profile
depends only on L r and N m • IfDL is different from 0,
we have a transport-dispersive model.

Thus, we have a series of similar models, which
differ essentially by the nature of the step in the
global mass transfer which is considered as the
slowest and may control the entire kinetics of
the chromatographic process and depending on
whether the axial dispersion is neglected or not. We
now compare the solutions of these models for a
non-linear isotherm.

In all the cases discussed here, we have assumed in
the calculations a narrow injection plug width, 20 Ill,
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(solid line). The dimensionless number character
izing the kinetics of adsorption-desorption or num
ber of reaction units, N rea , is equal to 2000.
The dimensionless number characterizing the axial
dispersion in the reaction-dispersive model is

with Pe = uLjDa• As expected, the two band
profiles are different, as the reaction-dispersive
model takes into account the axial dispersion (axial
diffusion and mass transfer kinetics) whose effects
have been neglected in the Thomas model.

It is interesting to examine now whether it would
be possible to lump together the two main contribu
tions to band broadening, the adsorption-desorp
tion kinetics and the axial dispersion. If this is
possible, we could fit a solution of the Thomas
model on the solid line. in Fig. 1. Of course, the
values of the kinetic parameters leading to the best
fit would be different from those corresponding to
the strict Thomas model. We call ~~f this apparent
value of the number of reaction units which corre
sponds to an apparent rate parameter and includes
the effects of both slow adsorption-desorption and
finite axial dispersion.

The calculations were carried out using a three
dimensional simplex algorithm with ko,Lr and ~~f
as the parameters, and fitting the Wade et al. [18]
equation for the Thomas model (eqn. lOa) to the
profile calculated by ilUmerical integration of the
reaction-dispersive model. In the modified simplex
approach used [25-27], a method of successive
estimation of the three parameters (ko,Lr and Nrea)

was designed. The band profile computed with the
Thomas model from a set of values of the three
parameters is compared with the profile generated
by the other model by calculating a score measuring
the degree of similarity between the two profiles.
Then, an algorithm generates a new set of param
eters leading to a new profile. The simplex algorithm
assures convergence of the similarity between the
profiles and selects the best set.

The result of this exercise is shown in Fig. 2, for
various values of the loading factor, L r = 1, 5, 10
and 20%. There is excellent agreement between the
two curves. In all instances an excellent fit was
achieved. The best values of the three parameters are

2220
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TABLE I

BEST PARAMETERS OBTAINED BY FITTING BAND
PROFILES CALCULATED WITH THE REACTION-DIS
PERSIVE MODEL" TO THE THOMAS MODEU

a Parameters of the generated profiles: 2[k~/(1 + k~)fNDisp =

2000, N,.. = k~kdLlu = 2000. Hence, N?~:PP = 1000.
b Parameter of the Thomas model: NDisp = 00.

c Best values of. the parameters obtained by curve fitting.

'"ci

N

ci

o
dT"'"-------------...,

k'o

Fig. 2. Same as Fig. I, except that the parameters of the Thomas
model were obtained by a best fit of eqn. lOa to the numerical
solution of the reaction-dispersive model (see Table I). Value of
the loading factor, Lr: (I) 1%; (2) 5%; (3) 10%; (4) 20%.

given in Table 1. There is excellent agreement
between the "true" values of the retention and the
loading factors used for the numerical calculation of
the solutions of the reaction-dispersive model and
the "best-fit" values derived from the fitting of the

(13)( ko )2 (ko )2
2NDisp 1 + ko = Pe 1 + ko = 2000
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Fig. 3. Comparison between a profile obtained as numerical
solution of the transport model of chromatography (solid line)
and a profile given by the analytical solution of the Thomas
model (dotted line). Experimental conditions for the linear
driving force model: loading factor, L, = I%; limit retention
factor, k~ = 5; number ofmass transfer stages, Nm = k~k,L/u =

1000; coefficient of axial dispersion, DL = 0, NDi,p = 00. The
parameters of the Thomas model were obtained by fitting eqn.
lOa to the profile obtained by numerical integration of the linear
driving force model (see coefficients in Table II). Values of the
loading factor, L,: (I) 1%; (2) 5%; (3) 10%; (4) 20%.

the value used in the numerical calculation. The
same problem was already observed by Lucy et at.
[28] when attempting to fit experimental band
profiles on the Thomas model at low values of the
loading factor. Obviously, at high loading factors,
the influence of the thermodynamics on the band
profiles is major and the kinetic influence moderate,
unless the rates are very slow. When the loading
factor is small, chromatography is becoming linear
and the band broadening contributions of kinetic
origin are dominant. The fitting procedure then fails
to determine the correct value of the loading factor.
We conclude that, if isotherm parameters are to be
determined by fitting an experimental profile to a
model, the best results will be obtained when using a
large sample size and strong column overload.

Similarly, ifwe change the retention factor, from 5
to 20 or 1 (results not shown), while keeping the

Thomas model to these profiles. The relative differ
ences between the true and the calculated values of
the loading factor and the retention factors are
constant and close to 2 and 0.5%, respectively. As
they are constant, they are probably due to the
fitting process itself. This agreement is better than
what can be expected when actual experimental data
are fitted to a correct model. In a case like that, no .
model error can be detected. On the other hand, as
expected, the value of N:ff is smaller than Nrea . This
theoretical result is supported by data published by
Lucy et at. [28]. They recorded experiqlental band
profiles at increasing sample sizes for a series of
compounds and fitted them to the Thomas model.
They found that the best values obtained for the
retention factor, k'o, and the column saturation
capacity are nearly independent of the sample size
while the kinetic parameter is concentration depen
dent, which is in agreement with our results.

The variances of the various contributions to
band broadening in linear chromatography are
additive. Thus, in linear chromatography we may
write

or

1 1(1 + k'o)2 1 1 1
m~:pp = 2~ N

Disp
+ N

m
+ Nrea (14)

where m~:pp is the apparent number of reaction
transfer units and H, H Disp , Hm,t and Hreact are the
total height equivalent to a theoretical plate of the
column and the contributions of the axial dis
persion, the mass transfer kinetics and the adsorp
tion-desorption kinetics, respectively. According to
eqn. 14, the apparent number of transfer units in
linear chromatography as derived from the reaction
dispersive model (eqns. 1-7) would be m~:pp =
1000. The data in Table I suggest that N:ff is not
constant in non-linear chromatography, but de
crease with increasing value of the loading factor.

Attempts were also made to fit the Thomas model
to solutions of the reaction-dispersive model corre
sponding to lower values of the loading factor, e.g.,
0.2% or less. The agreement between the two
profiles (not shown) becomes increasingly less satis
factory with decreasing values of the loading factor.
Also, the value of the loading factor obtained by
curve fitting was increasingly more different from
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equal to 2000, and a finite coefficient of axial
dispersion, such that

UL( k'o )2 ( k'o )2
D

L
I + k'o = 2NDisp I + k'o = 2000

Thus, in linear chromatography the column effi
ciency and the band profiles would be the same as
for the conditions selected for Fig. 3 (see eqn. 14,
which gives ~e:PP = 1000).

Figs. 3 and 4 show that the band profiles obtained
with the transport and the transport-dispersive
models can be fitted accurately enough to the
Thomas model. The data in Table II show a very
small error, of the order of 0.1 %, for the retention
factor, k'o. For the loading factor, the error is ca. 1%.
Both errors are independent of the loading factor.
On the other hand, the value obtained for ~gf is not
constant. It is significantly lower than 1000 and it
decreases with increasing loading factor, whereas in

other parameters constant, we can also achieve an
excellent fit. The values of the parameters obtained
by this curve fitting are also reported in Table I. The
change in k'o does not have any effect on the best
values of either Lr or ~gf. This was expected as the
retention factor has no influence on the dimension
less profile of the band [19].

Comparison between the Thomas model and the
transport model

In Fig. 3 we compare two series of band profiles.
The first (solid lines) are calculated using the solid
film linear driving force model kinetic equation
(eqn. 12b) and the mass balance of the ideal model
(eqn. 12a with DL = 0, transport model). These
calculations were performed assuming a number of
transfer units, Nm = k'okrLfu, equal to 1000. The
second series of profiles (dotted lines) were calcu
lated using the equation derived by Wade et al. [18]
as solution of the Thomas model (eqn. lOa). The
three coefficients of these Thomas profiles are
selected so as to minimize the difference between the
two profiles, using a simplex program. The corre
sponding parameters of the Thomas model are
compared in Table II with the parameters used in the
calculation of the profiles with the linear driving
force model. A similar comparison is shown in Fig.
4. In this case, however, the calculated profile was
obtained with the transport-dispersive model (eqns.
12a and 12b), with a number of transfer units, Nm,

TABLE II

BEST PARAMETERS OBTAINED BY FITTING THE
BAND PROFILES CALCULATED WITH THE TRANS
PORT' AND TRANSPORT-DISPERSIVE MODELSb TO
THE THOMAS MODEL'

k' Lr k'd L r
d N"ppd

0 0 rea
(%)

5 I 5.0 0.991 954"
5 5 4.996 4.952 886"
5 5 4.998 4.87 823b

5 10 4.993 9.91 828"
5 20 4.995 19.82 727"

'"oci

~
ci

......
~
13

.E
L>

N
0
ci

15 17 19
t (min)

21

" Parameters of the generated profiles: No;sp = 00 and N m ==
k~krL/u = 1000. Hence N;~:PP = 1000.

b Parameters of the generated profiles: 2[k~/(l + k~WNo;sp =
2000 and Nm = k~krL/u = 2000. Hence N;~:PP = 1000.

r Parameter of the Thomas model: ND;,p = 00.

d Best values of the parameters obtained by curve fitting.

Fig. 4. Comparison between a profile obtained as numerical
solution of the transport-dispersive model of chromatography
(solid line).and a profile given by the analytical solution of the
Thomas model (dotted line). Same conditions as in Fig. 3 for
Lr = 5%, except Nm = k~krLlu = 2000, and 2NDisp[k~/(1 +
k~W = 2000. In linear chromatography, the overall band
broadening would be the same in Figs. 3 and 4.
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linear chromatography, and from eqn. 14, this value
would be 1000 for Figs. 3 and 4.

We conclude from this comparison that it is
possible to fit experimental data to any of the simple
kinetic models. Different models will give approxi
mately the same values for the limit retention factor
at infinite dilution, k'o, and for/the loading factor, Lr.
However, the lumped kinetic parameters derived in
the process will not remain constant. These param
eters appear to be concentration dependent and to
decrease with increasing concentration or sample
size. In the following, we discuss the fundamental
reason why the rate constant determined by fitting
an experimental profile to a lumped kinetic model is
concentration dependent.

where A. is the migration velocity of the shock layer:

1
A. = (16)

1+FLJq/LJC

Fis the phase ratio, LJq and LJC are the amplitude of
the concentration change (i.e., shock) in the station
ary and mobile phases, respectively, and Y/ is a new
variable:

Y/ = x - A.td (17)

with x = z/L and td = ut/L, dimensionless vari
ables, and the function f is given by

ftC; C, C) = ~~(C - C) - q(C) + q(C) (18)

where C and C are the initial and final concentra
tions of the breakthrough curve and LJ C = C - C.

Rhee and Amundson [29] showed that the velocity
of the shock layer is the same as the velocity
predicted for the shock in the ideal model. It is
independent of the values of the axial dispersion
coefficient and the kinetic coefficients. Thus, the
elution of the mid-point of the breakthrough curve is
independent of all kinetic influence and depends
only on the thermodynamics. As can be seen, the
axial dispersion term, Pe, and the mass transfer
resistance term, St, have equivalent roles in eqn. 15.
Their individual contributions add in the first-order
differential term. In addition, however, there is a
coupled, second-order differential term. In the prac
tice ofchromatography, both the Peclet and Stanton
numbers are large. Hence the first term in the
left-hand side of eqn. 15 is very small and can be
neglected. The effects of the axial dispersion and the
kinetics of mass transfer resistances are additive.
The band profiles calculated by the equilibrium-dis
persive model (infinitely fast mass transfer kinetics
but finite axial dispersion) and the solid film driving
force model are the same, provided the axial Peclet
number of the kinetic model is replaced in the
equilibrium-dispersive model with an apparent
Peclet number related to the Peclet and Stanton
numbers of the linear driving force model by

Dependence of the lumped kinetic coefficients on the
sample size

The dependence of the apparent kinetic param
eter on the concentration was discussed by Rhee and
Amundson [29] in an analysis of the properties of the
shock layer in frontal analysis. We know that the
ideal model predicts a concentration shock when
ever the equilibrium isotherm is not linear [30]. The
shock takes place on the band front in the case of a
convex upward isotherm, the most frequent in liquid
chromatography. This is due to the fact that, in the
ideal model, each concentration propagates at its
own velocity, related to the slope of the isotherm
for the concentration considered. This velocity
increases with increasing concentration for a convex
upward isotherm. The faster high concentrations
cannot pass the slower low concentrations and a
concentration discontinuity or shock appears in
stead [30,31]. For an actual column, however, a
concentration shock is impossible. This corresponds
to an infinitely steep concentration gradient, gener
ating an infinite mass flux by diffusion. A very steep
front appears instead, the shock layer.

If we assume [29] the existence of a shock layer
(region of very rapid variation of the concentration
with the position in the column), write the mass
balance equation and assume a linear driving force
model for the kinetic equation of chromatography
(eqns. l2a and l2b), it is possible to derive, by
combination of the mass balance and the kinetic
equation, the following relationship:

__A._.a
2
c +[~+ A.(1-A.)]ac =FA.j{C;C,C)

PeSt ay/2 Pe St ay/

(15)

1 1 ),(1 - A.)
--=-+--'-------'--
Peapp Pe St

or

2DL (K)2 U

H = -;;- + 2 1 + K Kkr

(19a)

(19b)
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(23)

(22a)

(22b)

or, conversely, a linear driving force model can be
written under the general form of the Langmuir
kinetic model, but with a rate constant

kr
k d = 1 + bC

As in non-linear chromatography Nm depends on
the concentration, the apparent number of transfer
units also depends on the concentration. The con
centration dependence of the kinetic parameter is
more consequential in frontal analysis and in dis
placement chromatography where the variation of
concentration is much more important. The maxi
mum concentration of a band in elution chromatog
raphy is smaller than the step height in the other two

8), with k r = k d • These two models are identical in
linear chromatography. Eqn. 21 shows that, with a
non-linear isotherm, the Langmuir kinetic model
can still be written under the general form of the
solid film linear driving force model, but with a
kinetic coefficient

In both instances, however, the new rate constant is
concentration dependent. This is why when a band
profile is simulated using the transport model (i.e.,
D = 0 and solid film linear driving force kinetics),
the profile can be fitted to the Thomas model (D = 0
and Langmuir kinetics). However, the parameters
supplied by the regression, kd and N:rI, are concen
tration dependent and decrease with increasing
concentration.

The equivalence between the kinetic equations of
the Langmuir model (eqn. 9) and the linear driving
force model (eqn. 12) has been shown previously by
Hiester and Vermeulen [32] in the case of the
breakthrough curve (Riemann problem). They also
showed that the equivalent rate parameter is concen
tration dependent. Arnold and Blanch [33] sug
gested that, when slow mass transfer kinetics and
slow adsorption-desorption kinetics coexist, the
solution of the Thomas model can still be applied. In
this instance, however, the apparent number of
reaction units used should be related to the numbers
of reaction units and mass transfer units by

1 1 1
-=-+-
N:rI N rea Nm

(20a)

(20b)

or

Eqn. 20, which is valid only for linear chromatogra
phy, is exactly the result obtained by Van Deemter et
al. [5].

The previous analysis applies to the combination
of a finite axial dispersion and slow mass transfer
kinetics, which can be accounted for using the solid
film linear driving force model. When the mass
transfer kinetics are fast but the kinetics of adsorp
tion-desorption are slow and can be accounted for
by the Langmuir model (eqn. 9), we can let b =
ka/kd and rewrite the second-order Langmuir ki
netics as

where q* is the stationary phase concentration in
equilibrium with the mobile phase concentration C.
For a linear isotherm (i.e., bC --+ 0), eqn. 21 is
exactly the solid film linear driving force model (eqn.

(21)

where K = F(LJq/LJC) is the slope of the chord,
which is concentration dependent.

This important result demonstrates that, in non
linear as in linear chromatography, the effects of
axial dispersion and mass transfer resistances are
additive. Since A. and K are concentration dependent,
however, the apparent axial dispersion term also
depends on the concentration. This makes the
situation much more complex in non-linear than in
linear chromatography.

We have shown above that the additivity of the
contributions of the axial dispersion and the mass
transfer resistances valid in linear chromatography
also holds in non-linear chromatography, but the
retention factor, k'o should be replaced with the slope
of the chord, F(LJq/LJC). In linear chromatography,
this slope is equal to k'o and eqn. 19 becomes

1 1 k'o
--=-+---"..--
Peapp Pe (1 + k'o)2St
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methods. Hence the profile of an elution band
calculated without accounting for the concentration
dependence of the kinetic parameter is close to the
actual band profile, especially when the column
efficiency is significant [34].

All these results explain why we can fit band
profiles calculated with a model to the formalism of
another model and determine satisfactory values for
the parameters of this other model. It explains also
'why, in this instance, the kinetic parameter of the
other model depends on the concentration range of
the band, i.e., on the sample size.

CONCLUSIONS

Experimental band profiles acquired in non-linear
chromatography can be fitted to many different
models. The values supplied by the curve-fitting
procedure for the thermodynamic parameters, the
limit retention factor, k'o, and the loading factor, Lr,
are accurate with all models. The differences be
tween the values derived from different models are
probably not significant, but less than the experi
mental error. On the other hand, the lumped kinetic
coefficient is concentration dependent. The values
obtained differ, depending on the model used and on
the loading factor corresponding'to the experiment.

In a further paper we shall consider the depen
dence of the kinetic parameters on the concentration
range studied and on the column efficiency [34], and
investigate the differences between the various mod
els at very low column efficiency.
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ABSTRACT

Frontal analysis is an accurate method of isotherm determination. However, for the study of binary competitive isotherms, it requires
a large number of measurements, it is time consuming and it needs excessive amounts of pure chemicals. The hodograph transform
method is of considerable interest because it uses much smaller amounts of chemicals. It requires validation. In this work, the potential
precision and accuracy of the two methods were compared and the optimum experimental conditions for each were determined on the
basis of simulation study.

INTRODUCTION

The determination of multi-component adsorp
tion isotherms and the investigation of their proper
ties are important in several different areas. In
physical chemistry, these isotherms offer another
angle for the study of adsorbate-adsorbate and
adsorbate-surface interactions. In chemical engi
neering, a knowledge of competitive adsorption
isotherms is essential for process design. With the
development of high-performance liquid chromato
graphy (HPLC) and of its preparative applications,
the study of competitive isotherms is gaining in
creasing attention as liquid-solid adsorption is one
of the most important retention mechanisms. The
competitive adsorption isotherms permit a better
understanding of the phenomena responsible for
retention and separation. Further, a method for the
rapid, precise and accurate determination of com-

Correspondence to: Professor G. Guiochon, Department of
Chemistry, University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN 37996-1501,
USA.

petltlve adsorption isotherms would permit the
rapid optimization of the design and operating
conditions of a preparative chromatograph for
performing a given purification. This is currently a
crucial need in the pharmaceutical and biotechnical
industries.

There are currently three types of methods for
the determination of competitive isotherms, frontal
analysis [1], pulse methods [2--4] and the application
of the non-linear wave theory known as the hodo
graph plot [5-7]. Frontal analysis uses to advantage
the formation and propagation of self-sharpening

. fronts in a chromatographic column as a response to
the injection of a concentration step. If the isotherm
is convex upward, these sharp fronts are observed
for positive steps whereas they are recorded with
negative steps with concave upward isotherms. For
a binary mixture, Jacobson et al. [1] have shown how
the measurement of the retention volumes of these
self-sharpening fronts permits the determination of
the amount of each component adsorbed at equilib
rium with a solution of given composition, using an
integral mass balance equation. This method is

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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accurate but tedious and requires large amount of
materials. It remains the most frequently used.

Helfferich and Peterson [2] have shown that the
equilibrium isotherm can be related to the retention
times of pulses of the mixture components injected
on a concentration plateau. Two types ofprocedures
have been developed, depending whether the pulses
can be identified by using isotopically labeled com
ponents or not. In the former procedure, the elution
pulse is identified using a radioactivity detector
(radiolabeled components), an LC-mass spectro
metric or LC-NMR instrument (stable isotopes)
and the retention time of the pulse of the material
actually injected in the column is measured. It gives
directly, in a single experiment, the stationary-to
mobile phase partition coefficients of all tagged
solutes at the mobile phase composition of the
experiment, hence qi(Cb Cz), the isotherm. Because
of current safety regulations, however, the use of
radioactive isotopes has become extremely cumber
some; the use of stable isotopes requires complex
and expensive equipment which is difficult to tune
and rarely available. Finally, in all instances, the
synthesis of the appropriately labeled compounds
needed is required. All these requirements combined
make the tracer pulse method too expensive to be
practical in an academic laboratory.

In the latter procedure, the injection of a small
amount of one component on a concentration
plateau of both components generates a series of
peaks as the response of the column, the system
peaks [8]. There are as many system peaks as there
are degrees of freedom in the composition of the
system. This number is equal to the total number of
components of the eluent minus one, as we inject one
of the mobile phase components. The retention time
of the system peak gives the slope of the tangent to
the corresponding isotherm, 8q;j8Ci . Thus, the
method does not provide enough information to
calculate the competitive isotherms as the four
derivatives, 8q;j8Cj , are required.

Recently, a new method for the determination of
the competitive equilibrium isotherms of binary
mixtures has been introduced [5-7]. This method
employs the non-linear wave effect which takes place
when the column is overloaded both in concentra
tion and in volume, to the degree that a concentra
tion plateau at the feed composition is eluted
between the band front and its rear. Under such

Z. Ma and G. Guiochon / J. Chromalogr. 603 (1992) 13-25

conditions, we have a non-linear wave solution of
the system of partial differential equations made of
the mass balances of the sample components [5,9
II]. It can be shown that, under such conditions, the
hodograph transform of the band profiles, i.e., it
plot of the concentration of the first component
versus the concentration of the second at the same
time (see below), is made of two lines (one for the
band front and the other for its rear) which intersect
at the point corresponding to the feed composition
(constant state). This plot is called the hodograph
plot or hodogram [5-7,11-13]. The theory of partial
differential equations ~hows that the hodogram
contains all the information regarding the inter
action of the mixture components, but no informa
tion on the extent of adsorption [II].

When the competitive isotherms of the com
ponents of a binary mixture follow the competitive
Langmuir model, the hodogram consists of two
straight lines. The slopes and intercepts of these two
lines are simply related to the four parameters of the
competitive Langmuir isotherms [5]. As a conven
tional chromatographic system with an automatic
fraction collector and an autoinjector system [6]
permits a rapid determination of the individual
elution profiles, this provides a convenient method
for the determination of these coefficients [5,7].
When the competitive Langmuir isotherm model
fails, however, the lines are no longer straight and
more experimental data are required in order to
determine the isotherms. Repeating the experiment
while varying the composition of the wide pulse can
provide these data.

Among the obvious advantages of the new meth
od compared with frontal analysis are the much
smaller amount of material needed and the lesser
dependence of the accuracy on some important
experimental conditions, such as the column effi
ciency and the column dead volume. Conversely, a
serious disadvantage is the need for an isotherm
equation to which the data have to be fitted. The
derivation of a direct isotherm plot from the hodo
gram is not possible. We present here a theoretical
comparison between data obtained by frontal anal
ysis and by the hodograph method.

THEORY

The mass balance equation of the two compo-
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with i = 1, 2. In practice, we assume a rectangular
injection ofa mixture ofconstant composition, C1,0,

C2 ,o, during a time tp .

In the case of a competitive Langmuir isotherm:

nents of a binary mixture in a chromatographic
system is

oCi oq; oC 02C;
at + F' al + uO'a; = Da • ox2 (1)

As usual in the non-ideal or equilibrium-dispersive
model of chromatography, the stationary phase
concentration, qi, and the mobile phase concentra
tion, C, are related by the equilibrium isotherm; Fis
the phase ratio and Uo the mobile phase velocity. The
apparent dispersion coefficient, D a, accounts for
axial diffusion and for the mass transfer kinetics
[14]. This assumption is valid as long as the column
efficiency exceeds a few hundred theoretical plates
[11,14]. The initial and boundary conditions of the
problem are

a~,...-------------....,

tion between the two components, an intermediate
plateau appears after the elution of the front of the
first component. During the elution of this inter
mediate plateau, the eluent concentration of the first
component is higher than its concentration in the
new feed while the eluent concentration of the
second component is intermediate between its con
centrations in the old and the new feed (see Fig. 1).

In the assumption of ideal chromatography (i.e.,
if Da = 0), the integral mass balance equations of

(2a)

(2b)

Ci(t, x = 0) = <Pi(t)

Ci(t = O,x) = 0

o-f---r-.J.....,........J-r--r----,..---r----la;C;
qi=--~2--'-----

I + L bjCj
j= 1

(3a) 3 3.6 4 4.6 6

TIME (min)
6.6 6 6.6

(3b)
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.
··········

.
····

............

16.0

8
-----.f---1------
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b

° 1-8!2

16.0

TIME

Fig. I. Breakthrough profiles of the two components in frontal
analysis and definition of symbols. (a) Schematic diagram of the
individual breakthrough profiles in binary frontal analysis (as
suming COl = CO2 ), and definitions. (b) Schematic diagram of a
shock layer and definition of its thickness. All figures: concentra
tion is in mg/ml; time is in min.
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Frontal chromatography method
In this method, a solution of the two components

is pumped into a column previously equilibrated
with the pure mobile phase. A front of the first
component is eluted, followed by a front of the
second component. When the eluent composition is
constant and equal to the feed composition, the
experience is repeated, the feed solution being
replaced with a more concentrated solution of the
two components, usually keeping constant the ratio
of these two components. Because of the competi-

When Ci becomes large, q; tends towards a limit, the
column saturation capacity, qs; = a;/bi . We can
simplify the equations in the following derivation by
letting Qi = q;/qsi' Ci = biCi. Eqn. 3a becomes

- C;'
Qi= 2

1+ LCi
j= 1
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where H is the column height equivalent to a
theoretical plate. It would probably be more exact to
use D. = H/2uo + Us(uo - Us)/kr, where kr is the
lumped mass transfer coefficient [17].

This question deserves a more thorough investi
gation, currently undergone in connection with an
experimental study. For the thickness of the second
component, we use

Co = C2,O

From the study performed by Rhee and Amundson,
we can derive the width, All, ofthe shock layer on the
front of the first component band in frontal analysis
and the time, At, needed for the formation of the
intermediate plateau [13]. The width of the shock
~ayer depends on the fractional height, e, at which it
IS measured. It is given by

LlII(e) = D• . (l ~K)2 . 2 ~oCo .lnC ~ e) ~

H(l + K)2 2 + Co
2u

o
K '~llnel (6)

k~,o = alF is the retention factor of the first
component at infinite dilution; Cj and C; are the
concentrations at the left and right of the shock
which are used to define e and indicate at which
fractional height of the shock layer we measure its.
width (see Fig. Ib). In eqn. 7b, either the true
concentrations or the dimensionless concentrations
(eqn. 3b) can be used. As the front of the first
component elutes pure, we calculate the thickness of
the first shock by combining eqns: 6 and 7a with

Co = C1,0

k'o =Fal

the two components are written (see Symbols and
Fig. la)

tRl - to Llql
Fto LlClp

(4a)

tR2 - to Llq2

Fto AC2
(4b)

where Aq; and LlCi are the amplitudes of the con
centration shock in the stationary and the mobile
phases, respectively. The relationship which was
derived by Jacobson et al. [I] as an integral mass
balance equation can also be derived from the above
equations which relate the retention times of the two
breakthrough curves, the mobile phase concentra
~i~n ~umps of each solute corresponding to the
lllJectlOn step and the corresponding changes ofeach
solute concentration in the stationary phase. How
ever, when accounting for experimental data, differ
ent results are obtained when fitting these data to
eqns. 4 or to the equations reported in ref. 1. The
diffe.rences can be significant if the data are not very
precise. .

In practice, D. is different from zero. The axial
dispersion and the finite rate of mass transfer
combine to erode the concentration discontinuities
predicted by the ideal model. As these shocks are
caused by non-linear thermodynamic effects which
are constantly at work, the fronts remain very steep.
Shock layers appear, which propagate at the same
velocity as the shocks of the ideal model but have a
finite width [9,11,15]. As a result, the formation of
the intermediate concentration plateau is not instan
taneous and this plateau is narrower than predicted
by the ideal model [13], as allowance must be made
for the thickness of the two shock layers.

The thickness of the shock layer was calculated by
Rhee and Amundson [I 6]. They showed that a steep
but steady concentration change, the shock layer,
propagates along a real column (i.e., a column where
D. is different from zero), that it propagates at the
same velocity as the concentration shock would
propagate along an ideal column with the same
isotherms and they calculated the thickness of this
shock layer. The velocity of a shock depends only on
its height and is given by the equation

Uo
Us =---=--=

AQ·
1 +Fa..~

I AC;

with

K = k'o/(l + Co)

e= Cj - C, = C, - C;
Cj - C; Cj - C;

D. = H/2uo

(5)

(7a)

(7b)

(8a)
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~ is the derivative associated with the characteristic
direction in the C1 , Cz space [9,18,19]; it defines the

Hodograph method
As demonstrated previously [9,11,18-20], the fol

lowing relationship can be derived between the
derivatives and differentials of the concentrations,
when the apparent diffusion coefficient is zero:

(12a)

(l2b)

a1 - az
C1 = ~+Cz + -------'--

aZb1 + a1bz/~ +

C -;; C· a1 - az
1 - .".- z-

aZb1 + a1 bZI¢-

The hodogram, i.e., the plot of C1 versus Cz during
the elution of the band, is made of two straight lines
intersecting at the point of coordinates C1,0, Cz,o,
corresponding to the feed composition [5,11-16].
These lines are the characteristics of the point C1,0,
Cz,o, As a consequence, the product of their slopes is

slope of the lines in the hodograph plot. Eqn. 10
is a Clairaut differential equation with respect to
dCddCz. Its solutions are well known [9]: they
consist of two' families of straight lines whose slopes
and ordinates are related to the partial differentials
of the isotherm, which are the characteristics in the
concentration domain. Each ofthe two roots defines
a family of characteristic lines in each point of the
(C1, Cz) plane having the slopes ~ +, ~ _, where ~ +

and ~ _ are the positive and negative roots ofeqn. 10,
respectively. In the case of the competitive Langmuir
isotherm, combining eqns. 3 and 10 gives

~_~+ = _ a1 bZ. C1,0 = _1_ (l3)
aZb1 Cz,o Rq,Rco

where Rq, and Rco are the ratios qs,Z/qs,l and
C Z ,o/C1 ,o, respectively [21]. This equation is derived
directly from eqn. 10. Thus, if experiments are made
with the same two components (Rq, constant) and
the same composition (Rco constant), the product of
the two slopes should remain constant if the com
petitive isotherm is accounted for by the Langmuir
isotherm.

An interesting question on which calculations
may shed useful light is whether or not the accurate
determination of isotherm data by the hodograph
method requires experimental conditions under
which the intermediate plateau of the first com
ponent is formed, which is an absolute requirement
with the frontal analysis procedure. We have calcu
lated the elution profile of a wide rectangular band
at the end of columns of increasing lengths (Fig. 2a)
and otherwise identical (e.g., same height equivalent
to a theoretical plate). For the sake of clarity, only
the front part of these bands is shown. We see that
the intermediate plateau is formed progressively, the
height of the first component front increasing until it

(9)

(8b)

(10)

(lla)

(lIb)i,j = 1,2

Fazk,O=------
I-a

1 + b1 . ab 1 + bzl¢

where ~ is the solution of the second degree algebraic
eqn. 12a in ref. 13. This equation is also eqn. 10 in the
next section of this paper.

From the combination of eqns. 6 and 8a, it results
that the shock layer thickness increases in proportio
n to the column HETP [11,13]. This conclusion is
supported by experimental results [13].

The time required before stabilization of the
elution front of the first component and formation
of the enriched plateau is

~zIz1 + ~ifzz - Ill) - 112 = 0

where

LIt =~. LlC1p(Ll1]1 + Ll1]z)
2 C1,OUs1 - Cz,oUsz

where LlC1p is the concentration height of the
enriched plateau of the first component, Ll1]s,l and
Ll1]s,z are the width of the shock layers before and
after the enriched plateau and Us,l and Us,z are the
shock velocities of the two injection concentrations,
C1,0 and Cz,o, respectively.

From eqn. 9, we can derive the conditions re
quired for an accurate determination of the amounts
of the two components adsorbed at equilibrium with
the concentrations C1,0 and Cz,o in the mobile
phase. The column length and efficiency must be
such that the elution of the band front takes a time
longer than LIt under all the experimental conditions
investigated, so the intermediate plateau is always
formed and its composition can be measured.

~ = dCt/dCz

and

h,j = oq;/oCj
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these bands is shown. The plot corresponding to the
fourth profile permits essentially the same accuracy
as any further experiment for which the intermediate
plateau is fully developed. Satisfactory results could
be obtained from the hodogram corresponding to
the third profile, provided that about a third of the
exprimental data points, near the two concentration
axes, be eliminated when the data processing is done
to estimate the isotherm parameters.

~T"""--------------.....,

Comparison between the frontal analysis and the
hodogram methods for isotherm determination

Both lJ1ethods are based on the solution of the
mass balance eqns. I in the assumption of the ideal
model. The errors made will derive from the conse
quences ofhaving to use real, non-ideal columns and
they will strike differently.

In frontal analysis, we assume that the two shock
layers, at the front of the first component band and
between the bands of the first and second compo
nents, have had time to form before the break
through of the concentration step. The formation of
two stable shocklayers and ofa plateau wide enough
to be recorded and collected is necessary to permit
the determination of the concentrations of the two
components on this intermediate plateau. This mea
sure, in turn, is necessary for the calculation of the
integral mass balance of the two components of the
binary mixture. Under non-ideal conditions, this
phenomenon takes a finite time, as mass transfers
are no longer infinitely fast. This is especially true
with a mixture, as the concentration of the first
component at the breakthrough time is higher than
in the injected feed [I]. The time, LIt (eqn. 9), required
for the formation of this plateau depends on the
column efficiency, on the relative retention of the
components and on the injection profile. As a
consequence, the minimum time required for the
determination of a series of competitive isotherms
at different relative concentrations Rco depends
strongly on the efficiency of the column used and on
the relative retention of the components studied.

The accuracy of the mass balances measured by
frontal analysis relies on the assumption that the
shock layers are symmetrical, so the retention time
of the inflection point of the breakthrough profile is
also the retention time of the mass center of the
front. If the kinetics of mass transfer or of the
retention mechanism are slow, this assumpti~n may

5.6
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3.6

C2

2.6
TlME

. 6

1.6

3

0.6
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o+-oIoL...u,_......,.._....:,..........."""T......:.....+---t
-0.2

Fig. 2. Influence of the width of the intermediate plateau on the
accuracy of thehodograph plot method. (a) Band profiles for a
wide rectangular injection of a binary mixture at the exit of
columns of increasing lengths. -Column length: (I) I cm; (2) 2 cm;
(3) 4 cm; (4) 8 cm; (5) 16cm; (6) 25 cm. The rear boundaries of the
elution profiles are not shown. (b) Hodograph plots correspond
ing to the elution profiles shown in (a). The plots corresponding
to the elution profiles detected at 16 and 25 cm are superimposed
on each other and cannot be distinguished.

reaches the plateau concentration, which it does for
the fourth profile. The minimum column length
required in frontal analysis is that corresponding to
the fourth profile. In practice, a longer column
would be needed as the plateau has to be wide
enough to permit grabbing an eluent sample for its
analysis. In Fig. 2b, thehodograph transform of
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lead to a significant error. This kind of error seems
insignificant in most determinations carried out with
most HPLC systems, where the kinetics are fast. It
might be significant in affinity chromatography or
in other applications involving biopolymers.

These limitations similarly affect the hodograph
method. This method is valid only if the inter
mediate plateau at the front of the first component
band has fully developed. Otherwise, there would
not be any meaning to the slope and intercept of the
first straight line of the hodogram. Although the
method is fairly immune to slow mass transfer or
reaction kinetics, if one of these types of kinetics is
slow enough to generate a strongly unsymmetrical
shock layer, it will render meaningless the parts of
the plot close to the concentration axis and make it
nearly impossible to select the experimental points
which must be kept in the calculation of the slopes
and intercepts of the two straight lines.

If we consider eqns. 4 and 12, we observe that
frontal analysis requires the determination of the
retention times of the two fronts, the phase ratio and
the concentrations of the intermediate plateau. Both
methods require the determination of the dead time
(the hodograph method, in order to derive the value
of the ai coefficients). The hodograph method
requires the collection of a large number of fractions
and the accurate determination of their composi
tion. Further, frontal analysis gives a single point of
the isotherm for each breakthrough curve, while the
hodogram samples the isotherm over an entire arc,
i.e., over a wide composition range, using a much
smaller amount of sample and mobile phase in the
process.

Experimentally, the hodograph method requires
the acquisition of a large number of fractions and
their analysis. A number of experimental problems
have to be solved. A fast fraction collector is needed
to collect enough fractions during the elution of the
second shock layer (the elution of the first one does
not give useful hodograph data). The collected
fractions must be analyzed rapidly and accurately.
Practical solutions have been discussed previously
[6,7]. The errors made on the fraction concentrations
result in a significant scatter of the data points
[5-7,22], which limits the accuracy of the coefficients
obtained by fitting the hodogram to an isotherm
model that is more sophisticated than the competi
tive Langmuir equation. This is probably the most
important drawback of the method.

19

Finally, the experimental data acquired in frontal
analysis are transformed directly into isotherm
points. The. experimental data supplied by the
hodogram cannot be transformed directly into iso
therm points. They may be fitted to the equation of
an isotherm model and used to calculate the best
estimates of the parameters of this model. A model is
necessary; the fitting of the isotherm data points to a
spline is impossible as there are no isotherm data
points.

In summary, the two methods have similar re
quirements regarding the column characteristics.
The equipment needed for the hodograph method is
standard whereas two chromatographs must be used
in binary frontal analysis, the second for the analysis
of a sample of the intermediative plateau. The
hodograph transform is more precise, faster a!ld
uses much smaller amounts of chemicals but the
data it collects are more difficult to process and
require an isotherm model. Binary frontal analysis is
very accurate but requires tight control of experi
mental conditions. A comparison between the ac
curacies of the two methods is difficult. The hodo
graph method does not require the determination of
to, whereas frontal analysis does. Flow-rate fluctua
tions during the experiment affect the frontal anal
ysis measurement if made after the recording of
detector signal versus time. They will not affect the
hodogram, which merely uses the two concentra
tions.

The two methods appear to have complementary
natures. An attractive synthesis would be to conduct
a series of experiments designed for the hodograph
method, injecting different concentration steps, with
different concentration ratios. The retention times
of the fronts of the breakthrough curves can be used
to calculate the concentrations of each solute in the
stationary phase, using eqns. 4, while the concentra
tion profiles of the whole bands can be used with the
hodograph method. This would provide some check
on consistency and accuracy.

Simulation experiments
Using the computer programs previously devel

oped for the calculation of solutions of the equilib
rium-dispersive model [21-24], we have calculated
the elution profiles for a series of four wide band
injections of a binary mixture (concentration C? =
15.0, 10.0, 5.0 and 2.5 mM, respectively, with
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CVCi = 1) and the breakthrough profiles for
various steps of the same mixture [5]. A fraction of
the points (one every 80) is kept as a data point. To
each of these data points, a number taken from a
simulated noise sequence is added. The uniform
distribution random number generator DRNUN of

g_r_-----------------.,
a

the IMSL library gives random numbers between 0
and 1. A random number series of appropriate
length is scaled to a mean of 0 and a standard
deviation of 5% of the height of the rectangular
pulse or of the concentration step injected.

The elution profiles of the four wide rectangular
pulses considered are shown in Figs. 3a-6a. In these
figures, the points are the "experimental" results of
the simulated experimental data obtained as just
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Fig. 4. As Fig. 3 for experiment No.2 shown in Table I.
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Fig. 3. Elution profiles and hodograph plot of experiment No. I
shown in Table 1. (a) Elution profiles. The points are simulated
experiment points and the lines are the theoretical lines. (b)
Hodograph plot corresponding to the elution profiles shown in
(a).
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Fig. 5. As Fig. 3 for experiment No.3 shown in Table 1.

described. The data points obtained for the elution
of a wide rectangular pulse are storted into two
groups. The former includes the points for which the
second component concentration is positive and the
first component concentration is larger than the
injection concentration augmented with the largest
noise number. This set ofdata is used to calculate the
negative slope, ¢_, and the corresponding intercept

(Table 1) by fitting the points to a straight line. The
latter data group includes the points for which the
first component concentration is positive and the
second component concentration is lower than the
injection concentration less the smallest random
number. This second set of data is used to clllculate
the positive slope, ¢ +, and the corresponding inter
cept (Table I). The hodograph plots and the best
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TABLE I

SLOPES AND INTERCEPTS

Concentrations of the rectangular injection plug,~ = C1: (I) 15 mM; (2) 10.0 mM; (3) 5.0mM; (4) 2.5 mM. A+ and A _ are the intercept
of the straight lines shown in Fig. 3a, corresponding to the positive and the negative slope, respectively. Column length, L = 25 cm;
flow-rate, I ml/min; hold-up time, 3.00 min; phase ratio, F = 0.35; column efficiency, 2500 theoretical plates. True values:al = 2.1556,
az = 3.7566, bl = 0.0216, bz = 0.0256.

No. ~- ~+ A+ A- bl bz

I 0.3381 1.9594 14.3714 20.0927 0.02217 0.02556
2 0.2585 2.4854 14.9240 12.6399 0.02268 0.02541
3 0.1461 4.2905 16.4198 5.7550 0.02266 0.02463
4 0.07730 7.3592 15.9042 2.6922 0.02487 0.02468

straight lines obtained for the four simulated ex
periments are shown in Figs. 3b-6b.

The data points from the breakthrough curve are
used to calculate the retention times of the two
fronts and the intermediate concentration (Table
II). Then, the equations in ref. 1 were used to
calculate the corresponding stationary phase con
centrations for the two components. To fit the
frontal analysis data to the equations of the model,
we used the SYSNLIN procedure from the SAS
package. This program permits the fitting of a set of
experimental data to more than one equation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As indicated in the previous section, a comparison

TABLE II

FRONTAL ANALYSIS RESULTS

of the accuracies of the two methods based on the
use of experimental data is difficult, as the exact
isotherm can never be known. A comparison based
on the use of simulated data is useful to search for
possible bias or errors. Experimental data com
paring the precisions of the two methods will be
reported later [25].

The parameters of the Langmuir isotherms are
derived from the slopes and intercepts of the two
straight lines of the hodograph plots (Table I) [5].
The deviations between the values of the parameters
obtained with the hodograph method and the theo
retical values increase from 2.6% to 15% for bi and
from 0.2 to 3.6% for b2 when the pulse concentra
tion decreases from 15 to 2.5 mM. The results
derived from the three highest concentration injec-

Nos. 1-10 are the ten steps of a frontal analysis experiment. The concentrations C;nt are the intermediate mobile phase concentrations of
the first component corresponding to its mobile phase concentration on the intermediate plateau. From eqn. 4a, QI and Qz are the
stationary phase concentrations of the first and the second component corresponding to the mobile phase concentration of the injected
step. All concentrations are in mM and all times in min. A hold-up time of 2.97 min was used to calculate the stationary concentrations.

No. IRI IRZ Cint QI Qz

1 4.581 5.192 19.920 20.552 32.385
2 4.757 5.706 12.832 14.751 26.588
3 4.915 6.063 5.849 8.503 15.Q28
4 5.042 6.625 2.762 4.631 8.879
5 4.635 5.632 16.184 23.120 12.933
6 5.026 6.316 7.948 14.420 8.128
7 5.180 6.589 3.959 7.766 4.396
8 4.991 5.693 8.014 7.761 39.691
9 5.103 6.274 3.266 4.310 24.076

10 5.315 6.358 1.446 2.699 12.346
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TABLE III

PARAMETERS OBTAINED BY FITTING THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS TO VARIOUS ISOTHERMS

Isotherm Parameters

(a) Competitive Langmuir isotherm equation, using eqn. 4 a, a2 bl b2 R2

Q, Q2

2.3568 3.9007 0.0269 0.0234 0.9976 0.9978

(b) Langmuir isotherm equation, using eqn. 4 bl b2 R2

QI Q2

0.0198 0.02236 0.9967 0.9951

(c) Competitive Langmuir isotherm equation a, a2 b, b2 R2

Q, Q2

2.3389 3.9075 0.0233 0.0276 0.9944 0.9979

(d) Langmuir isotherm equation bl b2 R2

Q, Q2

0.0221 0.0214 0.9925 0.9961

tions are all within 5% of the true value. Thus, when
the adsorption behavior of the binary mixture is well
described by the Langmuir model, the determina
tion of the model parameters is reasonably accurate.

Table II gives the results of a frontal analysis
experiment involving the simulation of ten consec
utive steps. For each step. the values of _the
intermediate concentration of the tirst component
and ofthe retention times of the two fronts contain a
random error resulting from the noise added to the
detector signal, as explained in the previous section.
The largest error made on the intermediate concen
tration is 2.2% and that made on the retention time
of the two fronts is 2.3%. We have used two methods
to fit these results to a Langmuir model. The data in
Table III(a) and (c) were obtained using eqn. 4.
First, the data for the first component are fitted to
the single-component Langmuir equation, using Cint

as the concentration in the mobile phase, and
calcul~ting the stationary phase concentration from
eqn. 4a. The data for the second component are then

fitted to the competitive Langmuir equation, using
the injection concentrations as mobile phase concen
trations and deriving the stationary phase concen
trations from eqn. 4b. The data in Table III(b) and
(d) were obtained by determining the coefficients at
and az from the infinite retention times and deriving
the coefficients b t and bz by fitting the data in Table
II using the equations derived by Jacobson et al. [1].

The largest deviation is about 24% [Table III(a)].
The best results are in Table III(c) (ca. 8% error for
at, b t and bz and 4% for az). We conclude that in the
case of a true Langmuir isotherm, the frontal
analysis data are slightly less accurate than the
hodograph data. From this numerical comparison,
we may conclude that the two methods give com
parable performances. Both require fast mass trans
fer in the column for an accurate determination of
the isotherm data. From a theoretical viewpoint,
frontal analysis has the advantage ofsupplying as an
intermediate result the absolute concentrations of
the two solutes in the stationary phase at equilib-
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rium. The hodograph method cannot give this
result. With this second method, an isotherm model
is always required, so the experimental data can be
fitted to this equation. On the other hand, the
hodograph method does not need the prior deter
mination of the dead time whereas frontal analysis
does. However, this advantage is due to the fact that
the hodograph method supplies only the ratio rt =
02/01' not the value ofeach of these two coefficients,
so the measurement of to is eventually necessary.
Finally, only random errors on the composition of
the collected fractions affect the results of the
hodograph method. Random errors on the flow-rate
and the influence of the signal noise on the error
made in the determination of the retention time of
the breakthrough curve affect the results of frontal
analysis. This could sometimes be an advantage.

From a practical point of view, the hodograph
method has several important advantages over the
frontal analysis method. (1) The experimental pro
cedure is simpler than that described in ref. 1and it is
much easier to automate. The equipment required
includes an ordinary liquid chromatograph, an
automatic fraction collector and an automated
analyzer. (2) The requirements for the control ofthe
experimental conditions are less demanding than for
frontal analysis. For example, flow-rate fluctuations
do not affect the results of the hodograph method
whereas they directly affect the results of frontal
analysis. (3) Finally, but most important, the
amount of sample needed for the determination of
an isotherm is much less than in frontal analysis,
often several orders of magnitude less. (4) On the
other hand, the data processing required for the
application of the hodograph method is much more
complicated than the simple fit of the stationary
phase concentrations to an adsorption equation
needed in frontal analysis. This is especially true in
the case of non-Langmuir isotherms. If the isotherm
function has one or several inflection points, how
ever, unexpected difficulties arise in the use of the
frontal analysis method, i.e., in the identification of
the self-sharpening boundary and in the measure
ment of the correct retention time [26]. The hodo
graph method is easier to apply if the isotherms of
the two components are similar.
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SYMBOLS

OJ first coefficient of the Langmuir isotherm
(eqn. 3)

bi second coefficient of the Langmuir isotherm
(eqn. 3)

Ci•O concentration of the component i in a rectan
gular injection pulse (eqn. 2)

Ci mobile phase concentration of the component
i (i = 1 or 2) (eqn. 1)

Ci normalized mobile phase concentration of the
component i (eqn. 3)

Cj concentration of the plateau before the shock
layer (eqn. 7b)

C; concentration of the plateau after the shock
layer (eqn. 7b)

D a coefficient of axial dispersion (eqn. 1)
F phase ratio [F = (1 - 8)/8) (eqn. 1)
H column HETP (eqn. 6)
K retention parameter, eqn. 7a

rank of the component (here, i = lor 2) (eqn.
1)

Qi normalized stationary phase concentration of
the component i (eqn. 3)

qi stationary phase concentration of the com
ponent i (i = 1 or 2) (eqn. 1)

qsi column saturation capacity for the compo-
nent i (eqn. 3)

t time (eqn. 1)
to hold-up time (eqn. 4)
tp width of a rectangular injection profile (eqn.

2)
tRi retention time of the component i (elution

time of the center of the breakthrough curve)
Us velocity of a shock (eqn. 5)
Uo mobile phase velocity (eqn. 1)
x distance along the column (eqn. 1)

Greek symbols
rt relative retention of the two components, rt =

02/01 (eqn. 8b)
8 total column porosity
AC; amplitude of the concentration shock or step

in the mobile phase (eqn. 4)
AC1p concentration height of the intermediate

plateau (eqn. 9)
Aqi amplitude of the concentration shock or step

in the stationary phase (eqn. 4)
At time necessary to form the intermediate pla-
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teau in the case of frontal analysis of a binary
mixture (eqn. 9)

L111 ~hock layer thickness (eqn.. 6)
(/J;(t) injection profile (eqn. 2)
f) reduced concentration during the passage of

the shock layer (eqn. 7b)
~ solution of eqn. 10. There are two roots, ~ +

and ~_
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Batch dynamic adsorption of dipeptides onto reversed
phase silica gel
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ABSTRACT

Batch adsorption kinetics of two dipeptides, N-carbobenzoxy-L-leucyl-glycine and N-carbobenzoxy-glycyl-L-phenylalanine, onto the
reversed-phase Cts silica gel has been experimentally and theoretically studied in this paper. This dynamic adsorption process was
described with a rate-equation model, in which the surface interaction rates is considered to be finite and follows an intrinsic kinetics of
Langmuir type. The model is validated with the experimental batch kinetics data. The model parameters, rate constants and pore
diffusivity, were estimated by matching the experimental data with the theoretical predictions obtained from numerical solution of the
model equations. The dependence of these parameters on various factors including initial solute concentration, ratio of solution volume
to adsorbent mass, pH and methanol content were examined.

INTRODUCTION

Reversed-phase liquid chromatography is a pow
erful technique for the purification of peptides and
proteins from natural and synthetic sources. Math
ematical modelling to predict the process perfor
mance of a full scale column is essential for the
design and optimisation of such chromatographic
processes. The application of such approach re
quires model parameters, which characterise the
thermodynamics and kinetics of the process. Since
the intraparticle mass transfer and surface inter
action are independent of operation mode, the
parameters such as pore diffusivity and rate con
stants for surface interaction can be estimated using
the batch experimental data [1,2]. Compared with
column operation mode, the batch mode taking
place in a finite bath has the main advantages ofless
expensive and less computational effort involved in
the parameter estimation.

Correspondence to: Dr. D. D. Do, Department of Chemical
Engineering, University of Queensland, Brisbane, Qld. 4072,
Australia.

Most of previous works has been concerned with
the retention factor in reversed-phase liquid chro
matography [3-5]. However, the use of retention
coefficients only addresses the thermodynamics of
the process and it is not possible to assess the
bandspreading in the column process. Furthermore,
slow binding kinetics was observed in reverse phase
chromatographic system and the activation energies
for binding and dissociation were clearly commen
surate with those involved in the rupture of weak
chemical bonds [6]. In a column dynamic study, we
also found that the bandspreading in a reversed- .
phase column can be well interpreted with the
intrinsic kinetics mechanism [7].

In this work, batch dynamic adsorption of two
dipeptides onto reversed-phase CI8 silica gel was
experimentally studied. A rate-equation model, in
corporated with the intrinsic 'adsorption kinetics,
was proposed to describe the ladsorption process.
The experimental data were used to validate the

I
proposed model and to extract the relevant model
parameters. The dependence or model parameters,
rate constants and pore dif~'Usivity, on various
factors has been examined. These factors include the

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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The mass balance equation for the finite bath is
written as

At equilibrium, the following Langmuir isotherm is
obtained by setting the righ-hand side of eqn. 2 to
zero:

(6)

(5)

C (k) = C"s(k)b(k)C(k)
" NC

1 + I bU)CU)
j=l

Solution method
The partial differential equation for particle phase

(eqn. 1) was reduced to ordinary differential equa
tions using the orthogonal collocation technique [9].
The resulting equations are in the form of coupled
differential and algebraic equations and they were
then solyed with DASSL, a Differential/Algebraic
System Solver [10]. The values of the kinetic param
eters and diffusivities were estimated by matching
the theoretical predictions of this model with the
experimental concentration decay versus time
curves. The optimisation method of Powell's con
jugated direction method (see ref. 11) and the
subroutine PCD [12] were used in this matching
procedure.

where b is the Langmuir constant, which is the ratio
of adsorption to the desorption rate constants. The
isotherm parameters band C"s were determined by
independent batch experiments and details of which
can be found in ref. 8.

V. dCb(k) = _(m) (~) (SmDp(k)' aC(k)! ) (4)
dt Pp R o ar Ro

The initial condition for eqn. 4 is given by

s D (k)!.i.(rz.aCik») (1)
m p rZ ar ar

where acQ/at is governed by the following Langmuir
kinetic equation:

THEORETICAL

(2)

NC

aC,,(k) = ka(k)C(k)[1 - ~ C"U! ] - kd(k)[ C,,(k) ]
at i.Jc"sU) C"s(k)

j= 1

initial solute concentration, the ratio of solution
volume to sorbent mass, pH and the methanol
content in the mixed solvent.

Model equation
Under consideration is the batch uptake process

taking place in a finite bath, in which porous
adsorbent particles with uniform spherical shape
and size are suspended in the bath liquid by mechan
ical means, and the solution is stirred such as the
bulk concentration is uniform through the bath. A
rate-equation model is developed to describe this
batch dynamic adsorption process. This model takes
into account external diffusion in the stagnant
film around the adsorbent particle, pore diffusion
through the void in the particle and the interaction
between adsorbates and pore surface.

In formulating this model, we have assumed
isothermal behaviour and constant liquid volume in
the bath. The film mass transfer coefficient is taken
to be constant. The pore diffusivity is also assumed
to be independent of solute concentration.

Having made the above assumptions, we can
write the mass balance equation for the solute k in
the particle phase as follows

S . aC(k) + (1 _ s ). aCik ) =
m at m at

where ka is the adsorption rate constant (l/s); kd is
the desorption rate constant (mmol/ml . s), and C"s
is the sorbent capacity.

Eqns. 1 and 2 are subject to following initial and
boundary conditions:

t = 0; C(k) = 0; C,,(k) = 0

t = O' aC(k) = 0
, ar (3)

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
Two dipeptides, N-Cbz-L-leucyl-glycine (Cbz =

carbobenzoxy) (pI 5.97) and N-Cbz-glycyl-L-phen
ylalanine (pI 5.72) (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA),
were used as adsorbates in batch uptake experi
ments. The choice of the dipeptides is mainly based
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on the consideration that these two dipeptides have
relatively similar adsorption behavior under the
selected conditions. The adsorbent is 5-,um Ad
sorphere C18 silica gel with 80 A pore size, 12%
carbon loaded, 200 m2 jg surface area, which was
completely end capped (Alltech, IL, USA). The
Na2HP04, NaH2P04.2H20, H 3P04 and HPLC
grade methanol were purchased from BDH (Vic
toria, Australia). All these chemicals were used as
received.

Analytical apparatus
Analytical Beckman System Gold (San Ramon,

CA, USA) was employed. It consists ofa dual-pump
programmable solvent module 126, a rapid scanning
dual-wavelength monitoring detector module 167, a
Model 210A sample injection valve and an analog
module 406. The Beckman Serial Interface card is
used to provide the communication between the
computer and the high-performance liquid chroma
tography (HPLC) modules. A 250 x 4.6 mm LD.
stainless-steel column packed with 5-,um reverse
phase silica gel C18 was employed.

ed and the tube was gently rotated for a given period
of time. At a certain time a small sample was
withdrawn and the two dipeptides concentrations
were measured by analytical HPLC Beckman Sys
tem Gold at 238 nm and 254 nm.

In this work, a series of runs were carried out to
investigate the effect of initial dipeptide concentra
tions, the amount of sorbents, pH and methanol
concentration in solution. The ratio of initial con
centration for the two dipeptides in finite batch is 1: 1
and have limited diluted value about 30 mM. The
range ofmethanol concentrations from 45% to 55%
and pH ranged from 2.98 to 4.20 were chosen. The
small range of methanol concentration is because
when the methanol concentration is greater than
55% the two dipeptides have very close affinity,
hence separation is not possible. On the other hand,
if the methanol concentration is less than 45%, the
affinities of the two dipeptides are widely different
but too high. As a result, the two peaks are eluted so
far apart with problems of wasting carrier fluid and
longer cycle time. The similar effects of pH with
those ofmethanol composition on retention time are
also observed.

18.7 .--------------,

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5040

0- - -e- - -. _ -""'D"" ~ __

16.5 '---~-~~-~-~-----'
o 10 20 30

TIME (5)

Fig. 1. Comparison between experimental data (symbols) and
the finite rate model (dashed lines) to single and binary com
ponent batch adsorption systems. Symbols: filled symbols,
Cbz-Leu-Gly; open symbols, Cbz-Gly-Phe; ., 0: single com
ponent; ., 0: binary component.
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Transient uptake experiments were carried out for
a binary mixture of dipeptides except the cases in
Fig. 1 where single component systems are studied.
The initial adsorbate concentration in finite bath for
both dipeptides is about 18 mM. The film mass

Mobile phase
Both batch dynamic experiments and analysis

were carried out using solutions containing 45% to
55% (vjv) HPLC-grade methanol in 75 mM phos
phate buffer. The buffer solution was prepared with
analytical UNIVAR reagent-grade sodium dihy
drogenorthophosphate, disodium hydrogenortho
phosphate and Millipore deionised water. The pH of
the solutions were adjusted to about 2.98,3.18,3.42
and 4.18 with H 3P04 in presence of pure methanol.
The mobile phase used in chromatographic analysis
procedure was filtered by 0.45-,um cellulose acetate
filters (Sartorious, Gottingen, Germany) and de
gassed under vacuum.

Experimental description
The transient uptake experiments were carried

out for both single components and binary mixtures
for various pH and methanol contents using 1.5-ml
micro test tubes (Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany).
A quantities of pre-weighed silica gel was added to a
series of dipeptide solutions of predetermined initial
concentrations. The ratio of sorbent mass to solu
tion volume was kept about 42 mg per ml. At the
moment of sorbate-sorbent contact, mixing is start-
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TABLE I

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

v (ml) 1.2
pH 3.42
m (mg) 42
Mcthanol contcnt (%) 55

transfer coefficient was evaluated from correlation
[13]. Other conditions used in the experiments are
given in Table I unless otherwise indicated in figures
or figure captions.

In Fig. 1 the proposed model (i.e. intrinsic kinetics
model) for the description of the batch dynamic
adsorption of dipeptides onto reversed-phase silica
gel is fitted to the experimental uptake data. The
parameter values for the pore diffusivity and the rate
constants, as given in Table II, were obtained from
the fitting between the model prediction and ex
perimental data. As shown in this figure, the intrin
sic kinetics model yields a reasonable fit. The pore
diffusivity and sorption rate constants extracted
from these batch experiments have been used to
successfully predict the column elution profile [7]. It
was also found that the intrinsic kinetics could
contribute significantly to the bandspreading. An
exact explanation for the slow surface interaction is
currently not available. However, this could be due
to the high activation energy for interaction between
the hydrophobic groups of dipeptides and the
immobilised hydrocarbonaceous groups.

The data in Table II suggest that the rate con
stants and pore diffusivity for the single component

TABLE II

PARAMETERS FOR CASES IN FIG. I
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systems are quite close to those for the correspond
ing binary component system. This seems to indicate
that the sorption rate constants and pore diffusivity
for a given species is basically not influenced by
other species. This feature would facilitate the
parameter evaluation. That is to say that batch ex
periment for single component can be used to obtain
the kinetic parameters and pore diffusivity for
multicomponent system. However, for the system
having an adsorption kinetics other than Langmuir
type, the kinetic parameters for single component
systems may be different from those for binary
mixtures because of the possible existence of lateral
interaction between adsorbed solutes. The adsorp
tion behavior of the system in this work is well
described by the kinetics and isotherm of Langmuir
type, and therefore the interaction between ad
sorbed solutes is not significant.

Fig. 2 shows the effect of initial solute concentra
tion on the transient uptake of the binary mixture of
dipeptide. The experimental data and predicted
curves from the intrinsic kinetics model are dis
played in this figure. The best fit values of the
parameters for various initial solute concentrations
are given in Table III. It is seen from this table that
the initial solute concentration appears to have no
effects on the parameter values. Small difference
may be attributed to the experimental error. There
fore, the assumption that the pore diffusivity is
independent of solute concentration is justified. Due
to the solubility of the dipeptides, experiments with
higher initial concentration are not possible.

The transient uptake under different ratio of bath
solution volume to sorbent amount (Vim) is shown

Intrinsic kinctics Local cquilibrium Isothcrm

D p x 107 k. kd X 102 .Dp X 107
CpS b

(em Is) (lIs) (mmol/ml' s) (cm/s) (ml/mmol)

Singlc Lcu-Gly U8 0.689 3.042 1.020 0.183 22.96
solutc

Gly-Phc 1.69 1.043 2.893 1.351 0.254 36.08

Binary Lcu-Gly 0.995 0.634 2.871 0.992 0.166 22.08
mixturc

Gly-Phe 1.48 0.991 2.713 1.415 0.235 36.58
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m = 23mg
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Fig. 2. Effect of initial solute concentrations with fixed concen
tration ratio Cbz-Leu-Gly/Cbz-Gly-Phe = 1:1. Symbols:.
Cbz-Leu-Gly; 0 = Cbz-Gly-Phe.

Fig. 3. Effect ofratio Vim on transient uptake. Symbols as in Fig.
2.

in Fig. 3. The parameter values extracted from these
experimental data are given in Table IV. The data in
Table IV indicate that the effect of Vim is negligible.

In order to elucidate the dependence of binding
kinetics on the pH and organic modifier content,
transient uptake experiments were carried..Qut for a
range of pH values and methanol conten~ Re
presentative uptake c~rves are shown in Figs. 4 and
5. For given pH value and methanol content, the
adsorption isotherm of the binary mixture was
measured experimentally and equilibrium param
eters were ,~xtracted for the Langmuir isotherm

equation [8]. The batch dynamic data were then
fitted using the intrinsic kinetics model proposed in
this paper to obtain the parameter estimates for rate
constants ka , kd and pore diffusivity Dp •

Generally, the variation of the kinetic parameters
due to the change of pH and organic modifier
coptent in solution is not clearly known. Some
reasons for this trend could be explained by: (1) the
change of physico-chemical properties of solute
molecules (e.g. net charge, reconformation, aggrega
tion change, pI and polar state), and (2) surface
diffusion may be involved in the overall process.

TABLE III

EFFECT OF INITIAL CONCENTRATION (C~) ON PARAMETERS

Leu-Gly Gly-Phe

~(mM) ~'(mM)

18.56 13.19 10.14 18.39 13.14 10.05

Dp x 107 (cm/s) 1.94 1.85 1.75 2.74 2.69 2.65
k. (lIs) ~0.671 0.679 0.681 0.532 0.541 0.543
kd x 102 (mmol/ml' s) 3.86 3.83 3.82 3.22 3.12 3.10
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TABLE IV

EFFECT OF Vim ON PARAMETERS

Leu-Oly Gly-Phe

Vim (ml/mg) Vim (ml/mg)

0.052 0.027 0.014 0.052 0.027 0.014

Dp x 107 (cm/s) 1.89 1.94 1.98 2.69 2.74 2.81
ka (l/s) 0:675 0.671 0.671 0.534 0.532 0.531
kd x 102 (mmol/ml' s) 3.89 3.85 3.85 3.20 3.22 3.21

In Figs. 6 and 7, the adsorption rate constant, k a

and desorption rate constant, kd are plotted as a
function of pH for the different methanol content. It
is noted that ka decreases linearly with increasing
pH. The predominant effect of increasing pH is to
increase the degree of ionisation of dipeptide mole
cules, and thus the dipeptide molecules carry more
associated ions. In such instance, the frequency for
the efficient collision between solute molecules and
immobilised hydrocarbonaceous groups is reduced.
The adsorption rate constant is, therefore, decreased
with increasing pH. At a given pH value, k a is also
decreased with an increase in the methanol content.

This is because the dipeptide molecules are less
excluded from the solute at a highet organic solvent
content.

The effect of pH and methanol content on 'the
desorption rate constant (kd ) is shown in Fig. 7. It
can be seenfrom this figure that kd is decreased with
increasing pH except the case for Cbz-Gly-Phe at the
methanol content of45%. It is believed that ionised
solutes may bind to the hydrocarnaceous group
bound surface with the charges oriented away from
the surface. The net charge' at low pH value may
favour the desorption. As a consequence, the kd is
higher at lower pH. However, raising the methanol

17 L--'-_'---'----''--....J

o 10 20 30 40 50

TIME (5)

Fig. 4. EfTect of pH values on transient uptake. Symbols as in
Fig. 2.

16.5 '---->---'---'--'-----'

o 10 20 30 40 50

TIME (5)

Fig. 5. Effect of methanol (MET.) contents on transient uptake.
Symbols as in Fig. 2. .
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Fig. 6. Adsorption constant versus solution pH for various
methanol contents (55, 50 and 45%). Symbols: \J, 0, 0 =
Cbz-Gly-Phe; ~, _, • = Cbz-Leu-Gly.

Fig. 8. Diffusivity value versus pH for various methanol contents
(55, 50 and 45%). Symbols as in Fig. 6.
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This observation could be explained again by the
ionisation of dipeptide molecule. With the pH
increased from 3. to 4, the degree of ionisation of the
solutes is enhanced. Thus, more counter-ions are
associated with the dipeptide molecules, and this
results in a larger resistance for the solute molecules
to diffuse in the pore liquid phase. The methanol
content also has profound effect on the pore diffu
sivity. As shown in this figure, D p is increased with
increasing methanol content. Such variation of Dp is
unlikely resulted from the reduction of the viscosity,
since the viscosity only slightly changes in the
methanol content range of 45-55% [14]. One of the
possible explanations is that the higher methanol
content reduces the electrostatic interaction between
the solutes and solvent, and consequently the di
peptide molecules have a higher mobility. As already
shown, the pore diffusivity is sensitivity to the
variation of both pH and methanol content. The im
plication of this is that when modelling the reversed
phase liquid chromatographic process under any
gradient elution mode, the dependence of D p on pH
and organic modifier content must be taken into
account.

4.13.73.32.9

~

37.5[f)
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"""~0 330S
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content enhances the hydrophobicity of the mixed
solvent. This effect reduces the energy needed for a
solute to desorb from the surface. Therefore, the
desorption rate constant is increased with increasing
methanol content.

The pore diffusivity (D p) determined from the
batch uptake measurement for various pH values
and methanol contents are shown in Fig. 8. It is seen
that the D p linearly decreases with an increase in pH.

pH CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 7. Desorption rate constant versus solution pH for various
methanol contents (55, 50 and 45%). Symbols as in Fig. 6. The batch dynamic adsorption of a binary mix-
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ture of dipeptides has been experimentally studied.
The results obtained from these experiments were
fitted well by the proposed model which is incor
porated with an intrinsic adsorption kinetics of
Langmuir type. For the system under consideration,
the pore diffusivity is independent of solute concen
tration. It is also found that rate constants (k., kd )

and pore diffusivity (Dp ) for a multicomponent
system can be approxiated by those from the
corresponding single component systems. These
extracted parameters, k., kd and Dp exhibit a linear
dependence on the pH value of the solution and
methanol content in the mixed solvent.

SYMBOLS

b Langmuir affinity constant
C concentration in pore fluid phase
Cb concentration in bulk fluid of finite bath
cg initial concentration in bulk fluid of finite

bath
Cil concentration in adsorbed phase
CIlS sorbent capacity
D p pore diffusivity
j solute j
k solute k
k. adsorption rate constant
k d desorption rate constant
k m film mass transfer coefficient
m sorbent mass in finite bath
NC number of solute
r radial coordinate
Ro particle radius
t time

.V solution volume in finite bath

T. S. Nguyen et al. / J. Chromatogr. 603 (1992) 27-34

Greek symbols
em particle porosity
PP particle density
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ABSTRACT

The empirical retention equation log k' = log k~ - Srp in reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC) was
investigated to evaluate the properties of the parameter S. The S index, which is defined as the slope of log k' versus volume fraction of
the organic modifier (rp) was systematically examined as a function of bonded phase density, column type and temperature in RP
HPLC. The S index for a particular solute was observed to be nearly constant even when column systems with different CIS packing
materials are used. The dependence of log k' on eluent composition was found to be represented by parallel lines for a given solute for a
variety of different stationary phases. The S index remains constant for a given solute despite the prolonged use of C1S column. The
results showed that the S index is determined mainly by the interaction between the solute and the mobile phase. It was observed to
decrease with the increasing column temperature for non-ionic solutes. Other factors influencing the measurement of the S index are
discussed.

iNTRODUCTION

The mechanism governing solute retention in
reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatog
raphy (RP-HPLC) is of considerable research inter
est [1-16]. Most of the proposed models have
constructed a retention scheme and the correspond
ing equilibrium constants. By combining these con
stants with empirical relationships, equations are
obtained for the capacity factors as a function of
different variables, of which eluent composition is
one of the most important factors in RP-HPLC. At
present, the best and most rigorous description of
RP-HPLC retention is the solvophobic model devel
oped by Horvath and co-workers [1,2], which has
explained many fundamental retention behaviours
observed in RP-HPLC.

The stoichiometric displacement model (SDM),
which was developed by Geng and Regnier [3,4], is

Correspondence to: Dr. N. Chen, National Chromatographic R.
& A. Centre, Dalian institute of Chemical Physics, Chinese
Academy of Sciences, 116011 Dalian, China.

also important in the development ofreversed-phase
retention theory. They developed a double loga
rithmic plot to represent the dependence of retention
on solvent composition and this has been widely
applied in both RP-HPLC and hydrophobicinterac
tion chromatography (HIC). According to the solu
bility parameter concept [5,6], a quadratic depen
dence of the retention on mobile phase composition
has been derived and been predicted theoretically
[14]. This general equation was found to describe
precisely the retention over a wide range of concen
trations of the mobile phase.

As the rigorous theoretical study of retention
mechanisms is very complicated [12-16], it is more
practical to approximate the retention behaviour of
a solute by using empirical relationships. In RP
HPLC, the linear approximation of the relationship
between the logarithm of capacity factors and the
eluent composition has commonly been used and
has been found to be fairly reliable in practical
RP-HPLC applications [10] (see eqn. 2). However, it
must be pointed that deviations from linearity have
been observed and not all solvent systems are

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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RETENTION EQUAnON TO DESCRIBE THE EFFECT OF
ORGANIC MODIFIER CONCENTRATION ON CAPAC
ITY FACTORS IN RP-HPLC

where R is the gas constant, T is the absolute
temperature, f3 is phase ratio, the subscripts A, B, C
and L refer to solute, strong solvent, weak solvent
and hydrocarbonaceous ligands, respectively, AG2,B
and AGle are the non-electrostatic free-energy

A linear approximation of the retention equation
to describe the effect of organic modifier concentra
tion on the logarithm of the capacity factor (k') in
RP-HPLC has been widely accepted in practical
RP-HPLC and no significant errors in retention
prediction have been found. It is expressed as

where log k'w and S are constants for a given column
system. The S index is defined as the slope of log k'
versus volume fraction of organic modifier (q». A
thermodynamic explanation of S can be attempted if
the free-energy of the interaction between the solute
and solvent molecules is taken as a linear function of
eluent composition [1,2]. We have used a thermo
dynamic method in combination with an empirical
relationship to derive the retention equation log
k' = log k'w - Sq>; the parameters log k'w and Scan
be expressed as

log k'w = log f3 + (AGle - AGh)/RT (2)

S = (AGle - AGlB)/RT (3)

EXPERIMENTAL

changes for solute-strong solvent and solute-weak
solvent, respectively, and AGlL is the non-electro
static free-energy change for solute-hydrocarbon
aceous ligands. As can be seen, S is determined
mainly by the interactions in the mobile phase. The S
index characterizes the properties of the mobile
phase and approaches a constant for a certain solute
with different CI8 packing materials.

The statistical mechanics theory described by Dill
[14] and Lu and Lu [15] also showed that S was
mainly determined by the interaction between the
solute and the mobile phase.

The liquid chromatograph was constructed in our
laboratory and consisted of a YSB-2 pump (Shang
hai Instrumental Plant, Shanghai, China), a Mod
el 7010 injector (Rheodyne, Cotati, CA, USA), and
a Uvidec-100-TTl UV detector (Jasco. Tokyo, Japan)
operating at 254 nm. Reversed-phase packing mate
rials YWG-CI8 (Tinjing Chemical Reagent Factory,
Tinjing, China), ES-CI8 (ES Industries, Marlton,
NJ, USA), Nucleosil-CI8 , LiChrosorb RP-CI8 ,

B4-C18 and B8-C18 with 5-flm particle diameter
were employed. B4-C18 and B8-C18 are laboratory
made silica-based C I8 packing materials, prepared
from monochlorodimethyloctadecylsilane. Dry sil
ica was suspended with toluene and pyridine and
within 1 h the silane agent was added, then the
mixture was refluxed for 12 h. The product was
washed with acetone, chloroform, acetone and
methanol. Energetically homogeneously distributed
CI8 bonded phases were obtained.

We used six ODS columns (250 x 4.6 mm J.D.)
which were packed in our laboratory. A column
(200 x 4.0 mm J.D.) containing Polygosil-Cl8 re
versed-phase packing material with 5-flm particle
diameter was also used.

The factors influencing the reproducibility of k'
on a given C I8 column were systematically investi
gated.

Mobile phase mixtures were prepared from indi
vidually measured volumes of methanol and deion
ized water in the range 50-90%. All solutes were of
analytical-reagent grade.

The column dead time, to, was determined using
sodium nitrite as a non-retained compound. All
HPLC measurements were performed at room tem
perature.

(1)log k' = log k'w - Sq>

equally suitable [5,6]. This empirical retention
equation has been shown to be strictly valid for
methanol-water mobile phase.

The parameter S in the empirical retention equa
tion plays an important role in computer simula
tions in RP-HPLC [11]. It has been suggested that S
is a characteristic constant of an organic solvent
depending only on the strength of the organic
modifier used. It has been found that S is not
invariant with solutes. In several studies, S tended to
increase with increasing solute retention and to be a
function of the functional groups in the solute [11].

This paper systematically describes the S index as
a function of bonded phase density, column type
and temperature based on the empirical retention
equation log k' = log k'v, - Sq> in RP-HPLC.
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Other experimental results utilized in this work
were taken from papers by Petrovic and Lomic
[17,18], Smith and Burr [19], Braumann et al. [20,21],
Engelhardt and co-workers [22,23], Jinno and
Kuwajima [24] and Hafkenscheid and Tomlinson
[25], which give exact descriptions of the analytical
conditions employed.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As is well known, the variation of k' for a specific
solute over a prolonged period on the C l8 column is
considerable even under closely controlled chroma
tographic conditions [19]. Tables I and II compare
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of the reproducibilities of k' and S over a 2-year
period of extensive use of a C I8 column with
methanol-water and acetonitrile-water mobile
phases. The results illustrate that the prolonged use
of the columns does not affect the S values for a
specific solute despite a considerable variation in the
retention values for each of the compounds. The
reproducibility of the S index for a given solute
within the same laboratory on a certain C I8 column
is generally of the order of 0.05.

H is generally observed that the retention values
differ significantly when column systems with the
same mobile phase concentration but with CI8

packing materials from different sources or even
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where X is the concentration of methanol in the
mobile phase and 11 is the chain length of a homolo
gous series. Our interest is in the values of e and D,
where e shows the change in log k' with increasing
water content for the basis of the homologous series
with It = O. They found that for all reversed-phase
packings e has about the same values with an
average of 5.5 with a relative standard deviation of
6%. Parameter D shows the variation of methylene

tested. The standard deviations of the S index for a
specific solute are about 0.05.

The S index for a particular solute can make the
standardization of different CIS packing materials
possible. The difference between different CIS
bonded phases can be compensated for by using the
S index, and therefore the retention data with
different compositions of the mobile phase on
different CIS packings can be standardized. As S
value that characterizes the interactions in the
mobile phase for a certain solute is independent of
different CIS packing materials with the same
mobile phase, which makes it possible to transfer k'
values from one packing material to another with
different compositions ofthe mobile phase with only
one isocratic experiment from which the difference
in log k~, for two kinds of C I8 packing: rna teria Is can
be determined [26]. Therefore, this will allow us to
transfer separation results from one CIS column to
another. Details will be given elsewhere.

Tables IV and V give other examples of the S
index as a function of different column systems with
different reversed-phase packing materials.

It can be seen that although k' measured with a
certain mobile phase composition on different CIS
packing materials varies considerably, the S value
for a given solute is not affected by the packing
material used and reflects the· properties of the
solute. It is nearly constant even when column
systems with different CIS packing materials are
used, which means that the dependence of log k' on
eluent composition results in parallel lines for a
given solute on different reversed-phase packing
materials. This parallel behaviour has been observed
in many other studies.

Czok and Engelhardt [22] used four constants, A,
B, e and D, to describe the retention of homologous
series in RP-HPLC:

TABLE 1lI

S VALUES OF EIGHTEEN COMPOUNDS AS A FUNC
TION OF THE SURFACE COVERAGE WITH METH
ANOL-WATER AS MOBILE PHASE

Column, LiChrosorb CIS; eluent, methanol-water (methanol
from 10 to 100%, vJv). Data were recalculated from refs. 17 and
18.

Compound Coverage (mmol/g)

0.255 0.335 0.499 0.690 Mean ± S.D.

Pentane 3.70 3.79 3.67 3.74 3.73 ± 0.05
Hexane 4.30 4.35 4.28 4.26 4.30 ± 0.04
Heptane 4.90 4.92 4.82 4.82 4.87 ± 0.0)
Octane 5.47 5.49 5.41 5.43 5.45 ± O.O-l

Nonane 6.05 6.0ll 6.01 6.06 6.05 ± 0.03
Decane 6.66 6.74 6.62 6.62 6.66 ± 0.06
Benzene 2.67 2.64 2.72 2.74 2.69 ± 0.05
TOluene 3.23 3.25 3.23 3.28 3.25 ± 0.03
Ethy1benzene 3.91 3.90 3.92 3.86 3.90 ± 0.03
n-Propy1benzene . 4.52 4.54 4.54 4.41 4.50 ± 0.06
n-Butylbenzene 5.07 5.08 5.03 4.87 5.01 ± 0.10
n-Pentylbenzene 5.62 5.69 5.55 5.37 5.56 ± 0.14
n-Hexylbenzene 6.21 6.26 6.14 6.06 6.17 ± 0.09
I-Butanol 1.84 1.94 1.93 1.89 1.90 ± 0.05
I-Pentano1 2.34 . 2.47 2.47 2.41 2.42 ± 0.06
I-Hexanol 2.92 2.95 2.96 2.93 2.94 ± 0.02
I-Heptano1 3.40 3.50 3.49 3.45 3.46 ± 0.0)
I-Octanol 3.93 4.00 4.01 3.98 3.98 ± 0.04
Acetophenone 2.63 2.66 . 2.77 2.73 2.70 ± 0.06
a-Cresol 2.68 2.78 2.81 2.72 2.75 ± 0.06
Benzyl alcohol 2.27 2.36 2.31 2.33 2.32 ± 0.04
Phenol 2.29 2.31 2.25 2.30 2.29 ± 0.03
Aniline 2.10 2.14 2.11 2.18 2.13 ± 0.04

from the same source but different batches are used.
This causes difficulties in using retention data from
the literature. It has been observed that the S index
can eliminate the difference between CIS packing
materials and can act as an important parameter for
the standardization of different CIS packing mate
rials.

Table III gives the S values of some compounds
on different CIS packing materials with surface
coverages ranging from 0.255 to 0.690 mmolJg with
methanol-water as mobile phase. Although a con
siderable variation in k' on the different CIS bonded
phases was observed, the S index remains a charac
teristic constant for a given compound. S is indepen
dent of the bonded phase density for the solutes

In k' = A + Bn + ex + DnX (4)
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TABLE IV

EFFECT OF DIFFERENT CIS PACKING MATERIALS ON S INDEX WITH METHANOL-WATER AS MOBILE PHASE

For experimental conditions, see text. Eluent, methanol-water (methanol from 60 to 90%, vjv).

Compound C18 packing"

2 3 4 5 6 Mean ± S.D.

Benzene 2.74 2.68 2.74 2.84 2.81 2.73 2.76 ± 0.06
Toluene 3.32 3.24 3.28 ± 0.06
Naphthalene 3.60 3.57 3.70 3.70 3.83 3.69 3.73 ± 0.09
Biphenyl 4.24 4.20 4.36 4.35 4.49 4.30 4.32 ± 0.10
Phenanthrene 4.44 4.43 4.40 4.46 4.69 4.55 4.50 ± 0.11
Anthracene 4.54 4.61 4.49 4.55 ± 0.06
Chrysene 5.24 5.20 5.28 5.24 ± 0.04
p-Terphenyl 5.73 5.68 5.71 5.71 ± 0.03
Anisole 2.74 2.69 2.79 2.85 2.88 2.72 2.78 ± 0.08
Benzyl alcohol 2.11 2.01 2.08 2.18 2.10 ± 0.07
Benzophenone 2.39 2.29 2.38 2.35 ± 0.06
p-Nitrotoluene 3.05 3.03 3.10 3.06 ± 0.04
n-Butyl benzoate 4.16 4.11 4.20 4.16 ± 0.05

" I = YWG-CIS; 2 = ES-C Is; 3 = Nucleosil-C1s; 4 = LiChrosorb RP-CIs; 5 = B4-CIs; 6 = B8-CIs .

selectivity with solvent composition, and they found
that D is also largely constant for all of the packing
materials investigated, its average values being 0.88
with a relative standard deviation of 9%.

As C and D determine the values of S, S therefore
remains constant for all the packings for a specific

solute, and all the stationary phases exhibit parallel
behaviour.

In ref. 23, Fig. 6 illustrated the variation of the
retention of ethylbenzene with the concentration of
water on different alkyl-bonded phases with chain
lengths ranging from methyl to octadecyl, and

TABLE V

EFFECT OF DIFFERENT REVERSED-PHASE PACKING MATERIALS ON S INDEX WITH METHANOL-WATER AS
MOBILE PHASE

Data are from ref. 20. Eluent, methanol-water (methanol from 00 to 00%, vjv).

c.. lTl.R.tl,o.Y16i ~l>Crn b1 to 53 -/. J 'oJ /" )

Compound CIS packing"

2 3 4 5 6 Mean ± S.D.

Toluene 3.41 3.36 3.72 . 3.49 3.38 3.34 2.45 ± 0.14 .... .3-,i5 1:: 0-/'1-
Chlorobenzene 3.52 3.48 3.82 3.62 3.52 3.44 3.57 ± 0.14
Fluorobenzene 3.21 3.20 3.37 3.19 3.19 3.16 3.22 ± 0.08
Benzene 2.97 2.97 ~ 3.07 2.97 2.92 3.00 ± 0.08
Nitrobenzene 2.88 2.85 4.0 JJ 2.88 2.99 2.80 2.91 ± 0.09
Benzyl alcohol 2.53 2.57 2.52 -°42.52 2.53 2.48 2.53 ± 0.03
Phenol 2.55 2.54 2.66 2.55 2.55 2.50 2.56 ± 0.05

" I = LiChrosorb RP-C Is; 2 = I:iChrosorb RP-CIs; 3 = LiChrosorb RP-Select B-5; 4 = Kieselgel60 CIS; 5 = Biosil-55 RP-18; 6 =

Polygosil 60 RP-18.
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showed an identical dependence of log k' on the
eluent concentration [23]. The almost exactly paral
lei lines on the plot of In k' vs. cp demonstrated that
the S index for a specific compound is nearly
constant. As an example, for toluene in Fig. 6 in
ref. 23 S = 6.4 for RP-8 and S = 6.6 for RP-18 and
for ethylbenzene S = 7.3 and 7.5, respectively.
Braumann [24] also observed this parallel retention
behaviour for benzene on six alkyl-bonded packing
materials, which demonstrates that S reflects the
property ofa given solute for a certain binary mobile
phase.

All the results showed that the S index was
determined mainly by the interaction between the
solute and the mobile phase. The S index for a
specific solute obtained with the same LC system
shows little deviation, but it may diverge slightly
from laboratory to laboratory. We compared the S
values given in numerous publications for a similar
concentration range of methanol in water for a
specific compound. The average standard deviation
of the mean S values is about 0.15.

Factors influencing the S values may mainly
include the homogeneity of the bonded stationary
phases, the linearity of the relationship between log
k' and cp, the column temperature and solute struc
ture parameters. The solute structure parameters are
one of the most important variables in determining S
values, which will be discussed elsewhere.

The homogeneity of the bonded phases affects the
linearity of the log k' versus cp relationship, which
therefore leads to a change in S values [16,27]. If
solute retention is governed by a hydrophobic
mechanism, the reproducibility of S values for a
particular solute can be achieved in a given elue.nt
system by using energetically homogeneously dIS
tributed bonded phases. The reproducibility of the S
index for a particular solute can serve as a useful
parameter for comparison of the energetic homoge
neity between different C I8 bonded phases. When a
compound is extreme polar or ionizable in an
aqueous mobile phase, a parabolic shape of the log
k' versus cp plot has been observed [27] and demon
strated different retention mechanisms over the
whole concentration range of the mobile phase. This
implies an inhomogeneous character of the station
ary phase (silanophilic interaction) and ofthe molec
ular solute itself (ionic interaction), which means
that S values are difficult to ascertain for these
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TABLE VI

EFFECT OF BUFFER ON S VALUES FOR SOME ARO
MATIC COMPOUNDS

Column, Hypersil-ODS; eluent, methanol-water. Data are from
ref. 25.

Compound sa Sb

Benzene 2.79 2.77
ChIorobenzene 3.46 3.46
Phenol 2.66 2.59
Benzoic acid 3.27
4-Chlorobenzoic acid 3.86
4-Chlorotoluene 3.98 3.99
1,4-Dinitrobenzene 2.87 2.80
2-Hydroxypropane 1.37 1.35
2-Nitropropane 1.98 1.94
2-Chloropropane 2.70 2.78

a Methanol-water.
b Methanol-phosphate buffer (pH 2.15).

compounds. Therefore, during the practical separa
tion of ionizable compounds, suppression agents or
buffers should be added to the mobile phase to
suppress the ionization of these compounds in order
to enhance solute-hydrocarbonaceous ligand hy
drophobic interactions, and therefore the pH should
be strictly controlled when determining S values for
these compounds. The presence of buffer in the
mobile phase does not affect the S values for
non-electrolytes, as shown in Table VI.

Temperature plays an important role in RP
HPLC separations. The column temperature should
be carefully controlled when determining S values
[24,28,29]. A detailed study of the S index .as .a
function of column temperature for some non-lOllIC
compounds is summarized in Tables VII and VIII.
In the temperature range investigated the S values
were observed to decrease with increasing column
temperature, which can be clearly explained by
eqn. 3. As the difference in the solute-weak solvent
and solute-strong solvent free energy change char
acterizes the solute interactions in the mobile phase
and approaches a constant value for a particular
solute with different column temperatures, the value
of ST approaches a constant value for non-io~ic

compounds, as is demonstrated by the followmg
equation:

LlGtc - LlG2,B = SITI = S2T2 = S3T3 (5)
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TABLE VII

EFFECT OF COLUMN TEMPERATURE ON S INDEX FOR SOME POLYCYCLIC AROMATICS WITH METHANOL
WATER AS MOBILE PHASE

Column, Finepak-SIL-C,s; eluent, methanol-water (methanol from 65 to 80%, v/v). Data were recalculated from ref. 24.

Compound Column temperature CCc)

70 60 50 40

S ST S ST S ST S ST

Naphthalene 2.46 844 2.49 829 2.78 898 2.78 870
Acenaphthylene 2.70 926 2.70 899 3.00 969 3.09 967
Phenanthrene 3.26 1118 3.31 1102 3.68 1189 3.57 1117
Anthracene 3.36 1152 3.43 1142 3.81 1231 3.93 1230
Fluoranthene 3.71 1273 3.60 1199 4.03 1302 4.15 1299
Benzo[alpyrene 4.42 1516 4.40 1465 4.90 1583 5.01 1568

where S1' S2 and S3 are Svalues at temperatures Ti ,

T2 and T3 , respectively. Therefore, the S values
decrease with increasing column temperature in
order to keep ST almost constant for a particular
solute. which means that there is a lar!!er solute
water than solute-methanol free-energy change, as
it can be seen in Tables VII and VIII.

Tables VII and VIII illustrate the effect of temper
ature on the S index for polycyclic aromatic hydro
carbons and some non-ionic compounds in meth
anol-water as mobile phase. The values of ST for

each compound at different temperatures are also
given.

Table IX demonstrates the effect of dead time
measurements on the S index. As can be seen, the
effect of dead time measurements using methanol
and sodium nitrite on the S index is not obvious, at
least for the solutes tested in this experiment.

We conclude that the S index is mainly deter
mined by the difference between solute-weak sol
vent and solute-strong solvent free-energy changes.
S values are nearly constant even when column

TABLE VIII

EFFECT OF COLUMN TEMPERATURE ON S INDEX FOR SOME NON-IONIC COMPOUNDS

Column, Cs; eluent, methanol-water (methanol from 50 to 70%, v/v). Data are calculated from refs. 28 and 29.

Compound Column temperature (0c)

30 41 51 59.5

S ST S ST S ST S ST

p-Nitrophenol 2.73 827 2.36 765 2.26 752
Phenol 2.57 779 2.30 722 2.23 723 2.09 695
Acetophenone 2.93 888 2.66 835 2.51 813 2.38 791
Methyl benzoate 3.28 994 3.07 964 2.85 923 2.83 941
Anisole 2.97 900 2.74 860 2.60 842
Benzene 2.88 873 2.63 826 2.55 826 2.43 808
Phenetole 3.39 1027 3.18 999 3.03 982 2.97 988
Toluene 3.35 1015 3.09 970 2.98 966 2.98 991
Ethylbenzene 3.80 873 3.59 826 3.46 826 3.30 808
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(1981) 409.
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325.
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(1979) 153.
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Methanol concentra- S
tion (%, v/v)

Non-retained
compound

Cs. Horvath, W. Melanderand,ll. Molnar, J. Chroma/ogr.,
125 (1976) 129.

2 A. Nahum a?d Cs. Horvath';. Chroma/ogr., 203 (1981) 53.
3 X. Geng and'F. E. Regnier, J. Chroma/ogr., 296 (1984) 15.
4 X. Geng and F. E. Regnier, J. Chroma/ogr., 332 (1985) 147.

qO 0.90 0.80 0.70
"10-00

Nitrobenzene ~ Methanol 0.35 0.64 1.26 2.75
Sodium nitrite 0.29 ,0.55 1.08 2.84

Naphthalene ?Methanol 0.81 1.80 4.55 3.75
Sodium nitrite 0.73 1.64 4.12 3.77

Toluene 1Methanol 0.61 1.25 2.77 3.29
Sodium nitrite 0.54 1.12 2.48 3.33

Acenaphthene Methanol 1.47 3.64 10.33 4.23
Sodium nitrite 1.36 3.37 9.47 4.21

Compound

t??';J~~""'£1 $ooli ..."" ,"iihili ~~tIO..l.I\~~') 14,

rk1h4~
systems with different packing materials are used. S
varies with the strong solvent used, and hence it
represents the solvent strength to the eluent only for
a specific solute. A more detailed examination of S
values as a function of molecular structure param
eters will be discussed in a further paper.

Column, Polygosil-C1s; eluent, methanol-water. Dead times
were measured using sodium nitrite and methanol as a non
retained compound. For experimental conditions, see text.

TABLE IX

EFFECT OF DEAD TIME MEASUREMENTS ON S INDEX
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ABSTRACT

A study was conducted of the separation efficiency of a chromatography column consisting of layers of porous polyvinyl chloride
membranes incorporating submicron silica particles. It was determined that dispersion inside the membrane was the dominant band
broadening mechanism under most conditions. Experimental data are discussed and compared with previous work.

EXPERIMENTAL

columns have not included systematic measure
ments of column efficiency.

Fig. 1 illustrates the construction of the stacked
membrane columns used in this study. The columns
were provided by Kontes Life Science Products and

End Plate

Outlet

Silica
Particle

Polyvinyl, chloride

Inlet

/

End Plate

Stacked-Membrane Column

INTRODUCTION

Conventional chromatography columns contain
ing porous particles suffer from several deficiencies
which hamper their large-scale use. Chief among
these is the fact that high mass-transfer efficiencies
are most readily achieved through the use of small
particles, which in turn leads to high operating
pressures and large capital costs. To'circumvent this
difficulty, a variety of novel chromatographic pro
cesses have been considered in which high efficien
cies and low operating pressures are potentially
achieved. Examples include aligned-fiber columns
[1], columns employing bundles of hollow fibers
[2,3], and columns composed oflayers of flat porous
membranes [4-6].

The purpose of this study was to investigate the
separation efficiency of a commercial stacked-mem
brane'chromatography column. Several previous
investigations have demonstrated the usefulness of
these columns for biomolecule separations. In par
ticular, Piotrowski and Scholla [4] have shown that
stacked-membrane columns incorporating submi
cron silica 'particles can attain adsorption capacities
in the range required for preparative chromatogra
phy. However, previous investigations of these

Correspondence to: Dr. D. D. Frey, Department of Chemical
Engineering, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520, USA.

Fig. 1. Construction of a stacked-membrane chromatography
column.

0021 -9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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where C(ti) denotes the solute concentration in the
effluent for data point i and n is the total number of
data points.

consisted of layers of polyvinyl chloride membranes
(MPS Microporous Sheets, FMC) having a thick
ness of 600 11m and a diameter of 2.5 cm. The
majority of the adsorption capacity of the column is
provided by submicron silica particles embedded in
the membrane. For the columns used in this study,
the silica particles and polyvinyl chloride mem
branes were coated with polyethyleneimine such
that the columns could be used for anion-exchange
chromatography. Columns having lengths of 1and 5
cm were employed. The columns were housed in a
plastic cylinder and were connected to PTFE tubing
using "high-resolution" end plates supplied by the
column manufacturer.

Standard laboratory procedures and chromato
graphic equipment were used to evaluate the col
umns. The solvent used in all the experiments was 50
mM phosphate buffer, pH 7, which had been passed
through a 0.45-llm nylon filter. The tubing used was
1/16 in. (0.16 cm) a.D. and was composed ofPTFE.
A solvent pump (Model RP-SY with a Model
RHICKC pump head, Fluid Metering) and pulse
dampener (Model PD-60-LF, Fluid Metering) were
used to deliver the solvent to the column. Feed slugs
were injected into the membrane column using a six
port sample injection valve (Model 7010, Rheodyne).
The effluent from the column passed through a
variable-wavelength UV detector (Model LC-85,
Perkin Elmer) which was set to either 210 or 254 nm.
The signal from the detector was stored and pro
cessed on an AT-class microcomputer using an IBM
data acquisition and control adapter board.

The first absolute (111) and second central (112)
moments of the effluent concentration profiles were
determined by numerical integration as follows:

THEORY

(6)

(5)

(7)

F?r a membrane column incorporating silica
partIcles, the second central moment of the effluent
c.oncentration profile which results from the injec
tIon ofa feed slug ofwidth tfeed, is given by eqn. 3 [7]:

H = H fluid + Hparticle + Hdispersion (4)

If the entire adsorption capacity of the column
results from adsorption in the silica particles, then
the equations describing band broadening for chro
matography [7] lead to the following expressions for
Hparticle and H fluid :

1l2,tota1 = 1l2,dispersion + 1l2,extra + 1l2,fluid +
1l2,particle + tleed /12 (3)

The terms /I . . /I 1/. and .r2,dlspcrslOn, r2,extra, r2,fluld, J.l2,particle In
eqn. 3 account, respectively, for band broadening
from fluid velocity variations in the column, extra
col.umn effects, mass transfer from the mobile liquid
fillIng the membrane pores to the silica particles, and
diffusion in the pores of the silica particles. Eqn. 3
ignores the kinetics for surface adsorption and axial
molecular diffusion since they are both negligible
~o~pared to other mechanisms for band spreading
III lOn-exchange chromatography. Each term on the
right side of eqn. 3 can be divided by the square of
the average retention time (i.e., IlD and multiplied by
the column length to yield the corresponding plate
height increment. The total plate height (H) result
ing from the broadening mechanisms inside the
column is therefore given by:

H _ ~r(l - a)v A2

particle - 30 Daa (l + A)2

2 V A2

H
fluid = k,a (l + A)2

where dp is the average diameter of the silica
particles, k, is the coefficient for mass transfer
between the liquid in the membrane pores and the
silica particles, a is the corresponding area per unit
volume, and Ais the ratio of the amount ofadsorbate
within the exterior surface of the silica particles to
the amount of adsorbate in the membrane pores per
unit volume of bed. The quantity Ais therefore given
by

A= k'(a : aa) + a:

(2)

(1)

L (ti - 1l1)2C(t;)
i= 1112 = '--''---n----

L C(ti)
i= 1

111 = n

L C(ti)
i= 1
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where IX is the volume fraction of mobile fluid in the
membrane, (J is the volume fraction ofsilica particles
in the column, and a is the void fraction in the silica
particles. The equilibrium parameter k' in eqn. 7 is
defined as

Scanning electron microphotographs of the mem
branes used in this study indicated that the mem
brane pores are highly tortuous and have a wide size
distribution. The majority of the pores appeared to
have diameters between 1.0 and 5.0 ,um. The pore
size which would yield a solute velocity equal to the
average solute velocity in the membrane can be
determined from the membrane permeability using
the Hagen-Poiseuille law as follows [8]:

d = J32BT
pore (10)

IX

[10] if T = 2.1, which will be the value for Tassumed
here. The Darcy's law permeability of the membrane
columns was measured to be 8.3' 10- 10 cm 2 . The
void fraction was measured to be 0.60 by weighing a
column when it was full of buffer and weighing it
again after complete drying in a desiccator. A similar
value for the void fraction was obtained using eqn. 9
and measuring the retention time for urea, which is
presumably unadsorbed under the conditions used.
In both determinations the product a(J was assumed
small compared to IX. From these measurements it
follows from eqn. 10 that dpore = 3.0 ,um.

Ifproperties characteristic of the membranes used
in this study are substituted into eqns. 4-8 (e.g.,
dpore = 3 ' 10- 4 cm, r = 10, dp = 5 ' 10- 4 cm, IX =
0.60, (J = 0.2, a = 0.4) and if the mass-transfer
correlation of Wilson and Geankoplis [11] is em
ployed to predict k. [i.e., k1 = 0.83' D 2

/
3

V
1

/
3 (1 

IX) - 2/3d;o;i3 and a = 6 (Jd; 1], the resulting values of
H fluid and Hparticle for strongly adsorbed solutes
(k' > 1) are at least two orders of magnitude smaller
than the experimentally observed second central
moment. For this reason, this section considers the
evaluation of the term Hdispcrsion in eqn. 4, which
largely determines the overall column efficiency. In
order to investigate Hdispersion as accurately as possi
ble, experimental conditions were chosen so that
very little adsorption occurred, i.e., k' « 1. In
particular, the basic protein cytochrome c and the
amino acid tryptophan were used together with a 50
mM phosphate buffer at pH 7. Under these condi
tions k' was 0.1 for the former solute and 0.2 for the
latter solute while H fluid and Hparticle as determined
by eqns. 4-8 were in both cases at least three orders
of magnitude smaller than the experimentally ob
served second central moment.

Fig. 2 shows measurements of extra-column band
broadening at several flow-rates. These experiments
were performed by removing the column from the
end plates and replacing it with a thin, solid PTFE
disk with the same diameter as the column and with
24 holes drilled through it around the periphery. The
response to an injection of benzoic acid was then
measured and the value tfeed/12 was subtracted from
the result. As shown in Fig. 2, ,u2,cxtra is a linear
function of vs- 2 which implies that when a column is
inserted between the end plates, Hextra will be
independent of Vs'

Plate height measurements for tryptophan and

(8)

(9)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

tR = (IX + a(J) (1 + k')Llvs

k' == tR - to = K
e

(J(1 - a)
to q IX + a(J

where tR is the retention time of the solute in the
column, to is the retention time of a solute which has
access to the entire pore network but which does not
interact with the sorbent surface, and Keq is the
adsorption equilibrium constant defined as the
amount of adsorbed solute per unit volume of silica
divided by the solute concentration in the bulk
solution at equilibrium. The retention time in the
column is related to the superficial velocity (vs) by
the relation:

In eqn. 10, B is the Darcy's law permeability given by
the quantity VS ,uLIAP and Tis the average length of
the flow path in the membrane divided by the
membrane thickness. In order to use eqn. 10, an
approximation for T is required. According to
Dullien [9], a volume-average pore diameter for a
bed of unconsolidated spheres can be estimated by
equating the pore area per unit total volume for a
medium containing cylindrical pores to the same
ratio for a bed of spherical particles, i.e., 41XIdpore =
6(1 - 1X)ldp where dp is the diameter of a spherical
particle. If this relation is used to eliminate dpore and
introduce dp into eqn. 10, then that equation be
comes equivalent to the Karmen-Kozeny equation
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Fig. 3. Reduced plate height as a function of the reduced velocity
for 1- and 5-cm columns. dpore = 3.0 /lm, dm = 600 /lm.

noise when determining the baseline and the un
certainty introduced by subtracting Jl2.eXlra as deter
mined from Fig. 2 from the measured second
moment.

The plate height measurements for the 5-cm
column appear to be th~ more reliable of the data
sets shown in Fig. 3 since Jl2.exlra is insignificant for a
column of that length. As shown in Fig. 3, the plate
height for the 5-cm column increases from a mini
mum of 150 pore diameters to a maximum of 240
pore diameters as the flow-rate increases. As men
tioned earlier, plate heights for the membrane
columns are three orders of magnitude larger than
the sum of Hfluid and Hparticle as predicted by eqns.
5-8. This indicates that mass transfer from the
membrane pores to the silica particles does not play
asignificant role in these experiments. Instead, axial
dispersion is the dominant band-broadening mech
anism and any increase in plate height with flow-rate
is likely due to the coupling which generally exists
between molecular diffusion and axial dispersion [7].

The data in Fig. 3 can be compared to results for a
packed bed of non-porous spheres where, depending
on the method used to pack the bed, the plate height
increases from a minimum at low flow-rates which is
between 2 and 6 pore diameters to a maximum at
high flow-rates which is between 4 and 40 pore
diameters [12-14]. In accordance with the earlier
discussi~n of the relation between dpore and dp, these
results assume that the average pore size is ap
proximately dp/2 for a bed of randomly packed
spheres (i.e., when a ::::: 0.35). The larger values of
Hdispersion/dpore observed for membranes are appar
ently due to the reduced degree to which the
membrane pores are interconnected as compared to
the pores of a particulate bed. This permits a
convective velocity bias for a particular solute
molecule to persist for a much larger number ofpore
diameters. Nevertheless, in spite of the limited
degree to which the membrane pores are apparently
interconnected, individual pores contact each other
often enough such that an increase in the solute
diffusivity decreases the distance that a convective
velocity bias is maintained for a particular solute
molecule.

Fig. 3 indicates that as few as one theoretical plate
is observed per membrane. This suggests that the
residence time distribution for ani.ll1adsorbed solute
in an individual membrane is very broad, reaches a
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cytochrome c for both 1- and 5-cm columns are
shown in Fig. 3. The plate height in Fig. 3 was
determined by subtracting from the experimentally
measured second central moment the sum of tfeed/12
and Jl2,exlra from Fig. 2, multiplying that difference
by the ratio of the column length to the square of the
average retention time in the column, and then
non-dimensionalizing the result using the pore di
ameter from eqn. 10 (left vertical axis) and the
membrane thickness (right vertical axis). The inter
stitial velocity in Fig. 3 is non-dimensionalized using
the pore diameter and solute diffusivity. The major
sources ofexperimental error in these measurements
appear to be the uncertainty introduced by the signal
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maximum at relatively small residence times, and
approaches zero at large residence times very slowly
(i.e., the distribution has a significant tail at large
times), since distributions having these character
istics correspond to a number of theoretical plates
near unity.

Finally, Fig. 3 can be compared to results re
ported recently by Briefs and Kula [6]. Those
workers investigated a stack of 97 nylon-based
membranes having a total thickness of 1.7 cm and a
Darcy's law permeability of 3.4 . 10- 10 cm2 which,
according to eqn. 10, yields an average pore size of
1.9 /1m. Fig. 8 from Briefs and Kula [6] illustrates the
response to a step change in influent concentration
as compared to theoretical calculations for the case
where axial dispersion is the dominant band-spread
ing mechanism. If the tailing shown in the figure is
ignored, the figure indicates that the effective axial
dispersion coefficient is between 5 . 10 - 8 and 1 .
10 -7 m2s-1 for a superficial flow-rate of 4 cm/min.
Since the corresponding value of Hdispersion is given
by the quantity 2 Daxiadv (see ref. 7), this implies that
Hdispersion/dpore and Hdispersion/dm as measured by
Briefs and Kula [6] are between 50 and 100 and
between 0.52 and 1.04, respectively, which are both
comparable to the values obtained in this study.

SYMBOLS

a area per unit volume, cm - 1
B Darcy's law permeability, cm2 .
D diffusion coefficient in mobile phase, cm2 S-l
Daxial axial dispersion coefficient, cm2 S-l
dm membrane thickness, cm
dp particle diameter or silica particle diameter,

cm
d pore pore diameter, cm
H height of theoretical plate, cm
Keq equilibrium constant
k' equilibrium parameter
k. mass-transfer coefficient, cm s- 1
L column length, em
N number of theoretical plates
LJP pressure drop across column, g cm -1 s- 2
T empirical ratio between pore length and mem-

brane thickness
to retention time for an unsorbed solute, s
t feed size of solute injection slug, s
tR retention time for a solute in the column, s
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v interstitial fluid velocity, cm S-l
vs superficial fluid velocity, cm S-l

Greek symbols
a volume fraction occupied by mobile fluid in

membrane
e porosity of silica particles
A equilibrium constant defined in eqn. 7
/1 viscosity, g cm -1 S-l
/11 first absolute moment, s
/12 second central moment, S2
(J volume fraction of silica particles
r diffusional tortuosity
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ABSTRACT

Adsorption chromatography is being increasingly used to purify products on an industrial scale. A major cost factor is the purchase,
recycling and disposal of the large volumes of solvents used in the process. Silicas of higher loading capacity are required to reduce the
solvent costs and we have shown that specifically designed silicas with a pore size of 30 A can provide the capacity increase. Although
historically it has been believed that silica of pore size less than 60 A cannot perform satisfactorily, it is shown that Sorbsil C30 gives
good kinetic performance (h < 2), and that the significantly higher surface. area per unit column volume leads to much higher loading
capacities. Data from small-scale breakthrough curves for laboratory- and pilot-scale elution chromatography show increases in
capacity between 50 and 250% compared with conventional 60-A silicas. Data models for large-scale operations show a significant
reduction in processing costs from the use of Sorbsil C30, owing to decreased solvent consumption and a smaller sample recovery plant
with the additional benefit of reduced contamination of the sample by solvent impurities.

INTRODUCTION

Interest in and the use of process-scale chroma
tography have been growing steadly as the regu
latory demands on product purity exceed the ability
of conventional process purification steps to meet
those demands. Although reversed-phase process
chromatography has been on the increase [I], by far
the largest utilization on the process scale is adsorp
tion chromatography using silica. Over the last few
years, interest has focused on the use of smaller par
ticle silicas with an average size range of IO~20 ,um
[2]. These smaller particles give higher efficiency,
leading to better separation of complex mixtures.
For simpler mixtures, the higher efficiency can be
put to good effect by increasing the solvent strength

Correspondence to: Dr. 1: Chappell, Crosfield Chromatography,
P.O. Box 26, Warrington, UK.

to reduce capacity factors and save on solvent con
sumption..

The use of small-particle media, particularly in
the lO-,um range, is not without problems as media,
equipment and maintenance costs are high. Al
though in some instances these costs can be justi
fied, many processes run with larger particles and
cannot at this stage in their life justify the capital
investment required for their change. One area
which has received little attention is the improve
ment in the loading capacity of the media. Such
improvements can benefit users of materials of all
particle sizes and can be implemented at no capital
cost as no modifications are required to the chro
matographic plant to achieve a higher throughput.
A higher surface area, provided that it is accessible
to the solute, would allow a potentially higher load
ing capacity as deviation from the linear part of the
adsorption isotherm occurs at a particular surface

0021-9673/92/$05.00 (C) 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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concentration for a given phase system. One way of
achieving a higher surface area is to use a silica of
small pore size as surface area tends to increase as
the pore size is decreased. Historically, 60-A, 500
m2 g-I silicas have become the standard for high
capacity adsorption chromatography. The use of
media of smaller pore size has been discouraged by
the assertion that "micropores" cause slow diffu
sion kinetics and hence poor efficiency [3,4]. Al
though this may occur with some media, the use of
a specifically designed particle with a mean size of
30 A and a minimum of pores in the <20 A range
can give a high surface area with excellent mass
transfer kinetics. This paper discusses the develop
ment, properties and application of a novel silica of
high sUrface area and small pore size that shows
significant loading advantages over conventional 60
A silica, giving a higher throughput and substantial
solvent savings.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
The materials used were obtained from the fol

lowing sources: Sorbsil C30 and C60, 15-20, 20-40
and 40-60 /lm, Crosfield Chromatography (War
rington, UK); Kieselgel 60, 40--{)0 /lm (9385), E.
Merck (Poole, UK); Spherisorb X and W, 10 /lm,
Phase Separations (Queensferry, UK); Pro 10 and
Zorbax, 10 /lm, DuPont (Warrington, UK); Matrex
60A, 10 /lm, Amicon (Stonehouse, UK); Partisil, 10
/lm, Whatman (Maidstone, UK); hexane, Rathburn
(Walkerburn, UK); heptane, ethyl acetate, 2-propa
nol and tetrahydrofuran, Rhone Poulenc Laborato
ry and Products (Manchester, UK); and Agrochem
ical Exploratory Herbicide (Mw 400), ICI Agro
chemicals (Jealott's Hill, UK).

Equipment
The chromatographic system consisted of a Pye

Unicam PU 4010 pump, Pye Unicam PU 4020 UV
detector, Rheodyne Model 7125 injection valve and
Hewlett-Packard HP 3393A reporting integrator.

Large-scale chromatography was carried out on
a Prochrom 150 preparative liquid chromatograph
with a 15 cm J.D. axially compressed column.

Procedure
Stainless steel columns (12.5 cm x 0.46 cm J.D.

1. Chappell el 01. I J. Chromalogr. 603 (1992) 49-61

for Sorbsil C30 and 12.5 cm x 0.50 cm J.D. for
Kieselg~1 60) were dry packed with the 40-60-/lm
silica (1.32 g per column). Media of smaller particle
size were slurry packed into 25 x 0.46 cm J.D. col
umns.

Samples of phthalate esters were prepared as ei
ther 10% (wjw) solutions in the relevant mobile
phase or as neat mixtures of 50% (wjw).

Columns were purged with 2-propanol (20 col
umn volumes) prior to purging with eluent (30 col
umn volumes). The eluent was 2-propanol in hep
tane, adjusted in flow-rate to give equal linear ve
locities (1.8 ml min - 1 for Sorbsil C30, 2.2 ml min - 1

for Kieselgel) and in composition to give similar
capacity factors for the dimethyl phthalate peak
(e.g., 3% 2-propanol for C30 and 1% propanol for
Si 60). Size-exclusion chromatography was carried
out at 1 ml min -I with tetrahydrofuran (THF) us
ing 0.25% wjv) solutions of polystyrene standards.

The breakthrough curves of methanol in ethyl
acetate were obtained by purging the columns with
twelve column volumes of ethyl acetate. The col
umn was then disconnected and the system purged
with 1% methanol in ethyl acetate. The column was
re-connected and purged with 1% methanol in ethyl
acetate at 1 ml min -1. The retention volume to
50% breakthrough corrected for the column void
volume was recorded.

The capacity factor of an experimental herbicide
was measured for a range of silicas using 25% ethyl
acetate in hexane. The breakthrough curves were
measured for this compound on these silicas in an
analogous manner to that described above.

Large-scale chromatography was carried out on
a Prochrom 150 system using a 15 cm J.D. column.
A 5-kg amount of 20-40-/lm packing was axially
compressed and eluted with hexane-ethyl acetate
(75:25) at 2 I min -1. Increasing amounts of herbi
cide were injected and the major component (ca.
85%) was collected and assayed. The loading ca
pacity was defined when the purity just dropped be
low 98%.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Physical properties of Sorbsil C30
The standard BET-derived pore diameter plots

(Fig. 1) show the narrow pore-size distribution of
the Sorbsil C30 gel with a notable reduction in
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Fig. I. Nitrogen adsorption pore volume plots for Sorbsil C30
and Merck Si 60.

pores of < 25 A. This lack of small pores in the
10-20 A range contributes to excellent kinetics, as is
shown by the Van Deemter plot obtained for Sorb
sil C30(l5-20 lim). This shows (Fig. 2) an optimum
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reduced plate height of 1.7 and a low C term (0.07).
Size-exclusion curves (Fig. 3) show that both the

30- and 60-A gels exhibit exclusion behaviour from
MW 200 upwards. The curves start to show signif
icant divergence in the MW range 700-1000 and
this marks the molecular weight range where the
potential loading capacity advantage of the high
surface-area 30-A gel would be expected to dimin
ish.

The low pore volume (0.6 g ml- 1
) of Sorbsil C30

together with the optimized processing route gives a
gel of very high mechanical strength. Using the
equations developed by Meissner [5], the crush
strength is estimated to be 28 000 p.s.i. The Sorbsil
C30 gel has been re-used extensively in a Prochrom
system without noticeable mechanical attrition.
Sorbsil C silicas are manufactured using deionized
water and show a significant improvement in impu
rity levels compared with technical-grade silicas
(Fig. 4).

Overload performance
Loading capacity in adsorption chromatography

is; to a first approximation, proportional to acces
sible surface area per unit column volume. Table I

8

hl G

4

2

50 v 100

Fig. 2. Plot of reduced plate height versus reduced velocity for Sorbsil C30 (15-20 JIm). Column, 12.5 x 0.46 cm 1.D.; eluent,
methanol-heptane (1 :99); solute, nitrobenzene.
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5

Fig. 3. Size-exclusion curves for linear polystyrene in THF on
Sorbsil C30 and C60. Kd = Fraction of pore volume accessible.

Sorbsil C30 is maintained up to at least MW 500.
The study was extended to a wider range of silica
supports and the saturation capacity of an explora
tory herbicide was measured by the breakthrough
technique. In Fig. 6, the saturation capacity is plot
ted against the capacity factor of the herbicide on
the same column. This gives a remarkably linear
plot and indicates the usefulness of simple capacity
factor measurements in predicting relative loading
capacities. Further work is required to establish the
generality of this result, but if confirmed it provides
a means of rapid product screening for maximum
loading capacity.

In order to study overload effects of the 30-A ver
sus conventional media in the elution mode, the sol
vent composition had to be adjusted to give similar
k' values on colums of different retentivity for the
most retained compound. As Sorbsil C30 is more
retentive owing to the high surface area, a stronger
solvent is required than for conventional 60-A
media (e.g., 3% liS. 1% 2-propanol). This provides
an additional benefit in large-scale use as the stron
ger solvent aids sample solubility, reducing the sam
ple volume.for low-solubility samples.

The loading capacity under elution conditions

0.4 Kd 0.60.2o
2

4

gives typical values for various silicas taken from
manufacturers' literature.

Breakthrough curves of 1% methanol in the ethyl
acetate (Fig. 5) which give a measure of relative
loading capacity gave a good correlation with rela
tive surface areas (Table II).

The extension of this study to solutes of higher
molecular weight will be reported subsequently, but
initial data show that the capacity advantage of

100

SORBSIL C30 ~

MERCKSl60 l1li

500 ppm

o
C1 Na Ca Mg Fe

Fig. 4. Impurity profiles (ppm) for Sorbsil C30 and Merck Si 60.
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TABLE I

PROPERTIES OF DIFFERENT SILICAS

Spherical 120 A 220 0.62 130
Spherical 100 A 340 0.50 170
Irregular 60 A 500 0.55 275

. Irregular 60 A 540 0.55 297
Sorbsil C60 550 0.55 303
Sorbsil C30 700 0.63 441

Packing Surface area
(m2 g-l)

Packing density Surface area
(g ml-') (m2 ml-')

A

-- 2.50

. B

~,-.-2.75rr-
C

4.10 7
volume

Fig. 5. Breakthrough curves on methanol-ethyl acetate (I :99)on
(A) Merck Si 60, (B) Sorbsil C60 and (C) Sorbsil C30.

was established for two solvent strengths by chro
matographing a 50:50 (w/w) mixture of dibutyl and
dimethyl phthalates up to 16 mg ofeach ester per ml
of column volume (25 mg g-1 of packing) (Figs. 7
and 8). Although of similar structure, the two esters
show different adsorption isotherms. The butyl es
ter shows Langmuir-type adsorption with decreas
ing retention and peak tailing on overload whereas
the dimethyl ester shows anti-Langmuir adsorption
with increasing retention time and peak fronting.
Visual inspection indicates that approximately
twice the amount of ester is required to give a simi
lar degree of peak tailing/fronting on the Sorbsil
C30. Plots of retention time against mass injected
(Figs. 9 and 10) show a much greater resistance to
overload for the 30-A material and similar results
were obtained using the weaker solvent system. The
change in capacity factor on a range of overload
criteria, 10%,25% or 50%, shows the 30-A materi
al to be less sensitive to overload by factors between
2 and 5.

Most theoretical models have assumed that the
critical pair(s) of compounds have similar-shaped
adsorption isotherms [6-8]. However, our findings,
which are by no means unique, illustrate the need to
determine the isotherm shape for each application.
This observation goes some way to explaining the
range of increased loading capacities found in prac
tice. These range from 0 to 300%, although the
nominal increase insurface area per ml of Sorbsil
C30 over Merck Si 60 is60%. Part of this discrep
ancy is probably due to the difference in the shapes
of the adsorption isotherms. In the phthalate ester
case, the peaks move apart as they overload and the
overloading of the lower capacity phase is partially
compensated for by this peak shift. For the other
extreme, where the first peak moves back and the
second peak moves forward, resolution will be lost
on the lower capacity phase at a much reduced sam
ple loading. An understanding of this phenomenon
is crucial in selecting the most appropriate phase
system for a preparative separation and will be the
basis for future experimentation.

TABLE II

CAPACITIES AND SURFACE AREAS OF 60- AND 30-A SILICAS

Packing Methanol adsorbed Measured relative Relative
per ml of column capacity surface area per ml (%)
(mg)

Merck Si 60 120 91 91
Sorbsil C60 132 100 100
Sorbsil C30 197 149 146
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Fig. 6. Plot of amount of exploratory herbicide adsorbed per unit column volume against capacity factor of herliicide.

For'a 64-mg injection, the dimethyl phthalate
peak was collected and subsequently analysed by
high-performance liquid chromatography. The re
sults are given in Table III, and clearly show that

the Sorbsil C30 provides higher purity, lower sol
vent consumption and higher fraction concentra
tion, all of which, as will be discussed, provide sub
stantial cost reduction benefits in large-scale ·chro-
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8 ug
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8 mg 16 mg 32 mg 64 mg

8 ug 8mg 16 mg 32 mg 64 mg

Fig. 7. Separation of 8 jig, 8 mg, 16 mg, 32 mg and 64 mg of phthalate esters on (A) Merck Si 60 and (B) Sorbsil C30 (40-60 jim).
Solvent: heptane-2-propanol, 1:99 for Si 60 and 3:97 for Sorbsil C30. Numbers at peaks indicate retention times in min.

matography. If a smaller mass of 32 mg were to be
used on the Si 60 column, the purity would increase
but the throughput would halve, the solvent con
sumption per unit throughput would double and
the fraction volume would double.

Large;-scale evaluation
Sorbsil C30 (20-40 /lm) was compared with a

conventional silica of high surface area (Matrex 60
A) in a Prochrom 150 system for the purification of
an exploratory herbicide. The purity of the starting
material was 85% (Fig. 11) and a minimum of
98.7% final product purity was required. The sam
ple mass injected on to the 60-A column was in
creased as the purity ofthe collected material was
determined.

The results show that up to 200 g could be loaded
on to the column before the purity fell to below
98.7% (Table IV), Figs. 12 and 13). The recovery at
this load was 82%.

A similar-sized column of Sorbsil C30 (20-40
/lm) required a slightly stronger solvent to give
equivalent performance in terms of efficiency, ca
pacity factor, selectivity and back-pressure, but al
lowed a sample load of 520 g and a recovery of
79%, which gave a purity of 98.8% (Figs. 14 and
15). This gives a 250% increase in product through
put with the potential for substantial cost savings.

Subsequent studies with smaller particle Sorbsil
C30 15~20 /lm showed that at lower loadings, rela
tively high plate counts can be achieved in the Pro
chrom system 18000 plates m -1, h = 3) (Fig. 16).
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Fig, 8. Separation of 2, 8 and 32 mg of phthalate esters on (A) Merck Si 60 and (B) Sorbsil C30 (40-60 jlm). Eluent: 2-propanol
heptane, 0.5:99.5 for Si 60 and I:99 for Sorbsil C30. Numbers at peaks indicate retention times in min,

In some preparative systems (CEDI, 25 x 10 cm
J.D.) plate heights of less than 1.5 (40000 plates
m -1) have 'been achieved (Fig. 17) with Sorbsil C60
(15-20 j.Lm).

Process economics of elution chromatography
Media of high loading capacity will provide cost

savings from two main sources: solvents and plant.
Solvent savings. For a given throughput, less

Sorbsil C30 will be required. The exact reduction
will depend on the actual increase in capacity. This
reduced volume of silica will require a similarly re
duced volume of solvent for unit throughput. The
solvent requirement is also reduced by the slightly
lower relative column void volume of Sorbsil C30
(0.72 ml of solvent per ml of empty column) com
pared with 60-A media·(0.76).

Numerically, the cost saving per annum (S) on
solvents is given by the equation

S = abc d ff - g/(1 + e)]

where a = mass of 60-A silica used per annum; b =
number of column volumes of solvent used per run;
c = cost of solvent per litre (purchase, recycle, dis
posal); d = number of cycles before media replace
ment; e = fractional increase in loading capacity;
and f and g = respective solvent volume in 1 g of
packing. For a 60-A packing with relative void vol
ume 0.76 and a packing density of 0.55 g ml- 1 f is
0.76/0.55 = 1.38 and for Sorbsil C30 the value of g
is 0.72/0.63 = 1.14.

Three worked examples are given in the Appen
dix and demonstrate significant savings (45%) in
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Fig. 9. Percentage change in capacity factor for dibutyl phthalate as a function ofload (mg g-l) for (x) Merck Si 60 and (0) Sorbsil C30.
Eluent: 2-propanol-heptane (I :99).
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Fig. 10. Percentage change in capacity factor for dimethyl phthalate as a function of load (mg g-') for (x) Merck Si 60 and (0) Sorbsil
C30. Eluent: 2-propanol-heptane (I :99).
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TABLE III

PARAMETERS OF DIMETHYL PHTHALATE PEAKS
FROM 64-mg INJECTION

TABLE IV

PURITY VS. MASS INJEC:rED FOR HERBICIDE ON MA
TREX. 60 A (20-40 /lm) IN PROCHROM COLUMN

Product purity (%) Fig. 12. Separation of 200 g of herbicide on a 68 x IS cm I.D.
column of Matrex 60 A(20-40 /lm). Eluent, ethyl acetate-hex
ane (20:80) at 2300 ml min -1; backpressure, 23 bar; chart speed,
300 mm h - '; injection volume, 2.5 I. Product fraction collected
between arrows. Throughput 0.6 kg/h.

5.8
33.8

. 101
99.1

5.86
9.18

Si 60 Sorbsil C30

10.1
32.8
98.5 .
97.3

3.24
14.3

99.99
99.91
98.9'9
98.63

100
150
200
250

Peak volume (ml)
Mass recovered (mg)
Recovery (%)
Purity (%)
Concentration (mg ml-')
Total solvent consumption per run (ml)

Parameter

Sample load (g)

Fig. II. Analysis of starting exploratory herbicide.

Fig. 13. Analysis of product fraction collected between arrows in
Fig. 12 from application of200·g of herbicide on a Matrex 60 A
(20-40 /lm) column. Product purity 98.7%.
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Fig. 14. Separation of 520 g of herbicide on a 62 x 15 cm J.D.
column of Sorbsil C30 (20-40 jlm). Eluent, ethyl acetate-hexane
(25:75) at 2000 ml min -1; back-pressure, 20 bar; chart speed, 180
mm h - 1; injection volume, 6 1. Product fraction collected be
tween arrows. Throughput 1.5 kg/h.

Fig. 15. Analysis of product fraction collected between arrows in
Fig. 14 from application of 520 g of herbicide on a Sorbsil C30
(20-40 jlm) column. Product purity 98.8%.

Min

Fig. 16. Separation of test mixture on a 21 x 15 cm J.D. Pro
chrom column packed with Sorbsil C60 (15-20 jlm). Eluent, eth
yl acetate-hexane (10:90)' at 1000 ml/min- 1

variable costs. The three examples cover the follow
ing operating conditions: (1) Huge-particle (40-60
11m), low-pr~ssure system with the material used
once and then discarded with a low solvent con
sumption, k' ::::; 2; (2) as (1) but with multiple use of
the material and a higher solvent requirement due
to column washing step between runs; and (3)
small-particle (15-20 11m), high-pressure system
with multiple use of the material.

Plant savings. In a "green-field" site, considerable
savings can be made owing to the reduction in the
total amount of solvent which needs processing.
Storage tanks, solvent pumps, chromatographic
column, solvent recovery plant and sample recovery
unit can all be sized smaller, leading to sa~ings in
both fixed and variable costs. At an estimated 20%
reduction in plant costs resulting from a 50% in
crease in media loading capacity, and a plant cost of
$3 million, the capital saving would be $ 600 000
with proportionate savings on depreciation and
cost of capital. If buildings and facilities for solvent
handling already exist, the scope for capital savings
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Fig. 17. Separation of toluene (I), nitrobenzene (2), phenyl acetate (3) and acetophenone (4) on a 30 x 10 cm 1.0. CEDI cartridge
column of Sorbsil C60 (15-20 /lm). Eluent, ethyl acetate-hexane (3:97) at 200011 min -1.

are proportionately reduced, but can still be signif
icant.

For current processes, Sorbsil C30 offers in
creased throughput at no additional ~apital cost.
Although the prime benefit is one of lower oper
ating costs, the high capacity gives additional bene
fits: the concentrations of fractions are higher and
lead to a reduction in the contamination of the puri
fied material from solvent-borne impurities; and the
total amount of media and solvent used will be re
duced and hence the environmental impact will be
minimized. This impact results from solvent and
media disposal, loss of solvent to the atmosphere
and the energy input into the raw materials and the
separation process. Although the reduction in im
pact by use of a 30-Amaterial wil1 not be large
compared with the total environmental impact of
the whole manufacturing site, significant improve
ments in total discharges wil1 result from the sum of
large number of smal1er steps taken by individual
units.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has demonstrated that, contrary to
popular belief, silicas of small pore size can exhibit
excellent mass transfer kinetics provided that the
pore-size distribution does not contain a significant
proportion of micropores of less than 20 A. Sorbsil
C30 has such a pore-size distribution and, owing to
its high surface area and high packing, density, it is
capable of significantly increasing the loading ca
pacity p'er unit column volume in preparative chro
matography. This improved capacity can be used to
increase the capacity of an existing plant or to de
crease the size of plants at the design stage. Either
way, processing costs are reduced primarily
through the reduction in solvent consumption and
reprocessing. A material of pore size 30 A appears
to be the optimum for preparative adsorption chro
matography with solute molecular weights of
< 1000.
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APPENDIX

Assume a 50% higher loading capacity for Sorb
sil C30 and we require same sample throughput per
annum.
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A 1000-kg amount of 60-A material occupies
18181 of empty column (pp = 0.55 g ml- I

), which
at a porosity of 0.76 needs 1380 I of solvent per unit
column volume.

Owing to the increased capacity of Sorbsil C30:
660 kg of Sorbsil C30 = throughput to 1000 kg

of 60-A material and
660 kg of Sorbsil C30 occupies 1047 I of col

umn (pp = 0.63 g ml- I
), which at a porosity of 0.72

needs 754 I of solvent per unit column volume.

Examples: 1 2 3
40-60-pm silica, 40-60-pm silica, 15-20-pm silica,
solvent not solvent not solvent
recycled recycled recycled

No. of samples
before column replacement 150 50

No. of column volumes
per run 6 15 15

Solvent cost ($/1) 5 5 0.5
Volume of solvent (I) 8280 1 035000 I 035000
Sorbsil C30 (I) 4524 565500 565500
Solvent costs:

60 A US$ 41 250 US$ 5175000 US$ 517500
Sorbsil C30 US$ 22620 US$ 2827500 US$ 282750

Solvent savings p.a. US$ 18630 US$ 2347500 US$ 234750
= 45% = 45% = 45%

Media costs
1000 kg of 60-A material US$ 29000 US$ 29000 US$ 200000
660 kg of Sorbsil C30 US$ 23000 US$ 23000 US$ 200000
Saving p.a. US$ 6000 US$ 6000
Total savings p.a. US$ 24000 US$ 2353000 US$ 234750

= 34% = 45% = 33%
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Solvent-stationary phase interactions in normal bonded
phase high-performance liquid chromatographic columns

I. Investigation of system peaks in amino bonded phase
columns
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ABSTRACT

System peaks in normal bonded phase high-performance liquid chromatography (NBP-LC) have been used to characterize solvent
stationary phase interactions in an aminopropyl (amino) NBP column. Mobile phases ("solvents") consisted of binary mixtures of
hexane and a polar modifier. The term "system peak" is used to describe peaks arising from mobile phase components under isocratic
conditions. These peaks can be either positive or negative, depending on the absorbance of the component relative to that of the bulk
mobile phase. This study indicates that at high modifier concentrations the partition model seems to be more appropriate in describing
retention in amino NBP columns than the adsorption-displacement model.

INTRODUCTION

The introduction of bonded phases has signifi
cantly broadened the utility of normal-phase high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) be
cause of the distinct selectivities made possible by
varying both mobile phase components as well as
the polar functional groups of the stationary phase
[1]. However, predicting solute retention in normal
bonded phase liquid chromatography (NBP-LC)
has proven to be more difficult than when solid
adsorbents such as silica or alumina are used. This
difficulty is due in large part to the complexity of
associations possible between solvent molecules and
the chemically and physically heterogeneous bonded
phase surface. Unfortunately, it is this very complex
ity which gives rise to much of the suggested

Correspondence to: Dr. W.T. Cooper, Department ofChemistry,
Florida State University. Tallahassee. FL 32306-3006. USA.

potential ofNBP-LC and which must ultimately be
incorporated into predictive retention models [2,3].

At this point there seems to be no generally
accepted mechanism of retention in NBP-LC, unlike
reversed-phase'LC where solvophobic partitioning
is the acknowledged starting point. A number of
models of retention in NBP-LC have been proposed
[5-10], but there still remain unsettled questions
such as realistic modelling of adsorbent hetero
geneity and the functional dependence of retention
on mobile-phase composition in mixed-solvent sys
tems. However, the most commonly accepted reten
tion mechanism is Snyder's adsorption-displace
ment model [4-6], which assumes competitive ad
sorption between solutes and solvent molecules in a
monolayer at the surface of a homogeneous surface.
As we will discuss later, polar mobile phase modifier
molecules tend to accumulate on (or in) the station
ary phase in concentrations far beyond a monolayer,
and thus the assumption of competitive monolayer
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adsorption on the stationary phase is probably not
suitable at high modifier concentrations (ca. 60%).
Under these conditions, the uptake of organic
modifier increases the thickness of the stationary
phase, which then behaves more like an amorphous
bulk fluid than a homogeneous surface. Conse
quently, the driving force for retention will change as
solute molecules can become fully embedded within
the stationary phase; that is, partitioning rather than
adsorption-displacement becomes the dominant re
tention process.

THEORY

System peaks [11-13] appear in liquid chromatog
raphy when the mobile phase contains more than
one component. When a compound is injected into
an LC system from a solution that does not precisely
match the mobile phase composition, the sample
that arrives at the head of the column is relatively
vacant in one or both of the mobile phase compo
nents compared to the rest of the bulk mobile phase.
This results in desorption of the depleted mobile
phase component(s) from the stationary phase sur
face into the bulk, flowing mobile phase. Each of the
desorbed components migrates through the column
with a characteristic velocity dictated by its distribu
tion coefficient, and they appear as peaks in the
chromatogram. These peaks can be either in the
negative or positive direction, relative to the detector
base line, depending on the response of the particu
lar component with regard to the bulk mobile phase.
It has been shown [11,12] that system peaks are
directly related to the adsorption of mobile phase
components on the stationary phase surface and
they can be utilized in the calculation of adsorption
isotherms. Thus, by changing the modifier concen
tration and using one of the system peaks as a
reference, it is possible to semi-quantitatively evalu
ate the amount ofdesorbed component in the vacant
sample zone. This amount is related to the quantity
adsorbed on the stationary phase prior to the
injection, which in turn is related to the adsorption
isotherm of the modifier.

In normal phase LC the hexane peak is normally
used as the void volume marker. It is thus assumed
that neither partitioning nor adsorption will occur
for hexane molecules into (onto) the stationary
phase. In order for the hexane molecules to experi-
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ence partitioning, the stationary phase has to behave
like an amorphous bulk fluid. However. due to the
strong adsorption sites of the normal bonded phase
at low modifier concentrations « 60%), the sta
tionary phase is far from a homogeneous bulk fluid.
While there is the possibility of hexane adsorption
onto polar amino sites through weak dispersion
forces, this should be minimal. Even if hexane is
adsorbed to some extent, the resulting error in to
(dead time) will not change the relative shapes and
positions of the isotherms for the three solvent
modifiers. Comparison of the relative behavior of
the three modifiers is really the goal of this work. We
therefore believe that the use of hexane as the to
marker is suitable in this situation.

Chromatographic retention involves solute trans
fer from a mobile phase into or onto a stationary
phase. Partitioning, adsorption, or both can be
involved in the association of the solute with the
stationary phase. The distinction between partition
ing and adsorption is that "partitioning" implies the
solute is approximately fully embedded within the
stationary phase, whereas "adsorption" implies the
solute is only in surface contact with the stationary
phase and not fully embedded. In either case,
transfer is characterized by an exchange of the
environment at the surface of the solute molecule:
solute is initially surrounded by neighboring mobile
phase molecules and is finally surrounded, fully or
partially, by neighboring molecules of the stationary
phase. As proposed by Snyder and Poppe [4-6], in
NBP-LC solute retention is assumed to involve a
competition of solute and mobile phase molecules
for a place on the stationary phase surface. In such a
case the retention of a solute molecule S can be
described by

(1)

where S refers to the solute, M to the solvent, m to
the mobile phase and s to the stationary phase. The
coefficient n is used to adjust the model for solutes
and solvents ofdiffering cross-sectional areas. From
this model, the net energy of adsorption can be
written as

log K = E = (Es,s - nEM,s) + (nEM,m - Es,m) (2)

(i) (ii)

were K is the equilibrium constant of eqn. 1, Solute
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which is Snyder's basic equation for NBP-LC. In the
Snyder model, the adsorption surface is considered
to be energetically homogeneous (no solute or
solvent localization [4-6]) and solute-solvent inter
actions in the mobile phase are assumed to be
cancelled by corresponding interactions in the ad
sorbed phase. That is, the acceptor cavity in the
stationary phase is far more important than the
donor cavity in the mobile phase. However, if term ii
is more important then eqn. 2 becomes

retention (which is proportional to the equilibrium
constant K) is seen to be determined by partial molar
solute free energies in each phase; term i corresponds
to interactions in the stationary phase, and term ii
groups similar interactions in the mobile phase.
Thus, the compositions of each phase contribute to
retention. From the thermodynamic point of view
eqn. 2 does not involve any particular retention
mechanism. However, it is often useful to assume
that either term i or ii dominates solute retention as
mobile phase composition is varied.

If term i is dominant, then eqn. 2 becomes

Eqn. 4 is in ,perfect agreement with the solvophobic
[14-16] concept which postulates that the hydro
phobic effect plays a fundamental role in reversed
bonded phase liquid chromatography (RBP-LC). It
also suggests that the main contribution to solute
retention originates from the mobile phase (EM .m ).

EM .m is directly related to the energy of cohesion
between solvent molecules and represents the energy
necessary to create a cavity in the solvent to
accommodate for solute molecules. Es,m is associ
ated with the specific interaction between solute and
mobile phase. Obviously, the solvophobic theory is
based on the premise that the only cavity which is
relevant to retention is that in the mobile phase
solvent; it neglects the acceptor cavity in the station
ary phase. However, as popular as it might be in
RBP-LC, the solvophobic theory is not an entirely
satisfactory model for chromatographic retention
processes because it requires a change of cavity size
in only a single phase [17] (the mobile phase). For
NBP-LC under certain circumstances, not only the
mobile phase but also the acceptor cavity in the
stationary phase should be involved in the retention

E ::::0 Es,s - nEM,s

E ::::0 nEM,m - ES,m

(3)

(4)

process. In such cases, the partitioning model [17,18]
will prevail, i.e., the contributions from both sta
tionary (term i) and mobile phases (term ii) are
important in retention.

If the transfer process is dominated by partition
ing rather than adsorption, the simplest model of
retention is based on the assumption that the
stationary phase is an amorphous bulk fluid and
that retention resembles ordinary bulk-phase parti
tioning. In this case, the principal driving force for
the transfer of solute is its relative chemical affinity
for mobile and stationary phases; i.e. solute transfer
involves (i) the creation ofa solute-sized cavity in the
stationary phase, (ii) the transfer process, and (iii)
the closing of a solute-sized cavity in the mobile
phase (see Fig. 1). As we will discuss later, it appears
that the amino bonded exhibits dual retention
characteristics: adsorption dominates at low modi
fier contents, with partitioning becoming important
as the modifier reaches a mobile phase concentra
tion that saturates the stationary phase.

EXPERIMENTAL

Equipment
All measurements were obtained with an HPLC

system consisting of a IBM 9533 programmable
ternary gradient liquid chromatographic system,
Beckmen 506 Autosampler with 20-/1l sample loop,
Gilson Model 111 UV detector (254 nm), Nelson
900 Series interface and an IBM-compatible AT
computer.

Analytical columns
The aminopropyl column (25 cm x 46 mm J.D., 5

/tm packing) was purchased from E. M. Science
(Cherry Hill, NJ, USA). The column was used as
received.

Solutes and solvents
Hexane, methyl tert.-butyl ether (MTBE), chloro

form and dichloroethane, each HPLC grade, were
obtained from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA,
USA). Aromatic hydrocarbon solutes (phenan
threne, chrysene and perylene) and alkyl aryl ketone
homologous series (propiophenone, butyphenone,
hexanophenone, heptanophenone and octanophen
one) were both obtained from Aldrich (Milwaukee,
WI, USA). Phenol, nitrobenzene and aniline (re-
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Fig. 1. Mechanics of molecule exchange in transfer processes such as partitioning or adsorption. The transfer of solute molecule X
requires the opening of a cavity in stationary phase S and the closing of a cavity in mobile phase M.

agent grade) were obtained from Mallinckrodt (St.
Louis, MO, USA). Aniline and nitrobenzene were
purified by distillation, while phenol was used
without further purification.

Procedures
Repeated injections ofperylene and phenanthrene

were used to measure the reproducibility of reten
tion tiines. Reported to values are the result of at
least three replicate injections. The flow-rate was
maintained at 0.5 mljmin during the course of these
studies. No less than fifteen column volumes were
allowed for column equilibration upon a change of
mobile phase.

In the system peaks studies, pure hexane was
injected as a solute. Hexane's negative system peak
was also used as the to marker.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION·

System peaks
The deflection (positive or negative) of the system

peak, as mentioned before, depends on that com
pone~t's' absorbance relative to the bulk mobile

phase at the detector wavelength. Fig. 2 is an
illustration of the system peak in a real chromato
gram, where the positive peak is due to chloroform,
which absorbs significantly at 254 nm, wHile the
negative peak is due to hexane.

Hexane is generally thought to be the least
adsorbed mobile phase component available for
NBP-LC. Thus, the retention volume of hexane is
usually used to represent the mobile phase volume
Vm (or void volume Vo). However, the total column
volume must remain constant, and any decrease of
the mobile phase volume must therefore result in a
corresponding increase in the volume of the station
ary phase. As can be seen in Fig. 2b, the retention of
hexane decreased as the modifier concentration
increased from 20% to 40%. It has been'suggested
by Scott [19] that mobile phase can accumulate near
the polar surface of the stationary phase, forming a
stagnant layer. The statistical mechanical theories of
retention [19-22] also predict what has been referred
to as "breathing" [22]. These predictions are sup
ported by evidence ofdecreasin'g void volumes as the
modifier concentration is increased. Uptake of the
polar modifier in this way could affect the driving
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While the fractional surface coverage plots of Fig.
5 are not in actuality adsorption isotherms, they are
related to isotherms. It is not our intention here to
use the data of Figs. 4 and 5 for quantitative

Fig. 2. (a) System peaks of a real chromatogram, with chloro
form (20%, vjv) as the solvent modifier. The positive peak is due
to chloroform, while the negative peak is due to hexane. (b)
Enlargement of the system peak from (a). A system peak with
chloroform at 40% is included for comparison. (see text for
detail).

1.0,...----------------'----,
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1008020

0.2

40 60
Modifier"

Fig. 4. If the void volume at 0% modifier content is used as the
reference point, the absolute value of the void volume differences
can be interpreted as the degree of modifier accumulation in the
stationary phase. At about 60%, modifier ceases to accumulate in
the stationary phase. Symbols as in Fig. 3. Amino column.

i-force for retention ofsolutes. Solutes could partition
between this layer and the bulk mobile phase
without directly interacting with the stationary
phase.

Fig. 3 shows the trends in void volume decrease
for three different modifiers. At about 60% polar
modifier content, the void volume decreases reach a
plateau. If the void volume at 0% modifier content is
used as the reference point, the absolute value of the
void volume differences can be interpreted as the
degree of stationary phase accumulation under
different modifier concentrations (Fig. 4). If the
plateau in Fig. 4 is taken as the maximum coverage
of stationary phase by modifier, then Fig. 4 can be
replotted as the fractional coverage of the stationary
pqase (Fig. 5).
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isotherm calculations. Rather, we are interested in
the relative affinities of the modifiers for the amino
stationary phase. Clearly, chloroform shows both a
higher stationary phase saturation concentration
than the other two modifiers (greater Vo in Fig. 4),
and more rapid approach to this saturation concen
tration (Fig. 5). Dichloroethane exhibits an inter
mediate affinity for this bonded phase, while MTBE
has the lowest. Chloroform is categorized as an
acidic solvent. Thus, its interaction with a basic
column (amino) is expected to be the largest among
these three modifiers. The observed trends for
dichloroethane (dipolar solvent) and MTBE (basic
solvent) are also in agreement with expectations and
previous characterizations of the amino phase [23].
These data are also consistent with pure solvent
strength calculations (chloroform 0.14, dichlaro
ethane 0.12 and MTBE 0.10).

Partition vs. adsorption
Models of the surface structure of bonded phases

help in visualizing LC retention mechanisms. For
example, the surface of monomerically derivatized
silica particles of the type used in this study may be
pictured as a forest of organic functional groups
standing on end. Thus, they are sometimes referred
to as "brushes". As will be discussed, not only the
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Fig. 6. Three different types of stationary phase configurations:
(a) picket fence, (b) fur and (c) stack. In the "stack" structure, the
grafted alkyl chains of NBP-LC stationary phases are not
perpendicular to the surface, are in close contact with each other,
and are less mobile than those in the "fur" configuration.
Asterisks represent the strong adsorption sites (silanol groups).

character of the polar functional groups but also the
mobility of the alkyl chains (alkyl "spacers") affect
the retention behavior of normal bonded phases.

A number of models describing the configuration
of these surface molecular brushes have been pro
posed [17,18,24-26]. Fig. 6 illustrates schematically
three possible configurations at the silica gel surface.
If a sufficiently dense stationary phase structure
existed, solute molecules could not fit between the
brushes and would interact only with the tip of the
three-dimensional "picket fence". The nature of
polar functional groups at the stationary phase
surface would thus be the dominant retention
factor. Obviously, the adsorption-displacement
model would be applicable for such a structure, and
the chromatographic effect of silanol groups at the
silica surface would be negligible. However, because
of steric constraints, the "fur" configuration (Fig.
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solvent; typical mobile phase solvents for the NBP
LC are mixtures of hexane with organic modifiers
such as chloroform or dichloroethane. Thus, the
partitioning model can be readily generalized to
account for mobile phase mixtures ofcomponents A
and B, with relative concentrations CPA and CPa,
respectively, provided A and B are randomly dis
persed. Thus, the partition model predicts [17,18]
that there is a quadratic, not linear, relationship
between In k' and the volume composition of the
modifiers (cp).

Ink' = A - Bcp + Ccp2 (5)

where k' is the capacity factor, cp is modifier fraction
and k'o is the value of k' when cp = 0; A, Band Care
constants.

The A constant of eqn. 5 has been replaced in eqn.
6 by the logarithm of the capacity factor of the solute
in a purely hexane mobile phase. This constant
cannot normally be determined directly since, with
out organic modifier in the mobile phase and thus no
modifier absorbed on the stationary phase, the
nature of the stationary phase is considerably al
tered [28].

Interestingly, a similar relationship between the
retention of acidic (phenol), basic (aniline), and
dipolar (nitrobenzene) solutes and mobile composi
tion has been observed for the amino column at high
modifier contents (Fig. 7). The bulk phase partition
ing model predicts that a plot of(ljcp) In (k'jk'o) vs. <p
should be linear (eqn. 6), provided the random
mixing approximation [20-22] holds. However,
when the modifier c'oncentration is below ca. 10%,
dispersive intermolecular interactions of the polar
stationary phase result in a reduction of the effective
chromatographic surface area and reduced reten
tion behavior [29]. Once these "brush-type" phases
are in contact with a mobile phase containing ca.
10% of an organic modifier, they exhibit normal
retention. From the data of Fig. 6, with modifier
contents between 10 and 50%, eqn. 6 does not
adequately describe retention. However, as the
modifier concentration increases beyond 50% the
linear prediction appears valid, implying that the
partition model seems to be suitable under these
conditions. These retention data correlate nicely

6b) appears to be more realistic. This model implies
that the distance between the alkyl chains is suffi
ciently large for certain solute molecules to bind to
the chains laterally. In this configuration, both the
polar functional groups and the strong adsorption
sites on silica (silanol groups) can be involved in the
retention process. Thus, the adsorption-displace
ment model needs to be modified to account for
these effects [3,4,27]. In the "stack" structure, which
is illustrated in Fig. 6c, the alkyl chains are not
perpendicular to the surface but are in close contact
with each other. In this arrangement, the alkyl
chains are less mobile than those in the "fur"
configuration. Instead of a distinct mobile-station
ary phase boundary, the polar bonded phase and
adsorbed mobile phase components are forming a
"stationary phase layer". In this fashion, an ad
sorbed solute molecule is not just in surface contact
with the stationary phase anymore. Instead, it is
more likely to partition between the three-dimen
sional stationary phase layer and the free-flowing,
bulk mobile phase. Notice that here the alkyl chains
of the bonded phase have a certain mobility, unlike
the rigid rod approximation. It is the mobility of
these polar functional groups which accounts for the
dual behavior of this stationary phase.

Dill and Dorsey [17,18] have pointed out that in
RBP-LC the "fur" models predict the grafted chains
are fully exposed to the mobile-phase solvent. In
light of the strength of the hydrophobic effect it
should be prohibitively expensive in free energy
terms for the chains to configure themselves to
permit such a large degree of exposure. However,
mobile phases in normal-phase LC are generally
organic solutions. Thus, free energy prohibitions
against "fur" and "stack" configuraations do not
exist in NBP-LC. In addition, strong polar inter
actions between active functional groups of the
stationary phase and polar modifiers only enhance
solvent-bonded phase mixing.

The existence of a distinct, bulk stationary phase
in a fur or stack arrangement would suggest parti
tioning rather than adsorption would be the domi
nant retention process. In the bulk-phase partition
ing model, retention is described as a process of
transfer between bulk media of solute S from a
single-component mobile phase A. However, for
real chromatographic retention processes, the mo
bile phase is not generally a single-component

or

(ljcp)ln(k'jk'o) = -B + Ccp (6)
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random, although a distinct trend is observed.
However, for modifier contents greater than 60%, a
strong linear relatioship between log k' and nc is
obvious. We believe this data further supports the
argument that at polar modifier concentrations
above ca. 60%, partitioning rather than adsorption
is the dominant retention mechanism. It should be
noted that only MTBE data is shown here. The other
two modifiers are too strong for retention of the
alkyl aryl ketone homologues to be observed at
concentrations above 60%. However, all data point
to chloroform and dichloroethane behaving qualita
tively exactly like MTBE.
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with the data obtained from system peaks (Figs.
3-5), where the fractional coverage of the stationary
phase reached 100% at about 60% modifier concen
tration. At low concentrations of modifier the
bonded stationary phase is not well-solvated, and
alkyl chains with their polar ends are largely or
dered. As modifier content in the mobile phase
increases, modifier molecules begin to penetrate the
bonded phase, essentially solvating it. Apparently,
at ca. 60% modifier content, the stationary phase
can now be considered a randomly mixed bulk
phase, and retention is best described as partitioning
rather than adsorption.

There is another retention feature that is diagnos
tic of bulk-phase partitioning [17,18,30-32]: the
logarithm of the capacity factor depends approxi
mately linearly on the size of the solute molecule. as
does the partition coefficient, since the volume(s) of
the cavity(s) created in the mobile (and possibly
stationary) phase(s) to accommodate the solute
molecule is (are) a significant term in the overall free
energy change (eqns. 2 and 4 and Fig. 1). This
dependence of retention on molecular volume in
partitioning systems has been widely observed [30
32]. In order to see if such a dependence was
operating here, the retention of a series of describe
(propiophenone, butyrophenone, hexaphenone,
heptanophenone and octanophenone) was mea
sured with MTBE as the polar modifier (Fig. 8).
Below 60% modifier concentration, the log k' VS. the
carbon number (nc) plots seem to be somewhat
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CONCLUSIONS

We have concluded that two different retention
mechanisms are possible in an aminopropyl NBP
LC column. At low modifier concentrations the
adsorption-displacement model appears to work,
provided certain modifications are included. How
ever, when the concentration of modifier reaches
60%, a bulk partitioning process seems to result.
These conclusions are based on three lines of
evidence. First, hexane system peaks indicate that
stationary phase volumes increase with increasing
mobile phase modifier concentrations up to ca.
60%. Thus, the assumption of a monolayer of
mobile phase at the surface of the stationary phase
does not appear to be valid. Above 60%, however,
where the volume expansion of stationary phase
ceases, retention data indicate that the partition
model is obeyed quite nicely. It is at this level of
modifier that the stationary phase is completely
solvated and the random mixing approximation
holds. Finally, the retention data of the describe also
suggest that the creation of the mobile phase cavity
is important for modifier concentrations above
60%. It is the unique character of NBP-LC which
accounts for the dual behavior of the stationary
phase. For modifier concentrations < 60%, adsorp
tion dominates. However, as modifier kept accumu
lates in the stationary phase, a bulk stationary phase
layer forms, with partitioning becoming the domi
nant retention process.
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ABSTRACT

The ability of Superdex 200, a gel filtration matrix consisting of dextran-grafted beads, to act as a support for liquid-liquid partition
chromatography (LLPC) in aqueous polyethylene glycol (PEG)-dextran two-phase systems was examined. The gel adsorbed the
dextran-rich bottom phase readily and retained it during elution with the PEG-rich top phase. In contrast to LiParGel 650, a matrix
designed for LLPC, the entire Superdex matrix seemed to form an immobilized stationary phase. Ideal partitioning of proteins was
observed only for molecules partitioning towards the stationary phase on Superdex and for those favouring the mobile phase on
LiParGel. Hence, the choice of matrix depends on the separation problem at hand.

INTRODUCTION

Partitioning in aqueous two-phase systems has
been used for many years to separate and isolate
cells, organelles and macromolecules. The method
may also provide information about conformation
al changes ocurring upon interactions between mol
ecules [1], as the distribution of a molecule in these
systems depends on its conformation and general
surface properties [2-5]. By optimizing the compo
sition of the phases, separation may be achieved in
only a few steps. However, finding such optimum
systems may pose difficulties and in most instances
multiple extractions are required in order to obtain
an adequate separation. As this procedure is te
dious, various forms of automated counter-current
extraction have been developed [6-8]. The time re
quired for the analyses may be further reduced by
employing column chromatography. A column

.Correspondence to: Dr. Kerstin Andersson, Department of Bio
chemistry, Chemical Centre, Lund University, P.O. Box 124,
S-221 00 Lund, Sweden.

chromatographic approach would also increase the
plate number and, hence, the sensitivity of the
method.

An early attempt to immobilize one of the phases
was made by merely soaking agarose beads in the
bottom phase of the most thoroughly studied sys
tem formed by polyethylene glycol (PEG) and dex
tran, using the top phase as a mobile phase [9].
Since then, several materials have been studied and
rejected as supports for liquid-liquid partition
chromatography in aqueous two-phase systems
(LLPC) [10]. In the end, hydrophilic vinyl particles
grafted with polyacrylamide were found to be able
to adsorb the dextran-rich bottom phase of PEG
dextran systems in amounts sufficient for partition
ing [10,11]. LLPC on this matrix, LiParGel, has
been shown to be a powerful tool for the qualitative
structural analysis of, for instance, immunoglobu
lins [12].

However, as the bottom phase is adsorbed main
ly as microdroplets inside the pores of the LiParGel
particles [10], the volume of stationary phase avail
able for partitioning of a protein is dependent on its·

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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ability to enter the pores. Hence, we were interested
in finding an alternative support for LLPC in PEG
dextran two-phase systems which might be more
evenly coated than LiParGel. The idea of a matrix
resembling one of the phases, i.e., an immobilized
stationary phase, was appealing in order to avoid
bleeding of the columns. Hubert et al. [13] have re
ported successful fractionations by LLPC on a ma
trix to which polyethylene oxide was bound cova
lently using a dextran~containing mobile phase.
However, as was pointed out, the viscosity of dex
tran solutions may become a considerable draw
back. This problem would be circumvented by
binding the dextran to the support and eluting the
columns with the PEG-rich phase, which is less
cumbersome to handle.

Superdex was recently developed for size-exclu
sion chromatography. The matrix consists of ma
croporous agarose beads grafted with dextran. The
mobility of these chains gives the gel the character
of a dextran solution bound to the agarose support
[14]. Hence Superdex particles may be expected to
provide an immobilized stationary phase for LLPC
in PEG-dextran systems.

In this work we compared the properties of Su
perdex 200 with those of LiParGel 650 with respect
to their ability to adsorb the dextran-rich bottom
phase of aqueous PEG-dextran two-phase systems
and the influence of the supports on the elution of
proteins in these LLPC columns.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
Dextran T 500 (Mr = 500 000) was supplied by

Pharmacia LKB Biotechnology (Uppsala, Sweden).
Polyethylene glycol 8000 (PEG) (Mr = 6000-7500)
was obtained from Union Carbide (New York,
USA). LiParGel 650 was a gift from Merck (Darm
stadt, Germany) and Superdex 200 prep grade was
a gift from Pharmacia LKB Biotechnology. Horse
radish peroxidase was obtained from Merck and
whale skeletal muscle myoglobin from Sigma (St.
Louis, MO, USA). Human albumin, rabbit aldo
lase, bovine catalase and bovine thyroglobulin were
produced by Pharmacia LKB Biotechnology. Hu
man transferrin was obtained from Sigma. Human
immunoglobulin G (IgG) (Sandoglobulin) was ob
tained from Sandoz (Basel, Switzerland). Rabbit
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IgG (rabbit anti-human albumin) was supplied by
Dakopatts (Glostrup, Denmark).

The two-phase system
All experiments were performed in a 4.4% (w/w)

PEG 8000-6.2% (w/w) dextran T 500 two-phase
system at pH 7.0. The compositions of the phases
are given in Fig. I. Two compositions of salts were
used: 50 mM sodium phosphate-O.I M NaCl-O.1
M glycine (the 0.1 M glycine system) and 10 mM
sodium phosphate-Q.I M NaCl-0.2 M glycine (the
0.2 M glycine system). The concentrations of dex
tran in the top and bottom phases were not affected
by the changes in the salt content as determined
polarimetrically. Titration of the phases with I M
HCl and/or I M NaOH showed that glycine was
equally distributed between the phases.

Determination ofpartition properties
The partition properties of the proteins were de

termined as their partition coefficients in batch ex
periments. A 4-g amount of the two-phase system
described above was thoroughly mixed with 4 mg of
protein and allowed to separate at 20°C overnight.
The partition coefficient, Kbalch, was defined in ac
cordance with the notation commonly used for
aqueous two-phase partitioning [2], i.e.,

Kbalch = ClOP phase/Cbotlorn phase

where ClOP phase and Cbotlorn phase are the concentra
tions of the protein in the top and bottom phases,
respectively, determined spectrophotometrically at
280 nm. The presence of polymers in the solvent did
not affect the molar absorptivities of the proteins. It
should be noted that no precipitates could be ob
served in the interphase after incubation overnight.

Interactions ofproteins with the matrices
A 3-mg amount of albumin or 2 mg of IgG dis

solved in 0.9% NaCI were mixed with I ml of gel
(LiParGel or Superdex) for I h at room temper
ature. The amount of protein remaining in/on the
matrix was determined by measuring the concentra
tion of the protein in the supernatant spectrophoto
metrically at 280 nm (CIgG = 1.3 ml mg- 1 cm-1,

Calburnin = 0.6 rol mg- 1 cm- 1
).

Preparation of LLPC columns
The preparation of the LLPC columns is shown
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Fig. I. Schematic diagram of the preparation of LLPC columns. The chromatograms for the references, peroxidase and myoglobin, on
(solid line) Superdex and (dashed line) LiParGel, respectively, obtained in the 0.1 M glycine system are shown.

schematically in Fig. 1. The two-phase system, pre
pared as described previously [IS], was equilibrated
at 20D C for 72 h and the clear phases were separat
ed. The matrix, LiParGel650 or Superdex 200 prep
grade, was allowed to equilibrate with the dextran
rich bottom phase (stationary phase) at room tem
perature. Excess of bottom phase was removed by
rinsing the coated matrix with the PEG-rich top
phase (mobile phase). The coated matrix was sus
pended in 3-4 volumes of mobile phase and poured
into a thermostated (20D Q glass column (35 x I cm
J.D.) with a filling reservoir. The columns were
packed at a flow-rate of 0.2-0.6 ml min -1 and
equilibrated with about 3 volumes of the mobile
phase at a flow-rate of 0.2 ml min -1 until the el
uates were almost clear. Samples were applied in 1.0
ml of mobile phase with the addition of about 5 mg
of glycine. Eluates were monitored continuously at
280 nm.

In order to examine the ability of Superdex to act
as a stationary phase in itself, uncoated Superdex
200 was packed in a column and equilibrated with
7.2% PEG-50 mM sodium phosphate-O.! M

NaCI-O.I M glycine (pH 7.0) (i.e., a solution corre
sponding to the top phase of the 0.1 M glycine sys
tem but without any dextran). Samples were ap
plied to the column as described above.

Calculations
The parameters of the LLPC columns were deter

mined as described earlier [10] using peroxidase and
myoglobin as references. The distribution of the ref
erences between the phases in the LLPC column
was assumed to be identical with their partitioning
in batch, i.e., the inverted value of Kbatch equalled
Kc for the references, where Kc is the ratio of the
concentration of a molecule in the stationary (dex
tan-rich) phase to that in the mobile (PEG-rich)
phase:

Kc = Cstationary phase/Cmobile phase

The volumes of the stationary and mobile phases,
Vs and VM , were calculated from the retention vol
umes for the references, VR, according to

(I)
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RESULTS

where k is the capacity factor and a is the ratio of
the partition coefficients of the references (a =
Kbateh. peroxidase/Kbaleh, myoglobin)'

In order to facilitate the comparison of chro
matograms from columns with different parame
ters, the retention volume of each component was
expressed as Kc using eqn. 1. In cases where the
protein was fractionated into more than one com
ponent by LLPC, Kcwas calculated from the aver
age retention volumes for all' components.

The standard deviation of the retention volumes for
the two references was less than 5%. The volumes
of stationary and mobile phases were averaged for
all columns used, accounting for the number of runs
on each column, with a variation less than 6% of
the column volume.

The plate number, N, was calculated from the
peak width at half-height (Wh) of the myoglobin
peak according to

N = 5.54(VR/Wh)2 (2)

The resolution, R" of the peroxidase and myoglo
bin peaks was calculated as

Kbntch
a

O.IM 0.2M
glycine glycine

0.92 0.70
0.69 0.40
0.48 0.32
1.3 1.1
0.66 0.67
0.46 0.27
0.32 0.21
1.2 I.I
0.61 0.56

6040

b

M, IEP

670000 4.5
230000 5.4
160000 6.1
160000 5.8
160000 6.8
80000 6.2
70000 4.9
40000 7.2
17000 7.0

20
O+--_-,..L-'....L-,">O>""~.......-'>--__r-
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0:1

0.2

Abs 280

.0.3

Protein

Thyroglobulin
Catalase
Aldolase
RIgG
HIgG
Transferrin (- Fe)
Albumin
Peroxidase
Myoglobin

Retention volume (mt)

Fig. 2. Chroma'togram for (a) peroxidase, (b) myoglobin, (c) al
bumin and (d) HIgG (0.8-1.1 mg) obtained on Superdex 200 in
7.2% PEG 8000-50 mM sodium phosphate-O.1 M NaCI-Q.1 M
glycine (pH 7.0).

a Kbntch = ClOP phnsc/CboHom phase'

TABLE I

SIZE, NET CHARGE AND PARTITIONING PROPERTIES
OF THE PROTEINS STUDIED, TAKEN AS THE RELA
TIVE MOLECULAR MASS, THE ISOELECTRIC POINT
(IEP) AND THE PARTITION COEFFICIENTS DETER
MINED IN BATCH EXPERIMENTS, RESPECTIVELY

responding to the top phase of the 0.1 M glycine
system but without any dextran. Although the sep
aration was poor, the retention volumes for the four
.proteins differed slightly (Fig. 2). However, the re
tention volumes could not be correlated either to
the partition properties of the proteins or to their
sizes (Table I), in spite of Superdex being a gel fil
tration matrix. The volume of stationary phase per
unit column volume, calculated from eqn. 1, was
only 0.06 ml ml- 1

. Using the complete top phase of
the equilibrated two-phase system as a mobile
phase did not improve the resolution, indicating

(3)Rs = (JN/4)[k/(1 + k)](a - 1)

The properties of Superdex as a support for
liquid-liquid partition chromatography (LLPC)
was compared with those of LiParGel in a salt-con
taining aqueous two-phase system formed by poly
ethylene glycol 8000 (PEG) and dextran T 500. The
two compositions of salts used are referred to as 0.1
M glycine and 0.2 M glycine as described under
Experimental. The changes in the salt content did
not affect either the volume ratio of the two-phase
system or the composition of the phases, as indicat
ed by a constant concentration of dextran. Titration
of the phases showed that glycine was equally dis
tributed. However, the distribution of the proteins
tended to shift towards the dextran-rich phase in
the 0.2 M glycine system (Table I).

In order to examine the ability of the dextran
grafted Superdex particles to form a two-phase sys
tem with a PEG-containing mobile phase, albumin,
human IgG (HIgG) and the two references, perox
idase and myoglobin, were applied one by one on a
Superdex column equilibrated with a solution cor-
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TABLE II

PARAMETERS OF THE COLUMNS USED

Vc = column volume (ml); Vs = volume of the stationary phase (ml); VM = volume of the mobile phase (ml); N = plate number per
metre; Rs = resolution of peroxidase and myoglobin; n = number of runs (number of columns) for which the values are averaged.

Column System Vs/Vc VM/VC N R, n
(ml ml- 1) (ml ml- 1) (m- 1)

Superdex 200 0.1 M glycine 0.44 ± 0.01 0.71 ± 0.Q2 1700 ± 300 1.9 ± 0.2 4(2)
0.2 M glycine 0.28 ± 0.04 0.81 ± 0.06 1800 ± 300 1.2 ± 0.2 18(7)

LiParGel 650 0.1 M glycine 0.37 ± 0.03 0.46 ± 0.03 1000 ± 200 1.5 ± 0.2 20(10)
0.2 M glycine 0.32 ± 0.01 0.40 ± 0.01 1080 ± 150 1.7 ± 0.2 6(3)

i =0.51
c

RIgG

It- =0.96
c

IDgG

It-=0.75
c

albumin

LiParGel

LiParGel, which is exemplified by the chromato
gram for the two references in Fig. 1. The resolution
of the two reference proteins decreased with de
creasing volume of stationary phase on Superdex,
in spite of a constant plate number, whereas the
reverse tendency was observed on LiParGel (Table
II). As the flow-rate was similar in all experiments,
the larger plate number in the Superdex columns
indicated a larger surface area of stationary phase
available for partitioning on these particles.

Fig. 3 shows the chromatogram for albumin,
HIgG and rabbit IgG (RlgG) obtained by LLPC on

Superdex
0.2

albumin

Abs280 It- =0.31
0.1

c

0
A

0.2
IDgG

Abs280 If =0.40
0.1 c

0
0 2 3 4 3 4

K C K C

Fig. 3. Chromatograms for albumin, HIgG and RIgG (0.6-1.0
mg) obtained on Superdex and LiParGel in the 0.1 M glycine
system. The average retention volume for each protein is given as
an inverted value of Ko which may be compared with Kbatch'

O+-<="-,-~-~-.--""""""

0.2.------------,

Abs 280

0.1

that the amount of dextran on the Superdex parti
cles was not large enough to form a two~phase sys
tem with the PEG-containing mobile phase. Thus,
in order to obtain sufficient amounts of the two
phases to allow a separation based on partitioning
in this system, the Superdex particles were coated
with the bottom phase of the PEG-dextran two
phase system. The preparation of LLPC column is
depicted schematically in Fig. 1.

The parameters of the Superdex LLPC columns
were calculated as described under Experimental
and compared with those of LiParGel columns (Ta
ble II). The variation in the volumes of the station
ary and mobile phases in a column, averaged for the
columns used in this study, was less than 6% of the
column volume for either of the matrices.

The volume of stationary phase adsorbed on the
Superdex per unit column volume was smaller in
the 0.2 M than in the 0.1 M glycine system. The
changes were even more pronounced at slightly ele
vated pH (data not shown), indicating the involve
ment of ionic interactions in the coating of this ma
trix. It was also of interest that the total volume of
the two phases equalled the column volume, indi
cating an extremely small volume of the support. In
contrast to Superdex, the coating of LiParGel was
only slightly affected by changes in the concentra
tion of salts (Table II). Although the volume ratio,
i.e., the ratio of the stationary to the mobile phase,
was constant, the total volume of the phases in the
LiParGel columns was slightly smaller in the 0.2 M
glycine system. This may indicate a swelling of the
matrix in the presence of higher concentrations of
salts.

Proteins were generally found to have a larger
retention volume on the Superdex columns than on
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RIgG a
0.2 M glycine

0.2 M glycine

11
5.9

Human IgG

2 3 4 5
l/Kbatch

Albumin

8.1
5.1

Amount of protein retained
(nmol ml- 1 gel)

0.1 M glycine

0.1 M glycine

2 3 4 5
l/Kbatch

b

50

The proteins were added in excess to I ml of gel in 0.9% NaCI.
The exclusion limits of the matrices are M r 600 000 and
5 000 000, respectively.

TABLE III

AMOUNT OF ALBUMIN OR HUMAN IgG RETAINED
IN/ON SUPERDEX 200 AND LIPARGEL 650 IN THE AB
SENCE OF PHASE-FORMING POLYMERS

Superdex 200
LiParGel 650

Column

Fig. 5. Retention volumes calculated from eqn. I using the in
verted values of Kbateh as Kc (open symbols) as a function of the
inverted values of Kbatch' plotted together with the experimental
ly obtained retention volumes (closed symbols), for (a) Superdex
and (b) LiParGel. The slope and the intercept of the lines equal
the volumes of stationary and mobile phases, respectively, aver
aged for all columns used in each system referring to a column
volume of 25 ml. I = RTgG: 2 = HTgG: 3 = albumin.

The retention volume for albumin on Superdex
agreed with the calculated value whereas the IgGs
were strongly retarded (Fig. 5a). In contrast, where
as the average retention volumes for IgG on Li
ParGel were in accordance with the theoretical val
ues, the retention volume obtained for albumin on
this matrix was considerably smaller than the calcu
lated value (Fig. 5b). The results might be due to

1
K=l.l

c

Superdex and LiParGel in the 0.1 M glycine system.
The retention volumes were expressed as Kc (see
Experimental) in order to facilitate the comparison
of chromatograms obtained from columns with dif
ferent parameters. Human albumin was eluted as a
single peak on both matrices. IgG was fractionated
into three poorly resolved components on LiParGel
whereas Superdex gave a two-peak pattern, the
peak with the largest retention volume being very
broad. The elution profiles obtained in the 0.2 M
glycine system were similar to those obtained in the
0.1 M system for all proteins except RIgG. On Li
ParGel, the characteristic three-peak pattern usu
ally obtained for immunoglobulins on this matrix
was shifted for RIgG into a pattern completely
dominated by a peak with a small retention volume
(Fig. 4). The difference between the elution patterns
for IgGs on Superdex and those on LiParGel in
dicated a profound influence of the properties of the
support on the results obtained by LLPC.

In order to evaluate the influence of the matrices
on LLPC of proteins, the retention volumes were
compared with those calculated from eqn. 1,
VR , calc., using the inverted values of Kbatch as Kc. A
plot of the calculated retention volumes against the
inverted values of Kbatch is linear, the slope and the
intercept of the line equalling the volumes of sta
tionary and mobile phases, respectively. In Fig. 5,
the calculated retention volumes for albumin,
HIgG and RIgG are plotted together with those
obtained experimentally, averaged for duplicate ap
plications. It should be stressed that for IgG, and
also for any protein that was fractionated into more
than one component, all calculations refer to the
average retention volume for the entire population.

Kc
Fig. 4. Chromatogram for RIgG obtained on LiParGel in the 0.2
M glycine system. The average retention volume is expressed as
l/Ke
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a

Fig. 6. Differences between the experimentally obtained reten
tion volumes (VR ) and those calculated as described in Fig. 5
(VR , "te) as a function of the inverted values of Kbateh for (a)
Superdex in the 0.2 M glycine system and (b) LiParGel in the 0.1
M system. a = RIgG; b = thyroglobulin; c = HIgG; d
catalase; e = aldolase; f = transferrin; g = albumin.

differences in the capacity of the matrices or to an
affinity of the proteins for the Superdex particles. In
order to examine this point, HlgG and albumin
were mixed with Superdex or LiParGel at low ionic
strength (0.9% NaCl) in the absence of phase-form
ing polymers. Superdex was found to retain more
protein than LiParGel (Table III). Furthermore,
whereas LiParGel retained equimolar amounts of
both proteins, the interaction of Superdex with IgG
appeared to be stronger than that with albumin.

In an attempt to elucidate the properties respon
sible for the partitioning of proteins on the two ma
trices, another four proteins (aldolase, catalase, thy
roglobulin, and transferrin) were applied to the col
umns. The salt concentrations were chosen to give
the least ideal conditions in order to emphasize the
deviations, i.e., the 0.1 M glycine system on LiPar
Gel and the 0.2 M system on Superdex (cr, Fig. 5).
The differences between the obtained retention vol
umes and the calculated values are shown in Fig. 6
as a function of the inverted values of Kbatch. This
difference may be considered to describe the influ
ence of the chromatographic system on the parti
tioning of the molecules. The deviation from ideal
elution of proteins on Superdex was not related to

DISCUSSION

We have previously used LiParGel 650 as a sup
port for liquid-liquid partition chromatography of
immunoglobulins in aqueous PEG-dextran two
phase systems at pH 7.0 [12]. The hydrophilic vinyl
particles grafted with polyacrylamide are able to re
tain the dextran-rich bottom phase of PEG-dextran
two-phase systems during elution with the PEG
rich top phase as a mobile phase [11]. Superdex has,
to our knowledge, so far been used only as a matrix
for size-exclusion chromatography. The gel consists
of macroporous agarose beads with an average size
similar to that of the LiParGel particles (30-36/lm)
[11,14]. The exclusion limit is reduced by binding
dextran covalently to the surface of the beads and
also to the walls of the pores. As these dextran
chains retain a large degree of mobility, Superdex
may be regarded as a solution of dextran immobi
lized to the agarose support [14]. Thus, resembling
the bottom phase of PEG-dextran systems closely,
Superdex would be expected to form a two-phase
system with a PEG-containing mobile phase, i.e., to
constitute an immobilized stationary phase for
LLPC. This expectation was supported by the fact
that the elution of proteins on Superdex in a salt-

either the partition properties in batch of the mole
cules or their isoelectric points (cf, Fig. 6 and Table
I). However, large proteins (Mr > 100 000) seemed
to be retained whereas small molecules (Mr <
100 000) were eluted as expected. The discrepancy
between the experimentally obtained retention vol
ume and the calculated value decreased slightly for
RlgG at higher concentrations of salts whereas it
increased for HlgG. Hence the unexpected elution
behaviour on Superdex was not related merely to
the size or shape of the protein.

On LiParGel, the retention volumes agreed fairly
well with the expected values although there was a
tendency for early elution of molecules partitioning
towards the dextran-rich phase, e.g., albumin (Fig.
6). The deviation of albumin from the calculated
retention volume was larger at higher concentra
tions of salts and even more pronounced at pH 4.5
(data not shown), which is close to the isoelectric
point of the molecule. This observation would elim
inate the possibility of an electrostatic repulsion of
albumin from LiParGel in the LLPC columns.
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containing solution of PEG was not related to their
sizes (Fig. 2). However, the amount of dextran on
the particles seemed to be insufficient to give an ade
quate resolution of proteins upon LLPC in the two
phase system used.

The coating of LiParGel is suggested to be due to
the strong incompatibility of the polyacrylamide on
the particles with PEG in the mobile phase rather
than to an attraction of the dextran-rich phase to
the matrix [10]. However, the volume of the station
ary phase adsorbed on the matrix was found to be
smaller at pH 4.5 than at neutral pH, indicating the
involvement of electrostatic forces between the sta
tionary phase and the LiParGei particles. This is in
accordance with the observation of negative charg
es on LiParGei by others [16].

The stationary phase is considered to be ad
sorbed on LiParGel mainly as microdroplets inside
the pores [10]. The exclusion limit for globular pro
teins on LiParGel being M r 5000 (information leaf
let from Merck), all proteins used in this study
should be able to penetrate the pores to gain access
to the stationary phase. Nevertheless, large mole
cules may be partially excluded as the distribution
of pore sizes of supports based on organic polymers
easily ranges over one order of magnitude [15].
Considering the size of the phase-forming poly
mers, the accessibility of a molecule to the inside of
the particles may be further reduced by the poly
mers in the stationary phase blocking the pores.
However, the deviation from ideal elution observed
on LiParGel could not be ascribed merely to exclu
sion phenomena (e/, Fig. 6 and Table I).

Coating Superdex, we found that the matrix
readily adsorbed the dextran-rich bottom phase of
our two-phase system. This may seem surprising as
dextran has been shown to elute well on Superdex in
ordinary gel filtration buffers [14]. However, in the
presence of PEG, the formation of a two-phase sys
tem would be expected as outlined above. The ad
sorption of the bottom phase may be due simply to
mixing of dextran in the phases with that on the
particles, which would give a phase system with a
composition different from that of the original sys
tem. Hence the comparison of the observed elution
behaviour on this matrix with that expected from
the partitioning properties observed in batch exper
iments may be inaccurate. The chemical properties
of the covalently bound dextran chains may also
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differ from those of free dextran in solution owing
to processing during the preparation of the matrix,
implying the possibility of a three-phase system
formed by immobilized dextran, free dextran and
PEG, or by the core of the matrix (agarose), dex
tran and PEG.

As the dextran is bound both on the surface of
the particles and on the walls inside the pores [14],
the stationary phase would be more evenly distrib-

. uted and more easily accessible on Superdex than
that of LiParGel. The larger plate number for Su
perdex columns, in spite of similar flow-rates, also
implies a larger surface of stationary phase avail
able for partitioning. The total volume of phases in
the Superdex columns was found to be equal to the
column volume. This is in accordance with the ex
tremely small relative volume of the matrix, i.e., the
volume of the support divided by the total volume
of the support and the pores, reported [14]. Hence
the entire support may be regarded as an immobi
lized stationary phase for LLPC.

In contrast to LiParGel, the degree of coating of
Superdex was markedly reduced at higher concen
trations of salts. In addition, the volume of the sta
tionary phase was smaller at elevated pH (pH 8.2),
indicating the involvement of ionizable groups with
pK. values in the range 7-8 in the adsorption of the
stationary phase.

The influence of the supports on LLPC of a set of
proteins was examined. For each matrix, the salt
composition giving the least ideal results was cho
sen in an attempt to emphasize the deviations from
ideal partitioning. It should be noted that the parti
tioning of a protein in PEG-dextran systems is re
lated to the surface properties of the molecule, e.g.,
its charge, size, shape and hydrophobicity [2-5, 12].
Hence the retention of a protein on an LLPC col
umn is governed by a combination of these, and
probably other still unknown, properties unless the
experiment is designed to select a single parameter.

The retention volumes obtained on LiParGel
were generally slightly smaller than those calculated
and the deviation was more pronounced for mole
cules partitioning towards the bottom phase (Fig.
6). The differences between the experimentally ob
tained retention volume for a molecule and the cal
culated value may reflect a distortion of its confor
mation due to the repeated translocation over the
interphase. It is conceivable that this effect would be
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more pronounced for molecules favouring the dex
tran-rich stationary phase. However, as these mole
cules were found to elute earlier than expected, the
non-linearity may rather be ascribed to non-equilib
rium conditions in the columns due to difficulties in
passing the interphase, i.e., proteins are not allowed
to partition properly between the phases.

On Superdex, all proteins except the smallest
were eluted with a larger retention volume than that
calculated (Fig. 6). The influence of the carboxyl
groups present on Superdex on the retention of pro
teins may be neglected at ionic strengths higher
than 0.2 M [17], which agrees with the lack ofcorre
lation between the retention of a molecule and its
net charge (Fig. 6). A more plausible explanation
for the retardation of large molecules emerges from
the view of the phases as a network of polymers. In
contrast to the situation in the LiParGel columns,
this network is "immobilized" and fairly rigid in
Superdex columns, restricting the free movement of
large molecules. This hypothesis is supported by the
extreme retention of thyroglobulin although the de
viations from ideal elution could not be ascribed
solely to the size of the molecules (Fig. 6). Taken
together, LLPC of a molecule both on Superdex
and on LiParGel is likely to reflect a combination of
its surface properties, although the two matrices
influence the partitioning in different ways.

The non-ideal partitioning of proteins on the two
matrices might apply also to the two proteins used
as references, peroxidase and myoglobin. In order
to determine the parameters of a column properly, a
set of standard proteins should be used, which has
previously been pointed out by others [16]. Thus,
the comparison of the parameters of Superdex col
umns with those of LiParGel columns may be de
ceiving. However, as the retention volume for each
protein is related to those for the references run on
the same column, the elution behaviour relative to
the other molecules would not be affected.

Although the parameters governing the parti
tioning in the columns are still obscure, LLPC has
turned out to be a powerful and yet simple method
for aquiring qualitative information concerning the
conformation of molecules and also conformation
al changes following interactions between mole-
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cules (unpublished observations). Here, we have
shown that LLPC of proteins on LiParGel agrees
fairly well with the partition properties of molecules
favouring the PEG-rich phase whereas ideal elution
was observed on Superdex only for molecules parti
tioning towards the dextran-rich phase. However,
the deviations from ideal behaviour are not neces
sarily a disadvantage but may be exploited as an
additional parameter for separation. Hence the two
matrices are complementary to each other and the
choice depends on the separation problem at hand.
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ABSTRACT

The chiral separation of amino acids by liquid chromatography using cyclodextrin-bonded stationary phases was studied system
atically. Six types of native and chemically modified p-cyclodextrin-bonded stationary phases have been used to separate enantiomers of
some derivatized amino acids in the reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography mode. Chiral separations with (R)- and
(S)-naphthyl-ethylcarbamate-p-cyclodextrin (NEC-P-CD) bonded phases were compared .with similar separations with the native
P-CD stationary phase. Racemic dansyl amino acids were separated best on P-CD column while 3,5-dinitro-2-pyridyl-, dabsyl-, and
3,5-dinitrobenzoyl-amino acids were resolved best on the (R)- or (S)NEC-P-CD column. The role of the mobile phase was studied.
Effects of organic modifiers, ionic strength, and pH of the mobile phase on retention and enantioselectivity of the analytes were
investigated on three stationary phases. The enantiomer elution order of all dansyl amino acids on native and NEC-P-CD bonded
stationary phases was L before D enantiomer, while a reverse elution order for dabsyl amino acids was observed. Hence, elution order
can be controlled by choosing the appropriate functional group. This provides an alternative to the current method of changing
retention order by changing the stationary phase (i.e., obtaining a different column). It appears that the NEC-P-CD bonded phases are
highly effective multimodal chiral stationary phases. The chiral recognition model involving inclusion complexation and '][-'][ interac
tions is discussed.

INTRODUCTION

two general approaches for the direct liquid
chromatographic separation of enantiomers have
been used. One involves use of chiral stationary
phases (CSPs) and the other makes use of chiral
mobile phase additives (CMAs). A number of new
and improved CSPs and CMAs have been intro
duced to solve problems involving enantiomeric
separations. A series of the recently developed
bonded stationary phases derive from cyclodextrins
(CDs), which are cyclic oligosaccharides containing
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·u On leave from Kyung National University, South Korea.
** On leave from Laboratoire des Sciences Analytiques, UA
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D( + )-glucopyranose units. There are three natural
ly occurring CDs, a-c:yclodextrin, fJ-cyclodextrin
and y-cyclodextrin commercially available. Since all
of the primary and secondary hydroxyl groups of
CDs are on the outside of this toroidal shaped mol
ecule, the cavity is relatively non-polar, thus allow
ing CDs to form inclusion complexes with a variety
of polar or non-polar molecules. It is apparent that
the size and geometry ofa guest molecule in relation
to that of the cyclodextrin cavity is an important
factor in inclusion complex formation. Inclusion
complex formation is determined by the several dif
ferent factors which include hydrophobic effect, hy
drogen bonding, Van der Waals interactions, re
lease of high-energy water from the CD cavity, and
a change in ring strain upon complexation [1,2]. CD
was attached to silica gel via a linkage chain to form
an effective high-performance CSP [3-7]. The {3-CD

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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bonded phases has been the most widely used of
these columns. Enantiomeric resolution of a series
of amino acids, barbiturate dioxolane, phenyl acetic
acid derivatives, nicotine analogues, and many oth
er compounds were successfully obtained with
{J-CD CSPs under reversed phase conditions.

Recently, derivatized cyclodextrin bonded phases
were introduced for enantiomeric high-perform
ance liquid chromatographic (HPLC) separations
in the normal-phase mode [8,9]. They were able to
separate a variety of racemates with either hexane
isopropanol or mobile phases of pure alcohol or
acetonitrile. These CSPs seems to resemble more
closely the cellulosic stationary phases than the na
tive cyclodextrin bonded phase. In contast to the
native {J-CD stationary phase, the enantiomeric
separation mechanism for the derivatized phases
was not thought to be dependent on inclusion com
plexation. It was reported that derivatized CD sta
tionary phases and native CD phases, operated in
different modes, resolved different types of race
mates [8-11]. The derivatized cyclodextrin bonded
phases were utilized in reversed-phase separations
due to their stability. It was found that completely
different types of enantiomers were resolved by
these columns in the reversed-phase mode [!O].

Amino acids are found in all known living orga
nisms. Proteins are made by association of twenty
primary amino acids which are always L-amino
acids. It may be important to be able to detect the
presence ofD-amino acids in biological systems [12].
The enantiomer separation of some aromatic amino
acids was carried out on a cx-CD-CSP [II]. Racemic
dansyl-amino acids (5-dimethylamino-I-napthalene
sulfonyl or Dns) and 2,4-dinitrobenzoyl (DNP)
amino acids were resolved on {J-CD bonded CSPs
[13-15].

The goal of this paper is to obtain a better knowl
edge of the chiral recognition mechanism of amino
acids by {J-CD bonded CSPs. The stationary phase,
the mobile phase and the solute itself are all three
strongly involved in the chiral recognition mecha
nism. In the first part of this work, the effect of the
stationary phase is studied using six different {J-CD
and derivatized (J-CD CSPs. The second part exam
ines the effect of solute derivatization. Amino acids
were derivatized with· five different reagents and
analyzed on the three best CSPs. The final aspect of
this study deals with the mobile phase. The effects
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of the organic modifier nature (methanol, acetoni
trile or tetrahydrofuran) and concentration were
studied. The pH and buffer concentration effects al
so were investigated.

EXPERIMENTAL

Chemicals and methods
Amino acids and other compounds were ob

tained from Sigma (S1. Louis, MO, USA) or Al
drich, (Milwaukee, WI, USA). HPLC-grade metha
nol (MeOH), tetrahydrofuran (THF) and acetoni
trile (ACN) were purchased from Fisher Scientific
(S1. Louis, MO, USA). Water was deionized by
passing distilled water through a Barnstead water
purification system. Free amino acids were dried
and dabsylated according to the procedure de
scribed [16]. A I-ml dabsyl (4-dimethylaminoazo
benzene-4'-sulfonyl) chloride solution (0.65 mgJml
in ACN) was mixed with 1 ml of 0.1 M sodium
carbonate solution containing excess free amino
acid. The reaction mixture was shaken in water
bath at 70·C for 30 min. The resulting solution was
directly introduced to the injector of the liquid
chromatograph. In the 3,5-dinitrobenzoyl (DNB)
derivatization, approximately 2-5 mg of amino acid
were dissolved in 2 ml acetone. Next, 2-3 mg of
3,5-dinitrobenzoyl chloride derivatizing agent were
added. The reacting solution was heated at 60·C for
10 min under gentle stirring. The resulting solution
was cooled and injected directly into the liquid
chromatograph.

Apparatus
A liquid chromatographic system containing a

Shimadzu LC-6A chromatograph (Columbia, MD,
USA) was used in this study. A variable-wavelength
detector, Model SPD-6AV, was also used and in
terfaced with a CR601 Chromatopac data system.
Dabsyl-amino acids were detected at 436 nm. All
other compounds were detected at 254 nm. Rheo
dyne's Model 7125 sample injection valve with a
20-111 loop was used.

The six different 25-cm columns (4.6 mm J.D., 5
11m particle diameter) are listed in Tabie J. The first
column was a Cyclobond I column (BC) with {J-CD
molecules chemically bonded to silica gel with a
five-atom, non-nitrogen-containing spacer. The sec
ond column was a Cyclobond I Acetylated (AC)
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TABLE I

COLUMNS USED

All columns: 25 cm x 4.6 mm J.D., 5 /lm particle diameter.

TABLE III

CAPACITY FACTOR (k') AND SELECTIVITY ex OF SOME
DERIVATIZED AMINO ACID ENANTIOMERS ON SEV
ERAL CHIRAL STATIONARY PHASES

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

ACN = Acetonitrile; TEAA = triethylammonium acetate.

TABLE II

MOBILE PHASES USED

Resolution o/racemic derivatized amino acids onfive
CD stationary phases -

Dansyl-amino acids and 3,5-dinitro-2-pyridyl
(DNPy)-amino acids (DNPy) were analyzed on the
six stationary phases listed in Table I. Two mobile
phases were used (A and B, Table II). Table III lists
the results, retention, expressed with the capacity
factor, k', and enantioselectivity, expressed with the
ratio of the k' values of the two enantiomers, IX.

Mobile
phase

B
A
A
A
A
A

B
A
B
B
B
B

B
A
B
B
B
B

B
A
A
B
A
B

B
A
B
B
B
B

B
A
A
B
B
B

B
A
A
B
A
A

B
A

4.77 1.05
1.94 1.05
5.77 1.04
3.42 1.03
2.26 1.11
1.15 1.04

5.38 1.00
1.66 1.00
6.55 1.00
4.60 1.00
0.91 1.19
0.70 1.00

4.69 1.00
1.46 1.00
6.13 1.00
3.98 1.00
0.73 1.10
0.61 1.00

5.46 1.00
1.58 1.00
3.38 1.00
4.87 1.00
0.76 1.11
0.66 1.00

4.51 1.00
1.46 1.00
6.97 1.00
4.07 1.00
0.78 1.10
0.66 1.00

7.01 1.09
1.94 1.08
4.43 1.11
5.65 1.05
0.99 1.13
0.76 1.00

2.48 1.04
1.01 1.06
1.86 1.00
2.03 1.00
0.79 1.11
0.44 1.00

2.96 1.06
1.09 1.08

k' ex

RN
SN

Dns-Thr

Dns-Met RN
SN
HSN
TC
BC
AC

Dns-Nle RN
SN
HSN
TC
BC
AC

Dns-Nva RN
SN
HSN
TC
BC
AC

Dns-Phe RN
SN
HSN
TC
BC
AC

RN
SN
HSN
TC
BC
AC

Dns-Ser

Dns-Leu RN
SN
HSN
TC
BC
AC

Dansyl-amino acids
Dns-GliI RN

SN
HSN
TC
BC
AC

Compound Column

Capacity factor (k') given for the first eluting enantiomer. PhG
= Phenylglycine.

pH

4.5
4.5
4.1
4.1

6.7
3.5
6.6

ca. 13
o

ca. 16

Bonded moiety Number of substitutes
per {3-CD ring

(R)NEC-{3-CD
(S)NEC-{3-CD
(S)NEC-{3-CD
Toluoyl-{3-CD
Native {3-CD
Acetyl-{3-CD

Designation

RN
SN
HSN
TC
BC
AC

Designation Composition (vjv)

A ACN-I % TEAA buffer (65:35)
B ACN-I % TEAA buffer (50:50)
C ACN-Q.5% TEAA buffer (50:50)
D ACN-Q.5% TEAA buffer (21:79)

column which is the peracetylated form of the bond
{3-CD column. Both columns were obtained from
Astec (Whippanny, NJ, USA). Four more 25-cm
columns were packed with CSPs prepared in the
laboratory. Two (S)-l(1-naphthyl)-ethyl carbamate
[(S)NEC]-derivatized {3-CD bonded phase columns
(SN and HSN), one (R)-l(1-naphthyl)-ethyl carba~

mate (R)NEC-derivatized {3-CD bonded phase col
umn (RN), and one toluoyl-derivatized {3-CD col
umn (TC) were prepared according to the proce
dure described in previous papers [8,9].

(Continued on p. 86)
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TABLE III (continued) TABLE III (continued)

Compound Column k' Mobile Compound Column k' It. Mobile
phase phase

HSN 2.04 1.10 A TC 6.20 1.00 B
TC 2.45 1.00 B BC 0.52 1.00 B
BC 0.92 1.19 B AC 0.61 1.00 B
AC 0.62 1.00 B

Dns-Trp RN 6.71 1.05 B
Other derivatized amino acids
DNB-Leu RN 4.08 1.06 A

SN 1.91 1.00 A
SN 1.33 1.00 A

HSN 9.42 1.09 B
TC 5.98 1.00 B

HSN 5.72 1.03 B

BC 0.95 1.00 B
TC 3.27 1.00 B

AC 0.44 1.00 A
BC 0.49 1.00 A
AC 0.50 1.00 B

Dns-Val RN 4.50 1.06 B DNB-PhG RN 4.73 1.17 B
SN 1.48 1.09 A SN 1.36 1.25 A
HSN 2.93 1.05 A HSN 6.78 1.39 BTC 2.24 1.04 A

TC 3.70 1.00 A
BC 0.66 1.18 A BC 0.36 1.00 A
AC 0.71 1.00 B AC 0.37 1.00 A

3,5-Dinitro-2-pyridyl-amino acids Benzoyl-Ala RN 1.37 1.00 B
DNPy-Ala RN 3.17 1.06 B SN 0.75 1.00 A

SN 1.26 1.00 A HSN 1.50 1.00 B
HSN 4.69 1.00 B TC 1.10 1.00 B
TC 2.99 1.00 B BC 1.04 1.00 A
BC 0.51 1.00 B AC 0.55 1.00 A
AC 0.49 1.00 B Carbobenzoxy-Phe RN 4.09 1.06 B

DNPy-Leu RN 4.88 1.10 B SN 1.43 1.00 A
SN 1.55 1.00 A HSN 2.78 1.08 A
HSN 7.31 1.00 B TC 3.19 1.00 B
TC 4.73 1.00 B BC 0.94 1.00 B
BC 0.62 1.13 B AC 0.60 1.00 B
AC 0.59 1.00 B

DNPy-Met RN 4.49 1.06 B
SN 1.45 1.00 A Retention. The polarity for the six CSPs used in-
HSN 7.22 1.08 B creased from the less polar naphthylethylcarbamate
TC 4.06 1.00 B derivatized {3-CD CSPs (RN, SN and HSN). the
BC 0.63 1.00 B toluoyl-derivatized {3-CD CSP (TC), the bare fJ-CD
AC 0.51 1.00 B

CSP (BC), to the most polar peracetylated {3-CD
DNPy-Nva RN 4.30 1.09 B CSP (AC). The longer retention times were ob-

SN 1.38 1.00 A
HNS 6.97 1.00 ,B served on the less polar RN, SN and HSN station-
TC 4.20 1.00 B ary phases. The retention differences between the
BC 0.57 1.10 A SN and the HSN phases were due to the differing
AC 0.52 1.00 B bonding density (Table I). The HSN CSP had a

DNPy-Phe RN 7.46 1.02 B higher number of naphthylethyl units per CD ring
SN 2.41 1.04 A which made it less polar than the SN CSP. Mobile
HSN 4.76 1.08 A phase A was richer in organic modifier than mobile
TC 6.39 1.02 B
BC 0.89 1.00 B phase B. The retention times obtained with A were
AC ),69 1.00 B shorter than the ones obtained with B.

DNPy-Trp RN 6.57 1.05 B Enantioselectivity. The most polar peracetylated
SN 1.93 1.00 A {3-CD CSP (AC) did not separate any racemic ami-
HSN 10.64 1.00 B no acids, but Dns-glutamic acid with a low 1.04
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factor (Table III). Thetoluoyl-derivatized [J-CD
CSP (TC) was a little better and could separate
three racemic amino acids out of the 20 listed in
Table III. The a-values were low. The NEC-deriv
atized [J-CD and the original [J-CD CSPs gave the
best results with 15 and II amino acids-resolved,
respectively. For three amino acids, Dns-Leu, Dns
Met and Dns-Nle, the underivatized [J-CD CSP was
the only one able to separate the enantiomers with
selectivity higher than 1.1. Six racemates, Dns-Trp,
DNPy-Met, DNPy-Phe, DNPy-Trp, DNB-PhG
and carbobenzoxy-Phe, were separated only by the
NEC-derivatized [J-CD CSPs. When a racemic ami
no acid pair was separated on both NEC-deriva
tized and underivatized [J-CD CSP, the selectivity
was always higher with the underivatized [J-CD
phase (Dns-Glu or DNPy-Leu, for example, Table
III). Fig. I shows that the 5% average gain in selec
tivity could produce a doubling (100% increase) in
resolution of the BC chromatogram (Fig. IA).

The RN and SN columns are both NEC-deriv
atized [J-CD CSPs. The RN column was obtained
from the (R)NEC enantiomer derivative. The SN
column was obtained from the (S)NEC derivative
(Table I). The RN and SN columns behaved differ
ent. Four racemates were separated on the R col
umn and not on the S version (Fig. 2). All four
compounds are DNPy derivatives (DNPy-Ala,
DNPy-Leu, DNPy-Nva and DNPy-Trp, Table III).
Any racemate that was separated on S columns was

5

cBA

,
o 10 20 0

TIME {min}

Fig. 2. Chromatograms of the separation of racemic DNPy-ami
no acids on three different chiral stationary phases. All experi
mental conditions as in Fig. I.

also separated on the R column. However, the Dns
serine racemate was separated on the SN column
and not on the HSN. Conversely, Dns-Trp, DNPy
Met, DNB-Leu and carbobenzoxy-Phe racemates
were separated on the HSN column and not on the
SN one.

These results show that the chiral mechanism of
CDs is intricate. Inclusion complexation and chiral
interaction with secondary alcohols located at the
mouth ofthe CD cavity are parts of the mechanism.
When the chiral recognition by [J-CD disappears
upon NECderivatization (Dns-Leu, Dns-Nle and
Dns-Met, Table III), a predominance of the inclu
sion complex formation may be suspected. Conver
sely, when the NEC-derivatized [J-CD phases can
separate racemates not separated by the native
[J-CD phase, a reversed-phase Pirkle-type recogni
tion mechanism may be part of the chiral resolution
process.

The peracetylated [J-CD column (AC) and the to
luoyl [J-CD column (TC) were abandoned due to
the poor enantioselectivity obtained in derivatized
amino acid resolution. The highly substituted (S)
NEC column (HSN) was also discarded due to long
retention times compared to the similar SN column.
Only three columns, the RN, SN and [J-CD col
umns (Table I) were used to investigate solute deriv
atization effects (next part) and mobile phase effects
(last part).

5

c

5 100

TIME {min}'

A

o 10

Fig. 1. Chromatograms of the separation of racemic dansyl-ami
no acids on three different chiral stationary phases. (A) BC col
umn; mobile phase. ACN-0.5% TEAA buffer. pH 4.48 (25:75).
2 ml(min. (B) RN column; mobile phase, ACN-D.7% TEAA
buffer. pH 4.48 (50:50).2 ml(min. (C) SN column; mobile phase.
ACN-D.7% TEAA butler, pH 4.48(50:50), 2 ml(min. Detection,
UV at 254 nm.

Amino acid derivatization effects on chiral recogni
tion by [J-CD columns

The derivatives. The amino acids were derivatized·
using four different reagents: dansyl chloride (Dns)
DNB, DNPy and dabsyl chloride. All derivatiza-
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TABLE IV TABLE IV (continued)

CAPACITY FACTOR (k') AND SELECTIVITY (IX) OF 3,5-
DNB-Amino acid Column k' MobileDINITROBENZOYL AMINO ACID ENANTIOMERS ON IX

SOME CHIRAL STATIONARY PHASES phase

Np = Naphthyl; F = Fluoro; Hphe = homophenylalanine; Ser RN 2.35 1.00 C
PhG = phenylglycine. SN 1.65 1.08 C

BC 1.22 1.00 D

DNB-Amino acid Column k' Mobile
Thr RN 3.08 CIX

phase
SN 1.73 1.07 C
BC 1.28 1.00 D

Ala RN 2.90 1.03 C Trp RN 7.58 1.09 C
SN 1.88 1.06 C SN 4.08 1.I2 C

3-(I-Np)-Ala RN 11.3 1.09 C
BC 3.34 1.03 D

SN 5.42 1.11 C
BC 5.44 1.00 D tions make the amino acids highly UV detectable.

3-(2-Np)-Ala RN 9.80 1.05 e The Dns derivatization adds a somewhat n-basic
SN 5.49 1.13 e group on one branch of the amino acid's stereogen-

Asn RN 2.26 1.03 e ic center. The DNB derivatization adds an-acid
SN 1.52 1.07 e group to the amino group of amino acids. The
BC 1.22 1.00 D

Asp RN 6.91 1.00 C
DNPy group has an intermediate n-acidity with an

SN 3.71 1.07 e
electron rich (n-basic) pyridine ring and two elec-

Be 2.52 1.00 D tron attracting nitro groups (n-acid). The dabsyl de-

Glu RN 6.39 1.00 e
rivative is rather n-basic, it was chosen for its long

SN 3.18 1.09 e
and rigid azobenzene backbone which may favor

Be 2.29 1.00 D CD inclusion. Tables III and IV and V list the ca-

Leu RN 5.34 1.05 e
pacity factors and enantioselectivity factors of the

SN 3.01 1.03 e four derivatized amino acids on the selected col-
BC 2.67 1.00 D umns.

Met RN 4.60 1.08 e Retention. As a general rule, the retention order
SN 2.66 1.06 e for any derivative was RN > SN > Be. It corre-
'Be 1.98 1.00 D sponds to the CSP polarity order. The underivat-

Nle RN 5.30 1.09 e ized fJ-CD column has the highest polarity. The re-
SN 2.81 1.06 e tention times of the solutes were so short that it was
Be 2.61 1.00 D necessary to use a water-rich polar mobile phase

Phe RN 7.89 1.11 e (solution D, 79%, vJv, water, Table II) to increase
SN 4.06 1.07 e them. As far as polarity is concerned, the RN and
Be 3.40 1.06 D SN columns have the same type of substituent.

Hphe RN 13.58 1.31 e However, they do have differing polarities because
SN 5.03 1.00 e the NEC bonding density is different (Table I). For
Be 6.42 1.06 D a given amino acid, the retention times were similar

o-F-Phe RN 7.00 1.07 e for the DNB, DNPy and Dns derivatives. The dab-
SN 3.53 1.07 e
BC 3.28 1.06 D

syl derivatives always had significantly higher reten-

PhG RN 4.73
tion times.

1.17 B Enantioselectivity. The highest enantioselectivity
SN 1.36 1.25 A
'Be 0.36 1.00 A coefficients were obtained with dabsyl derivatives.

Pro RN 2.92 1.00 e
For example, (J. values of 1.56, 1.29, 1.23 or 1.22

SN 1.84 1.00 e were obtained for dabsyl-Leu, dabsyl-Glu, dabsyl-
Be 2.15 1.00 D NvA or dabsyl-Thr, respectively, on the (R)NEC or

(S)NEC columns (Table V). The data of Tables
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TABLE V III-V lead to the following observations. The dan-

CAPACITY FACTOR (k') AND SELECTIVITY (a) OF DAB- syl-amino' ·acid derivatives were best separated on
SYL-AMINO ACID ENANTIOMERS ON SOME CHIRAL the underivatized f3-CD CSP (Table III). The DNB-
STATIONARY PHASES amino acid derivatives were best separated on the

(S)NEC-f3-CD column (SN) (Table IV). The dabsyl
Dabsyl- Column k' a Mobile and DNPy derivatives were best separated on the
amino acid phase (R)NEC-f3-CD column (RN) (Tables III and V).

Ala RN 4.08 I. I 3 A
The dansyl derivatives, with a naphthyl group,

SN 2.27 1.04 A seem to fit well in the f3-CD cavity. It is difficult to
BC 2.01 1.00 A access this cavity when bulky NEC groups are

3-(I-Np)-Ala RN 5.65 1.11 A grafted on its mouth. n-n interactions (Pirkle-type)
SN 2.60 1.08 A an~ steric hindrance can be involved to explain the
BC 1.29 1.07 B chiral recognition of DNB derivatives on the SN

3-(2-Np)-Ala RN 7.97 1.13 A column. Most compounds also were separated,
SN 3.16 1.00 A with a somewhat lower enantioselectivity, by the
BC 1.46 1.00 B corresponding R column (RN). Circular dichroism

Glu RN 10.57 1.29 A studies showed opposite elution orders between the
SN .4.39 1.09 A D and L forms of some DNB derivatives eluted on
BC 5.07 1.00 A the RN and SN columns. The D forms eluted first

His RN 1.46 1.16 A on the RN column and the L forms on the SN col-
SN 1.01 1.15 A umn. The chiral mechanism for DNB derivatives
BC 1.24 1.09 B recognition seems to be dominated by n-n interac-

Leu RN A tion of the Pirkle-type. Fig. 3 is an exampJeofDNB
SN 8.12 1.56 A derivative separation on the BC and RN columns.
BC B

Nva RN A
The L form of all dansyl derivatives eluted first on
the three CSPs used. Conversely, the D form of all

SN 2.61 1.23 A
dabsyl derivatives eluted first on the three CSPs

Phe RN 10.99 1.00 A (RN, SN and BC). Inclusion complexation seems to
SN 4.25 1.07 A
BC 2.01 1.00 B predominate in the chiral recognition mechanism of

o-F-Phe RN 6.93 1.12 A
these derivatives because there was no significant

SN 3.19 1.04 A difference between the RN and SN columns. Dabsyl
BC 1.65 1.00 A and DNPy derivatives have somewhat intermediate

m-F-Phe RN 8.46 1.00 A
n-acidities. The RN column separated these ana-

SN 3.34 1.07 A Iytes better than the SN column did. This shows

Pro RN 5.10 1.10 A
that steric hindrance and n-n interactions due to the

SN 2.52 1.00 A "NEC moieties cannot be neglected: the (R)NEC
BC 2.93 1.00 B density was higher than the (S)NEC density (Table

Ser RN 3.33 1.17 A I). This point is illustrated by Fig. 4 which shows a
SN 1.77 1.06 A dabsyl derivative separation on RN and SN col-
BC 2.21 1.00 B umns. One exception: dabsyl-phenylalanine was

Thr RN 4.22 1.22 A better separated by the SN column. It should be
SN 2.19 1.07 A noted that the observed efficiency for all dabsyl-
BC 2.50 1.00 B amino acid peaks was about 50% lower than the

Trp RN 5.59. 1.12 A efficiency observed for the other derivatives. The
SN 2.68 1.06 A dabsyl peaks appeared broader (Figs. 3 and 4). This
BC 1.61 1.10 B was due to' a slow mass transfer. It is a possible sign

Tyr SN 3.14 1.15 A of CD inclusion complexation. All this shows that
Val RN A the chiral recognition mechanism for f3-CD-CSPs

SN 5.04 1.18 A and specially for NEC-derivatized f3-CD CSPs can-
BC 2.49 1.00 B not be simply reduced to one kind of behavior. rath-
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Column RN and 1% TEAA buffer (pH 4.1) solutions are used.

TABLE VI

ENANTIOMERIC SEPARATION DATA FOR OERIVA
TIZEO AMINO ACIDS ON THE DIFFERENT ORGANIC
MODIFIERS

40% THF50% MeOH50% ACNCompound

its importance, the mobile phase is probably the
least known and studied parameter in chiral recog
nition mechanism studies. In this work, three mo
bile phase parameters were studied (i) the organic
modifier nature, (ii) the pH effect, (iii) the ionic
strength effect through buffer concentration .

Nature of the organic modifier. Table VI lists the
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Fig. 3. Chromatograms of the separation of ONB-amino acids
on the BC (A) and RN (B) chiral stationary phases. All experi
mental conditions as in Fig. I.

er it involves several types. From these results, it
appears that NEC-{3-CD CSP columns are partic
ularly effective and versatile.

k' (1. k' (1. k' (1.

Ons-Glu 2.42 1.03 4.84 1.00 2.41 1.00
Ons-Leu 2.73 1.00 5.25 1.00 2.75 1.00
Ons-Met 2.75 1.00 5.81 1.00 3.06 1.00
Dns-Nle 2.86 1.00 3.10 1.00
Dns-Nva 2.52 1.00 4.82 1.00 2.75 1.00
Dns-Phe 3.71 1.07 9.32 1.00 3.92 1.00
Ons-Ser 1.76 1.00 3.65 1.00 1.93 1.00
Ons-Thr 1.90 1.06 3.77 1.00 2.24 1.00
Ons-Trp 3.38 1.04 9.00 1.00 3.63 1.00
Dns-Val 2.47 1.04 4.55 1.00 2.59 1.00

DNB-PhG 3.05 1.19 ·8.72 1.25 5.28 Ll6
Benzoyl-Ala LlO 1.00 1.54 1.00 1.02 1.00
Carbobenzoxy-Phe 2.43 1.05 4.82 1.04 2.53 1.00

ONPy-Ala 2.36 1.05 5.47 1.06 3.88 1.00
DNPy-Met 3.03 1.05 8.33 1.07 5.33 1.00
DNPy-Nva 2.81 1.08 6.68 1.09 4.87 1.00
DNPy-Phe 4.48 1.00 13.47 1.00 6.24 1.00
ONPy-Trp 4.03 1.04 14.36 1.07 6.34 1.00

Oabsyl-Ala 4.81 LlO 7.72Q 1.28 3.22 1.00
Dabsyl-3(I-Np)-Ala 7.65 1.08 10.84Q Ll3 5.77 1.00
Dabsyl-3(2-Np)-Ala 10.75 1.12 16.88Q 1.17 6.34 1.00
Oabsyl-Glu 7.25 1.42 16.13Q 1.00 3.69 1.00
Oabsyl-His Ll9 1.14 2.21 Q 1.13 0.56 1.00
Oabsyl-Nva 7.67 1.00 8.95Q 1.00
Dabsyl-Phe 7.43 1.00 5.32 1.00
Dabsyl-o-F-Phe 9.41 1.10 5.10 1.00
Dabsyl-m-F-Phe 7.71 1.09 17.73Q 1.00
Oabsyl-Pro 6.00 1.09 11.56Q 1.07 3.19 1.00
Oabsyl-Ser 3.94 1.16 7.90Q 1.13 2.71 1.00
Oabsyl-Thr 4.70 1.18 8.87Q 1.21 2.83 1.00
Oabsyl-Trp 6.92 1.10 11.56Q Ll4 1.00
Dabsyl-Tyr 10.01 1.00 10.54Q 1.00 3.82 1.00

Q The mobile phase of methanol-buffer (75:25) is used for all the
dabsyl-amino acid separations.
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Mobile phase and enantioselectivity
The mobile phase solvates the stationary phase

and the solutes. It is most often a mixture of sol
vents, which means that the solvatation may be dif
ferent when the local polarity is changing. Despite
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Fig. 4.·Chromatograms of the separation of racemic dabsyl-ami
no acids on the RN and SN derivatized fJ-CO stationary phases.
The mobile phase is ACN-Q.7% TEAA buffer, pH 4.48 (65:35),
2 ml/min. (A) RN column. (B) SN column.
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retention and enantioselectivity obtained for the de
rivatized amino acids on the RN column. Three
mobile phases were prepared with the same buffer
solution (water + 1%, v/v, triethylamine (TEA)
adjusted to pH 4.10 adding acetic acid) and ACN,
MeOH or THF. The results are straightforward: as
far as retention is concerned, THF was the stron
gest eluting solvent and MeOH was the weakest.
However, THF should not be used because it did
not give any enantioselectivity. We think the low
polarity ether ring ofTHF may enter the fJ-CD cav
ity and/or associate with n-systems hindering both
the inclusion complex formation and n-n interac-

TABLE VII

pH EFFECT FOR ENANTJOMERIC SEPARATION OF
DERIVATIZED AMINO ACIDS

The mobile phase contains ACN-I % TEAA buffer (65:35) un
less indicated otherwise; column RN.

Compound pH 4.50 pH 6.10 pH 7.00

k' IX k' IX k' IX

Dns-Glu 4.77" 1.05 J.l2 1.07 0.54 1.00
Dns-Phe 7.01" 1.09 1.23 I.Il 0.95 J.lI
Dns-Ser 2.48" 1.04 0.60 1.00 0.42 1.00
Dns-Thr 2.96" 1.06 0.65 1.09 0.49 1.09
Dns-Trp 6.71 " 1.05 J.l8 1.07 0.93 1.07
Dns-Val 4.50" 1.06 0.94 J.l0 0.74 1.24

DNPy-Ala 3.17" 1.06 0.77 1.00 0.49 1.00
DNPy-Leu 4.88" J.l0 0.99 J.l0 0.66 J.l2
DNPy-Met 4.49" 1.06 0.90 1.05 0.59 1.09
DNPy-Nva 4.30" 1.09 0.86 1.09 0.57 1.09
DNPy-Phe 7.46" 1.02 1.40 1.00 0.93 1.00
DNPy-Trp 6.57" 1.05 1.21 1.05 0.82 1.05

Carbobenzoxy-Phe 4.09" 1.06 0.98 1.00 0.64 1.00
DNB-Leu 3.33 J.l7 1.43 1.19 0.95 1.20
DNB-PhG 4.22" 1.22 1.86 1.24 1.20 1.06

Dabsyl-Ala 5.10 J.l0 2.25 J.l0 1.47 1.09
Dabsyl-3-(l-Np)-
Ala 5.65 1.11 2.36 J.l4 1.57 J.l1
Dabsyl-3-(2-Np)-
Ala 7.97 J.l3 3.47 J.l4 2.21 J.l3
Dabsyl-Glu 4.73" J.l7 0.92 J.l6 0.63 J.l8
Dabsyl-o-F-Phe 6.93 J.l2 3.16 J.l5 2.01 J.l5
Dabsyl-Pro 4.08" 1.06 0.90 1.08 0.61 1.10
Dabsyl-Ser 10.57 1.29 3.35 J.l6 1.58 1.J3
Dabsyl-Thr 4.08 J.l3 1.82 J.l4 J.l7 1.14
Dabsyl-Trp 5.59 1.12 2.60 J.l3 1.69 1.13

" ACN-I % TEAA buffer (50:50), (mobile phase B in Table II).
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tions. Clearly, ACN gave the best enantioselectiv
ity. It was able to resolve some Dns derivatives that
were not resolved with MeOH or THF modifiers. It
resolved most of the DNPy and dabsyl-amino acid
derivatives, somewhat better than MeOH and with
shorter retention times.

pH effects. It has been reported that the pKa value
of the carboxylic acid group of amino acids varies
from 1.7 to 2.7 [15,17]. Substitution of the amino
acid's amino group with electron acceptor moieties
(Dns, DNPy, DNB or dabsyl) should increase the
acid dissociation constant. All derivatized amino
acids exist in the anionic form over the pH range 4.1
to 7.0. Table VII shows rapid amino acid retention
decreases with pH increases. In the reversed-phase
mode, such a decrease means either the solute be
comes more polar or the mobile phase strength in
creases or the stationary phase becomes more polar.
Since the solute ionization and the mobile phase
becomes more polar. Since the solute ionization and
the mobile phase composition are not supposed to
change much, pH changes are suspected to induce
stationary phase changes. The silica network under
neath the fJ-CD layer is pH sensitive. Upon pH in
crease, residual silanols may ionize, rendering the
stationary phase somewhat negatively charged.
Triethylammonium ions (TEA +) should cancel
negative charges. They may not cancel all negative
charges. The good point is that, for these particular
analytes, enantioselectivity is little affected by pH
changes (Table VII). The chiral recognition is due
to solute-fJ-CD interactions that take place far
enough from the silica surface. Elevated mobile
phase pH values may make the chiral analysis fas
ter. However, it should not be forgotten that silica
solubilization occurs from pH 7. To extend column
life, it is safer to work below pH 6.

Buffer concentration effect. Table VIII lists the ef
fects of buffer concentration on retention and reso
lution of amino acid derivatives on the RN column.
A dramatic retention decrease was observed when
the TEAA concentration increased. An efficiency
increase was also observed at high TEAA concen
tration, that is why resolution factors were listed in
Table VIII instead of selectivity factors. This indi
cates that the solute, the mobile phase and the sta
tionary phase were modified by TEAA. Hydrophil
ic TEAA + -derivatized [amino acidr ion pairs may
be formed and eluted faster at high TEAA concen-
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TABLE VIII

EFFECT OF TEAA BUFFER CONCENTRATION IN THE
MOBILE PHASE ON THE RETENTION AND RESOLU-
TION

Mobile phase: ACN-buffer,pH 4.10 (50:50); column RN.

Compound 0.2% TEAA 0.5% TEAA 1.0% TEAA

k' Rs k' Rs k' Rs

Dns-Glu 16.74 0.7 5.13 0.5 2.42 0.5
Dns-Leu 10.49 0.5 4.70 0.0 2.73 0.0
Dns-Nva 9.71 0.0 4.40 0.0 2.52 0.0
Dns-Phe 15.18 1.0 6.67 0.8 3.71 0.9
Dns-Ser 6.97 0.6 3.09 0.3 1.76 0.0
Dns-Thr 7.51 0.9 3.34 0.7 1.90 0.6
Dns-Trp 13.32 0.9 5.98 0.6 3.38 0.5
Dns-Val 9.25 0.8 4.25 0.6 2.47 0.6

DNPy-Ala 9.22 1.0 4.24 0.7 2.36 0.8
DNPy-Leu 12.34 1.5 5.63 1.2
DNPy-Met 12.36 1.0 5.53 0.8 3.03 0.7
DNPy-Nva 11.44 1.5 5.16 1.1 2.81 1.0
DNPy-Phe 19.28 0.3 8.52 0.0 4.48 0.0
DNPy-Trp 17.20 1.0 5.65 1.2 4.03 0.8

DNB-Leu 9.53 0.9 4.50 0.5 2.60 0.3
DNB-PhG 12.77 3.5 5.69 3.0 3.05 3.0

Dabsyl-Ala 19.87 ' 2.0 8.86 1.2 4.81 1.1
DabsyJ-3(1-Np)-Ala 34.10 2.0 14.86 1.5 7.65 1.0
Dabsyl-Glu 17.02 2.5 7.25 1.5
Dabsyl-o-F-Phe 17.41 0.5 9.41 0.4
Dabsyl-Pro 23.75 1.0 10.97 0.8 6.00 0.9
Dabsyl-Ser 16.47 4.0 7.24 2.0 3.94 1.7
Dabsyl-Thr 19.55 2.0 8.51 1.2 4.70 1.3
Dabsyl-Trp 29.66 2.0 13.06 1.0 6.92 1.0

trations. Mobile phases were prepared by putting
the quoted amount (vjv) of liquid triethylamine in
water and adding acetic acid to the desired pH. The
I % (vjv) TEAA water solution at pH 4.1 contained
about 3% (vjv) of organic modifiers (TEA and ace
tic acid). Mobile phase ionic stength changed much
upon TEAA concentration changes. The TEAA ion
pair may enter the [3-CD cavity thus weakening the
strength of derivatized amino acid's inclusion com
plex. I % (vjv) TEAA concentrations produced a
decrease in enantioselectivity 'that was not compen
sated by the efficiency increase, i.e. the overall reso
lution decreased (Table VIII).

S. H. Lee et al. / J. Chromatogr. 603 (1992) 83-93

CONCLUSIONS

The classical native [3-CD CSP column (BC) is
well-suited for dansyl-derivatized amino acid analy
sis. However, the NEC-[3-CD CSP columns (RN,
SN and HSN), and especially the (R)NEC deriv
atized [3-CD CSP column (RN) gave excellent re
sults with n-acid derivatized amino acids (DNB
amino acids). The RN column was also able to re
solve dabsyl-amino acids and DNPy-amino acids.
The linear azobenzene group of the dabsyl deriv
ative makes dabsyl-amino acids easy to resolve by
the RN column. ACN is better than MeOH as an
organic mobile phase modifier. TEAA buffer con
centrations of 0.5% (vjv) and a pH around 5 are the
best mobile phase conditions to resolve racemic de
rivatized amino acids. Clearly the (R)NEC-[3-CD
column (RN) was the most widely useful deriva
tized cyclodextrin based CSP. The chiral recogni
tion mechanism of this CSP involves (i) inclusion
complexation with the [3-CD cavity, (ii) n-n interac
tion (Pirkle type) with the naphthylethyl moiety,
(iii) interactions with remaining chiral secondary al
cohols at the CD-mouth and (iv) steric hindrance.
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ABSTRACT

The major problem usually encountered in the application of the (strept)avidin-biotin system to the purification of proteins (or other
biological molecules) lies in the difficult reversion of the interaction between immobilized (strept)avidin and the adsorbed biotinylated
protein. Among the proposed solutions is the selective biotinylation of the entity to be purified by a disulphide-containing biotinylated
reagent which allows its recovery from (strept)avidin gels by dithiothreitol (DIT) treatment. As emphasized by the example of
angiotensin II receptor purification, achieved using this strategy, optimum reduction of this disulphide bridge may require improvement
of its accessibility using denaturating agents such as sodium dodecyl sulphate or urea. However, these agents release important amounts
of(strept)avidin. Two general ways of solving this problem are proposed. One solution takes advantage of the absence of cysteine in the
streptavidin sequence: the protein to be purified is selectively readsorbed to thiopropyl-Sepharose through the thiol function generated
on DTT cleavage of the biotinylated reagent. The other solution is an empirical approach to make possible the use of avidin, which
possesses cysteine residues: combined avidin-Sepharose and thiopropyl-Sepharose chromatography proved efficient when carried out in
the presence of urea as denaturing agent.

INTRODUCTION

The so-called avidin-biotin system has been used
during the last decade for the detection and puri
fication of biomolecules. The principle consists in
selective biotinylation of either the protein to be de
tected or purified or a ligand which interacts with
this protein, followed by interaction of the biotinyl
ated entity with derivatized or immobilized avidin
or streptavidin [1-5]. Among the most striking ex
amples are the numerous attempts to purify hor
mone receptors, which generally represent a small
fraction of proteins and therefore require highly se-

Correspondence to: Dr. J.-c. Bonnafous, Centre CNRS-IN
SERM de Pharmacologie-Endocrinologie, Rue de la Cardonille,
34094 Montpellier Cedex 5, France.

lective procedures for their isolation. In some in
stances hormone biotinylation has been used as a
convenient way for its controlled immobilization on
avidin or streptavidin gels, thus allowing the devel
opment of classical direct affinity chromatography
[6-9].

More interestingly, hormone receptors have been
covalently labelled with a biotinylated hormone be
fore adsorption to immobilized avidin [10,11]; this
type of indirect affinity chromatography is required
when protein solubilization is accompanied by a
loss of ligand binding. This situation includes our
own work on angiotensin 11 (All) receptor puri
fication [12], which will be commented upon in this
paper. In these instances, the extremely high affinity
of biotin for avidin raised problems for the recovery
of hormone-receptor covalent complexes. Several
ways of overcoming this difficulty have been pro-

002 I-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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posed: a first possibility is to use biotin derivatives
which display decreased affinity for avidin (dethio
biotin) [10] or pH-sensitive affinity (iminobiotin)
[13]. Another possibility is to use biotinylated li
gands possessing a disulphide bridge, as exemplified
by the work of Shimkus and co-workers [14-16] and
Roseman et al. [17], who used Bio-S-S-dUTP (Bio
= biotinyl) for nuc1eosome or transcriptionaly ac
tive DNA purification.

Our work on AlI receptor purification was based
on the photolabelling of the receptor with biotiny
lated azido probes and the adsorption of solubilized
probe-receptor complexes on (strept)avidin gels
[12]. In this instance iminobiotin-containing probes
were not suitable as they displayed too high non
specific binding to starting rat liver membranes.
Successful experiments were carried out using syn
thetic probes containing a cleavable disulphide
bridge; these probes were obtained by reaction of
an azido AlI derivative with the commercially
available NHS-SS-Bio [14-18]. Efficient receptor
recovery by dithiothreitol (DTT) required the pres
ence of sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS), the major
effect of which was to increase the accessibility of
the disulphide bridge of the probe [12]. However,
SDS released avidin or streptavidin from the affin
ity gels, so that these proteins were in large excess
over the protein to be purified. We present in this
paper quantitative data demonstrating the possibil
ity of eliminating released streptavidin through
thiopropyl-Sepharose chromatography. We also
envisaged the possibility of using avidin gels and to
reduce released avidin in the two affinity steps
through the use of various denaturating agents and
detergents. The potential generalization of com
bined streptavidin (or avidin)-Sepharose and thio
propyl-Sepharose affinity chromatography is dis
cussed, together with the advantages of the various
experimental conditions examined.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
The probe used for AlI receptor photolabelling

and purification, Bio-NH(CH2h-S-S-(CH2hCO
[Ala1-Phe (4N3)8]AII [Bio-S-S-AII(N3)], was syn
thesized as described previously [19]. Solutions of
the azido probes were calibrated by UV spectro
photometry (C250 nm = 12500). The radioiodinated
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probe and unlabelled monoiodo derivative of the
probe were obtained as described previously
[12,20]. Probe samples of appropriate specific radio
'activities were obtained by mixing labelled and un
labelled compounds.

Biotin, avidin and streptavidin were obtained
from Sigma, [125I]streptavidin from Amersham,
cyanogen bromide-activated Sepharose 4B and
thiopropyl-Sepharose 6B from Pharmacia-LKB,
YM 30 Diaflo membranes and Centricon P30 mi
croconcentrators from Amicon, Triton X-IOO (oc
tylphenol polyethylene glycol ether) from Pierce, 3
[(3-cholamidopropyl)dimethylammonio]-I-pro
panesulphonate (CHAPS) from Boehringer and
SDS from Bio-Rad Labs.

Electrophoresis reagents were obtained from Ser
va and Bio-Rad Labs. and a low-molecular-mass
standard kit (14400-97400) from Pharmacia
LKB.

All receptor purification
AlI receptor was purified from rat liver plasma

membranes using the biotinylated photoactivatable
probe as described previously [12]; when applied to
lower starting receptor amounts (20-100 pmol), the
two affinity steps were carried out in batchwise pro
cedures, without significant changes in their yields.
Combined (strept)avidin-Sepharose and thiopro
pyl-Sepharose chromatography were achieved un
der two types of experimental conditions: apart
from previously established conditions which are
based on the use ofDTT in the presence of SDS [12]
(see details below, conditions A), some experiments
involved urea (see below, conditions B) as dena
turing agent in Triton X-IOO or CHAPS as deter
gents.

Preparation of immobilized streptavidin or succino
ylavidilf

The preparation of avidin-Sepharose (I mg of
proteinjml of gel) and succinylation of immobilized
avidin were carried out according to Finn et al. [6].
The succinylation step, introduced to reduce the ba
sic character of avidin ,and its resulting non-specific
binding to proteins [3,6], can be omitted in the prep
aration of streptavidin-Sepharose (1 mgjml of gel)
[3].
e25I]Avidin was obtained using the chloramine T

method: avidin (75 J1g) in 150 J11 of 50 mM phos-
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phate buffer (pH 7.4) was iodinated with 1 mCi of
Na lZ5I and 40 p.g of chloramine T. Radioiodinated
avidin and streptavidin were diluted with unlabelled
proteins so as to obtain specific radioactivities of
4.0 and 2.9 p.Ci/mg respectively, and immobilized as
indicated above.

Behaviour of streptavidin and avidin released from
affinity gels

Determinations of avidin and streptavidin con
taminations achieved using immobilized [I lZ5]avi_
din and WZ5]streptavidin.

In order to mimic conditions usually applied for
All receptor purification, 30 ml of hydroxyapatite
elution buffer [0.3 M phosphate (pH 6.0), 0.5% Tri
ton X-lOO, 1% SDS, 5 mM EDTA, 1 mM phenyl
methylsulphonyl fluoride (PMSF) and 0.5 mM N
ethylmaleimide (NEM)] were applied to a 3-ml col
umn of radioactive gel initially equilibrated in the
same buffer without SDS. After an initial wash in
the presence of 1% SDS, the column was thorough
ly rinsed with several buffers containing 0.5% Tri
ton X-lOO, as described previously [12]. At this
stage several conditions were checked for elution
from these gels and for the thiopropyl-Sepharose
chromatography of the (strep)avidin eluates:

Conditions A. Elution was achieved by gentle ag
itation (15 min at room temperature) with 15 ml of
10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 8.0)-50 mM DTT,
1% SDS. The eluates were freed from most their
DTT content by three successive ultrafiltration
steps through YM 30 Diaflo membranes, separated
by fivefold dilution with 10 mM phosphate buffer
(pH 6.0) and 0.1 % Triton X-lOO.

The samples were adsorbed, with gentle agitation
for 2 h, on 250 p.l of thiopropy1-Sepharose 6B (the
pH of the sample was adjusted to 7.5-7.8). The gels
were then washed with 10 mM phosphate buffer
(pH 8.0)-0.1 % SDS; elution was achieved with the
same buffer supplemented with 50 mM DTT. The
thiopropyl-Sepharose eluates were submitted to ul
trafiltration in Amicon Centricon P30 microcon
centrators [three cycles separated by fivefold dilu
tion with 10 mM phosphate buffer (pH 8.0)-0.1 %
SDS].

Conditions B. In experiments involving immobi
lized avidin the gel was presaturated with 6 p.M bio
tin before elution with 10 mM phosphate buffer
(pH 8.0)-50 mM DTT-8 M urea in 0.1 % Triton
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X-lOO. DTT and urea removal by ultrafiltration
and sample adsorption to thiopropyl-Sepharose
were carried out as for conditions A. The thiopro
pyl-Sepharose gel was then washed with 10 mM
phosphate buffer (pH 8.0) containing either 0.1 %
SDS or 8 M urea in 0.1 % Triton X-lOO or 1%
CHAPS; elutions were achieved with the same buf
fers supplemented with 50 mM DTT. The eluates
were ultrafiltered as for conditions A, except that
SDS was replaced with Triton X-100 or CHAPS.

SDS-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE)
Purified All receptor, avidin and streptavidin

were analyzed under reducing conditions by SDS
PAGE according to the method of Laemmli [21].
Samples were treated for 1 h at 30°C in a medium
containing 80 mM Tris-HCl (pH 6.8), 2% (w/v)
SDS, 10% (w/v) glycerol, 0.1 M DTT and bromo
phenol blue. A 12.5% acrylamide running gel over
laid by a 5% acrylamide stacking gel was used (elec
trophoresis conditions: 14-16 h, 50 V). Gels were
stained using silver or Coomassie Brilliant Blue.
Dried gels were autoradiographed at - 80°C with
Kodak XAR-5 films and intensifying screens.

RESULTS

Principle of protein purification through combined
(strept)avidin-Sepharose and thiopropyl-Sepharose
chromatography: the example of the angiotensin II
receptor

We recently published a detailed protocol for All
receptor purification, based on covalent labelling of
the membrane receptor with a biotinylated pho
toactivatable hormone derivative, followed by solu
bilization and selective adsorption of the solubilized
probe-receptor complexes on immobilized strepta
vidin [12]; we adopted this strategy because it ap
peared impossible to bind All to the solubilized re
ceptor so that purification through classical affinity
chromatography had to be ruled out; the difficulty
in reversing the streptavidin-biotin interaction led
us to synthesize a probe containing a disulphide
bridge between biotin and angiotensin II: Bio-NH
(CHz)z-S-S-(CHz)zCO-[Alal-Phe(4N3)8]AII.
The synthesis of this probe [19] was facilitated by
the commercial availability (Pierce) of the disul
phide containing biotin derivative Bio-NH(CHzh
S-S-(CHzhCOOR (R = succinimidyl) (NHS-S-
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TABLE I

BEHAVIOUR OF BIOTINYLATED All RECEPTOR COVALENT COMPLEXES THROUGHOUT COMBINED AVIDIN OR
STREPTAVIDIN-SEPHAROSE AND THIOPROPYL-SEPHAROSE CHROMATOGRAPHY

All receptor was purified from rat liver plasma membranes using [125I1Bio-S-S-AII(N3) (initial concentration, 8 nM; specific radio
activity, 180 Cijmmol as mentioned under Experimental. Hydroxyapatite eluates containing 0.5% Triton X-IOO were adsorbed on
avidin or streptavidin gels in the presence or absence of 1% SDS. Receptor adsorption to thiopropyl-Sepharose and its elution from
streptavidin or avidin gels and thiopropyl-Sepharose were carried out under various conditions as described under Experimental. The
values given in this table were obtained with streptavidin-Sepharose gels. Similar values were obtained with avidin-Sepharose gels.

a The elution yield was 97% in the absence of urea.
b N.D. = Not determined.

S-Bio), a starting compound previously used for
the preparation of biotinylated nucleotides [14].

Covalent complexes specifically obtained by AIl
receptor labelling with the radioiodinated probe
were easily adsorbed on immobilized avidin or
streptavidin [12]; however, receptor recovery
through DTT treatment was not completely satis
factory when carried out in Triton X-lOO as deter
gent [12]. A first possibility of solving this problem
would have been to synthesize other probes display
ing increased accessibility of their disulphide
bridges with respect to receptor or streptavidin ster
ic requirements. Alternatively, we choose to try to
improve accessibility of this S-S bond through the
use of denaturating agents. The first experiments
carried out in the presence of SDS were satisfactory
in terms of receptor recovery (82% yield, Table I).
However, SDS treatment released avidin or strepta
vidin in amounts that were unsuitable for subse
quent accurate electrophoretic analysis and separa
tion. Analysis of the streptavidin peptide sequence
[22] surprisingly revealed that this protein does not
contain any cysteine residue. We took advantage of
this to eliminate contaminating streptavidin by se
lectively adsorbing the receptor to thiopropyl-Se
pharose through the SH function which results
from DTT cleavage of the spacer arm of the probe

(see Fig. 2, Scheme 1 for illustration). The possible
receptor readsorption through the thiol functions
resulting from DTT reduction of its intramolecular
disulphide bridges cannot be excluded; however,
the thiol function of the cleaved probe, which occu
pies an "antennary" position, is probably the most
accessible to the activated thiol functions of thio
propyl-Sepharose.

The 6000-fold purification allowed by this proto
col was established by measurement of radioactive
receptor and total protein content of the samples
[12]. As a consequence of the initial covalent labell
ing of the binding site, it was not possible to charac
terize pharmacologically the purified receptor; the
identity of the purified glycoprotein to the AIl re
ceptor was assessed by the following criteria: the
specificity of labelling in purified samples has been
demonstrated [12]; the purified receptor displayed
an electrophoretic pattern [average molecular mass
(Mr) 65 000] similar to that of starting solubilized
receptor; deglycosylation of non-purified and puri
fied receptor led to the same M r 40000 entity [12].
Obviously these patterns cannot result from an arti
fact involving contaminating streptavidin (strepta
vidin is not glycosylated; see also the next para
graph).

The purpose of this work was to validate this
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strategy of purification (see Fig. 2 for a detailed
general scheme of the procedure); pilot experiments
described in the next section confirmed the predic
tion that thiopropyl-Sepharose chromatography is
a convenient way of eliminating released steptavi
din. Moreover, taking into account that streptavi
din is much more expensive than avidin, an impor
tant constraint for large-scale experiments, we tried
to establish conditions that would allow protein pu
rification through combined avidin-Sepharose and
thiopropyl-Sepharose chromatography with ac
ceptable final avidin contaminations. The rational
solution would have consisted in reducing avidin
disulphide bridges and alkylating the resulting thiol
functions, in order to suppress their ability subse
quently to react with thiopropyl-Sepharose; how
ever, it appeared impossible, consistent with the
work of Green [23], who found that disulphide re
duction only occurred on denaturated avidin, and
that alkylation prevents renaturation. In this re
spect, one must mention that adsorption of biotin
tagged All receptor to monomeric avidin gels [24]
was not successful. As a consequence, we used an
empirical approach which consisted in limiting the
release of avidin at the first affinity step and limiting
its adsorption and release at the thiopropyl-Sepha
rose step. Based on the fact that tetrameric avidin is
fairly stable in urea [25,26] or on biotin binding [27],
we checked the possibility of saturating the avidin
gel with biotin prior to its DTT treatment, and used
urea instead of SDS as denaturating agent to im
prove accessibility of the disulphide bridge of the
biotinylated reagent to be cleaved.

Behaviour of streptavidin and avidin during (strept)
avidin~Sepharoseand thiopropyl-Sepharose chroma
tography

Pilot experiments consisted in the use of immobi
lized radioiodinated avidin and streptavidin, which
allowed the easy determination of the amounts of
these proteins initially released from affinity gels by
denaturing agents, then subsequently adsorbed to
and released from the thiopropyl-Sepharose matrix.

Streptavidin-Sepharose. In a first series of experi
ments we evaluated the release of avidin and strep
tavidin and demonstrated subsequent elimination
of streptavidin, under conditions strictly identical
with those established for All receptor purification;
the results, expressed in Jlg of protein/ml of starting
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gel, are given in Table II. Treatment of avidin or
streptavidin gels with DTT in 1% SDS released less
streptavidin (35 Jlg) than avidin (83 Jlg). To under
line the importance of this contamination, it must
be noted that under similar conditions, using the
minimum amount of gel required for optimum re
ceptor adsorption, the amount of eluted All recep
tor was about 300 ng (a minor fraction of immobi
lized (strept)avidin is involved in receptor binding;
for details see the next section); the intrinsic amount
of released avidin or streptavidin precludes accurate
electrophoretic elimination in large-scale prepara
tions.

DTT removal by ultrafiltration through YM 30
Diaflo membranes was carried out in Triton X-IOO
containing buffers because this detergent unexpect
edly allowed more efficient All receptor readsorp
tion to thiopropyl-Sepharose (84%) compared with
SDS (66%) (Table I); this finding should not neces
sarily be extended to other proteins to be purified.
Some streptavidin or avidin was eliminated in the
first ultrafiltration cycles, probably by dialysis of
monomers (which might cease when the Triton/
SDS ratio reached values allowing subunit reasso
ciation).

As expected, streptavidin was poorly and non
specifically adsorbed to thiopropyl-Sepharose
(10%), while the bulk of avidin was specifically ad
sorbed (82%) and DTT eluted (93%) (Table II); the
amount of recovered streptavidin (1.4 Jlg) can be
considered as acceptable inasmuch it is exclusively
found in monomeric form when treated with SDS
and analysed by SDS-PAGE; Fig. IA illustrates the
absence of residual tetrameric radioiodinated strep
tavidin; the protein to be purified can be freed from
residual contamination by electroelution, provided
its molecular mass is in the suitable range (65000
for All receptor, see Fig. IA).

Avidin~Sepharose. Biotin presaturation of the
avidin-Sepharose gel and the use of urea instead of
SDS as denaturing agent in the elution medium
proved equally efficient in reducing the amount of
released avidin (not shown), their combination be
ing slightly more advantageous (Table II). Al
though most of the avidin contained in the ultrafil
tered sample was adsorbed to thiopropyl-Sepha
rose, only 30% was eluted with DTT in the presence
of SDS, and less than 10% with DTT in the pres
ence of urea in Triton X-IOO; the interpretation is
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TABLE II

BEHAVIOUR OF AVIDIN OF STREPTAVIDIN THROUGHOUT COMBINED AVIDIN OR STREPTAVIDIN-SEPHAROSE
AND THIOPROPYL-SEPHAROSE CHROMATOGRAPHY

3 ml of ['25I]avidin (4.0 J.i.Ci/mg of protin) and [l25I]streptavidin (2.9 J.i.Ci/mg of protein) gels were treated under various conditions
designed for All receptor purification as described in under Experimental. The amounts of recovered avidin or streptavidin were
measured in the various steps involved in the purification procedure.

Step Streptavidin
(J.i.g/ml of starting
streptavidin-Sepharose gel)

. Conditions for elution
from streptavidin gel

Avidin
(J.i.g/ml of starting
avidin-Sepharose gel)

Conditions for elution
from avidin gel

Elution from avidin
or streptavidin gel

YM 30 ultrafiltration
Thiopropyl-Sepharose adsorption
Thiopropyl-Sepharose elution
DTT-SDS
DTT-urea-Triton X-IOO

" N.D. = Not determined.

DTT-SDS

35
17.5
1.8

1.4
N.D."

DTT-SDS

83
72
59

55
N.D."

Biotin presaturation +
DTT-urea-Triton X-IOO

13.5
5.9
5.3

1.6
0.5

that the disulphide bridge joining thiopropyl-Se
pharose to avidin displays different DTT accessibil
ities under the two conditions, and that this accessi
bility is systematically decreased when SDS has
been omitted in the preceding step. As a final result,
the residual avidin contamination was lowered to a
value close to, or even lower (0.5 /lg/ml of starting
gel, i.e., less than 1/1000 of immobilized avidin)
than that previously obtained for streptavidin (1.4
/lg/ml of starting gel). Remaining avidin was exclu
sively found as its monomeric form after SDS dena
turation and SDS-PAGE (Fig. lB).

General schemes for protein purification
That conclusions drawn from the above-de

scribed control experiments should be valid for pro
tein purification assays can be inferred from the fol
lowing evidence: only 1/1000 of immobilized avidin
or streptavidin is involved in the adsorption of bio
tinylated All receptor complexes, as previously es
tablished in gel saturation experiments [12]; avidin
or streptavidin is stabilized upon biotin binding
[27]; it was confirmed, in All receptor purification

experiments, by the lack of receptor elution during
SDS washing of the gels: not more than 1-1.5%
(five experiments) of the adsorbed probe-receptor
complexes were eluted on washing with four col
umn volumes of buffer containing 1% SDS.

We have verified that initial replacement of SDS
with urea in Triton X-IOO did not have a significant
effect either on All receptor elution from avidin or
streptavidin gels or on its readsorption or re-elution
in the thiopropyl-Sepharose step, which emphasizes
the validity of this new set of experimental condi
tions (various yields are given in Table I and elec
trophoretic patterns of the purified receptor are
shown in Fig. 1C).

As a consequence, we can propose two general
schemes (Fig. 2) for the purification of a protein
which has been selectively derivatized with NHS-S
S-Bio or which has reacted (covalently or not cova
lently) with the appropriate biotinylated ligand.

Although the initial covalent labelling of the pro
tein with the biotinylated reagent and the use of
denaturing agents might not allow purified protein
displaying all its native properties to be obtained.
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Fig. 1. Electrophoretic mobilities of purified All receptor and streptavidin or avidin released in control experiments. A 3-ml volume of
immobilized F25Ilstreptavidin-Sepharose (2.9 Jl.Cijmg protein) or [125Ilavidin (4.0 Jl.Cijmg) was treated under conditions usually ap
plied in All receptor purification as described under Experimental. All receptor was purified from rat liver plasma membranes using
[125I]Bio-S-S-AII(N3) (initial concentration, 6-8 nM; specific radioactivity, 180-1800 Cijmmol) as mentioned under Experimental.
All receptor, released F25Ilstreptavidin and [125Ilavidin were analysed by SDS-PAGE (12.5% acrylamide gel) and autoradiography.
(A) Released F25Ilstreptavidin (2.8 Jl.g); lane I = DTI elution from [125Ilstreptavidin-Sepharose in the presence ofSDS; lane 2 = DTI
elution from [125Ilstreptavidin-Sepharose and thiopropyl-Sepharose in the presence of SDS (see Experimental, conditions A); lane 3 =
purified All receptor (51 fmol). (B) Released [125Ilavidin (1.2 Jl.g): lane I = DTT elution from [I 25Ilavidin-Sepharose in the presence of
SDS; lane 2 = DTT elution from [125Ilavidin-Sepharose and thiopropyl-Sepharose in the presence of SDS (see Experimental, condi
tions A); lane 3 = DTI elution from biotin-presaturated [1 25Ilavidin-Sepharose in the presence of urea in Triton X-100; lane 4 = DTI
elution from biotin-presaturated [1 25Ilavidin-Sepharose and thiopropyl-Sepharose in the presence of urea in Triton X-IOO (see Experi
mental, conditions B); lane 5 = purified All receptor (38 fmol). (C) Electrophoretic pattern of All receptor purified under various
elution conditions from streptavidin-Sepharose and thiopropyl-Sepharose. Purified All receptor (1-2 fmol, 1800 Cijmmol) was ana
lysed by SDS-PAGE (12.5% acrylamide gel) and by autoradiography. Lane I = DTT elution from streptavidin-Sepharose and
thiopropyl-Sepharose in the presence of SDS (see Experimental, conditions A); lanes 2-4 = DTI elution from biotin-presaturated
streptavidin-Sepharose in the presence of urea, followed by DTI elution from thiopropyl-Sepharose in the presence ofeither SDS (lane
2), or urea in Triton X-IOO (lane 3) or CHAPS (lane 4) (see Experimental, conditions B). Numbers on the right are molecular masses of
protein standards (x 10- 3).

many structural applications are consistent with
these constraints (antibody production, obtaining
partial peptide sequences from purified intact pro
tein or fragments for cloning or mapping studies,
recognition of the protein or fragments by specific
antibodies, etc).

Combinations between the two purification
schemes can easily be imagined; for instance, al
though these modifications have not been checked
for streptavidin gels, one can postulate that biotin
saturation followed by the use of urea might further
improve the elimination ofcontaminating streptavi
din.

Efficient AIl receptor elution from thiopropyl-

Sepharose could be achieved in Triton X-IOO-con
taining buffers in the absence of urea (Table I). In
terestingly, AIl receptor could be efficiently ad
sorbed to thiopropyl-Sepharose in CHAPS as de
tergent and DTT eluted in presence of urea in
CHAPS (Table I). This emphasizes the various pos
sible conditions for obtaining purified proteins es
sentially freed from contaminating avidin or strep
tavidin, and the various media in which purified
samples can be finally handled.

DISCUSSION

Among the numerous applications of the avidin-
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biotin system, those involving detection and quanti
tative evaluations of biotinylated entities using ap
propriate avidin derivatives have been the most
straightforward [1-5]; many examples refer to the
study of interactions between biomolecules. The
wide use of this system essentially results from the
extremely high affinity of avidin for biotin, which
generally allows high residual affinity when biotin
has been linked to one of the interacting partners.
Conversely, purification purposes, which involve
reversal of the biotin-avidin interaction, have been
achieved with difficulty. Solutions to these prob
lems based on the use of chemically modified biotin
(iminobiotin [13], dethiobiotin [10]) cannot be.gen
eralized without raising new problems; for instance,
our strateygy for All receptor purification [12]
could not be developed with iminobiotin hormone
derivatives which display prohibitive non-specific
binding to membranes; the use of a dethiobiotin
ACTH derivative for receptor purification [10] did
not eliminate the need for denaturing treatment in

Fig. 2. Combined (strept)avidin-Sepharose and thiopropyl-Se
pharose affinity chromatography applied to protein purification.
The proposed purification schemes are applied to a protein
which has previously been selectively biotinylated using the com
mercially available reagent NHS-S-S-Bio (or another synthetic
reagent possessing a disulphide bridge). The biotinylatcd protein
is adsorbed to streptavidin-Sepharosc or avidin-Sepharose, then
recovered by DTT treatment in the presence of either SDS
(Scheme I) or urea in Triton X-IOO (Scheme 2); these denaturing
agents favour the accessibility of the disulphide bridge of the
biotinylated reagent, but at the same time release non-negligible
amounts of streptavidin or avidin subunits (evaluation of the
degree of subunit reassociation is beyond the scope of the paper);
biotin presaturation of the gel and the use of urea greatly reduce
the amount of released avidin (see text). Most of the DTT and
urea are eliminated by ultrafiltration-dilution cycles carried out
at pH 6.0 to avoid reoxidation of the thiol function generated on
the spacer arm of the biotinylated reagent; this thiol function
allows readsorption of the protein to an activated thiol-matrix:
thiopropyl-Sepharose (after pH readjustment to 7.5). Released
streptavidin, devoid of any cysteine residue, is not adsorbed
(Scheme 1); although significantly adsorbed to thiopropyl-Se
pharose through its thiol functions, avidin (possibly reassociated
into subunits) is poorly eluted by DTT + urea, probably because
of reduced accessibility of the disulphide bridge which joins it to
thiopropyl-Sepharose (Scheme 2). The protein is once again effi
ciently recovered by DTT treatment (see the example of All re
ceptor commented upon in Table 1), before possible analysis and
further purification by SDS-PAGE. Although not having been
systematically checked, combinations between these two
schemes can be imagined.
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the recovery step from affinity gels, which induced
release of important amounts of avidin. Another
possibility is to use biotin derivatives containing a
disulphide function which can be reduced under
mild conditions [14--18]. The data obtained with
several Bio-S-S-dUTP derivatives emphasize that
optimization of the length of the linkers joining bio
tin to dUTP was required to favour accessibility of
the S-S bond to DTT [16].

The biotinylated photoactivatable probe that we
have designed for AlI receptor purification [12] was
obtained by reaction of azido All derivatives with
the commercially available NHS-S-S-Bio [19]: co
valent complexes between this probe and rat liver
receptor could be efficiently adsorbed to (strept)avi
din gels, under conditions where premature cleav
age of the probe was suppressed by NEM alkyla
tion of the thiol functions of the membrane prep
arations [12]; however, high recoveries of these
complexes by DTT treatment required the accessi
bility of the probe S-S bond to SDS to be improved;
this latter induced the release of unacceptable
amounts of avidin or streptavidin. Instead of
searching for an ideal synthetic probe possessing an
accessible S-S bond, we tried to find convenient
ways for avidin or streptavidin elimination. We
could propose two kinds of solutions. The most ra
tional one takes advantage of the fortuitous absence
of cysteine in the streptavidin protein sequence [22];
this made possible selective readsorption of the pro
tein to be purified through the thiol function gener
ated on DTT cleavage of the spacer arm (additional
readsorption through the other thiol functions of
the protein, if any, constitutes a favourable factor);
as predicted, residual streptavidin was lowered to
acceptable values. The second solution is an empir
ical approach to make possible the use of avidin,
which possesses cysteine residues [28] but is much
less expensive than streptavidin; the proposed pro
cedure involves limitation of initial avidin release by
biotin saturation of avidin-Sepharose before DTT
elution and the use of urea (in Triton X-I00) instead
of SDS to favour this elution. These initial elution
conditions greatly influence the behaviour of avidin
in the recovery step from thiopropyl-Sepharose gel;
the use of DTT in the presence of urea leaves the
bulk of adsorbed avidin unreleased, as a probable
result of poor accessibility of the disulphide bridge
involved, under these less denaturating conditions.
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The small amounts of (strept)avidin remaining after
application of one of the proposed solutions can be
further eliminated, if required, by SDS-PAGE.

As urea exerts little denaturing effect on avidin
and streptavidin [25,26], its effect on All receptor
recovery from affinity gels results from an increase
in the accessibility of the probe S-S bond through
receptor denaturation; this emphasizes that avoid
ing denaturing agents would imply the chemical de
sign of biotin derivatives possessing an S-S bond in
the right position with respect to their receptor an
chorage sites; as a consequence, generalization of
the use of a given biotinylated reagent would not
necessarily be possible as the steric requirements
would obviously depend on the protein to be puri
fied.

As a result of our investigations, initiated by diffi
culties encountered for All receptor purification,
we can propose the possible extension of the follow
ing purification scheme: selective biotinylation of
the entity to be purified by a classical disulphide
bridge-containing reagent, and development of
combined streptavidin (or avidin)-Sepharose and
thiopropyl-Sepharose chromatography. The latter
step, introduced to eliminate (strept)avidin, may
provide by itself additional purification; moreover,
it offers the possibility of finally handling the puri
fied entity in appropriate detergents, when required.

The reported experiments refer to conditions
adapted to membrane protein purification; there is
little doubt that the proposed ways of eliminating
(strept)avidin might be applied to soluble proteins
even when DTT recovery of the entity to be purified
would not require the use of denaturating agents. In
addition, leakage of ligands immobilized to cyano
gen bromide-activated agarose cannot always be ig
nored; thiopropyl-Sepharose might constitute a
convenient tool for eliminating released multimeric
or monomeric streptavidin.
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ABSTRACT

A new chiral stationary phase using conalbumin (from chicken egg white) was developed for high-performance liquid chromatogra
phy. Chiral resolution of racemic azelastine, an antiallergic drug, was achieved on a conalbumin-conjugated silica gel column. The
effects of the pH, the concentration of organic solvents and salts in the mobile phase, and the temperature on the capacity factor and
resolution of racemic azelastine were examined. This column shows good stability and can separate optical isomers with an aqueous
mobile phase. It should be very useful in studies on pharmacokinetics and in clinical chemistry.

INTRODUCTION

Chiral discrimination has been a problem in the
development and use of pharmaceutical drugs, be
cause drug enantiomers can have different pharma
cokinetic properties and cause different physiolog
ical responses, For this reason, many studies on op
tical resolution by high-performance liquid chro
matography (HPLC) have been conducted, and the
direct resolution of racemic compounds has been
achieved by use of chiral stationary phases, How
ever, many of them are used under normal-phase

Correspondence to: Dr. N. Mano, Department of Physical and
Analytical Chemistry, Tsukuba Research Laboratories, Eisai
Co., Ltd., 5-1-3 Tokodai, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 300-26, Japan.

conditions, and laborious pretreatments are re
quired to eliminate water in samples, At present cy
clodex-trin-conjugated columns-[lland -protein~cclll

jugated columns, which can be used in reversed
phase mode, are commercially available. The use
fulness of protein-conjugated columns in HPLC has
been demonstrated by Allenmark et al. [2] and Her
mansson [3]. Allenmark et al. [2] have successfully
resolved acidic compounds by using a bovine serum
albumin-conjugated column, and Hermansson [3]
resolved racemic amines with an <Xl-acid glycopro
tein-conjugated column, However, these columns
do not have sufficient durability. Miwa et at. [4]
have developed a highly effective column for chiral
recognition by using ovomucoid, an acid glycopro
tein found in chicken egg white. An ovomucoid col-
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umn can achieve the chiral resolution of acidic and
basic compounds [5,6], is quite resistant to varia
tions in pH, to heat and to organic solvents [4,7],
and has been proved to have higher stability and
chiral resolution than the (Xl-acid glycoprotein-con
jugated column described by Kirkland et al. [8].
Oda et al. [9] have recently performed on-line simul
taneous determination and resolution of enan
tiomers of verapamil and its metabolites in plasma
by employing an ovomucoid column with a col
umn-switching technique.

In this study we used azelastine (AZE), which is a
phthalazinone derivative, as a model compound.
AZE is an antiallergic drug with a wide spectrum of
pharmacological activities. It inhibits the action of
many chemical mediators such as leukotriene [10]
and histamine [11]. AZE has an asymmetric carbon
(Fig. 1), and Kajima et al. [12] have achieved the
separation of enantiomeric AZE by ion-pair chro
matography under normal-phase conditions. How
ever, optical resolution of this drug has not been
achieved by HPLC with an aqueous mobile phase,
which would be required for studies of the pharma
cokinetics of enantiomeric AZE by HPLC. In this
paper, we describe a new stationary phase for chiral
resolution, conalbumin-conjugated silica gel, which
allows the separation of AZE enantiomers by
means of reversed-phase HPLC.

EXPERIMENTAL

Apparatus
A Shimadzu LC-9A pump (Shimadzu, Kyoto,

Japan) equipped with an SPD-6A .variable-wave
length UV monitor was used. A stainless-steel col-

c¢"" 0 1~'-'"'
~ oN

¢
CI

Fig. 1. Structure of d,l-azelastine. The chiral centre is indicated
by an asterisk.
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umn of 150 mm x 4.6 mm J.D. was packed with
conalbumin-conjugated silica gel. The sample was
injected with a Model 7125 (Rheodyne) injector.
The pH was measured with a TDA HM-60S pH
meter (TOA Electronics, Tokyo, Japan).

Preparation of conalbumin column
Conalbumin-conjugated silica gel was prepared

as follows: Unisil Q NH2 (2 g) and N,N-dissucini
midyl carbonate (3 g) were made to react for 6 h in
acetonitrile (50 ml) at room temperature using a
magnetic stirrer. The activated silica gel was washed
with acetonitrile and then with the coupling buffer
(50 mM potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.5). Con
albumin (2 g) was dissolved in 50 ml of coupling
buffer and then the activated silica gel was added.
The mixture was stirred for 6 h at room temper
ature with a magnetic stirrer. After reaction, the co
nalbumin-conjugated silica gel was collected by fil
tration and washed with water and 2-propanol-wa
ter (l :2), then packed into a stainless-steel column
(150 mm x 4.6 mm J.D.) by a conventional high
pressure slurry-packing procedure.

Reagents and materials
Racemic AZE [( + )-4-(4-chlorobenzyl)-2-(hexa

hydro-I-methyl-IH-azepin-4-yl)-1 (2H)-phthalazin
one] and optically active AZE were prepared in our
laboratories (Fig. I). Conalbumin was purified
from chicken egg white. N,N-Disuccinimidyl
carbonate was purchased from Wako Pure Chem
ical Industries (Osaka, Japan). Unisil Q NH 2 was
purchased from Macherey-Nagel (Diiren, Germa
ny). Organic solvents and water were of HPLC
grade.

Sample
A known amount of racemic AZE was dissolved

in methanol and the solution was diluted with water
to a concentration of 20 ngjJ11.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Conalbumin is an egg-white protein that is also
known as ovotransferrin. This protein binds iron,
copper, manganese and zinc [13-15] at pH 6 or
above, and has an action that blocks the growth of
bacteria. Its molecular weight is about 70 000
78000. and its pI value is 6.1-6.6. Tn this study we
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Fig. 2. Separation of d,/-azelastine on a conalbumin column.
Chromatographic conditions: mobile phase, 50 mM potassium
phosphate buffer (pH 5.0) containing 8% ethanol; detection, UV
230 nm; flow-rate, 1.0 ml/min; column temperature, room tem
perature; sample amount, 200 ng.

prepared conalbumin-conjugated silica gel as an
HPLC stationary phase, and used the basic com
pound AZE as a model compound for chiralsep
aration. The optimum conditions for chiral resolu
tion were found to be 50 mM potassium phosphate
buffer (pH 5.0) containing 8% ethanol, as shown in
Fig. 2.

In this column, the pH of the mobile phase great
ly affected the capacity factor (k' values) and chiral
separation, as shown in Table 1. The k' values of
racemic AZE increased with an increase in the pH.
The pK value of AZE is around 8.5, as determined
by neutralization analysis, so its hydrophobicity
should not change much in the pH range 4-7. As

TABLE I

EFFECT OF THE pH OF THE MOBILE PHASE ON ENAN
TIOSELECTIVITY FOR d,l-AZELASTINE ON THE CON
ALBUMIN COLUMN

k~ = capacity factor of d-azelastine; k; = capacity factor of
l-azelastine; n = plate number of d-azelastine. Chromatographic
conditions: the pH ofthe mobile phase was as shown in the table,
and other conditions were the same as in Fig. 2.

pH k' k' G( Rs n1 2

3.0 0.70 0.70 1.00 0.00 908
3.5 1.41 1.64 1.17 0.98 1313
4.5 5.15 6.50 1.26 1.84 1346
5.5 10.32 13.60 1.32 1.99 1138
6.0 16.58 21.30 1.29 1.92 968
6.5 26.55 34.59 1.30 1.86 617
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noted above, the pI value of conalbumin is 6.1-6.6,
so the hydrophobicity of this solid phase is maxi
mum in this pH range, and the retention of AZE is
strongest at around pH 6.5 in the pH range 3.0-6.5.
The reason for this steems to be related to the dis
sociation of the carboxylic acid moieties of amino
acids and the sialic acid moieties of the glycoprotein
(conalbumin). On the other hand, the separation
factor (a) and resolution (Rs) of AZE were almost
constant at pH 4.5-6.5. It was very interesting that
the a-value and Rs value were not greatly changed
in the pH range 4.5-6.5, although the retention was
decreased with a decrease in pH in this range. This
seems to show that the interaction between AZE
and the chiral recognition site was not changed in
spite of variation in the hydrophobicity of the total
protein molecule. That is to say, the chiral recog
nition site of this column for AZE may be dissociat
ed if it has an acidic function or not dissociated if it
has a basic function, and its pK value may be
around 4.5. So the enantioseparation for AZE may
constant in this pH range in spite of the decrease in
the retention with decreasing pH.

The performance of this column was also affected
by the concentration of salts in the mobile phase
(pH 5.0). As shown in Table II, the k' values of
AZE increased with increasing salt concentration,
though the a-value was not much changed. In gen
eral, the hydrophobicity of drugs is little affected by
the salt concentration of phosphate buffer in

TABLE II

EFFECT OF THE CONCENTRATION OF SALTS IN THE
MOBILE PHASE ON ENANTIOSELECTIVITY FOR d,l
AZELASTINE ON THE CONALBUMIN COLUMN

k~ = capacity factor of d-azelastine; k; = capacity factor of
l-azelastine; n = plate number of d-azelastine. Chromatographic
conditions: the concentration of salts in the mobile phase was as
shown in the table, and other conditions were the same as in Fig.
2.

Concentration k' k' G( Rs n1 2

(mM)

5 2.39 2.75 1.15 0.95 823
10 3.06 3.57 1.17 0.99 852
20 4.31 5.12 I.I9 I.I7 802
50 6.14 7.11 I.I6 1.06 921

100 7.68 8.83 I.I5 1.09 1061
250 8.82 9.93 I.I3 1.03 1345
500 11.45 12.76 I.I2 0.82 1027
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HPLC. So the increase in k' values may be related
to the increase in hydrophobicity of the solid phase
by the salting out of conalbumin, although the chi
ral recognition ability was not greatly changed.

This column was also very much affected by the
concentration of organic solvents in the mobile
phase; the separation mode of this column was re
versed phase, as shown in Fig. 3. The hydrophobic
retention of AZE on the conalbumin column was
very weak compared with that on an octadecylsi
lane (ODS) column, and the mechanism of the re
tention in this column seems to involve various in
teractions, such as hydrophobic and ionic interac
tions, between conalbumin and AZE. Table III
shows the effect of mobile phase modifiers on k'
values and enantioselectivity. When the k' values of
methanol, ethanol, I-propanol and I-butanol were
compared, they clearly increased with decreasing
hydrophobicity of the organic solvents, and this re
sult agrees well with that in Fig. 3. In the cases of
methanol and ethanol, lower hydrophobicity gave
better Rs values than were obtained with I-propa
nol or I-butanol. But in the case of branched-chain

20

o+-------.----------.-------l
o 10 20

Concentration 01 EtOH (%)

Fig. 3. Effect of concentration of ethanol (EtOH) in the mobile
phase on capacity factor of d,/-azelastine on the conalbumin col
umn. • = d-azelastine; 0 = I-azelastine. Chromatographic
conditions: concentration of ethanol in the mobile phase was as
shown in the figure and other conditions were the same as in Fig.
2.
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TABLE III

EFFECT OF THE MOBILE PHASE MODIFIERS ON
ENANTIOSELECTIVITY F:OR d,l-AZELASTINE ON THE
CONALBUMIN COLUMN

k; = capacity factor of d-azelastine; k; = capacity factor of
I-azelastine; n = plate number of d-azelastine. Chromatographic
conditions: the concentration of organic solvents was 8%, and
other conditions were' the same as in Fig. 2.

Solvents k' k' IX R, /I1 2

Methanol 14.21 21.17 1.49 1.61 270
Ethanol 6.92 9.17 1.33 1.78 1238
I-Propanol 3.04 3.24 1.07 0.30 342
2-Propanol 5.39 6.74 1.25 1.05 507
I-Butanol 3.01 3.01 1.00 0.00 1160
tert.-Butanol 6.67 8.18 1.23 2.01 1082
Acetonitrile 3.59 4.34 1:21 0.72 497

organic solvents such as 2-propanol or tert.-buta
nol, the above rule did not necessarily hold. As
shown in Table III, tert.-butanol, which has a larger
molecular weight, was more strongly retained than
2-propanol, and tert.-butanollikewise had a better
Rs value than 2-propanol. Acetonitrile, lacking a
hydroxyl group, gave poor resolution of racemic
AZE, its a-value, 1.21, being almost the same as
that of tert.-butanol, 1.23. But its Rs value was only
0.72. It is clear that the resolution of the conalbu
min column depends strongly on the kind of organ
ic solvents used. Therefore we consider that organic
solvents m\lst be carefully selected whenever a pro-

TABLE IV

EFFECT OF COLUMN TEMPERATURE ON ENANTIO
SELECTIVITY FOR d,l-AZELASTINE ON THE CONAL
BUMIN COLUMN

k; = capacity factor of d-azelastine; k; = capacity factor of
I-azelastine. Chromatographic conditions: the column temper
ature was given in the table, and other conditions were the same
as in Fig. 2.

Temperature k' k' IX R,1 2
("C)

4 23.87 28.86 1.21 1.06
10 16.79 20.43 1.22 1.08
20 9.26 11.11 1.20 1.12
25 7.31 8.56 1.17 1.08
30 6.08 6.95 1.14 0.94
37 4.87 5.40 1.11 0.72
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tein-conjugated column such as a conalbumin col
umn is used.

In the conalbumin column, the retention of race
mic AZE decreased with an increase in the column
temperature (Table IV). This may reflect the parti
tion of molecules into the mobile phase, leading to
an increase in partition ratio into the aqueous phase
at high temperature. However, the IX-value was not
much changed. Considering the influence of the col
umn temperature on the stereoselectivity and on the
chromatographic efficiency, the optimum temper
ature was around 20°C in the analysis of AZE.

Conalbumin is labile to heat and acid, unlike
chicken egg-white ovomucoid, which is relatively
resistant to variation in pH, to heat and to organic
solvents. However, conalbumin-conjugated silica
gel was stable as a stationary phase for HPLC. Be
cause the conalbumin-coupled silica gel column was
injected with samples 400-500 times over 3 months,
and although the Rs values of racemic AZE de
creased from 1.7 to 1.1, the chiral recognition abil
ity of this column was well retained. This seems to
be related to the interesting property of conalbumin
that it is stabilized to heat when combined with
iron, copper, manganese and zinc [13-15]. That is to
say, the conformation of this protein may be fixed
by complexation with these metals. Thus, we con
sidered that fixing the conformation of this protein
by conjugating it to silica gel would improve its sta
bility, and we expect that this protein can be used as
a reversed phase for chiral resolution by HPLC.
Even better durability may be attainable by using
another method of fixation of conalbumin.

In a protein-conjugated column, the loading limit
is generally much lower than that in an ODS col
umn, because the conjugated protein only covers
the external region of silica gel, and only limited
regions of the protein are effective for chiral recog
nition. As expected, the conalbumin column
showed a low loading limit. The Rs value when 200
ng were injected was about 1.1, and the Rs value
when I J-lg was injected about 0.9 (only 20% less). In
addition, all retentions were almost the same. How
ever, when 10 J-lg of racemic AZE were injected, the
isomers were not resolved in this column.
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The chiral resolution of racemic AZE has not
previously been achieved directly by using rever'sed
phase HPLC. The implication is that chiral resolu
tion ability varies greatly according to the nature of
the protein conjugated to silica gel. If the relation
between ligand structure and drug structure can be
better understood, it should be possible to prepare
columns with highly efficient chiral recognition abil
ity for specific purposes.
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ABSTRACT

The nucleic acid analogues poly(9-vinyladenine) (PVAd), poly(9-adenylethyl methacrylate) and poly(thymylethyl methacrylate)
(PTM) were chemically bonded to porous silica gel, which had been pretreated with 3-trimethoxysilylpropyl methacrylate, by free
radical copolymerization to produce novel packing materials for affinity chromatographic columns. The columns separated nucleosides
and nucleotide dimers on the basis of hydrophobic interaction using an aqueous buffer and complementary hydrogen bonding interac
tion in methanol as an eluent. The PVAd- and PTM-silica gel columns gave a nucleobase-selective separation of oligonucleotides
differing in length from mixtures ofoligoadenylic and oligouridylic acids. On the PVAd-silica gel column terminal phosphate isomers of
oligouridylic acid up to seven mer were resolved and the elution order of the isomers was different from that on an ODS column.

INTRODUCTION

During the past decade, the separation of nucleic
acids has been increasingly performed by high-per
formance liquid chromatography (HPLC) in the
fields of molecular biology and genetics [l-4], be
cause the availability of numerous separation col
umns makes HPLC an attractive alternative to con
ventional separating techniques for nucleic acids
and oligonucleotides. Polynucleotides with a wide
range of chain lengths have easily been separated
with high resolution using ion-exchange [5-7], re
versed-phase [8-11], and mixed-mode [12-15] sta
tionary phases, with separation based on differences
in the size, charge, hydrophobicity, shape, base se
quence and base composition of the nucleic acids.
In ion-exchange chromatography, the elution order

Correspondence to: Dr. E. Yashima, Department of Applied
Chemistry, Faculty of Engineering, Nagoya University, Chiku
sa-ku, Nagoya 464-01, Japan (present address).

of nucleic acids relies on the number of phospho
diester residues and is largely independent of se
quence. Reversed-phase chromatography success
fully separates oligonucleotides on the basis of
hydrophobicity. Mixed-mode chromatography al
lows the separation of nucleic acids by size and, in
part, by nucleobase sequence [15]. However, these
present certain problems as it is difficult to predict
the chromatographic behaviour and to control the
elution order.

As polynucleotides naturally form double
stranded complexes by the specific interactions, i.e.
complementary hydrogen bonding and stacking in
teractions, the development of a stationary phase in
which one strand of the polynucleotide is immobi
lized on a support such as cellulose, agarose and
silica gel allows the specific separation of the com
plementary strand in mixtures of polynucleotides.
Chromatographic behaviour is easily predictable in
HPLC using such stationary phases and the elution
order of polynucleotides is simply controlled by de
signing an appropriate sequence of immobilized

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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polynucleotides because of the highly specific for
mation of duplexes between two strands of comple
mentary polynucleotides.

Conceptually, this is affinity chromatography,
which has been available for over 25 years [16-18].
Affinity chromatography is a powerful technique
for the specific base recognition of polynucleotides,
but its use in HPLC has developed slowly due to the
low durability of packing materials for affinity
chromatography. Recently, Goss et al. [19] pre
pared the octadecamer of thymidylic acid [(dThs]
covalently coupled to macroporous silica gel and
separated oligoadenylic acid (A12- iS) by high-per
formance affinity chromatography (HPAC). The
high resolution of separation shows that HPAC has
potentially significant advantages in the purifica
tion and separation of nucleic acids. Most packing
materials for affinity chromatography and HPAC
will resolve nucleic acids with high specificity, but
there is a problem of the stability for the nucleic
acids attached to the stationary phases. Nucleic
acids are decomposed by enzyme-catalysed hydro
lysis. To overcome the defect and to apply the
HPAC system easily, the immobilization of nucleic
acid bases [20-24] and their polymeric analogues,
which are stable against chemical and enzymatic
hydrolysis, to silica gel [25-27] has been performed,
and nucleic acid bases, nucleosides and oligonucleo
tides were separated on the columns.

We have found that poly(9-vinyladenine)
(PVAd)-immobilized silica gel possesses a potent
ability for the nucleobase-selective separation of
nucleosides and sequence isomers of oligonucleo
tide dimers for HPLC [28]. Moreover, an agarose
PVAd-conjugated gel showed nucleobase-selective
separation of RNA and could discriminate between
single- and double-stranded DNA in affinity elec
trophoresis [29].

In this paper, we report the immobilization of
PVAd, poly(9-adenylethyl methacrylate) (PAM)
and poly(thymylethyl methacrylate) (PTM) to silica
gel and the separation of nucleosides, nucleotide
dimers and oligoadenylic [oligo(A)] and oligouri
dylic [oligo(U)]acids based on complementary hy
drogen bonding interactions between the stationary
phases and oligonucleotides for HPAC.

E. Yashima et al. / J. ChromatORY. 603 (/992) /1/-/19

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
Nucleosides (A, G, C, U, dA, dG, dC, dT), nucle

otide dimers [ApA; adenylyl(3'~ 5')adenosine,
ApG, ApC, ApU, UpU], polyadenylic acid [poly
(A)] and polyuridylic acid [poly(U)] were purchased
from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA) and Yamasa
Shoyu (Chiba, Japan). Nuclease Sl and micrococ
cal nuclease, and tris(hydroxymethyl)aminometh
ane (Tris) were also obtained from Sigma. Adenine
and thymine were purchased from Tokyo Kasei
Kogyo (Tokyo, Japan). Ethylenediaminetetraace
tate (EDTA) and other chemicals were of analyt
ical-reagent grade from Nakarai Tesque (Kyoto,
Japan). Azobisisobutyronitrile and benzoyl perox
ide (BPO) were recrystallized from ethanol. Trieth
ylamine was distilled and then stored on NaOH pel
lets. Benzene was purified in the usual manner and
distilled over sodium metal. N,N,-Dimethylforma
mide was distilled with a small amount ofdried ben
zene and distilled under reduced pressure and then
stored over molecular sieves. HPLC-grade aceto
nitrile was used for HPLC.

The preparation of 9-vinyladenine was previous
ly reported [30]. 9-Adenylethyl methacrylate and
thymylethyl methacrylate were prepared according
to the previously reported method [31]. IR and
NMR spectra and melting points were in reason
able agreement with reported values.

Preparation of oligo (A) and oligo(U)
Freshly autoclaved distilled water was used in all

experiments. Oligo(A) was prepared by alkaline hy
drolysis of poly(A) (5 mg in 2 ml of 0.15 M KOH
solution) at 37°C. A portion (150 .ul) of the reaction
mixture was withdrawn at an appropriate time and
the reaction was stopped by the addition of 3.8 .ul of
6 M acetic acid; the resulting oligomer was analyzed
on an ODS column [Shim-pack CLC-ODS (M), 150
x 4.6 mm LD. or Tosoh, TSK-Gel ODS-120T, 150
x 4.6 mm LD.] as soon as possible. It was found

that the hydrolyzed oligo(A) had 2'- and 3'-terminal
phosphates and the 2',3'-cyclic terminal phosphate
of oligo(A) could not be detected under these condi
tions.

Oligo(U) with 5'-terminal phosphate was pre
pared by enzymatic hydrolysis of poly(U) with nu
clease S1. To a solution of poly(U) (1 mg) in an
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acetate buffer (0,:5 ml) with 0.3 M NaCI and 3 mM
ZnClz (pH 4.5; SI buffer) was added an aliquot (33
jll) of nuclease Sl (1 U/jll in SI buffer) and the solu
tion was allowed to react at 37°C for 120 min. The
reaction was stopped by the addition of 0.25 ml of
0.1 M Tris-HCl buffer with 20 mM EDTA (pH
8.8).

Oligo(U) with 3'-terminal phosphate was pre
pared by micrococcal enzyme hydrolysis. To a solu
tion of poly(P) (1 mg) in 0.1 M Tris buffer (0.50 ml)
with 10 mM CaClz (pH 8.8) was added an aliquot

I
(7.5 jll) ofniicrococcal nuclease (I U/jll in Tris buff-
er) and the solution was allowed to react at 37°C for
10 min. The reaction was stopped by the addition of
0.75 ml of 0.1 M Tris buffer with 20 mM EDTA
(pH 8.8).

Alkaline hydrolyzed oligo(U) was prepared in a
similar manner as oligo(A) [14,32] and the resulting
oligomer was analyzed on an ODS column as soon
as possible. A portion of the alkaline-hydrolyzed
oligo(U) was incubated at a pH less than 2 by addi-
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tion of HCl04 to eliminate 2',3'-cyclic phosphates
(60°C for 10 min) [8]. This sample [a mixture of 2'
and 3'-oligo(U)] and 3'-oligo(U), 5'-oligo(U) and
2'-, 3'-, and 2',3'-cyclic phosphate unimers of uri
dine were used as authentic samples to assign the
peaks in a chromatogram of the alkaline hydro
lyzed oligo(U). The terminal phosphates of the al
kaline hydrolyzed oligo(U) were a mixture of 2'-, 3'
and 2' ,3'-cyclic phosphates. All samples were stored
at - 20°C until use.

Preparation of stationary phase
Four stationary phases with nucleic acids bases

were prepared and the structures are schematically
shown in Fig. I. The preparation of adenine-immo
bilized silica gel (Si-A) and poly(9-vinyladenine)
(PVAd)-immobilized silica gel (Si-PVAd) were pre
viously reported [28].

PAM and PTM were chemically bonded to silica
gel (Wako gel LC-IOK, 100 A pore size, lO-jlm,
beads) pretreated with 3-trimethoxysilylpropyl
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Fig. I. Structures of the nucleic acid analogue immobilized silica gels. '
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methacrylate by free radical copolymerization. The
typical copolymerization method is as follows: silica
gel (1.5 g) was dried at 200°C for 6 h in vacuo and
then treated with 3-trimethoxysilylpropyl metha
crylate (4 ml) in toluene containing 80 J.ll of trieth
ylamine; the suspension mixture was refluxed for 4
h under nitrogen atmosphere. The silanized silica
gel was filtered, washed with toluene, acetone and
diethyl ether, and then dried in vacuo.

To a silanized silica gel (1.5 g) suspended in diox
ane (25 ml) was added a solution of 9-adenylethyl
methacrylate (0.75 g) in dioxane (40 ml) and azo
bisisobutyronitrile (0.04 g). The mixture was re
fluxed for 6h under nitrogen and the resulting
PAM-immobilized silica gel (Si-PAM) was filtered,
washed with dioxane, dimethylsulfoxide, ethanol,
diethyl ether and' acetone, and then dried at 60°C
for 12 h in vacuo. The amount of the adenyl group
coupled to the silica gel was estimated,on the basis
of the content of the nitrogen determined by the
micro-Kjeldahl method (the amounts of the adenyl
group were 0,49, 0.49 and 0.47 mmoljg for Si
PAM, Si-PVAd and Si-A, respectively). PTM was
immobilized to silica gel (Si-PTM) by the same
method. The amount of the thymyl group coupled
to silica gel was 0,62 mmoljg.

The packing materials thus obtained were packed
in a stainless-steel tube (125 x 4.6 mm 1.0,) at 350

TABLE I

RETENTION TIMES OF NUCLEOSlDES
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kgjcm 2 by a slurry method as reported previously
[33]. The plate numbers of these columns were
2000-5000 for acetone with methanol (0,5 mljmin)
as an eluent at 25°C.

Apparatus
Melting points were determined on a Yamato

melting point apparatus Model MP-21 and not cor
rected. IH NMR spectra were recorded on a lEOL
GSX-400 (400 MHz) instrument and tetramethylsi
lane (TMS) was used as the internal standard. IR
spectra were measured on a lasco A-3 infrared
spectrometer.

Chromatographic analysis was performed on a
Shimadzu LC-6A chromatograph equipped with a
gradient controller (Shimadzu SLC-6B) and UV de
tector (Shimadzu SPD-6A, 260 nm) at a flow-rate of
0.5 or 1.0 mljmin and a temperature of 25 or 30°C
unless stated otherwise. A Shimadzu CR-3A instru
ment was used as a data processor for HPLC. All
gradients were performed with a binary gradient
elution technique.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Separation ofnucleosides and nucleotide dimers
Table I shows the results of separation of various

ribo- and deoxyribonuc1eosides on Si-A. Si-PVAd.

Conditions: column, 125 x 4.6 mm LD.; flow-rate, 0.5 mljmin; temperature, 20'C.

Column Eluent· Retention time (min)

Ribonucleoside DeoxyriboAucleoside

A G C U dA dG dC dT

ODS A 6.0 4.2 3.6 3.8 6.5 4.5 3.8 5.2
B 3,6 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7

Si-A C 16.9 11.5 4.7 4.6 18.8 12.5 5.2 6.7
B 4.5 4.5 3.4 5.1 3.4 3.7 3.1 4,0

Si-PVAd C 9.6 8.0 3.5 4,0 11.8 8.5 3.9 5.8
B 4.0 5,6 5.6 7.3 3.2 4.1 3.8 4.1

Si-PAM C 15.2 9.1 4.0 4.6 17.8 10,2 4.2 7.4
B 4.4 4.5 4.2 7.7 3.7 3.9 3.4 4.7

Si-PTM C II.I 5.4 3.4 3.3 14.2 6.4 3,8 4.6
B 4.0 3.3 3.3 2.9 3.9 3.2 3.1 2,8

• Eluent A, water-methanol (3:1, vjv); B, methanol; C, 1/15 M phosphate buffer (pH ).0).
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Si-PAM, Si-PTM and commercially available
ODS columns. An aqueous phosphate buffer and
methanol were used as an eluent. The retention
times of nucleosides in an aqueous eluent revealed
that purine nucleosides were retained more than py
rimidine nucleosides and deoxyribonucleosides
were retarded more than the corresponding ribonu
cleosides (dA > A, dG > G, dT > U and de >
C). These indicate that the hydrophobic base-base
interaction between the stationary phases and nu
cleic acid bases of nucleosides plays an important
part in the separation of nucleosides in an aqueous
eluent, as seen in reversed-phase chromatography.
On the other hand, when methanol was used as an
eluent, the elution order was altered. Uridine was
adsorbed most strongly on Si-A, Si-PVAd and Si
PAM, and thymidine was more retained than the
other deoxyribonucleosides. In non-aqueous eluent
such as methanol or chloroform, the hydrogen
bonding interaction between complementary nu
cleic acid bases seems to be favoured rather than the
hydrophobic interaction [34]. Therefore, U and.T
were more retained on the columns with adenyl
groups. The Si-PVAd column is superior to the
Si-A column on a rapid separation of nucleosides.
On the Si-PTM column, A and dA were found to
have longer retention times than the other nucleo
sides. In this instance, both hydrophobic and com
plementary hydrogen bonding interactions may
take part in the separation of nucleosides.We have

TABLE II

RETENTION TIMES OF DINUCLEOTIDES

1I5

reported similar results previously [28], as have Na
gae et al. [24], who prepared nucleic acid bases con
taining resins or silica gel and nucleoside-immobi
lized silica gel columns and separated nucleic acid
bases and nucleosides on these columns.

There was a similar tendency in the separation of
nucleotide dimers. In an aqueous eluent, five dimers
were almost completely separated on all columns
and purine-purine dimers such as ApA and ApG
were more retained than purine-pyrimidine dimers
(ApU, ApC); however, ApU and UpU dimers were
adsorbed most strongly on the columns except Si
PTM when 0.5 M triethylammonium acetate
(TEAA) in methanol was used as an eluent. The
results Of the separation of nucleotide dimers on
Si-A,Si-PVAd, Si-PAM and Si-PTM using
TEAA are summarized in Table II. It was evident
that the retardation of ApU and UpU on the col
umns packed with silica gel containing adenine was
due to the hydrogen bonding interaction between
the adenyl group and bases, whereas in an aqueous
eluent reversed-phase mode separation proceeded.
Therefore, the elution order of nucleosides and nu
cleotide dimers could be controlled on the nucleic
acid analogue immobilized silica gel columns by an
alteration of the eluents.

Separation of oligo (A) and oligo ( V)
In these results, it was found that in an aqueous

eluent, nucleosides and nucleotide dimers interact

Conditions: column, 125 x 4.6 mm J.D.; flow-rate, 1.0 ml/min; temperature, 2YC.

Column Eluent" Retention time (min)

CpA ApC ApG ApU ApA UpU

Si-A A 17.9 20.5 50.9 21.7 .b 6.6
B 2.8 2.7 3.1 3.4 3.3 4.0

Si-PVAd A 2.4 2.6 4.6 3.2 4.9 2.4
B 2.0 2.2 2.3 3.2 2.7 5.7

Si-PAM A 4.1 4.7 10.1 6.8 12.7 2.6
B 2.0 2.2 2.3 4.1 2.9 6.4

Si-PTM A 2.4 3.0 4.1 2.8 5.8 1.5
B 2.0 2.2 2.3 2.2 3.4 1.9

" Eluent A, 0.1 M TEAA in water; B, 0.5 M TEAA in methanol.
b Not detected.
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Fig. 2. Relationships between the retention times of oligo(A) and
oligo(U) and the degree of polymerization of the oligonucleo
tides on (a) ODS, (b) Si-A, (c) Si-PVAd, (d) Si-PAM and (e)
Si-PTM. The terminal phosphates of oligo(U) and oligo(A) were
3'- and a mixture of2'- and 3'-phosphates, respectively. Column:
ODS, 150 x 4.6 mm J.D.; other modified columns, 125 x 4.6
mm J.D. Eluents and gradient programme: (a) linear gradient
from A [0.1 M ammonium acetate (pH 7.0) (100% at 0 min)]to
15% acetonitrile in 0.1 M ammonium acetate (100% at 270 min);
(b) linear gradient from A (100% at 0 min) to B [water (100% at
270 min)]; (c) 0-15 min from 3.0 M ammonium acetate (pH 7.0)
(100% 0 min) to 8% B with linear gradient, 15-120 min from 8
to 100% B with convex type gradient; (d) 0-120 min from 1.5 M
ammonium acetate (pH 7.0) (100% at 0 min) to 100% B with
convex type gradient; (e) 0-120 min from 1.5 M ammonium ace
tate (pH 7.0) (100% at 0 min) to 100% B with linear gradient.
Flow-rate, 0.5 ml/min; temperature, 30"C.
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with the adsorbents with nucleic acid bases not via a
hydrogen bonding interaction, but via a hydropho
bic interaction. However, we have already found
that PVAd can form a complex with poly(U) by
complementary base-pairing (hydrogen bonding) in
water based on UV and imino-proton NMR spec
troscopic analysis of the PVAd-poly(U) complex
[35]. This may indicate that oligo(U) with a partic
ular chain length will interact with the PVAd on
silica gel by hydrogen bonding in water. The com
plementary base-pairing ability of nucleic acid ana
logues might become a powerful technique for the
separation and isolation of DNA and RNA [36]. To
examine such an ability, oligo(A) and oligo(U) were
applied to the columns.

The retention times of oligo(A) and oligo(U) on
ODS, Si-A, Si-PVAd, Si-PAM and Si-PTM col
umns were plotted against the degree of polymer
ization (DP) of the oligomers (Fig. 2). The ODS
column separated oligo(A) and oligo(U) (DP = 1
10) with high resolution and the elution order de
pended on the chain length and hydrophobicity; oli
go(A) with a particular chain length was more re
tained than the corresponding oligo(U). A similar
tendency was observed with Si-A, although the dif
ferences in the elution times between oligo(A) and
oligo(U) decreased. On the Si-PVAd column, the
elution time of oligo(U) drastically increased with
an increase in the DP (Fig. 2C). This strongly sug
gests that the oligo(U) with DP > 4-5 can interact
with PVAd by complementary hydrogen bonding.

On the Si-PAM column the chromatographic be
haviour of the oligomers was different from that on
the Si-PVAd and was similar to that on the ODS
column. Si-A and Si-PAM columns may be classi
fied as mixed-mode columns (base-pairing and re
versed-phase). In an aqueous system, only the re
versed-phase mode seems to appear. The reason for
the different separation properties between Si
PVAd and Si-PAM was not clear, but the struc
tures of the polymers and the spacer effect for using
PAM might influence the separation behaviour.

On the other hand, oligo(A) with DP = 3-8 was
adsorbed strongly on the Si-PTM column, but the
oligo(U) (DP = 1-10) was eluted within about 10
min under these conditions. The Si-PTM column
seems to be the closest to an ideal base-pairing col
umn. Both hydrogen and hydrophobic (stacking)
interactions between oligo(A) and PTM must have
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u,

Fig. 4. Separation of mixtures of oligo(A) (DP = 1-12) and
oligo(U) (DP = 1-13) on Si-PTM column (125 x 4.6 mm J.D.).
The terminal phosphates of oligo(U) and oligo(A) were 3'- and a
mixture of 2'- and 3'-phosphates, respectively. Eluents and gra
dient programme: 0-120 min from 1.5 M ammonium acetate
(pH 7.0) (100% at 0 min) to 100% water with linear gradient.
Flow-rate, 0.5 ml/min; temperature, 30·C.
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Fig. 3. Separation of mixtures of oligo(U) (DP = I-II) and
oligo(A) (DP = 1-13) on Si-PVAd column (125 x 4.6 mm
I.D.). The terminal phosphates of oligo(U) and oligo(A) were 3'
and a mixture of 2'- and 3'-phosphates, respectively. Eluents and
gradient programme: 0-15 min from (A) 1.5 M ammonium ace
tate (pH 7.0) (100% at 0 min) to (B) water (8% at 15 min) with
linear gradient, 15-120 min from 8 to 100% B with convex type
gradient. Flow-rate, 0.5 ml/min; temperature, 30·C.

a significant effect, as hydrophobic interaction be
tween nucleic acid bases in an aqueous system de
creases in the order purine-purine > purine-pyri
midine > pyrimidine-pyrimidine.

The chromatographic conditions described in
Fig. 2 were not optimized. The optimization of the
salt gradient gave a rapid and nucleobase specific
HPAC. Fig. 3 shows the separation of a mixture of
oligo(A) and oligo(U) on an Si-PVAd column. A
mixture ofoligo(A) (DP = 1-10; mixture of2'- and
3'-terminal phosphates) and oligo(U) (DP = 1-12;
3'-terminal phosphate) was loaded and the column
temperature was kept at 30·C. Most of the oligo(A)
(DP = 1-8) was eluted, together with oligo(U) (DP
= 1-5), within 30 min, and the remaining oligo(U)
(DP > 5) was eluted slowly with high resolution.
Fig. 4 shows the separation of a mixture of oligo(A)
(DP = 1-15) and oligo(U) (DP = 1-10) on the
Si-PTM column at 30·C using the salt gradient

technique. As is expected from Fig. 2e, oligo(A)
with DP 4--15 was separated from the mixture of the
oligonucleotides. Si-PVAd and Si-PTM can sep
arate and isolate a desired oligomer (A or U) by the
choice of the column. The [(dT)lS] covalently cou
pled silica gel prepared by Goss et al. [19] will also
separate oligo(A) specifically in a similar manner.
The present columns seem to be superior to the nu
cleic acid-immobilized columns in regard to the sta
bility against nuclease and ease of preparation.
Moreover, our system should also be applicable to
affinity electrophoresis and HPAC of polynucleo
tides, RNA and DNA. Si-PTM especially could be
used to isolate m-RNA.

The Si-PAM column was not effective for the
nucleobase-specific separation of oligo(U) from a
mixture of oligo(A) and oligo(U). However, the Si
PAM column was found to separate oligo(U) rap
idly with high resolution (Fig. 5).
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Separation of terminal phosphate isomers of oligo
(Uj

The reversed-phase ODS column separates termi
nal phosphate isomers of oligonucleotides in a wide
range of chain lengths (at least DP = 1-7 from our
experiments); however,' as the oligonucleotides in
crease in length, the resolving power of ODS slowly
decreases. Therefore, the separation of terminal
phosphate isomers of oligonucleotides is difficult by
ODS and ion exchange chromatography. To exam
ine the ability of the terminal phosphate recognition
on the Si-PVAd column, alkaline hydrolysed oligo
(D) was loaded onto the column. Fig. 6 shows the
separation of oligo(D) (DP = 1-7) prepared by al
kaline hydrolysis, the terminal end of which was a
mixture of 2'-, 3'- and 2',3'-cyclic phosphates. The
peak assignment in Fig. 6 was carried out carefully
using authentic samples (see under Experimental).
The conditions of the alkaline hydrolysis were simi
lar to those reported by Bischoff and McLaughlin
[14] except for the concentration of KOH. Bischoff
and McLaughlin stated that most of the hydrolyzed
oligo(D) contained a 2',3'-cyclic phosphate and the
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Fig. 6. Separation of terminal phosphate isomers of oligo(U) (DP = 1.-7) on Si-PYAd column (125 x 4.6 mm J.D.). Eluents and
gradient programme: linear gradient from 1.5 M ammonium acetate (pH 7.0) (100% at 0 min) to water (100% at 240 min). Flow-rate,
0.5 ml/min; temperature, 30·C.
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amount of 2'- or 3'-terminal phosphate was roughly
5%. The ratio of the terminal phosphates of the
oligo(U) in Fig. 6 varied much less with the DPand
was rougly estimated to be 2'-U/3'-U/cyclicU =

1:1:1.
The terminal phosphate isomers of oligo(U) were

well resolved on the Si-PVAd column and the reso
lution was only slightly dependent on the DP of
oligo(U), although the peaks broadened as the oli
gonucleotides increased in length. The elution order
was cyclicU > 3'-U > 2'-U. This was different
from the elution order on the ODS column (2'-U >
cyclic U >3'-U).

In conclusion, nucleic acid analogues, especially
polymer analogues immobilized on silica gels, are
effective for the nucleobase-selective separation of
nucleosides, nucleotides and oligonucleotides. The
elution order of the nucleosides and nucleotide dim
ers can be controlled by eluents and the desired oli
gomers (A or U) could be separated by using Si
PVAd or Si-PTM columns. Moreover, these sta
tionary phases have significant advantages in stabil
ity against enzyme-catalysed hydrolysis and ease of
preparation compared with other nucleic acid im
mobilized resins and will be applicable to the sep
aration of longer polynucleotides with nucleobase
selectivity.
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ABSTRACT

A micro liquid chromatographic system was evaluated and the possibility of transferring some established methods of chiral sep
aration to this system was examined. Fused-silica columns (0.32 mm I.D.) were slurry packed using an ordinary isocratic high
performance liquid chromatographic (HPLC) pump. Reversed-phase CIS columns with an average reduced plate height of 3.5 could be
packed reproducibly. The chiral selectors chosen were fJ-cyclodextrin, used as a mobile phase additive, bovine serum albumin adsorbed
on silica and a Pirkle phase, covalently bound L-dinitrobenzoyl-phenylglycine. Enantiomeric separations gave results in good agree
ment with those obtained on conventional HPLC columns.

INTRODUCTION

The use of liquid chromatographic (LC) columns
with small inner diameters has increased in the last
few years. Since the pioneering work of Scott and
Kucera [1] on microbore columns and of Tsuda and
Novotny [2], Ishii et al. [3] and Yang [4] on packed
fused-silica capillary columns, a number of reports
have been published describing different kinds of
microcolumns in LC. For routine use, slurry-packed
capillary columns, often also referred to as micro
LC columns [5], seem to attract the most interest
[6-8]. The advantages and disadvantages of micro
LC have been discussed in detail by, e.g., Novotny
[9] and Verzele et al. [5].

Correspondence to: H. Wiinnman, Kabi Pharmacia Therapeutics
AB, P.O. Box 941, S-251 09 Helsingborg, Sweden (present
address).

;, Present address: Svensk Oljeextraktion AB, P.O. Box 3.
S-374 21 Karlshamn, Sweden.

An area where the use ofmicro-LC columns is of
particular interest is in the separation of enan
tiomers. Much research has been focused on chiral
separations, especially in the pharmaceutical indus
try, and interest is growing with the demands on
documentation ofdrug safety. Optical isomers differ
markedly in bioavailability, biological activity and
metabolism [10]. A racemic mixture is therefore to
be considered as a mixture of two different sub
stances. Consequently, it is of great importance to
determine the relative abundance of each isomer,
possibly through stereoselective LC. Some chiral
selectors in LC have been extensively studied, e.g.,
fJ-cyclodextrin (fJ-CD) [11], bovine serum albumin
(BSA) [12], triacetylcellulose [13] and the so-called
Pirkle phases [14], and are also commercially avail
able.

Although most of the work on enantiomeric
separations so far has been done using conventional
LC, miniaturization of the chromatographic system
makes it possible to experiment with new stationary
phases that are too valuable to use in larger columns,
e.g., monoclonal antibodies or receptor proteins.

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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The reduced consumption of solvents also makes
stereoselective additives in the mobile phase less
costly. Further, the use of long fused-silica columns
will make it possible, owing to increased efficiency,
to separate stereoisomers with very low chromato
graphic separation factors (0:). The aim of this study
was to examine the suitability ofmicro-LC columns
(0.32 mm J.D.) in stereoselective separations. To
explore possible new chiral phases, a simple and
straightforward method of packing both chiral and
non-chiral columns in the laboratory is required.
Three established methods for chiral separation
were transferred to 0.32 mm J.D. packed fused-silica
columns and the results obtained were compared
with those previously reported using conventional
sized columns. The methods utilized either {3-CD as
a mobile phase additive [15], BSA as a stationary
phase adsorbed on underivatized silica [16] or a com
mercially available Pirkle phase, covalently bound
L-dinitrobenzoyl-phenylglycine [17]. as chiral selec
tors.

EXPERIMENTAL

Chemicals
Terbutalin, in the (+)- and (- )-forms and the

racemate, was a gift from Draco (Lund, Sweden)
and (±)-oxazepam was a gift from Kabi-Vitrum
(Stockholm, Sweden). (± )-Chlorthalidone, (±)
benzoin and BSA were purchased from Sigma (St.
Louis, MO, USA). D,L- and L-tryptophan were
obtained from E. Merck (Darmstadt, Germany)
and D-tryptophan from United States Biochemical
(Cleveland, OH, USA). {3-Cyclodextrin was pur
chased from Stadex (Malmo, Sweden). (±)-2,2,2
Trifluoro-I-(9-anthryl)ethanol was obtained from
Serva (Heidelberg, Germany), (±)- and (+ )-pro
pranolol from Fluka (Buchs, Switzerland) and 0:
naphthyl isocyanate from Eastman Kodak (Roches
ter, NY, USA). All other chemicals used were of
analytical-reagent grade and the solvents were of
high-performance liquid chromatographic (HPLC)

. or spectrographic grade. Deionized water was ob
tained from a Milli-Q water purification system
(Millipore, Bedford, MA, USA). Prior to use, the
mobile phases were filtered through a 0.45-~m HV
filter (Millipore) and degassed by purging with
helium for 30 min.
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Chromatography
A Jasco (Tokyo, Japan) Model 880-PU recipro

cating pump was used for both column preparation
and chromatography. The pump is capable of
delivering flow-rates in the range 0.001-10 ml/min.
In order to obtain low ( < 1~lfmin) and reproducible
flow-rates under all conditions, a split-flow system
was used. A three-way union connected between the
pump and the injector divided the flow and the
splitting ratio was adjusted by the use of a Whitey
(Highland Heights, OH, USA) SS-22R2 micro
metering valve. The excess flow was returned to the
solvent reservoir. UV detection was performed with
a Jasco 875-UV spectrophotometric detector equip
ped with an optional capillary cell holder. The
samples were injected with a Valco (Houston, TX,
USA) CI4W internal loop injector with a rotor
volume of 0.06, 0.2, 0.5 or 1.0 ~l. The optimum
detection wavelength for each solute was determined
by recording the UV spectrum with a Shimadzu
(Kyoto, Japan) UV-160 A spectrophotometer.

Column preparation
Column blanks were prepared from fused-silica

capillaries according to a previously described
method [18], with minor modifications. Capillaries
of 0.32 mm J.D. (Scientific Glass Engineering,
Ringwood, Australia) were cut into lengths between
200 and 500 mm using a capillary cleaving tool
(Supelco, Bellefonte, PA, USA). The column end frit
was made from a GF/D glass-fibre filter (Whatman,
Maidstone, UK) by· rotating the column while
pressing its end gently against the filter disc. The
filter was then pushed 10 mm into the column with a
short length (ISO mm) of 0.10 mm J.D. connceting
capillary. Finally, the capillaries were fixed with
epoxy glue. In order to achieve a connection between
the column and the slurry reservoir that could
withstand the high packing pressures, a short length
of 1/16 in. O.D. and 0.5 mm J.D. stainless-steel
tubing was threaded over the column and fixed with
epoxy 2 mm below the top (Fig. 1). The slurry
reservoir consisted of a 20 mm x 3 mm J.D.
stainless-steel column (volume ca. 0.14 ml) (Up
church Scientific, Oak Harbor, WA, USA). A funnel
was made out ofKel-F and inserted in the reservoir
to facilitate the delivery of the slurry (Fig. 2).

Reversed-phase columns were packed using either
Nucleosil 100-5 CIS (5 ~m, 100 A, 350 m2/g)
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Fig. I. Schematic diagram of the fused-silica column blank. All dimensions are in millimetres unless indicated otherwise. 0

Diameter: " = inch.

(Macherey-Nagel, Duren, Germany), Nucleosil
120-3 C18 (3 pm, 120 A, 200 m2/g) or Spherisorb
ODS 2 (5 pm, 80 A, 220 m2/g) (Phase Separations,
Norwalk, CT, USA) and columns containing un
derivatized silica were prepared using Nucleosil
(5 pm, 300 A, 120 m2/g) (Macherey-Nagel). The
Pirkle phase columns were packed with DaltosillOO
L-DNB-phenylglycine (4 pm, 90 A, 300 m2/g)
(Serva). The packing material was suspended in
carbon tetrachloride-2-propanol (50:50, v/v) for
reversed-phase material and in chloroform-metha
nol (2: 1, v/v) for underivatized silica and Pirkle
phase material. The slurry concentration was 27%
(w/w). After sonication for 2 min, the slurry was
transferred to the reservoir. The pump. with aceto-

nitrile as displacing medium (methanol for un
derivatized silica and Pirkle phases), was started
immediately with an initial pressure of zero and a
flow-rate of 0.5 m1/min. Within 1 min the pressure
had risen to 400 atm and the flow-rate was succes
sively decreased to obtain a stabilized pressure of
450 atm. After 30 min, the pump was turned off and
the pressure returned to zero. The column was then
cut off below the steel capillary and mounted on the
injector using a polyimide ferrule and liner (Valco).
The reversed-phase columns were conditioned over
night with mobile phase [acetonitrile-water (80:20,
v/v)] and then submitted to a column performance
test. The test mixture contained toluene (0.12 mg/
mI), biphenyl (0.12 mg/mI) and anthracene (0.18 mg/

f] 4

4

~ ClOD

2

Fig. 2. Set-up for the packing of capillary columns. I = Solvent reservoir; 2 = pump; 3 = slurry reservoir; 4 = fused-silica column;
5 = waste; 6 = column tubing (3 mm 1.0.); 7 = column end-fitting; 8 = funnel (Kel-F); 9 = seal (PEEK); 10 = ferrule (stainless steel);
II = nut: 12 = 1/16 in. 1.0. tubing (stainless steel).
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ml) dissolved in acetonitrile-water (80:20, v/v). The
Pirkle phase columns were conditioned with 2-pro
panol followed by mobile phase [n-hexane-2-pro
panol (95:5, v/v)].

Adsorption of BSA
Columns with underivatized silica were packed as

described above. After washing with ca. 50 column
volumes of water and equilibration with the same
volume of 0.05 M phosphate buffer (pH 5.0),
sodium nitrite was injected. The eluted peak was
symmetrical and showed an efficiency of about 4000
theoretical plates/m. The immobilization ofBSA by
adsorption was performed as described previously
[16]. A solution of 1 mg/ml BSA in 0.05 M phos
phate buffer (pH 5.0) was pumped through the
column until breakthrough of BSA was detected at
280 nm. The column was then equilibrated with
BSA-free buffer until a stable UV baseline was
obtained. From the point of breakthrough the
amount of BSA adsorbed on the column was
calculated.

Calculations
Experimentally, the retention time of a non

retained compound, to, was determined by injecting
either sodium nitrite solution or water or by observ
ing the first baseline disturbance. The plate number
N was calculated according to the equation N =
5.54 (tR/WO.S)2, where tR is the retention time and
Wo.s is the band width at half-height. The capacity
factor, k', the plate height, H, the reduced plate
height, h, and the asymmetry factor, As> were all
calculated using standard equations [19]. The flow
resistance parameter ¢ was calculated as ¢ =
(L1ptod;,)/(L2 11) where L1p is the pressure drop, dp is
the average particle diameter, L is the column length
and 11 is the dynamic viscosity of the mobile phase.
The separation impedance, E, is defined as E = h2¢.
The total column porosity, e, was calculated from
e = (4Fto)/(nd;L), where F is the volumetric flow
rate and de is the column inner diameter. The stereo
selectivity, a, was calculated as k~/k'l and the equa
tion R s = 2(tR2 - tR2)/(Wl + W2), where w is the band
width, was used in the calculation of the resolution
of wholly and partially resolved peaks [19]. This
method of determining the resolution might give
erroneous results with poorly resolved peaks, but
with Rs exceeding unity the error is negligible.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Instrumentation
The Jasco Model 880-PU pump is designed with a

lower flow-rate limit of 1 J.ll/min. However, the use
of mobile phases with high concentrations of fJ
cyclodextrin led to deterioration of the plunger seals
and check valves of the pump. Although this was not
noticeable at high flow-rates (e.g., >0.5 ml/min), it
prevented a steady mobile phase delivery near the
lower flow-rate limit (l J.ll/min). This problem was
circumvented by the use of a split-flow system. Such
a system also permits the use of pumps with a higher
minimum flow-rate (e.g., 0.01 ml/min). Further, a
split-flow system makes it possible to deliver flow
rates well under 1 J.ll/min provided that the back
pressure is sufficiently high. The use of a metering
valve instead of a dummy column to set the splitting
ratio makes the adjustment of the pressure (or
flow-rate) easier and exchange of the mobile phase
faster.

The standard 8-J.ll flow cell of the detector is far
too large for a micro-LC system. In order to avoid
excessive band broadening, the volume of the detec
tor cell must be well under 1 J.l1. Low cell volumes can
be obtained by so-called on-column detection [4,5].
This means mounting the connecting capillary di
rectly in the light path as close as possible to the
column end frit. However, after removal of the
polyimide coating, the fused-silica capillary
becomes very fragile and the risk of breakage is
obvious. A more convenient method, although the
increased dead volume gives a slightly higher b"and
broadening contribution, is to use a separate capil
lary tube mounted in the detector to which the
column outlet can be connected via a piece of PTFE
tubing. The influence of the dead volume of this
connection on the overall efficiency is shown in
Table I. In all instances the direction of light is
perpendicular to the solvent flow. As can be seen, the
use of a wider capillary (0.32 mm I.D.) as a
measuring cell reduces the efficiency and increases
the peak asymmetry compared with the case where
detection is made directly on the 0.10 mm I.D.
connecting capillary. The limit of detection, how
ever, is decreased fourfold. Reducing the inner
diameter of the connecting capillary to 0.05 mm
allows the use of a 0.20-mm flow cell without any
loss ofefficiency. The increased path length provides
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TABLE I

EFFECT ON COLUMN PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE COLUMN AND DETECTOR

Column, 440 mm x 0.32 mm J.D. packed with Nucleosill00-5 CIS; mobile phase, acetonitrile-water (80:20, v/v); sample, anthracene,
0.18 mg/ml in mobile phase; volume injeCted, 60 nl; detection wavelength, 215 nm; flow-rate, 2.0 JlI/min.

Parameter A B

Connection:
Length x J.D. (mm) 120 x 0.10 120 x 0.10
Volume (Jll) 1.10 1.10

Cell:
Length x I.D." (mm) 3 x O.lOb 3 x 0.32
Volume (Jll) 0.024 0.24

k' 4.00 4.01
N (plates/m) 50200 48200
A, 1.0 1.1
Limit of detection' (ppm) 6.1 1.6

" The inner diameter of the cell equals the pathlength of the light.
b Measured directly on the 0.10 mm I.D. connecting capillary.
, Limit of detection = 2/signal-to-noise ratio.

C

120 x 0.05
0.39

3 x 0.20
0.094
4.16
50600
1.1
2.5

Fig. 3. Connection between connecting capillary and the flow cell
in the detector. I = Connecting capillary; 2 = epoxy glue;
3 = flow-cell capillary; 4 = polyimide coating. The connection
shown in (a) should be avoided owing to the formation of
unswept volumes. The low unswept volume in (b) is obtained by
withdrawing the connecting capillary through the partially
hardened epoxy.

gram is shown in Fig. 4. Reversed-phase Cts
columns packed in lengths between 100 and 450 mm
showed similar reduced plate heights.

Van Deemter plots, H vs. u, from three different
columns and/or mobile phases are shown in Fig. 5.
As can be seen, the use of low-viscosity mobile
phases and small particle sizes is favourable owing to
the increase in the optimum linear velocity. A high
linear velocity and hence a high volumetric flow-rate

a 2.5-fold increase in detectability. Narrow connect
ing capillaries «0.05 mm J.D.) can be used in
lengths up to a few decimetres without any apparent
reduction of the overall efficiency [20]. The geometry
of the flow cell, on the other hand, has a great
influence on the overall efficiency and care should be
taken to avoid unswept volumes in the connection
between the cell and the capillary (Fig. 3).

Micro-LC system
The performance characteristics of five reversed

phase columns are listed in Table II. Although the
value of the reduced plate height, h, shows some
variation and is higher than 2, which is usually
considered to be the minimum value [9], it is clear
that columns of reasonable efficiency can be packed
without difficulty using an ordinary isocratic HPLC
pump. The column resistance parameter, </J, is at or
below the lower limit of the typical range 500-1000
whereas the separation impedance [21] ranges from
4000 to 8000, mainly owing to the influence of high
reduced plate heights. The value of the total poros
ity, B, is below the expected value of 0.8----{).9 for
porous silica [6,22]. The discrepancy indicates that
the nitrite ion used as a dead-time marker is in fact
being partly excluded from the pores of the silica.
Nevertheless the value can be used in comparisons
between different columns. A typical test chromato-

4

::::I 3

a

b
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TABLE II

COLUMN PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS

Column, 0.32 mm J.D.; stationary phase, (A-C) Nucleosil 100-5
CIS, (D and E) Spherisorb 5 tim CIS; mobile phase, aceto
nitrile-water (80:20, v/v); sample, anthracene, 0.18 mg/ml in
mobile phase; volume injected, 60 nl; detection wavelength,
215 nm; flow-rate, 1.5 pi/min.

Column II IjJ E s

A 3.47 445 5356 0.454
B 3.32 370 4077 0.431
C 4.22 465 8283 0.510
D 3.19 532 5423 0.394
E 3.50 324 3970 0.371

Mean 3.54 427 5422 0.432
S.D. 0.40 81.6 1740 0.054
R.S;D. (%) 11.3 19.1 32.1 12.5

give shorter analysis times and less stringent de
mands on the lower flow-rate limit and the flow
stability of the solvent-delivery system.

iii III
20 30 min

Fig. 4. Test chroinatogram showing the resolution of toluene
(first eluted), biphenyl and anthracene (last eluted). Column,
200 mm x 0.32 mm J.D. packed with Spherisorb 5 pm CIS;
mobile phase, acetonitrile-water (80:20, v/v); flow-rate, 1.8 pl/
min; back-pressure, 18 kg/cm2 ; a.u.f.s., 0.04; volume injected,
60 nl; sample concentration, toluene 0.12, biphenyl 0.12, an
thracene 0.18 mg/ml; UV detection at 215 nm. N (anthracene) =
13 260.
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In order to reduce the extra-column band broad
ening due to dispersion in the injector, it is important
to keep the injection volume low. If the sample is
dissolved in a solvent identical with the mobile phase
the column performance rapidly deteriorates with
increasing injection volume (Table III). The use of
larger injection volumes is possible, however, if an
injection medium of lower solvent strength is used.
Using this technique, up to 1 /11 has been injected
with only a minor reduction in the plate number.
However, there is a tendency towards an increased
peak asymmetry and an upward shift of the capacity
factor.

Small injection volumes generally requires con
centrated samples which in turn increases the risk of
column overload. Table IV shows the effect on the
capacity factor (k'), plate number (N) and asym
metry factor (As) of increasing the sample concen
tration. As expected, both k' and N are affected by
increased sample concentrations whereas As remains
almost unaffected. Plotting N against log (sample
concentration) reveals a break point around 1
mg/ml corresponding to 5' 10- 6 g solute/g packing
material. In the evaluation of the microcolumns the
sample concentration is generally kept five to ten
times below this value.

8

~ 60
E
::L

-::::g

o+----.----~--~--........--~
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

Linear veloclly (u)/(mm/a)

Fig. 5. <;:omparison between van Deemter plots from three
different columns. Column, 200 mm x 0.32 mm J.D. packed with
Nucleosil CIS; solute, biphenyl 0.12 mg/ml in mobile phase; UV
detection at 215 nm. Mobile phase and particle diameter: col
umn I (D) = methanol-water (70:30, v/v) and 5 pm; column II
(0) = acetonitrile-water (80:20, v/v) and 5 pm; column III (e)
= methanol-water (70:30, v/v) and 3 pm.
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TABLE III

EFFECT ON COLUMN PEFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT INJECTION VOLUMES AND SAMPLE SOLVENTS

Column, 255 mm x 0.32 mm J.D. packed with Nuc1eosiII00-5 C1S; mobile phase, acetonitrile-water (80:20, v/v); sample, biphenyl in
mobile phase; amount injected, 6 ng; detection wavelength, 215 nm; flow-rate, 2.0 Ill/min.

Sample 60 nl 500 nl 1000 nl
solventa

k' N A, k' N A, k' N A,

80:20 2.13 12500 1.0 2.04 6400 1.3 1.76 3000 1.5
40:60 2.11 12000 1.0 2.15 I1800 1.1 2.22 10500 1.1
20:80 2.15 11 100 1.1 2.20 II 100 1.1 2.24 10800 1.2

a Acetonitrile-water (v/v).

Chiral separation
Microcolumns are well suited for stereoselective

separations with [J-cyclodextrin as a chiral mobile
phase additive. ODS reversed-phase columns of
high efficiency can be prepared according to the
above method and a low volumetric flow-rate
reduces the consumption of the additive. In the
separation of (±)-terbutalin with [J-CD as a chiral
mobile phase additive, the retention time (tR) and the
separation factor (0:) are dependent on the [J-CD
concentration (Fig. 6, Table V). The values of 0: and
Rs are in good agreement with those reported
previously [15]. The separation of the enantiomers
of chlorthalidone is shown in Fig. 7. The relatively

TABLE IV

EFFECT ON CAPACITY FACTOR (k'), PLATE NUMBER
(N) AND ASYMMETRY FACTOR (A,) OF INCREASING
SAMPLE AMOUNT

Column, 260 mm x 0.32 mm J.D. packed with Nuc1eosil 100-5
C's; mobile phase, acetonitrile-water (80:20, v/v); detection
wavelength, 215 nm; sample, biphenyl in mobile phase; injection
volume, 60 nl; flow-rate, 2.0 Ill/min.

Concen- Amount k' N A,
tration injected
(mg/ml) <Ilg)

0.05 0.003 2.14 15000 1.1
0.1 0.006 2.13 14900 1.1
0.5 0.03 2.08 14500 1.0
1.0 0.06 2.02 14300 1.1
2.0 0.12 1.97 13 900 1.0
5.0 0.30 1.88 13 100 1.0

10 0.60 1.86 12400 0.9

high lipophilicity of the substance results in a long
retention time in spite of the high content of organic
modifier.

BSA adsorbed on underivatized silica was used as
a chiral stationary phase. The amount of BSA
adsorbed was calculated from the breakthrough
curve and found to be 1.3 mg. With about 12 mg of
silica in the column, the adsorption is ca. 0.1 gig,
which is in good agreement with a previous report
[16].

The 0: and Rs values of the separations obtained
for D,L-tryptophan, (± )-benzoin and (± )-oxaze
pam (Fig. 8, Table VI) are similar to those reported
previously [16,23] using 1.6 and 4.6 mm J.D. stain
less-steel columns. As shown in Fig. 8a, the separa
tion of D- and L-tryptophan is highly dependent on
the pH of the mobile phase. A pH of at least 7 is
required to obtain reasonable selectivity. A further
increase in pH leads to an even better separation.
Unfortunately, the increased alkalinity also leads to
breakdown of the silica and desorption of the BSA.
The separation of (±)-benzoin (Fig. 8b), on the
other hand, is almost independent of the pH of the
mobile phase in the range 5-7 (not shown). The
enantiomers of the benzodiazepine derivative oxa
zepam rapidly racemize in aqueous solutions [24].
This leads to coalescence, the formation of a diffuse
zone between the two separated peaks containing a
mixture of the enantiomers. This is particularly
pronounced for separations with long retention
times and results in an absence of baseline separa
tion in spite of an apparently high resolution.
Although increasing the flow-rate reduces the effi
ciency of the column, the resulting reduced intra-
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Fig. 6. Chromatograms showing the resolution of (±)-terbutalin with different concentrations of /i-cyclodextrin in the mobile phase.
Column, 190 mm x 0.32 mm I.D. packed with Nucleosil100-5 C's; mobile phase, 0.05 M ammonium acetate (pH 6.0) with 2% methanol
as modifier; flow-rate, 1.8 Ill/min; volume injected, 60 nl of a 0.75 mM solution in water; UV detection at 215 nm.

column racemization results in a better separation
(Fig. 8c).

In contrast to the previous two phases, the Pirkle
phase L-DNB-phenylglycine is of the normal-phase
type and runs with a hexane-isopropanol mixture as
mobile phase. The Pirkle phase in question has been
used in the separation of a large number of different
substances such as aryl alcohols, aryl suiphoxides,
bi-[3-naphthol derivatives and [3-amino alcohols. As
solutes 2,2,2-trifluoro-l-(9-anthryl)ethanol, [17] and
the naphthyl isocyanate derivative of propranolol
[25] were chosen (Fig. 9, Table VII). A 100 mm
x 4 mm J.D. stainless-steel column was packed and
used analogously to the capillary columns using the

TABLE V

CHROMATOGRAPHIC DATA FROM FIG. 6

Chiral separation of (±)-terbutalin with p-cyclodextrin (P-CD)
as chiral mobile phase additive.

[fJ-CD] (mM) k'" k' G( Rs N,
I 2

8 4.14 4.70 1.14 1.17 2300
12 3.00 3.53 1.18 1.39 2100
16 2.31 2.78 1.20 1.38 2000

a (+ )-Terbutalin.

same batch of L-DNB-phenylglycine. The separa
tion of (± )-2,2,2-trifluoro-l-(9-anthryl)ethanol
yielded results similar to those reported in Table VII
(k't = 1.89, rx = 1.28).

CONCLUSIONS

This work has shown that 0.32 mm LD. slurry
packed fused-silica capillary columns can be packed
using an ordinary isocratic HPLC pump as a pack
ing unit. The same pump was also used together with
a UV detector equipped with an optional capillary
cell holder in a chromatographic system on which
the packed columns were tested. Efficient reversed
phase Cts columns were reproducibly packed and
showed an average reduced plate height of 3.5.
Enantiomeric separations on these columns with
[3-cyclodextrin as a chiral mobile phase additive gave
results similar to those reported for conventional
columns under the same conditions. This correlation
was also found with columns using either BSA or the
Pirkle phase L-DNB-phenylglycine as a chiral sta
tionary phase. In our opinion, almost every method
originally developed for use on a conventional
HPLC system can be transferred with little effort to
a micro-LC system such as that described here. This
switch to micro-LC in routine analyses leads to
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Fig. 7. Resolution of(±)-chlorthalidone on a 300 mm x 0.32 mm J.D. column packed with Nucleosil100-5 CIS' Mobile phase, 8.4 mM
p-cyclodextrin in 0.05 M ammonium acetate (pH 4.7) with 20% of ethanol as modifier; flow-rate, 1.1 JlI/min; volume injected, 200 nl of
a 0.01 mg/ml solution in water; UV detection at 218 nm.k'i = 6.32; k~ = 6.65; IX = 1.05; Rs = 1.19: N I = 13300.

a Qd b
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Fig. ~L Resolution of (a) D,L-tryptophan, (b) (±)-benzoin and (c) (±)-oxazepamon a 250 mm x 0.32 mm I.D. column packed with 5-/iID
BSA-silica. (a) Mobile phase, 0.05 M phosphate buffer (pH 5.0 and 7.0) with 2% ofn-propanol as modifier; flow-rate, 2.5/il/min; volume
injected, 200 nl ofa 0.02 mg/ml solution in the mobile phase; UV detection at 279 nm. (b) Mobile phase, 0.05 Mphosphate buffer (pH 5.0)
with 2% ofn-propanol as modifier; flow-rate, 2.4 JlI/min; volume injected, 200 nl ofa 0.02 mg/ml solution in water-methanol (98:2, v/v);
UV detection at 279 nm. (c) Mobile phase, 0.05 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) with 2% of n-propanol as modifier; flow-rate, 2.0 and 6.0
/iI/min; volume injected, 200 nl of a 0.02 mg/ml solution in water-methanol (75:25, v/v); UV detection at 249 nm.
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ChiraJ' separation on a BSA column.

a drastic reduction in the costs of solvent purchase
and disposal.

It should be stressed, however, that although
micro-LC generally shows a higher mass sensitivity
than conventional HPLC, its concentration sensitiv
ity is poorer owing to the small injection volumes.
Quantitative analysis at low concentrations can
therefore be more difficult to perform using micro
columns. Furthermore, microcolumns are usually
operated at lower signal-to-noise ratios and prob
lems with detector noise and drift are therefore more
likely to occur. However, this issue is a subject for
further research.

Micro-LC is likely to open up new possibilities in

1400
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1600

450
360
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k' G( Rs2

0.55 1.95 1.20

3:61 1.52 2.45

5.84 1.72 2.6
6.40 1.73 2.1

TABLE VI

CHROMATOGRAPHIC DATA FROM FIG. 8

Substance pH k'J

Tryptophan 5 0.10
7 0.28"

Benzoin 5 2.37

Oxazepam 7b 3.40
7' 3.69

" D-Tryptophan.
b 2 Ill/min.
, 61/1/min.

a

i
o

I
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i •
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Fig. 9. Resolution of (a) (±)-2,2,2-trifluoro-I-(9-anthryl)ethanol and (b) (±)-propranolol as its naphthyl isocyanate derivative on a 260
mm x 0.32 mm J.D. column packed with 4-Jlm L-DNB-phenylglycine. (a) Mobile phase, n-hexane-2-propanol (95:5, v/v); flow-rate, 1.9
JlI/min; volume injected, 60 nl of a 0.08 mg/ml solution in 2-propanol; UV detection at 253 nm. (b) Mobile phase, n-hexane-2-propanol
acetonitrile (90: I0:2, v/v/v); flow-rate, 1.9 JlI/min; volume injected, 60 nl of a 2-propanol-diluted reaction mixture Oess than 1.5 mM); UV
detection at 214 nm.

TABLE VII

CHROMATOGRAPHIC DATA FROM FIG. 9

Chiral separation on a Pirkle column.

Substance Mobile phase" k'1 k'2
(v/v/v)

Tri-P 95:5:- 2.22 2.87
Propranolol 90:10:2 12.0' 13.3

1.29
1.11

2.54
1.12

3200
2500

" Mobile phase: n-hexane-isopropanol-acetonitrile.
b 2,2,2-Trifluoro-I-(9-anthryl)ethanol.
, (+ )-Propranolol.
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the development of separation methods utilizing
expensive or rare mobile and stationary phases such
as monoclonal antibodies or receptor proteins.
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ABSTRACT

(+ )-Poly(triphenylmethyl methacrylate)-coated silica gel [Chiralpack OT( + )] was used for the separation ofenantiomers of racemic
isoflavanone, homoisoflavanone, isoflavan and 2-benzyltetralone derivatives. All the enantiomers of the above-mentioned compounds
were separable. The efficiency of the separation depended on both the skeleton and substitution pattern of the racemic compounds. A
relation between the number and polarity of substituents in the aromatic rings and the resolution and separation factors was observed.

INTRODUCTION

Isoflavanones, being the biosynthetic precursors
ofpterocarpan phytoalexins, are synthesized mostly
by Leguminosae species in response to stress-in
duced microbial infection [1-5]. The stereochemis
try of the isoflavanones involved in pterocarpan
biosynthesis has been deduced from the configura
tion of the pterocarpans [6-8]. Thus, in the case of

Correspondence to: Dr. S. Antus, Research Group for Alkaloid
Chemistry, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, P.O. Box 91,
H-1521 Budapest, Hungary.

(6aR,llaR)-maackiain, the intermediate is (3R)
(+ )-sophorol (Fig. 1).

3R-( + )-Sophorol [9], 3S-( - )-7,4'-dihydroxyiso
flavanone [10], (- )-sophoraisoflavanone A [1IJ,
(- )-isosophoranone [12] and (- )-erosenone [13]
are the only isoflavanones hitherto isolated from
natural sources in optically active form. That the
number of optically active isoflavanones is small is
probably because they are rapidly racemized by ke
to-enol tautomerism in the course of their isolation.

Although isoflavanones have a less rigid confor
mational structure than the corresponding ptero
carpans, a study of their Dreiding models [14] sug
gested that in one of their conformers, when the

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y. All rights reserved
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Fig. I. Biosynthesis of (+ )-maackiain.

aromatic ring at C-3 is in the equatorial position,
the presumably dihedral angle is nearby, as it is in
the homochiral pterocarpans:

Therefore, as a continuation of our work on the
enantiomeric separation ofpterocarpans [IS], an ef
ficient optical resolution ofisovlavanones and relat
ed compounds would also be expected using (+ )
poly(triphenylmethyl methacrylate) (PTrMA)-coat
ed silica gel [Chiralpack OT( +)]. In this paper we
report the enantiomeric separation of synthetic
racemic isoflavanohes and related compounds (Fig.
2) and the influence of their substitution patterns on
the efficiency of the chromatographic resolution.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
The racemates of the isoflavanones 1, 3-6, 8-11

and 13 were synthesized from the appropriately
substituted isoflavones by reduction with diisobut
ylaluminium hydride [16]. The same procedure was
followed for synthesizing the homoisoflavanone 15

6aR.11 aR-(+)-maackiain

and 2-(4-methoxybenzyl)indanone (16) from the
corresponding benzylidene derivatives. The isofla
vanone derivatives 2, 7 and 12 were prepared from
5,9 and 13 by acidic deprotection. Preparative sep
aration of the enantiomers 1 [3R-( + )-1, 3S-( - )-1]
and 14 [3R-( + )-14, 3S-( - )-14] was achieved via the
isoflavanone dimethylethylene thioketals (17a and
17b) [17] using the method of Corey and Mitra [18].

High-pelformance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
HPLC separation was carried out with a Hewlett

Packard HP I090M liquid chromatograph with an
HP I040A photodiode-array detection system and
an HP 3329A integrator. Chiralpack OT( +), 250
mm x 4.6 mm J.D. (Daicel), was used as the sta
tionary phase. The mobile phase was methanol
(HPLC grade) at a regular flow-rate of 0.5 ml/min
(20°C). The injection volume was 10 j.ll (ca. 10 j.lg).
The peaks of the enantiomeric separation of 1 and
14 were verified by co-chromatography of the (-)
and (+ )-enantiomers.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Chromatographic data for the enantiomers of
isoflavanones 1-13 and related compounds (14-16)

separated on PTrMA at room temperature using
methanol as the mobile phase at 0.5 ml/min are giv
en in Table I (formulae in Fig. 2).

To allow comparison of these data with those of

TABLE I

CHROMATOGRAPHIC DATA FOR RACEMIC ISOFLAVANONES AND RELATED COMPOUNDS

tR = retention time (min); R, = resolution factor = 2 x (distance between the peaks of the enantiomers/sum of band widths of two
peaks); k' = capacity factor = (retained volume of enantiomer/void volume of column)/void volume of column; ex = separation factor
= k;/k~; R;, ex* = corrected resolution and separation factors (Table II) (R; = R, x 1.67; ex* = ex x f.l2)

Compound t 1 k' t 2 k' ex ex* R, R*
R 1 R 2 ,

1 11.33(-) 2.37 12.29( +) 2.66 1.12 1.30 0.66 1.10
2 7.99 1.38 8.46 1.52 1.10 1.28 0.43 0.71
3 11.29 2.36 13.07 2.89 1.22 1.42 0.64 1.06
4 10.24 2.05 12.12 2.61 1.27 1.47 0.58 0.96
5 8.36 1.49 8.79 1.62 1.08 1.25 0.50 0.83
6 10.34 2:08 10.82 2.22 1.08 1.25 0.53 0.88
7 . 8.01 1.38 8.49 1.53 1.12 1.30 0.33 0.55
8 11.01 2.28 11.62 2.46 1.07 1.24 0.54 0.90
9 27.28 7.12 30.66 8.13 1.14 1.32 0.57 0.95

10 10.80 2.21 12.29 2.66 1.20 1.39 1.03 1.76
11 10.97 2.26 13.27 2.95 1.31 1.52 0.96 1.61
12 7.85 1.34 8.29 1.47 1.09 1.26 0.61 1.01
13 10.66 2.17 11.51 2.43 1.12 1.30 0.76 1.26
14 13.01(-) 2.87 15.28( +) 3.55 1.23 1.43 0.78 1.29
15 12.34 2.67 15.12 3.50 1.31 1.52 0.83 1.38
16 12.81 2.81 17.85 4.31 1.53 1.77 0.55 0.91
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the pterocarpan derivatives determined by us previ
ously [14], we checked the activity of our column by
measuring the separation values (a) of the unsub
stituted pterocarpan and of maackiain, to establish
whether or not the separation efficiency of the col
umn had considerably changed.

A significant decrease in the resolution factor (Rs)

was detected in both cases (Table II); this must have
been the result of the decreased activity of the col
umn (by about 40%), which was used for 150 h at
room temperature. The most likely explanation for
this decline is the solvolysis of PTrMA by metha
nol. It is also interesting to note that the decrease in
the retention time (tR) of the more strongly retained
enantiorner with 6aR,llaR absolute configuration
was double (without a considerable change of its
capacity factor) that of the less retained one. We
therefore introduced corrected resolution and sep
aration factors, R: and a*, which were calculated
using factors derived from the change in the sep
aration efficiency of maackiain and 18 (Table I).

Since isoflavanone 1 could be just baseline re
solved (a* = 1.30), the intensity of the n-n type

TABLE II

DETAILED CHROMATOGRAPHIC DATA FOR EXPERI
MENTS REPEATED BECAUSE OF THE OBSERVED
CHANGE IN COLUMN ACTIVITY

(a) Maackiain
tR (-) = 8.95 min, tR (+) = 8.01 min; k' (-) = 2.01,
k' ( +) = 1.59; a = 1.26; Rs = 1.13

(b) 18
tR (-) = 18.55min,tR (+) = 10.IOmin;k'(-) = 5.20,
k' (+) = 2.47; a = 2.10; R s = 2.84

Changes in resolution values resulting from the decrease in the
column activity in the case of:
(a) Maackiain

Rs = 2.20 [14] -1.13 = 1.07 (49%)
Correction factor for Rs = 2.20/1.13 = 1.94
a = 1.35 [14] -1.26 = 0.09 (7%)
Correction factor for a = 1.35/1.26 = 1.07

(b) 18
Rs = 4.00 [14] - 2.84 = 1.16 (29%)
Correction factor for R s = 4/2.84 = 1.40
R: = corrected resolution factor

= Rs x [(1.40 + 1.94)/2] = Rs x 1.67
a = 2.44 [14] - 2.10 = 0.34 (14%)
Correction factor for a = 2.44/2.10 = 1.16
a* = corrected separation factor

= a x [(1.15 + 1.07)/2] = a x 1.12

S. Antus et a/./ J. Chromatogr. 603 (1992) 133-137

non-polar interaction between the aromatic parts of
the substrate and the pendant trity1 groups of the
chiral stationary phase seemed to be remarkably
smaller than in case of 18 (a = 2.44). Correlation of
the configuration with the elution order revealed
that the more strongly retained enantiomer [3R
(+ )-1, tR = 12.9 min] was homochiral at C-3 with
the 6aR, 11aR-configurated pterocarpan.

Since the chiral recognition mechanism of
PTrMA is not yet understood in detail [19], it ap
peared to be of great interest to study the influence
of the substitution pattern of a molecule on chiral
recognition.

The presence of a hydroxy group at C-7 had a less
significant influence (2, a* = 1.28) on the chiral
recognition process than in the pterocarpan series
(ef 19, a = 1.35). The lowest enantioselectivity was
observed for the 5,7-dihydroxylated isoflavanone
(7, R: = 0.55). Reducing the polar character of the
molecule by etherification of the hydroxy group(s)
improved the enantiomeric separation (R: values: 2
< 5 < 4 < 3, 7 < 8 < 9 and 12 < 13) but not as
efficiently as in the case ofpterocarpans. The type of
protecting groups caused different retention beha
viours. Replacing the hydroxy group by a methoxy,
isopropyloxy or methoxymethoxy group increased
the retention time, which averaged up to ea. 2.7 and
3.5 min for the first- and second-eluted enantio
mers, respectively. The retention times of these
compounds (3-6,8, 13) corresponded quite well to
those of unsubstituted isoflavanone (1). In the case
of 9, a significant increase in retention time was ob
served for both enantiomers (tR = 27.28 and 30.66
min) as a result of the presence of benzyloxy groups
at C-5 and C-7, but the separation and the resolu
tion factor (a* = 1.32, R: = 0.95) were similar to
those found for 1 (a* = 1.30, R: = 1.10). These
data clearly indicated that n-n interaction plays an
important role in the separation, but this structural
feature does not make any contribution to chiral
recognition.

The n-electron density of the A- and B-rings of
the isoflavanones seems to be very important for the
recognition process, although a general rule cannot
be derived from the results obtained so far.

The presence of a methylenedioxy group in ring B
increased the enantiomeric separation (R: for 2 <
12, LJR: = 0.30). The same tendency with a signif
icantly larger effect was observed in the series of
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Fig. 3. Enantiomeric separation of 6, 10 and 11 on Chiralpack OT(+) (Daicel). Mobile phase, methanol; flow-rate, 0.5 ml/min.

pterocarpans [Rs for 3-hydroxypterocarpan (19) <
maackiain, LlRs = 1.20]. Electron-donating groups
in ring A, e.g. methyl at C-8 (10) or methoxy at C-6
(11), also improved the separation (R: values 6 <
11 < 10). Moreover, the methoxy group changed
the chromatographic profile strikingly, as illustrat
ed in Fig. 3. The reason for this behaviour is still not
known.

In order to obtain more information on the rec
ognition mechanism of isoflavanones on PTrMA
coated silica gel, we also tested the resolution of
some closely related compounds (14-16). Compari
son of the separation ofl with that of14 (0:* = 1.30
and 1.43, respectively; R: = 1.l0 and 1.29, respec
tively) indicated that the introduction into the iso
flavanoid skeleton of a carbonyl group possessing a
large dipole moment disturbed chiral recognition. It
is remarkable that the polarity of the mobile phase
plays an important role in the separation process.
Using n-hexane as the mobile phase at a flow-rate of
1 ml/min, the isoflavan 14 could be just baseline
resolved (R: = 1.l4), and none of the examined
isoflavanones were separable.

The homoisoflavanone 15 could be better re
solved on PTrMA with methanol at a flow-rate of
0.5 ml/min (0:* = 1.52) than the corresponding iso
flavanone 6 (0:* = 1.25) or the unsubstituted com
pound (1, 0:* = 1.30). Substitution of the oxygen in
ring C by CHz (16) gave a similar chromatographic
profile as shown for 11 in Fig. 3, but the peak shape
of its better-retained enantiomer was even more
asymmetric, thus reducing the resolution factor sig
nificantly (R: = 0.91).

In conclusion, PTrMA-coated silica gel is a suit
able chiral stationary phase for resolving isoflava
nones and homoisoflavanones. The enantioselectiv-

ity of the separation depends on different structural
changes in the substituents and/or skeleton. Ho
moisoflavanones are better resolved than isoflavans
or isoflavanones. Considerations on the chiral rec
ognition mechanism based on computer-assisted
molecular design will be published in a separate pa
per.
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ABSTRACT

Oligogalacturonic acids (OLGAs) ranging from two to nineteen residues in length were separated using high-performance gel
filtration chromatography on a silica gel with diol radical. The optimum conditions (eluent, column temperature) for separation of
OLGAs by high-performance gel filtration chromatography were investigated. The column used in this experiment allowed a high
pressure of 4900 p.s.i. and a flow-rate of 2 ml/min. The stationary phase of silica gel stabilized the separation of OLGAs. The peaks of
OLGAs separated using this column were assigned by comparing retention times with standards, and the molecular weights of the
corresponding OLGAs were determined by fast atom bombardment mass spectrometry.

INTRODUCTION

The separation of oligogalacturonic acids
(aLGAs) from chemically and enzymatically de
graded polygalacturonic acid is important in the
structural analysis of the cell wall in plants. It is also
important for studying the mechanism of action of
pectin-degrading enzymes. The oligomers are recog
nized to be capable of regulating a number of
physiological responses in plants, including the
endogenous elicitation and induction ofphytoalexin
[1-3], an increase in the activity of phenylalanine
ammonia lyase [4], the production of a proteinase
inhibitor [5], lignification, and the induction of
chitinase and p-l,3-glucanase [6]. aLGAs are in
volved in the fixation of extesin and lignin into the

Correspondence to: Dr. J. Naohara, Environmental Resources
Research Centre, Okayama University of Science, Okayama 700.
Japan.

cell wall in plants [7]. It is reported that aLGAs have
antimicrobial action [8]. Therefore, it is necessary to
be able to separate aLGAs rapidly and to detect
aLGAs with a wide range of degree of polymeriza
tion (DP) in these investigations.

aLGAs have been analysed by thin-layer chro
matography [9-11], ion-exchange chromatography
[12-21], gel filtration chromatography [22,23], re
versed-phase chromatography [13,17,24-26], elec
trophoresis [27], ultracentrifugation [27] and gas
liquid chromatography [28]. However, these anal
yses have the disadvantages ofa long analysis time, a
low distribution coefficient and poor sensitivity of
longer aLGAs.

High-performance gel filtration (HPGF) chroma
tography is one of the best methods of analysing
oligosaccharides, especially longer-DP oligomers, in
a short time. HPGF chromatography has the advan
tage that no sample derivatization is required. In the
present work, HPGF chromatography was per-

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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formed using a column packed with hydrophilic and
porous spherical silica gel of 5 fim particle size
covered with a high degree ofalcoholic OH radicals.
This column allows the continuous use of high
pressure and high flow-rate, and the separation of
samples is stabilized as a result of the fact that silica
gel is harder than polymer gels. The column can
endure pressures as high as 4900 p.s.i. The pH of
eluents can be between 5 and 8. The temperature of
the column can range from 4 to 40°C.

The optimum conditions for the separation of
OLGAs were investigated and the molecular weights
of OLGAs were determined by fast atom bombard
ment mass spectrometry (FAB-MS).

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
cx-D-Galacturonic acid, digalacturonic acid, tri

galacturonic acid, polygalacturonic acid and endo
polygalacturonase (endo-PG) (EC 3.2.1.15) were
from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA).

Preparation of OLGAs
A mixture of OLGAs was produced by enzyme

digestion of polygalacturonic acid at 30°C for
40 min with endo-PG. The reaction mixture was
heated at 100°C for 10 min to terminate the reaction.
Ethyl alcohol was added to the reaction mixture at a
final concentration of 65% after cooling. The result
ing precipitates of OLGAs separated by centrifuga
tion (4530 g, 20 min) were dissolved in water and
lyophilized. The OLGAs were treated with 0.05 M
sodium hydroxide at O°C for 90 min. The de
esterified OLGAs were precipitated and separated
by centrifugation (4530 g, 20 min). They were
dissolved in water and lyophilized.

HPGF chromatography
HPGF chromatography was performed on a

Waters isocraic manual system (Waters, Division of
Millipore, Tokyo, Japan) with a Waters R-401
refractive index (RT) detector. For the DP analysis
ofOLGAs, a YMC Diol120 column (500 x 8 mm
I.D.) and a precolumn (30 x 8 mm I.D.) (YMC,
Kyoto, Japan) were used. A column oven was used
to maintain the temperature at 25-50°C (Sugai
U620, Sugai, Wakayama, Japan). An acetate buffer
and a phosphate buffer were used in elution. Vol-
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umes of 25 fil of the liquid oligomers were injected.
Chromatographic data were plotted and integrated
using a Waters 714 data module.

Measurement of the fractionation parameter
The distribution coefficient, Kav , was calculated

from the retention time of each peak as follows:

Kav = (Ve - Vo)/(Vt - Vo)

where Ve is elution volume ofOLGAs or standards,
Vo is the void volume (verified by polygalacturonic
acid) and Vt is the total bed volume.

Preparation of authentic OLGAs
The OLGAs were separated according to the

modified method af Nothnagel et at. [I]. High-per
formance ion-exchange chromatography was per
formed using a Waters automatic gradient system
with an SF-2120 Advantec fraction collector (Ad
vantec Toyo, Tokyo, Japan). For the separation of
the oligomers QAE-Sephadex A-25 in a Waters
AP-l glass column (600 x 10 mm I.D.) was used.
The mixture ofOLGAs (ca. 500 mg) was dissolved in
20 ml of 0.2 M imidazole-hydrochloric acid buffer,
pH 7.0, and the solution was injected into the
column. The OLGAs were eluted with a linear
gradient of 0.2 M to 1.0 M imidazole-hydrochloric
acid buffer, pH 7.0. The flow-rate was 2 ml/min and
the volume of the collected fractions was 10 ml. The
collected fractions were concentrated and desalted
by a Microacilyzer SI (Asahi Kasei, Tokyo, Japan),
an automatic desalting device using AC-21O-1O
ion-exchange films. Each purified OLGA fraction
was lyophilized.

FAB-MS analysis
The molecular weights of fractionated and puri

fied OLGAs were analysed by FAB-MS. The device
used was a Jeol JMS-GX 303HF (Jeol, Tokyo,
Japan). Xenon was used as the bombarding gas, and
an atom gun was operated at 6 kV, 20 mAo Samples
were dissolved in methanol-water (1-5 fig/fil) and
I fil of each sample solution was added to a drop of
glycerol on the stainless-steel target.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Effect of the ionic strength of the eluent
The effect of ionic strength (sodium chloride) on
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Fig. 2. Effect of pH of acetate buffers on retention time.
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Quantification of oligogalacturonic acid
The monomer, dimer and trimer standards (pur

chased from Sigma) could be quantified in the
2000-,ug region in a given sample applied to the
column. When the signal-to-noise ratio was 3, the
detection limits of the monomer, dimer and trimer
standards were 1.0 ng. It is thought that oligomers

OLGAs with the Bio-Gel P2 column [18] increased
with the increase in the column temperature. This
column was stable under these temperature condi
tions.

O'----~~-~--'-~~-~---l

.0 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

DP

Fig. 3. Relationship between -log K,v and DP.

0.100.05

the Kav of galacturonic acid (10 mg/ml, 25 ,ul) is
shown in Fig. 1. The Kav of galacturonic acid
increased with an increase in the ionic strength of the
eluent, and the Kay of galacturonic acid attained
an almost constant value of 0.56 when the ionic
strength of the eluent was higher than 0.05. This
tendency was the same as that of the effect of ionic
strength on the Kay of galacturonic acid using the
Bio-Gel P2 column [18].

The effect of the injected volume (5-100 ,ul) on the
retention time of galacturonic acid (10 mg/ml) was
examined. When a 0.05 M sodium chloride solution
was used as the eluent, the retention time of
galacturonic acid lengthened a little as the volume
injected increased, but the increase was negligible
under the experimental conditions. The retention
times were between 19.1 and 19.2 min.

Effect of the pH of the eluent
The effect of the pH of the acetate buffers on the

retention time of the OLGAs is shown in Fig. 2. The
retention times of OLGAs with different DP values
increased as the pH of the acetate buffer solution
was increased. The retention times of OLGAs in
0.2 M acetate buffer were longer than those in
0.05 M acetate buffer.

Ionic strength

Fig. J. Variation in the K,v value of galacturonic acid (amount
injected: 25 III of a 10 mgjml solution) with the ionic strength of
eluent.

Effect of the temperature of the eluent
The effects of the column temperature on the

relationship between the DP of OLGAs and -log
Kay are shown in Fig. 3. The relationship between the
DP of OLGAs and -log Kay was linear at column
temperatures in the range 25-50°C. The observed
DP was highest at 40-45°C. The -log Kay value of
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OLGAs by ion-exchange column [13,16,21] and
reversed-phase columns [13,25,26], the highest DP
value of the OLGAs separated in the isocratic
elution mode [16] was 10. Since the pressure used for
the (cation-exchange) column was limited to only
300 p.s.i. and a high flow-rate led to high back-pres
sures and to the loss of resolution, it seemed this
method usig a cation-exchange column was not
practical.

The silica gel column used in this experiment
allowed the use of high pressure, 4900 p.s.i., and a
high flow-rate, 2.ml/mn. The separation of OLGAs
of DP 19 could be possible (see Fig. 6), by using
porous (120 A) spherical silica gel of 5 pm particle
size covered with a high degree of alcoholic OH
radicals. This simple and rapid method by which
OLGAs with DPs of 19 may be separated has not yet
been reported.

Molecular weight of each fraction
The OLGAs in the mixture were separated by

high-performance ion-exchange chromatography
using a QAE-Sephadex A-25 column. Each peak
fraction was pooled, desalted with the Microacilyzer
Sl and lyophilized. The molecular weights of lyo-
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with DP values larger than 4 may be quantified in
the 2000-pg region in a standard solution even
though those oligomers are not commercially avail
able.

This column can be used for the identification and
quantification of OLGAs in the isocratic elution
mode. In the reports that described the separation of

Fig. 4. HPLC of oligogalacturonic acid on QAE-Sephadex A-25.

Retention time (min)

Mass 'number (m/z)
Fig. 5. FAB-MS analysis of oligogalacturonic acid.

Fig. 6. High-performance gel filtration chromatographic analysis
of oligogalacturonic acid. RT = Retention time.
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philized OLGAs were maesured by FAB-MS. The
results obtained are shown in Fig. 4. These fractions
gave distinct molecular ions ([M - H] -). Fraction A
had a molecular ion at m/z 721 that corresponds to a
molecular weight of 722, as shown in Fig. 5A. This
signal should represent a tetragalacturonic acid.
Consecutive loses of galacturonosyl residues from
[M-H]- gave signals atm/z 545 and 369. As shown in
Fig. 5B and C, the similar spcetra of the oligogalac
turonic acids in fractions Band C, having molecular
ions at m/z 1073 and 1249, correspond to hexa- and
heptagalacturonic acid, respectively. These results
are in agreement with the results obtained by Komae
et af. [19]. The retention times of tetra-, hexa- and
heptagalacturonic acid analysed by the HPGF chro
matography with the YMC Diol 120 column were
18.31, 17.52 and 17.19 min, respectively (Fig. 6).
Some peaks could be detected when the mixture of
OLGAs was analysed; the peak at a retention time of
18.29 min was possibly tetragalacturonic acid, that
at 17.52 min hexagalacturonic acid and that at
17.18 min heptagalacturonic acid.
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Determination of hydroxylamine in aqueous solutions of
pyridinium aldoximes by high-performance liquid
chromatography with UV and fluorometric detect.ion*
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ABSTRACT

A high-performance liquid chromatographic assay using UV and fluorescence detection was developed that monitored hydroxyl
amine as the vanillin oxime derivative while simultaneously monitoring concentrations of a complex mixture of a pyridinium aldoxime
and its degradation products. The technique should be useful for measuring hydroxylamine levels in other aqueous systems.

INTRODUCTION

During the investigation of the stability of dosage
concentrations of various organic aldoximes that
have potential pharmaceutical application as anti
dotes to organophosphorus anticholinesterase poi
soning, there arose a need to monitor the concen
tration of hydroxylamine in the acidic aqueous so
lutions of degrading aldoximes. Although the equi
librium associated with the hydrolysis of aldoximes
(eqn. 1) usually lies far to the left in weakly acidic
solutions [1,2],

H+
RCH=NOH + H 20 ¢ RCHO + H 2NOH(I)

participation of the components of the equilibrium
in side reactions during long term storage can lead
to a significant loss of pharmacologically active al-
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doxime [3-6]. For example, hydroxylamine was re
ported to be a reactant in the hydrolysis of the
amide group during the degradation of several pyri
dinium aldoximes under pharmaceutical evaluation
which contained both aldoxime and amide func
tional groups [6]. While studying these complex re
actions of aldoximes, a convenient high-perform
ance liquid chromatography (HPLC) method that
allowed simultaneous determination of hydroxyl
amine, a pyridinium aldoxime, and the major deg
radation products was developed.

Numerous methods have been reported for mea
suring the concentration of hydroxylamine [7-12];·
however, only Lombardi and Crolla [12] adressed
the possibility of an HPLC assay. Although their
paper primarily focused on a gas chromatographic
(GC) procedure for hydroxylamine found in medic
inal preparations containing hydroxamic acids,
they did briefly mention that a similar method in
volving the pre-chromatographic formation of the
4-methoxybenzaldehyde oxime derivative of hy
droxylamine had been applied to HPLC with some
success.

This report will describe how the more water sol
uble aldehyde vanillin was used as the derivatizing
agent to enhance the ultraviolet (UV) and f1uores-

002 1-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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cence detectability of hydroxylamine in solutions of
three pyridinium aldoximes with different degrada
tive pathways. The aldoximes selected for investiga
tion were 2-[(hydroxyimino)methyl]-l-methylpyri
dinium chloride (2-PAM chloride), 1,1'-[oxybis
(methylene)]bis{4-[(hydroxyimino)methyl]-pyridin
ium} dichloride (toxogonin), and 1-({[3-(aminocar
bonyl)pyridinio]methoxy}-methyl)-2-[(hydroxy
imino)methyl]pyridinium dichloride (I, HS-6).
Degradation pathways for these aldoximes have
been extensively studied and the concentration of
hydroxylamine present under several reaction con
ditions determined [4,5,13,14] by modifications of
the Csaky method [7] so that comparisons with the
procedure described herein could be made.

EXPERIMENTAL

Equipment
The HPLC system included a reversed-phase

lO-,um ,uBondapak C18 column (30 cm x 3.9 mm
I.D.), Model 6000A pump, a WISP 710B autoinjec
tor, a Lambda-Max 481 spectrophotometer, and a
Model 730 data module, all from Waters Assoc.
(Milford, MA, USA). A McPherson FL-749 spec
trofluorimeter (McPherson, Acton, MA, USA)
equipped with a 200-W xenon-mercury lamp and a
l2-,u1 flow cell was used for fluorescence detection
with the HPLC system. Fluorescence spectra were
obtained with a Perkin-Elmer MPF-44B fluores
cence spectrofluorimeter (Perkin-Elmer, Norwalk,
CT, USA), and UV spectra were obtained with a
Carey Model 219 spectrophotometer (Varian, Palo
Alto, CA, USA).

Materials
l-Heptanesulfonic acid, sodium salt, was pur

chased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA), tetra
methyl ammonium chloride (TMAC) from Mal
linkrodt (Paris, KY, USA), and potassium dihydro
gen phosphate (KH2P04 ), 85% phosphoric acid,
sodium acetate, and vanillin were purchased from
Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA, USA) and used
without purification. Vanillin has UV absorption
maxima [molar absorptivity (l mol- 1 cm -1) in pa
rentheses] in ethanol at 309 nm (10.5 . 103

), 279 nm
(10.2· 103

) and 232 nm (14.4 . 103
) [15]. The broad

emission band was centered at 412 nm. Vanillin ox
ime was synthesized from vanillin and hydroxyl-
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amine hydrochloride according to the procedure of
Vogel [16], and recrystallized from ethanol (m.p.
l2l-l22°C, Lit. [17] l2l-l22°C). UV absorption
maxima in water--ethanol (5:1, v/v) were at 298 nm
(9.6 . 103),268 nm (13.8 . 103

) and 213 nm (21.0 .
103

). The broad emission band was centered at 367
nm. Hydroxylamine hydrochloride was obtained
from Eastman (Rochester, NY, USA) and recrys
tallized from a mixture of ethanol and methanol
(m.p. l51-152°C, Lit. [18] l5l-152°C). 4-Cyano
phenol was obtained from Aldrich (Milwaukee,
WI, USA). Acetonitrile was obtained from Burdick
& Jackson (Muskegon, MI, USA).

2-PAM chloride was obtained from Ayerst (New
York, NY, USA) and toxogonin and 1 (HS-6) were
obtained from the Walter Reed Army Institute of
Research (Washington, DC, USA). HPLC analysis
indicated that the three crystalline pyridinium al
doximes contained less than 1% of the starting ma
terial and were used without further purification.
Outdated 2-PAM chloride autoinjectors manufac
tured by Survival Technology (Bethesda, MD,
USA) were obtained from the Safety Officier
(USAMRICD, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD,
USA).

Derivatization procedure
Vanillin [200 ,ul, 0.1 M in ethanol-water (1:1, vi

v)], sodium acetate (100 ,ul, 0.2 M) and the aldoxime
solution to be tested (l0-100 ,ul) were mixed in a
l-ml reaction vial and allowed to stand at room
temperature for 30 min. At hydroxylamine concen
trations greater than 5· 10- 5 M, the reaction took
less than 10 min to obtain a constant concentration
of the hydroxylamine derivative, vanillin oxime.
The entire contents of the vial were then transferred
to a 10-, 25- or 50-ml volumetric flask, depending
on the expected concentration of hydroxylamine,
and diluted with water to the desired volume for
HPLC analysis.

Chromatography
Several different mobile phases were used during

the study to optimize the separation of components
in the mixtures of the different aldoximes and deg
radation products. The data in Table I were collect
ed from separations using three different mobile
phases varied only by the quantity of acetonitrile
used in the solvent mixture. These mobile phases
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were prepared by taking from 90 to 120 ml of aceto
nitrile (90 ml for I assays, 100 ml for toxogonin
assays and 120 ml for 2-PAM assays), 5 ml of 0.1 M
H 3P04 , 0.2 ml of 1.0 M TMAC, 120 mg of I-hept
anesulfonic acid, sodium salt, and 70 mg of
KH2P04 and mixing them with water to make II of
solution. The flow-rate was 0.5 ml/min and the
chart speed on the data module set at 0.2 em/min.
The UV detector was set at 255 nm and the fluo
rescence detector set at 270 nm (16 nm slitwidth) for
excitation and 355 nm (8 nm slitwidth) for emission.
The sample size was usually 10 ,ul, but it was in
creased to as much as 50 ,ul for samples with low
concentrations of hydroxylamine.

The vanillin oxime standard solutions and the va
nillin reagent were prepared fresh daily. 4-Cyano
phenol was a satisfactory internal standard for UV
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detection with a retention time greater than that of
vanillin; however, the fluorescence signal was very
small at the excitation/emission wavelengths used
for this study.

Degradation reactions
Solutions of pyridinium aldoximes (0.8 ml) at

various concentrations (see Table I) were placed in
one ml reaction vials and either heated in an oven at
60°C or left at room temperature for the desired
period of time. The heated vials were cooled before
testing. The rate of the reverse reaction, hydroxyl
amine with the pyridinium aldehyde (eqn. 1), has
been shown to be slow at the low pH of the degra
dation reactions [1]; therefore, the concentration of
hydroxylamine was expected to remain constant
during the short cooling period.

TABLE I

HYDROXYLAMINE LEVEL IN PYRIDINIUM ALDOXIME SOLUTIONS RELATIVE TO THE INITIAL CONCENTRA
TION OF PYRJDINIUM OXIME" AND AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE, pH AND TIME

Oxime Temperature pH Hydroxylamine (%)
(concentration)

24 h 48 h 96 h 144 h Other
time

2-PAM 60·C 1.1 2.38 2.62 2.66 2.63 2.38b

(0.5 M) 2.0 0.75 0.81 0.66 0.65 0.52b

3.1 O. 15 0.13 0.15 0.17 0.05b

Room temperature 1.1 1.68 2.05 2.13 2.26
2.0 0.18 0.41 0.61 0.62
3.1 0.01 0.03 0.10 0.14

2-PAM AT' 2.5 0.1 7'
(1.8 M)

Toxogonin 60·C 1.1 2.64 2.62 2.81 2.83 2.50b

(0.25 M) 1.9 0.44 0.67 0.80 0.84
2.9 0.08 O. I I 0.19 0.17

Room temperature 1.1 2.55 2.46 2.44 2.56
1.9 0.Q7 0.49 0.70 0.72
2.9 0.01 0.08 0.15 0.17

I 60·C 1.1 0.60 1.44 1.64 1.32
(0.5 M) 2.7 0.01 1.06 0.70

Room temperature 1.1 0.84 1.86 1.84 1.80
2.7 d d 0.01

a Calculated as per cent yield of hydroxylamine from the initial concentration ofpyridinium oxime: (mol hydroxylamine/mol oxime) x
100. All values are averages of two or more determinations.

b Measured after heating 2 h.
, Average value of samples from two six-year-old autoinjectors maintained at ambient temperature (AT).
d Not detectable with this assay.
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Chromatography
Chromatograms A and B in Fig, 1 show the rela

tive intensities of the components in the 0.5 M 2-

Fig. 1. (A) Chromatogram of a sample ofa 2-PAM solution (pH
3.1) after 2 h at room temperature followed by derivatization
with vanillin and analyzed with the UV detector (10 III injected),
(B) the same sample as in (A) but analyzed with the fluorometric
detector, (C) a sample of a solution of I (pH 2.7) after 48 h at
60°C followed by derivatization with vanillin and analyzed with
the UV detector (10 III injected) and (D) the same sample as in
(C) but analyzed with the fluorometric detector. Peaks: a = va
nillin oxime; b = 2-PAM; c = vanillin; d = a by-product of
vanillin presumed to be vanillin hydrate; e = a decomposition
product of I; f = I. The mobile phases are described in the Chro
matography section under Experimental.
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Derivatization
Vanillin reacted readily, in less than 10 min at

room temperature, with hydroxylamine in the pres
ence of sodium acetate to form vanillin oxime over
the entire expected concentration range. A. large ex
cess, at least 40-fold, of vanillin and an extended
reaction time of 30 min was used to ensure reaction.
Hydroxylamine was derivatized in yields between
92 and 95% when tested with either a standard
solution of hydroxylamine hydrochloride or a stan
dard solution containing hydroxylamine hydro
chloride and the freshly dissolved pyridinium al
doxime. Fresh solutions of the three pyridinium
aldoximes contained less than 1 . 10- 5 M hydroxyl
amine. A yield less than 100% was expected for the
derivatization reaction because a small amount of
material assumed to be the anti-stereoisomer of va
nillin oxime was also formed.

With the 30-min derivatization time, the presence
of the derivatization reagents did not lead to the
formation of significant quantities of b'ase promot
ed pyridinium aldoxime degradation products. The
chromatograms of the aging pyridinium oxime so
lutions were consistent with previously reported
HPLC analysis at low pH «4) [19,20]. If the deriv
atization reaction was extended past 1 h or sub
jected to heat, additional products generated from
the decomposition of the pyridinium oximes at high
pH (> 4), particularly for the relatively base-sensi
tive I, were observed in the chromatogram.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION'

This HPLC assay was designed to measure hy
droxylamine in concentrations ranging from 5 .
10 - 2 to 5 . 10 - 5 M in aqueous solutions containing
high concentrations of pyridinium aldoximes and
their degradation products. By using an HPLC pro
cedure instead of a GC procedure, the ionic aldox
imes and both ionic and neutral decomposition
products could be monitored simultaneously with
the hydroxylamine.

Initial aldoxime concentrations, 0.25 M for toxo
gonin and 0.5 M for 2-PAM and I for the degrada
tion reactions, were selected to reflect dosage prep
arations. The 1000-fold range of concentrations for
hydroxylamine was expected based on previous
studies concerning the degradation of pyridinium
aldoximes [4,5,13,14].
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PAM (pH 3.1) solution when the concentration of
hydroxylamine was near the detection limit of the
assay. The vanillin oxime (peak a) represents hy
droxylamine at the 0.01 % level (a 1/10 000 mol ra
tio of hydroxylamine to 2-PAM, peak b). The large
excess of vanillin (peak c), did not interfere with
quantitation of vanillan oxime or 2-PAM with ei
ther UV or fluorescence detection.

Because the retention times for toxogonin and I
were considerably greater than the retention time of
2-PAM and closer to that of vanillin oxime under
many chromatographic conditions, there was a dis
tinct advantage to using fluorescence detection for
monitoring the vanillin oxime in the mixture of de
grading bis(pyridinium)aldoximes, toxogonin and
I. In Fig. 1C, the vanillin oxime signal was buried
under a decomposition product ofI (peak e), and a
UV measurement was impossible even at high con
centrations of vanillin oxime. With fluorescence de
tection, Fig. 1D, the vanillin oxime (peak a) is free
from interference even when measured near the de
tection limit and in the presence of high concentra
tions of I (peak 1).

Fluorescence detection also had the additional
capability of observing fluorescent degradation
products, such as the pyridones, which are formed
in weakly acidic solutions of pyridinium oximes [3].

Quantitation
To minimize the effect of the large signal from the

excess of vanillin on the vanillin oxime signal in
both UV and fluorescence detection, the ratio of the
two signals was optimized by the selection of detec
tor wavelengths. The ratio of the vanillin oxime to
vanillin signal was 3:1 with the UV detector set at
255 nm and the ratio was 250:1 with the fluorimetric
detector set at 270 nm for excitation and 355 nm for
emission. With these detector parameters, the limit
of detection (a 2: 1 signal-to-noise ratio) for vanillin
oxime was 0.8 ng using the UV detector and 1.5 ng
using the fluorimetric detector. Both detector re
sponses were linear over the range of on-column
quantities (20-2000 ng) monitored.

The precision of the assay was tested at several
conditions with relative standard deviations rang
ing from 1 to 2% when the stable 2-PAM and toxo
gonin solutions at equilibrium were monitored to as
high as 27% when the rapidly decomposing samples
ofI with low concentrations of hydroxylamine were
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monitored. Insight into the accuracy of the method
was gained by the observation that 92 to 95% of the
hydroxylamine added to solutions of pyridinium al
doximes was monitored after derivatization. In ad
dition, hydroxylamine levels measured by this
HPLC method in decomposing solutions of pyridi
nium aldoximes, described below, were compared
with hydroxylamine levels reported [5,13] using
Csaky's colorimetric method for hydroxylamine [7].

Application: pydridinium aldoxime decompositions
Table I summarizes some selected data for the

hydroxylamine level found in aged oxime samples.
The data collected over a six-day period indicated
that equilibrium for the hydrolysis process (eqn. 1)
was attained quite slowly with 2-PAM and toxogo
nin, about six days at room temperature and pH
3.1, and about 4 days at room temperature and pH
2.0. Both the 0.5 M 2-PAM and 0.25 M toxogonin
solutions showed similar concentrations of hydrox
ylamine at corresponding pH values after reaching
equilibrium and the hydroxylamine levels were
clearly pH dependent as expected [1,2]. At pH 1.1
and 60°C the hydroxylamine level was 2.63% for
2-PAM and 2.83% for toxogonin, at pH.2 the levels
were 0.65% and 0.84% respectively, and at pH 3
the levels were 0.17% for both 2-PAM and toxogo
nin solutions.

The anomalous lack of pH dependence reported
by Christenson [5] for a 0.28 M toxogonin solution
analyzed by Csaky's method was not observed in
this study. However, the hydroxylamine level
(2.83%) at pH 1.1 with 0.25 M toxogonin was rea
sonably consistent with a value of 3.9% for a 0.28
M solution at pH 1.7 calculated from Christenson's
data [5]. The hydroxylamine level of 0.17% ob
tained for the 2-PAM solution at pH 3 was slightly
higher than a value of 0.11 % calculated from Bark
man's [13] data for a buffered pH 3 2-PAM meth
anesulfonate solution (0.6 M) stored for two years
and analyzed by Csaky's method. Two six-year-old
samples of buffered (pH 2.5 when opened) 1.8 M
2-PAM chloride from out-dated autoinjectors also
contained 0.17% hydroxylamine and only small
quantities of by-products were detected which in
dicated that further chemical change occured very
slowly once the hydrolysis equilibrium was at
tained.

A previous report of the degradation ofT over the
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pH range 0 to 3 indicated that both the degradation
mechanism and hydroxylamine levels as measured
by the Csaky method were similar for both toxogo
nin and I [14]. In this study, the assay of 0.5 M I at
pH 2.7 led to unexpectedly low levels of hydroxyl
amine and a more complicated degradation pattern
than at pH 1.1. At pH 1.1 and room temperature, I
appeared to be relatively stable and the hydroxyl
amine level of 1.86% after 48 h was similar to the
2.46% level observed with toxogonin. At the higher
pH (2.7) at room temperature only a trace of hy
droxylamine was observed over the entire six day
reaction period and a new major degradation prod
uct, the carboxylic acid derivative of] was identified
[6]. The 60°C reaction at pH 2.7 also showed only
trace quantities of hydroxylamine for the first 48 h
and then an increase to 1.06% by 96 h. However, by
96 h approximately 50% of I had decomposed to a
complex mix of by-products. The low levels of hy
droxylamine in the reactions at pH 2.7 may be ac
counted for by the previous observations that hy
droxylamine reacted with either formaldehyde
formed from the cleavage of the aminal-acetal
bridge which links the two pyridinium rings [4], or
the amide group [6] found in I.
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ABSTRACT

A liquid chromatographic method for the determination of amino acid enantiomers and related amino acid amide enantiomers is
presented. Fluorescent derivatives were formed by reaction with naphthalene-2,3-dicarboxaldehyde--{;yanide reagent. The resulting
benz[f]isoindole amino acid enantiomers and amino acid amide enantiomers were separated on a f3-cyc1odextrin-bonded phase. The
separations were performed with ammonium nitrate buffer containing methanol as mobile phase. The influence of methanol, pH and
buffer concentration in the mobile phase on retention, enantioselectivity and resolution were examined and are discussed. Remarkable
differences in retention behaviour were found for the amino acids and amino acid amides studied on changing mobile phase parameters
such as buffer concentrations and pH. With this method, the separation of an amino acid, together with the corresponding amino acid
amide, into their enantiomers can be achieved in a single isocratic run. The method is suitable for monitoring the enantiomeric purity of
an amino acid obtained by enantioselective hydrolysis of the corresponding acid amide using an aminopeptidase.

INTRODUCTION

Optically pure a-amino acids are important inter
mediates for the production of pharmaceuticals,
food chemicals and agrochemicals. One of the
routes to optically pure a-amino acids is through
organic synthesis of racemic a-amino acid amides
followed by an enantioselective hydrolysis using a
peptidase with relaxed substrate specificity to
achieve resolution on a large scale. In conjunction
with this synthesis, analytical methods -are required
for the control of the enantiomeric purity of both
a-amino acids and a-amino acid amides.

Several high-performance liquid chromatograph
ic (HPLC) methods for the enantiomeric resolution
of a-amino acids have been described. These meth
ods can be divided into three categories: (a) enan
tioseparation on chiral stationary phases (CSPs) di-

Correspondence to: Dr. A. L. L. Duchateau, DSM Research,
Department FA, P.O. Box 18,6160 MD Geleen, Netherlands.

reetly or by using precoJumn derivatization; (b) res
olution of the enantiomers by means of a chiral mo
bile phase, e.g., ligand-exchange methods; and (c)
precolumn derivatization with a chiral reagent, fol
lowed by chromatographic analysis of the resulting
diastereomers.

The aim of this work was to evaluate the poten
tial of a [3-cyclodextrin ([3-CD)-bonded stationary
phase for the enantioseparation of a-amino acids
and a-amino acid amides obtained by enantioselec
tive synthesis.

In earlier studies [1], it was shown that [3-CD
bonded phases can form inclusion complexes with
derivatized and underivatized a-amino acids. How
ever, derivatized a-amino acids containing two or
more aromatic rings are separated the most effec
tively. The enantioselectivity of the following types
of a-amino acid derivatives has been studied on
[3-CD phases: dansyl-a-amino acids [2-4], a-amino
acid [3-naphthylamides [2-4], a-amino acid [3-naph
thy1esters [2-4], isoindole a-amino acids [5], N-(3,5-

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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dinitrobenzoyl)-ex-amino acids [6] and N-(2,4-dini
trophenyl)-ex-amino acids [7]. Except for the N-(3,5
dinitrobenzoyl) and N-(2,4-dinitrophenyl) deriva
tives, all of the above-mentioned derivatives con
tained two rings.

The reaction of ex-amino acids with naph
thalene-2,3-dicarboxyaldehyde (NDA) and cyanide
results in the formation of N-substituted I-cyano
benz[f]isoindole (CBI) derivatives [8], which can
subsequently be analysed by reversed-phase chro
matography.

In this paper, we report on the use of a f3-CD
phase for the enantioseparation of CBI derivatives
of several ex-amino acids and ex-amino acid amides.
The effects of pH, methanol and buffer concentra
tion in the mobile phase and the structural features
of the solutes on the retention, enantioselectivity
and resolution were examined.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
Butyrine (But), valine (Val), norvaline (NVal), p

hydroxyphenylglycine (HPG), phenylglycine (PG)
and phenylalanine (Phe) were obtained from Sigma
(St. Louis, MO, USA). The corresponding acid
amides were synthesized in our laboratory [9]. For
each compound, both the racemic form and at least
one optically pure enantiomer were available.
Naphthalene-2,3-dicarboxyaldehyde was supplied
by Polysciences (Warrington, PA, USA). Water
was purified with a Milli-Q system (Millipore).
HPLC-grade methanol was obtained from Merck
and used as supplied. All other chemicals were of
analytical-reagent grade.

Instrumentation
HPLC was performed using a Gilson (Villiers-le

Bel, France) Model 302 pump and a Gilson Model
231-401 autosampling injector for derivatization
and injection. The injection loop had a 20-pl capac
ity. The f3-cyclodextrin-bonded column (Cyclobond
1,250 x 4.6 mm J.D.) was obtained from Advanced
Separation Technologies (Whippany, NJ, USA).
The column was thermostated at 22°C. The deriv
atives were monitored with a Hitachi (Tokyo, Ja
pan) Model F-l050 fluorescence detector using an
excitation wavelength of 420 nm and an emission
wavelength of 520 nm.
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Mobile phases and derivatization procedure
Ammonium nitrate buffers were prepared by dis

solving the required amount of ammonium nitrate
in water. Mobile phases were prepared by mixing
the buffer solutions with the required amount of
methanol.

For derivatization, NDA reagent was prepared
by dissolving 0.2 mg of NDA per ml of methanol.
For the cyanide reagent, 0.2 mg of potassium cya
nide was dissolved per ml of 0.4 M potassium bo
rate buffer (pH 9.4). ex-Amino acids and ex-amino
acid amides were dissolved in water. Derivatization
was performed automatically with a Gilson Model
231-401 system. The reaction mixture consisted of
200 pi of NDA reagent, 200 pi of cyanide reagent
and 20 pi of the analyte solution. The reaction mix
ture was allowed to stand for at least 2 min at room
temperature before an aliquot was injected into the
HPLC system.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The enantioselectivity of the CBI derivatives of a
series of aliphatic and aromatic ex-amino acids and
ex-amino acid amides on a f3-CD-bonded phase col
umn was examined. In Table I, the capacity factors

TABLE I

SEPARATION DATA FOR THE ENANTIOMERS OF CBI
AMINO ACIDS AND AMINO ACID AMIDES

Chromatographic conditions: flow-rate, 0.8 mljmin; mobile
phase, 0.04 M ammonium nitrate solution (pH 7.0) containing
45% (vjv) methanol. For other conditions, see Experimental.

o:-amino acid k'· 0: R,
or amide

But 13.35 1.05 0.94
But-NH z 3.71 1.07 0.96
Val 15.76 1.05 0.85
Val-NHz 4.46 1.10 1.31
NVal 14.06 1.03 <0.50
NVal-NHz 3.88 1.04 <0.50
HPG 17.72 1.07 1.26
HPG-NH z 4.75 1.05 <0.50
PG 30.97 1.06 1.13
PG-NHz 6.02 1.04 0.54
Phe 20.03 1.09 1.59
Phe-NHz 4.73 1.09 1.18

• Capacity factor of the first-eluted enantiomer.
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Fig. I. Enantiomeric separation of the CBI derivatives of But,
But-NH2 , Val, Val-NH 2 , Phe and Phe-NH 2 . For conditions, see
Table 1.

(k'), selectivities (iX) and resolutions (Rs) obtained
for these compounds are shown. Some typical chro
matograms are shown in Fig. 1.

From Table I, it can be seen that enantioselectiv
ity is obtained for all compounds listed. For the
aliphatic iX-amino acid amides (But-NH 2 , Val-NH 2 ,

NVal-NH2), higher iX values are obtained compared
with the corresponding iX-amino acids. On the other
hand, the iX values for the aromatic iX-amino acid
amides (HPG-NH2 , PG-NH2 , Phe-NH2) are lower
than or equal to those of the iX-amino acid ana
logues. The elution order of the enantiomers was as
follows: D before L for But-NH2, Val, Val-NH 2,

NVal, NVal-NH2, Phe and Phe-NH2; L before D for
But, HPG, HPG-NH2 , PG and PG-NH2 • For all
the iX-amino acids studied, higher k' values were ob
tained in comparison with the corresponding iX-ami
no acid amides.

An explanation for this phenomenon may be
found in the presence of the amide functionality in
the iX-amino acid amides and the carboxylic group
present in the iX-amino acids. For the latter type of
compounds, it may be expected that they exist in the
form of anions at pH 7.0. As both the amide group
and the carboxylate anion can form hydrogen

Effect of methanol
The influence of the methanol content of the mo

bile phase on the retention and resolution of CBI
derivatives of iX-amino acid and iX-amino acid amide
enantiomers has been studied. In all instances, a de
crease in the capacity factor of the enantiomers was
observed as the percentage of methanol increased.

In addition to the k' values, both the separation
factors and resolutions also decreased. Typical
plots of k' and Rs versus methanol concentration for
some CBI derivatives of iX-amino acids and iX-amino
acid amides are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. The effect of

bonds with the hydroxyl groups of the CD, the
higher k' values for the iX-amino acids may result
from stronger hydrogen bonding of the carboxylate
function compared with the amide function. This,
however, does not result in a better enantioselectiv
ity with regard to the iX-amino acid amides.

The benz[f]isoindole group is considered to form
an inclusion complex with the CD cavity and is
therefore assumed to be a major factor in determin
ing the retention and enantioselectivity of the ana
lytes studied. The R substituent in the side-chain of
the iX-amino acid is also considered to playa role in
the retention [10].

From Table I, it can be seen that the k' values of
the CBI derivatives of the iX-amino acids and iX-ami
no acid amides increased, in general, with increas
ing hydrophobicity of the R substituent (ethyl <
propyl < isopropyl < benzyl). This can be ex
plained in terms of a decrease in mobile phase solu
bility of the CBI derivatives with increasing hydro
phobicity of the R substituent, and hence increasing
attraction to the CD stationary phase. However,
the retention observed for PG and PG-NH2 cannot
be explained by the above-mentioned mechanism.
The high k' values for PG and PG-NH2 can be ex
plained if both the benz[f]isoindole group and the
phenyl substituent of PG of PG-NH2 are consid
ered to be included in the CD cavity. If the R group
and the derivative group were both included to the
same extent, no chiral recognition would occur [10].
From Table I, it can be seen that enantioselectivity
is obtained for PG and PG-NH 2 , but less than for
Phe and Phe-NH2 • A partial inclusion of the phenyl
substituent of PG and PG-NH2 would therefore
provide a reasonable explanation for the retention
behaviour and enantioselectivity observed.
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Fig. 2. Influence of methanol content in the mobile phase on the
capacity factor (solid lines) and resolution (dotted lines) of the
CBI derivatives of(6, ...)But-NH2 , (O,e)Val-NH 2 and (0, +-)
Phe-NH2 . Mobile phase, 40 mM ammonium nitrate buffer (pH
5.4); flow-rate, 0.8 ml{min. k' is the capacity factor of the first
eluted enantiomer.

methanol content on the retention of CBI-a-amino
acids shows the same tendencies as those observed
with dansyl-a-amino acids [3,10] and DNP-a-amino
acids [7]. With respect to the effect on the resolu
tion, our data agree well with those for dansyl-a
amino acids [3] and DNP-a-amino acids [7]. How
ever, in another study on dansyl-a-amino acids [10]
an increase in resolution was observed when the
methanol content was increased.

Effect ofpH
The effect of pH on the retention and resolution

was investigated by varying the pH of the mobile
phase from 4.0 to 7.0. For the CBI derivatives of
Val, But and Phe and the corresponding acid
amides, the results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. In the
case of the CBI-lX-amino acids (Fig. 5), a decreased
retention with increase in pH is observed. The same
observations were made for DNP-a-amino acids [7]
and dansyl-a-amino acids [10].

Because of the electron-withdrawing properties
of the benz[lJisoindole group, the pKa values of the
CBI-a-amino acids studied are expected to be lower

6

pH

Fig. 4. Influence of pH of the mobile phase on the capacity factor
(solid lines) and resolution (dotted lines) of the CBl derivatives
of (6,"')Val-NH z, (O,e)But-NH z and (O,+-)Phe-NHz. Mo
bile phase, 40 mM ammonium nitrate buffer containing 45%
(v{v) methanol; flow-rate, 0.8 ml{min. pH measured in the aque
ous part of the mobile phase. k' is the capacity factor of the
first-eluted enantiomer.
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Fig. 3. Influence of methanol content in the mobile phase on the
capacity factor (solid lines) and resolution (dotted lines) of the
CBI derivatives of (6,"')But, (O,e)PG and (O,+-)Phe. Mo
bile phase, 80 mM ammonium nitrate buffer (pH 5.3); flow-rate,
1.0 ml{min. k' is the capacity factor of the first-eluted
enantiomer.
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Fig. 5. Influence of pH of the mobile phase on the capacity factor
(solid lines) and resolution (dotted lines) of the CBl derivatives
of (6,. )Val, (0,. )But and (0, • )Phe. Conditions and defini
tions of pH and k' as in Fig. 4.

than those of the native C(-amino acids. Therefore,
no significant change in the carboxylic acid/carbox
ylate anion ratio is expected in the pH range stud
ied; the CBI-C(-amino acids will be mainly present as
anions. Hence, the binding strength of the CBI-iX
amino acids with the CD stationary phase should
not be affected by changes in pH. For DNP-C(-ami
no acids, the decrease in k' has been explained by
assuming competition between the DNP-C(-amino
acid anions and the OH- ions for binding with the
hydroxyl groups of the CD [7]. This mechanism
may also explain the data obtained for CBI-C(-ami
no acids. The increase in OH- ions that occurs
when the pH is increased will weaken the binding
strength of the carboxylate anions and hence that of
the CBI-C(-amino acid solutes. Consequently, a de
crease in k' with increase in pH is observed. On
changing the pH, no significant change in the Rs

values of the CBI-C(-amino acids was observed.
In contrast to the CBI-C(-amino acids, the k' val

ues of the CBI-C(-amino acid amides remained con
stant in the pH range 4.0-7.0. This may be ex
plained by assuming that in the presence of OH
and buffer anions, the hydrogen-bonding ability of
the neutral acid amide group is too small to bind to

ISS

the hydroxyl groups of the CD. Consequently, the
overall interaction of the CBI-C(-amino acid amides
with the CD cavity will not be affected by a change
in pH.

Effect of buffer concentration
The ammonium nitrate concentration in the

eluent was varied in order to study its influence on
the retention and resolution of both CBI-C(-amino
acid and CBI-C(-amino acid amides. The results for
Val, But, HPG and the corresponding C(-amino acid
amides are presented in Figs. 6 and 7. For the CBI
C(-amino acid amides (Fig. 6), no significant changes
in either the k' or the Rs values were observed with
varying buffer concentration. For the CBI-C(-amino
acids, on the other hand (Fig. 7), the k' values de
creased with increasing buffer concentration. With
respect to the resolution, there was a slight increase
for HPG, whereas a slight decrease occurred for But
and Val.

As cydodextrins have the ability to bind inorgan
ic anions such as nitrate [11], the buffer anions may
compete with the CBI-C(-amino acid anions for

25 ....-----------,2

20 ~..................•..............

15 ..

10 ................•.........................

5 ---0--====4
-o'------·q>

o '--__...L-__........__---' 0

10 20 30 40

Buffer Concentration (mmol/Il...
Fig. 6. Influence of buffer concentration of the mobile phase on
the capacity factor (solid lines) and resolution (dotted lines) of
the CBl derivatives of (6,.)Val-NH2 , (O,.)But-NH 2 and
(0,. )HPG-NH2 . Mobile phase, ammonium nitrate buffer (pH
5.6) containing 45% (v/v) methanol; flow-rate, 1.0 ml/min. k' is
the capacity factor of the first-eluted enantiomer.
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Fig. 7. Influence of buffer concentration' of the mobile phase on
the capacity factor (solid lines) and resolution (dotted lines) of
the CBI derivatives of (.6,A)Val, (O,e)But and (O,+)HPG.
Mobile phase, ammonium nitrate buffer (pH 5.4) containing
50% (vjv) methanol; flow-rate, 1.0 mljmin. k' is the capacity
factor of thc first-eluted enantiomer.

binding with the hydroxyl groups of the CD. The
decrease in the retention can therefore be explained
by increased exclusion of the negatively charged
CBI-a-amino acid from the CD cavity at higher ion
ic strength of the eluent.

For the CBI-a-amino acid amides it is expected
that even at the lowest buffer concentration studied
(10 mM), the nitrate anions will interfere with the
hydrogen bonding of the neutral acid amide func
tionality with the hydroxyls of the CD. This sit
uation evidently does not change at higher nitrate
concentrations. Analogous to the effect of OH-,
the overall interaction of the CBI-a-amino acid
amides with the CD cavity will therefore not be af
fected by variation of the buffer concentration.
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CONCLUSIONS

The results indicate that on-line derivatization of
a-amino acids and the corresponding a-amino acid
amides with NDA-eyanide reagent, followed by
separation on a P-CD column, is a useful assay for
the control of the enantiomeric purity of both
a-amino acids and a-amino acid amides.

Among the mobile phase parameters studied, the
methanol content in the mobile phase is the most
effective parameter for adjusting the enantiomeric
resolution of both a-amino acids and a-amino acid
amides. By adapting the elution conditions, the
method described may also be useful for the enan
tioseparation of other a-amino acids and related
a-amino acid amides.
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ABSTRACT

Seven tetracyc1ic monocarboxylic acid gibberellins (GAl' GA3 , GA4 , GAs' GA7 , GAg and GA30) and the methyl ester derivatives of
GAl' GA 3 , GA4 , GA 7 and GAg were analyzed using combined high-performance liquid chromatography-thermospray mass spec
trometry or direct injection thermospray mass spectrometry. The seven free acid GAs were resolved using a 25-min water-acetonitrile
(0.1 M ammonium acetate) gradient mobile phase and a Slim, 150 mm x 4.6 mm, ODS column. Positive-ion thermospray mass spectra
of these compounds typically showed intense [M +NH4 ] + ions and few, if any, fragment ions. In the negative-ion mode (filament on)
the free acid GAs showed [M - Hr or [M +HC0 2r ions as the base peaks. Negative-ion spectra of the methyl ester GAs showed the
[M +HC0 2r ions, however, the base peaks were [Mr' or 1M +HC02Hr ions attributed to electron capture processes. Thermospray
tandem mass spectra were obtained for GAl' GA3 and GA30 from the collisionally activated dissociation (CAD) of their [M +NH4 ]+
ions. The CAD mass spectra show differences which allow the differentiation of the isomers GA 3 and GA30 without the chromato
graphic separation. The daughter ions resulting from fragmentation processes corresponded to varying losses of CO, CO2 , ammonia
and water.
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INTRODUCTION

Gibberellins (GAs) are a group of naturally oc
curring plant hormones responsible for a variety of
biological activities, such as growth promotion, and
are generally thought to be ubiquitously present in
plants [1]. Numerous GAs have been analyzed, typ
ically in low concentrations, from biological sources
including spruce [2], begonia leaves [3], apricot
seeds [4], peas [5], fungi [6] and soil [7]. The analysis
of specific GAs in biological samples routinely in
volves the use of high-performance liquid chroma-
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tography (HPLC), primarily as an isolation and pu
rification step, prior to analysis by gas chromatog
raphy GC-mass spectrometry (MS). Methods for
GA separations utilizing normal- and reversed
phase HPLC have been reported [8-11]. Although
GC-MS is a sensitive method for the determination
of GAs, the procedure requires two derivatization
steps typically via methylation and silylation reac
tions. On-column permethylation of GAs has been
reported as one alternative to the previous proce
dures [12]; however, the MS analysis is still of a
structurally altered GA. Ideally, a method for GA
analysis involving no structural alterations is pre
ferred.

The development of combined HPLC and ther
mospray (TSP) MS technology has allowed new
opportunities for the mass spectral analysis of
compounds which cannot be analyzed by GC-MS
without prior derivatization [13]. Limited data con
cerning the HPLC-MS analysis of GAs have been
reported in the literature [14-16]. This report de
scribes the analysis of a set of seven free acid GAs
and five methyl ester GA derivatives by HPLC
TSP-MS, HPLC-TSP-MS-MS, or direct injection
TSP-MS.

EXPERIMENTAL

Chemicals
Gibberellic acid (GA 3) and the methyl esters of

GAb GA3 , GA4 , GA7 and GA 9 were obtained
from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA). The free acid
gibberellins GAl, GA4 , GAs, GA 7 , GA9 and GA30

were the generous gift of Dr. Noboru Murofushi,
Department of Agricultural Chemistry, University
of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan. The compounds were dis
solved in methanol and an aliquot diluted with 0.1
M ammonium acetate. The organic solvents used
were ofHPLC grade and all other chemicals were of
the highest purity available. Deionized water (18
Mnjcm) was obtained from a Milli-Q water puri
fication system (Millipore, Bedford, MA, USA).

High-performance liquid chromatography
Two HPLC systems were utilized during this

study.
System 1 employed a 250 mm x 4.6 mm LD., 5

,urn ODS column (Beckman InstrumentsjAltex Sci
entific Operations, San Ramon, CA, USA). The
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mobile phase was aqueous 0.1 M ammonium ace
tate-acetonitrile (85: 15) maintained at a flow-rate
of 1.25 mljmin by an Isco' LC-5000 syringe pump
(Isco, Lincoln, NE, USA). Typically, 50-100-,u1 vol
umes were injected on-column utilizing a Model
7125 injector (Rheodyne, Cotati, CA, USA).

System 2 consisted of a SP8700XR programmer
and pumping system (Spectra-Physics, Santa Clara,
CA, USA) and a 5 ,urn (150 mm x 4.6 mm LD.)
Spherisorb ODS-2 column (Phase Separations,
Norwalk, CT, USA). Gradient eluents were ratios
of 0.1 M ammonium acetate (adjusted to pH 4 with
formic acid) and either acetonitrile or methanol as
the organic modifier. The flow-rate was maintained
at 1.0 mljmin and sample injections were made us
ing a Rheodyne Model 7125 injector.

Direct injection thermospray mass spectrometry
The liquid carrier for direct injection TSP-MS

analysis was 0.1 M aqueous ammonium acetate
methanol (90:10, vjv) and was maintained at a flow
rate of 1.25 mljmin using the Isco LC-5000 syringe
pump. Typically, 100-,u1 volumes were injected uti
lizing a Rheodyne Model 7125 injector.

Thermospray mass spectrometry
A Finnigan MAT TSQ 70 triple stage quadrupole

mass spectrometer equipped with a Finnigan MAT
thermospray interface and source (San Jose, CA,
USA) was used. The vaporizer and block temper
atures were optimized to maximize the ion intensity
of the [M +NH4 ] + ion. Typically, the vaporizer was
adjusted to 1OSOC and the ion source block was set
at 220°C. Negative-ion spectra were obtained using
the filament-on mode. When operated in the tan
dem MS mode the collision gas was argon set at
approximately 0.5 mTorr and the collision energy
was set at 25 eV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Combined HPLC-TSP-MS was used to analyze
the seven monocarboxylic acid gibberellins (GAs)
shown in Fig. 1. The chromatographic character
istics and the positive-ion TSP-MS results are
shown in Table L The retention order observed us
ing these chromatographic systems correlates with
that reported elsewhere [11] and is consistent with
the chemical structures of the compounds.
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GA30

MW= 346

Fig. 1. Chemical structures of the gibberellins analyzed during
this study. MW = Molecular weight.
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Fig. 2: Gradient HPLC-thermospray mass chromatogram of
seven free acid gibberellins. HPLC system 2, mobile phase: gra
dient from.acetonitrile-Q.I M ammonium acetate (5:95) to aceto
nitrile-o.l M ammonium acetate (10:90) in 0.5 min, then to ace
tonitrile-O.I M ammonium acetate (50:50) in 17 min, flow-rate:
J.O ml/min, thermospray souce: 250°C, thermospray interface
temperature programming from 88T to 85T in 15 min. Time in
min:s.
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Fig. 2 shows an HPLC-thermospray mass chro
matogram of the seven free acid GAs analyzed. The
chromatographic conditions used are given in the
figure caption. The amount of each GA contained

in the injection was in the range of 0.5-1.0 Jig. Al
though gradient programming frequently results in
varying thermospray conditions and probe temper
ature programming is needed to preserve optimal

TABLE I

SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS FROM THE HPLC-TSP-MS ANALYSIS OF GIBBERELLINS

Compound MW Retention time
(min)"

System I System 2

Major ions observed

Others (%)b

GAl 348 I.3 8.2 366(100)
GA3 346 I.3 7.9 364(100)
GA4 332 7.0 16.8 350(100)
GAs 330 1.8 11.8 348(100)
GA7 330 6.3 16.4 348(100)
GAg 316 16.0 21.1 334(100)
GA30 346 I.3 7.2 364(100)
GAl-methyl 362 d.i.' d.i. e 380(100)
GA3-methyl 360 d.i. e d.i. e 378(100)
GA4 ·methyl 346 d.i.' d.i.' 364(100)
GA 7 -methyl 344 d.i.' d.i.' 362(100)
GA9-methyl 330 d.i.' d.i.' 348(100)

302(6)

286(41)
317(5)
302(26)

331(70), 299(10)

" HPLC retention times: system I is described in the Experimental section, system 2 is the gradient HPLC system described in the legend
to Fig. 2.

b Spectral data shown were obtained using HPLC system 1. The relative intensity of the ion is listed in the parentheses after the m/z of
the ion.

e The TSP-MS analysis was peformed via direct injection of the sample.
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100 m/z:348

Fig. 3. lsocratic HPLC-thermospray mass chromatogram of
GA4 and GA 7 in admixture obtained using HPLC system 1.

showed an intense [M + NH 4 ] + ion as the base peak
with few, if any, fragment ions. Although the data
set is limited, two observations can be made regard
ing the structure of the GAs and the ions detected
when the compounds were analyzed by TSP-MS.
First, of the set of GAs analyzed by TSP-MS, GA3 ,

GA 7 and GA30 have a double bond across the C-3
and C-4 carbons and a hydroxyl group at the C-2
carbon (see Fig. 1). It is shown in Table I that the
thermospray mass spectra for these three GAs in
cluded an [M + NH4 - 62] + ion in addition to the
[M + NH4 ] + ion. This [M + NH4 - 62] + ion might
be attributed to the [M + NH4 - CO2 - H 2 0]+
ion. There appears to be a correlation between the
presence of the C-3-C-4 double bond near the
-COO- bridge and the removal of CO2 in combina
tion with a loss of water resulting in a total loss of
62 daltons from the [M +NH4 ] + ion. Secondly, in
Table I it is noted that GA9 is the only GA of the
sample set analyzed to show an [M +H] + ion for
both the free acid and the methylated species. As
seen in Fig. 1, GA9 is the only GA analyzed that
does not have a double bond or a hydroxyl moiety.
This suggests that even in the absence of these
groups the proton affinity of GA9 is sufficient to
produce an [M + H] + ion. The abundance of the
[M +NH4] + adducts and the absence of a [M + H] +

ion seen in the TSP-MS spectra of the GAs which
have double bonds and hydroxyl groups could be
explained by stabilization of the adducts with am
monia associated with the presence of the double
bond and hydroxyl groups.

Fig. 5 shows the thermospray response curve ob
tained by injecting various amounts (0.1 to 2.0 J1g)
of GA3 and the methyl ester GA 3 derivative. The
thermospray response data for GA3 are shown as
the peak area under the fragment ion peak seen at
m/z 302, the base peak at m/z 364, and the com
bined peak areas of both. Each gave a linear ther
mospray response as evidenced by correlation coef
ficients of 0.995, 0.996 and 0.996 respectively. The
linearity observed for the [M +NH4 ] + ion at m/z
378 for the methyl ester of GA 3 is also shown in
Fig. 5. In addition to the thermospray response be
ing more sensitive for this ion it gave the most linear
response of the ions analyzed (correlation coeffi
cient = 0.999). These data suggest that HPLC
TSP-MS could be used to detect these GAs down to
levels of about 100 ng.

GA,

MW=332

JJ
4 5 6 7 8

Time (min)

~:: • ':::M ,\.
] 60Lm""I-Z:~35~0-----_~!lO-_--l:..L..:!!!ot>-_--l

.5:

response, acceptable separation of these com
pounds within a reasonable analysis time (22 min)
required using a gradient HPLC system. Baseline
separation between GA4 and GA7 was observed us
ing HPLC system 1 (Fig. 3), however, no resolution
between the more polar GA 3 , GAl and GA30 was
achieved (Table I).

As shown in Fig. 4 and Table I, the positive-ion
thermospray mass spectra of the free acid GAs
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Fig. 4. HPLC--1hermospray mass spectrum of GA 3 obtained us-
ing HPLC system 1.
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m/z: 364

For comparative purposes, thermospray mass
spectra of five methyl ester GA compounds were
also obtained. As shown in Table I, the positive-ion
thermospray mass spectra resulting from the direct
injection analysis of five methyl ester GA deriva
tives also showed predominantly the [M + NH4 ] +

ion as the base peak with few fragment ions. Fig. 6
compares consecutive injections of 30 and 60 ng
GA 3 (Fig. 6A) and GA 3-methyl ester (Fig. 6B) us
ing an isocratic HPLC system. This figure clearly
shows the increased sensitivity of the thermospray
detector for the methyl ester GA3 derivative over
that of the free acid. Detection-oriented derivatiza
tion resulting in increased thermospray response for
various compounds has been reported [17-19]. Al-

. though the objective of this study was to investigate
the utility ofHPLC-TSP-MS to directly analyze the
free acid GAs, these data suggest that the increased
thermospray sensitivity gained by methylation of
the free acid function may be incorporated for GA
analysis in biological samples requiring higher de
tection sensitivity. This can be readily accomplished
using diazomethane. We have previously described
asimplified procedure for the preparation of diazo
methane and subsequent sample derivatization [20].

Negative-ion thermospray data (filament-on
mode) are presented in Table II. To our knowledge
this is the first report of the negative-ion thermo
spray analysis of GAs. As shown in Table II, most
of the free acid. GAs showed the [M - H] - or the
[M + HCOzr ion as the base peak or as a major
peak in their negative-ion mass spectrum. The
methyl ester GAs did not display an [M - H] - ion,
but showed either the [M]'- or the [M + HCOzr

. ion as the base peak in their negative-ion thermo
spray mass spectra. These data demonstrate that
TSP-MS in the negative-ion mode can also be used
for the analysis of either free acid GAs or the meth
yl ester derivatives. However, positive-ion detection
of these compounds was about IO times more sensi
tive and did not require use of the filament-on
mode.

HPLC-TSP-MS-MS spectra were obtained for
the isomeric GAs GA 3 and GA3o • As shown in Ta
ble I GAl, GA3 and GA30 co-eluted when analyzed
using HPLC system 1. Figs. 7 and 8 show the colli
sionally activated dissociation (CAD) daughter ion
mass spectra of the [M +NH4 ] + ions at m/z 364 for
GA 3 and GA 3o, respectively. These mass spectra

400

60ng

300

30ng

200
ot-r....-+....,u,-,I+r+''l''-i-'~~

100

0.5 1 1.5 2

AMOUNT INJECTED (pg)

Fig. 5. Graph showing the thennospray response (peak area) vs.

the amount (/lg) of GA 3 and its methyl ester injected. HPLC
system 2, mobile phase: isocratic, for GA3 acetonitrile--O.I M
ammonium acetate (15:85), for GA3-methyl ester acetoni
trile-0.l M ammonium acetate (20:80), flow-rate 1.0 mllmin,
thermospray source: 250"C, thermospray interface: 87'C for
GA 3, 85'C for GA 3-methyl ester (GA 3ME).

Scan Number

Fig. 6. Selected ion current profiles of consecutive injections of
30 ng and 60 ng each of GA3 (A) and GA 3-methyl ester (B).
HPLC system 2, mobile phase: isocratic, for. GA 3 acetoni
trile-0.1 M ammonium acetate (15:85), for GA 3-methyl ester
acetonitrile-0.l M ammonium acetate (20:80), flow-rate: 1.0 mIl
min, thermospray source: 250'C, thermospray interface: 87'C
for GA3 , 85'C for GA3-methyl ester.
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show the potential of tandem MS to differentiate
these isomers without chromatographic separation.
Comparison of the CAD daughter ion mass spec
trum of GA 3 with that of GA3o, shows that the

principal difference is the relative intensities of the
daughter ions at m/z 239, m/z 265 and m/z 293. In
the CAD mass spectrum GA 3 , m/z 239 is a promi
nent daughter ion, while daughter ions at m/z 265
and m/z 293 are not observed. In the CAD mass
spectrum for GA3o, m/z 239 is a minor daughter
ion, while daughter ions at m/z 265 and m/z 293 are
readily observed. The differences seen in the
daugther ion spectra could be explained by different
fragmentation pathways involving the loss of a wa
ter molecule which is observed for GA30 but not for
GA3 . The importance of these CAD data is that it
demonstrates that TSP-MS-MS can be used to dif
ferentiate these two isomers under HPLC condi
tions where they co-elute and have indistinguish
able thermospray mass spectra.

Because GAl co-eluted with GA3 and GA30

when analysed using HPLC system 1 CAD daugh
ter ion analysis was also performed on GAl. Fig. 9
shows the CAD daughter ion mass spectrum of m/z
366 from GAl. This CAD daughter ion mass spec
trum showed daughter ions at m/z 349, m/z 331, m/z
303, and m/z 285. These ions can be attributed to
the loss ofNH3 , followed by losses ofHzO, CO and
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H20. Thus both the thermospray mass spectrum
and the TSP-MS-MS CAD daughter ion mass
spectrum of GAl can be used to distinguish it from
either GA3 or GA 3o•

CONCLUSIONS

This study demonstrates TSP-MS, HPLC-TSP
MS and tandem MS to be useful for the analysis
and characterization of gibberellin compounds that
nave one carboxylic acid group as well as their
methyl ester derivatives. Elimination of the need for
derivatization is one advantage of HPLC-TSP-MS
over GC-MS analysis, however, the enhanced ther
mospray sensitivity observed with the methylated
GAs suggest methylation may be advantageous for
the HPLC-TSP-MS analysis of low-level GAs in
biological samples. These techniques may also be
applicable for the analysis of other gibberellin com
pounds including those containing two or. more
acid groups and their conjugates.
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ABSTRACT

Stillingia oil is a Chinese raw material containing biosynthetically intriguing estolides. Oil extracted from the kernels of the seeds of
Sapium sebiferum Roxb. was investigated using various high-performance liquid chromatographic (HPLC) techniques such as reversed
phase HPLC of the oil itself, its triacylglycerol and estolide fractions, both with refractive index and with UV detection at two different
wavelengths, and using normal-phase (silica) HPLC of the tocopherols. Qualitative fingerprints and semi-quantitative results on
triacylglycerols and estolides and on tocopherols are given. In the tocopherol fraction, stillingia oil contains nearly pure (92%)
y-tocotrienol.

INTRODUCTION

The Chinese tallow tree Sapium sebiferum Roxb.
is a "renewable resource" of local importance from
which two totally different fats can be produced.
Chinese tallow is a potential raw material for edible
fats because it contains mostly symmetrical 1,3cdi
palmitoyl-2-oleoylglycerol (POP)** from wich co
coa butter substitutes can be produced [1-4].

Stillingia oil is a liquid drying oil produced from
seed kernels of the tree. In China it is used as a raw
material for the local lacquer and paint industry
[1,5-13]. Stillingia oil is interesting because it con
tains, in addition to a range of highly unsaturated
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Physics of Lipids, Federal Centre for Cereals, Potato and Lipid
Research, Piusallee 76, W-4400 Miinster, Germany.

« Present address: North Laodong Street 56, Xian, Shaanxi
Province, China.

«« Fatty acids and triacylglycerols are abbreviated {as usual in
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) of lipids
[21,22]} using S, P, 0, Land Ln for stearoyl, palmitoyl,
oleoyl, linoleoyl and linolenoyl residues, respectively. E
stands for estolide.

triacylglycerols (TG) [6-9] also a range of estolides
(Fig. I). Because of this remarkable feature a num
ber of studies have been published on stillingia oil,
using more conventional methods of lipid analysis
[5,10-15].

Quantitative studies using HPLC with IR detec
tion on a silica column showed that estolides
amount to about 25 mol% of the oil [10]. The esto
!ide moiety occurs exclusively in the sn-3-position of
the glycerol [5,11].

o
II

CH2o-c~

I ~
CH-O-C~

I ~ 0
CH-O-C, /\. /==, II

2 yo V" '--o-c~

Fig. I. A typical Sapium sebiferum estolide. The sn-3-position is
esterified with the allenic w-hydroxy-5,6-octadienoic acid, which
itself is esterified with trans-2,cis-4-decadienoic acid. Positions
sn-I and sn-2 are occupied by normal unsaturated fatty acids
(O.L.Ln).

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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EXPERIMENTAL

Seeds of Sapium sebiferum were obtained from
Sichuan Province, China. After removal of the seed
coat fat (Chinese tallow) [1], the seeds were ground
and stillingia oil (kernel oil) was extracted with hex
ane.

The oil as extracted was used directly for re
versed-phase HPLC of the intact oil and for HPLC
of the tocopherols. For further investigation, the oil
was separated into two zones by preparative thin
layer chromatography (TLC) on plates of 0.5 mm
thickness [20 x 20 em, Kieselgel 60 (E. Merck,
Darmstadt, Germany)] using hexane-diethyl ether
(65:35, v/v). Zone I (triacylglycerols) migrated to a
higher RF value than zone II (estolides). After detec
tion with phloxin (0.02% in ethanol), both zones
were scraped off and the lipids extracted from the
silica with diethyl ether.

Gas chromatography (GC)
The GC system used was a Perkin-Elmer F 22 +

AS 41 with flame ionization detection and a Silar 5
CP WCOT fused-silica (Chrompack, Middelburg,
Netherlands) column (50 m x 0.22 mm 1.0., film
thickness 0.21 /lm). The column temperature was
programmed from 160 to 200°C at I°Cjmin; the de
tector and injector temperatures were 230°C. A
0-2000 chromato-integrator (Merck-Hitachi) was
used.

Fatty acid methyl esters were prepared using bo
ron trifluoride-methanol.

Optical activity
Measurements of the specific rotation of stillingia

oil, zone I and zone II were carried out in chloro
form using a polarimeter (Perkin-Elmer 241 MC;
chloroform blank, sodium lamp, 1.0-cm micro-cu
vettes).

Mass spectrometry
After hydrogenation (Walter F. C. Ebel 2410

Miiller, hydrogen generator), zone II was investi
gated by mass spectrometry (Varian MAT CH 7
mass spectrometer, source temperature 250°C, 10- 6

Torr) to verify its structure.

HPLC
HPLC was carried out usmg two separate re-
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versed-phase (RP) systems, one with two columns
and a refractive index (RI) detector, the other with
only one column and a short-wavelength UV detec
tor. HPLC of tocopherols was carried out in the
usual way using a silica column with a fluorescence
detector.

HPLC system 1, used for oils, triacylglycerols
and estolides, with UV and RI detection, consisted
ofa Merck-Hitachi 655-12 pump and LC 5000 gra
dient controller, Superspher RP-18 end-capped col
umn (E. Merck) (250 x 4 mm 1.0., 4 /lm), Rheo
dyne Model 7125 injection valve (20 Ill) and Model
655-A-22 variable-wavelength UV monitor set at
210,235 and 260 nm. Alternatively, an ERC-7510
RI detector was also used with HPLC system 1. The
UV-transparent mobile phase used was acetoni
trile-propanol-2-hexane (70:20: 10, v/v/v) at 0.8 ml/
mm.

HPLC system 2, used for oils, triacylglycerols
and estolides, with RI detection only, consisted of a
Waters Model 510 pump, Rheodyne Model 7125
injector (20 Ill), two NucleosillOO CI8 columns (250
mm x 4 mm 1.0., 5 /lm) (Knauer, Berlin, Germa
ny) and a Knauer RI detector. The mobile phase
was acetonitrile-acetone (38:62, v/v) at 0.9 ml/min.

HPLC system 3, used for tocopherols in oils with
fluorescence detection, consisted of a Merck-Hita
chi L-6000 pump, Rheodyne Model 7125 injection
valve (20 Ill), a Nucleosil 50 silica column (250 x 4
mm 1.0., 5 /lm) (Knauer) and a Merck-Hitachi
F-I000 fluorescence detector set at 295/330 nm. The
mobile phase was hexane-dioxane (95:5, v/v) at 1.0
ml/min. Dilute solutions of chinese tallow and still
ingia oil were injected directly.

Peak integration was performed with a Merck
Hitachi 0-2500 chromato-integrator [a drawback
of such an integrator for applications of this type,
however, is that they are unable to recalculate rela
tive retention times (RRT) after one peak has been
designated as having RRT = 1.000].

Palm oil, soyabean oil, linseed oil and interester
ified mixtures of LnLnLn, LLL, 000 and PPP (see
footnote in Introduction) and saturated TG (C30

CS4) were used to identify individual peaks in TG
HPLC.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Stillingia oil and tung oil are both classical Chi-
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Fig. 2. RP-HPLC-RI fingerprints of Chinese tallow, stillingia oil and its triacylglycerol and estolide fractions. HPLC system 2 was used
with RI detection; for HPLC conditions, see text. S, P, 0, L: stearic, palmitic, oleic and linoleic acid residues, respectively.

nese drying oils. Although the content of highly un
saturated and conjugated fatty acids in tung oil is
higher than in stillingia oil, the latter is the better
drying oil [16]. A potential explanation for this is
the presence of estolides in stillingia oil which are
unstable and easily oxidized.

In conventional fingerprint RP-HPLC-RI traces
of Chinese tallow, stillingia oil and its triacylglyce
rol and estolide fractions (Fig. 2), one notices imme
diately that stillingia oil and its two fractions con
tain Illuch more highly unsaturated triacylglycerol
and estolide molecules than Chinese tallow, which
contains mostly POP.

By comparison with known oils and triacylglyce
rol reference mixtures, the triacylglycerol peaks in
the RP-HPLC traces (UV at 210 nm and RI) were
furth~r identified as shown in Fig. 3. The identifica
tion o"rthe estolides (--E) is tentative. Because of the

different mobile phases, the separation selectivity is
slightly different (compare Fig. 3a and b).

The relative. contribution of one estolide (E)
moiety towards reducing retention in RP-HPLC is
large, although this is caused primarily by the addi
tional (fourth) ester group. The four double bonds
are not fully available for interaction with the chro
matographic system, i.e., they are not contributing
fully to retention time reduction in RP-HPLC, two
of them because they form an allene and the other
two because they are conjugated. However,· ex
change of an L by an E residue, as in LLE vs. LLL
peaks, causes a dramatic decrease in retention time.

The results of the optical rotation analysis of still
ingia oil (Table I) show that the optical activity is
clearly caused by zone II. It has been discussed
[5,11] that not the estolide in the sn-3-position as
such but rather the allene in the Cs hydroxy fatty
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Fig. 3. RP-HPLC of intact stillingia oil: (a) with UV detection, HPLC system I; (b) with RI detection, HPLC system 2. Triacylglycerol
peaks are identified by comparison with known oils and triacylglycerol standards. Identification of estolide peaks (--E) is tentative. For
HPLC conditions, see text. P, 0, L, Ln: palmitic, oleic, linoleic, linolenic acid residues, respectively; E = estolide.

acid moiety of the estolides is the major cause of
optical activity.

Mass spectrometry of the hydrogenated zone II
showed M + at m/z 920 and fragments at m/z 297,
371,425 and 637. This result confirms the presence
of estolides [5]..

In the estolides, apparently the moiety consisting
of 2,4-decadienoic acid and w-hydroxyc 5,6-octadie
noic acid (the allene causing the major part of the
optical activity) is constant in the sn-3 position
[5,9,11). In RP-HPLC, the observed differences in
the retention of the individualestolides are intro
duced by the various fatty acids (0, L, Ln) esterified
at positions I and 2.

Fig. 4 shows GC traces of the oil and its two
fractions. Table II shows the area composition

found for the fatty acids; however, no precautions
were taken against losses of the Cs and C10 acids
[II]. Compared with the results of Sprecher et al. [5]

TABLE I

SPECIFIC ROTATION OF STILLINGIA OIL AND ITS
FRACTIONS

Component Concentration Value [Q(]~O n
(g per 100 ml) measured

Stillingia oil 1.02 -0.056 - 5.49
Stillingia oil 4.98 -0.263 -5.28
Zone I 2.92 - O.oll -0.38
Zone II 1.00 -0.212 - 21.20
Stillingia oil [13] -5.01
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Fig. 4. GC of fatty acid methyl esters obtained from (a) stillingia oil and its (b) triacylglycerol and (c) estolide TLC-fractions. For GC
conditions, see text. 16:0, 18:0, 1.8:1, 18:2, 18:3 and 20:1 are the usual fatty acid shorthand no~ations; 10:2 = 2t,4c-decadienoic acid.

and Narang and Sadgopal [8], our samples had a
significantly higher linolenic acid content (38%).
However, up to 50% or. more linolenic acid has
been found in samples from Pakistan [7] and else-

where [11]. Apart from the Cs and C IO acids, which
have been reported to be missing in samples from
India and Pakistan [7,8], the fatty acid composi
tions of both the TG and estolide fractions are very
similar.

TABLE II

FATTY ACID COMPOSITION (AREA%) OF STILLINGIA OIL AND ITS TRIACYLGLYCEROL (ZONE I) AND ESTOLIDE
(ZONE II) FRACTIONS

Sample Fatty acidsa

10:2 16:0 18:0 18:1 n-9 18:1 n-7 18:2 n-6 18:3 n-3 20:1 n-'9 Unidenti-
fied b

Stillingia oil:
Sample I 3.3 5.9 2.3 13.8 0.8 36.1 37.3 0.3 0.2
Sample 2 2.8 5.6 2.3 13.9 0.8 35.5 38.3 0.3 0.5

Zone I (triacylglycerols) 6.0 2.4 14.8 0.8 35.9 39.0 0.3 0.8
Zone II (estolidesa

) 7.6 5.6 2.0 12.1 0.8 36.5 32.6 0.3 2.5

a w-Hydroxy-5,6-octadienoic acid was not determined and no special efforts were made to secure a quantitative recovery of 10:2.
b Traces of C12 and C14 (unsaturated) acids.
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TABLE III

TENTATIVE TRIGLYCERIDE AND ESTOLIDE COMPOSITION OF SAPIUM SEBIFERUM FATS AND THEIR FRAC
TIONS

Area% (RI) from RP-HPLC with RI detection (uncorrected). PN = partition number, defined in the usual way [19,26) as carbon
number (CN) minus twice the double bond number (DB): PN = CN-2DB. Although PN is not applicable as such to the esto)ides (--E),
with their experimentally observed equivalent partition numbers EPN [26) they fall within the TG PN ranges as indicated in the table
(vertical columns).

Sample Triglycerides and estolides (--E)
(HPLC-systemjdetector)

LnLnE LLnE LLE PN = 36 PN = 38 PN = 40"

LnLnLn OLnE PLnE LLnLn OLE PLE LLnL OLnLn PLnLn

Chillese /alloll'
Sample I (HPLC-2jRI)
Sample 2 (HPLC-2jRI)

S/ iIIillgia oil
Sample I (HPLC-2jRI) 3.4 6.7 4.6 10.5 18.5 11.9 6.3 2.8
Sample 2 (HPLC-2jRI) 3.0 6.9 4.6 10.3 0.2 18.0 0.1 11.5 6.6 2.7
Sample 1 (HPLC-ljRI) 2.8 6.3 4.7 8.7 1.5 15.7 2.1 11.6 6.4 2.5

TLC zOlle I
(/riglycerides)

Plate 1 (HPLC-2jRI) 7.3 16.5 15.0 7.0 3.3
Plate 2 (HPLC-IjRI) 8.4 17.7 15.8 7.2 3.5

TLC zone 11
(es/olides)

Plate 1 (HPLC-2jRI) 8.0 17.5 14.3 9.7 4.3 13.1 6.2 f

Plate 2 (HPLC-ljRI) 12.7 25.5 20.1 9.7 5.8 11.1 7.8 (4.4)"
TLC zOlle JIg
(es/olides, UJI) 11.2 24.6 18,5 9,9 5.6 11.1 8,7 (5.5)"

Plate 2 (HPLC-ljUV)

" Including OOE, POE and PPE.
b Including SLnLn, SOE and PSE.
C Including PLnO and SLnL.
d Including PLnS.
C Including PLS.
f Various smaller peaks and contaminants, possibly OOE + POE + PPE, together max. 10%, in PN group 40, and containing SOE +

PSE, together max. 4%, in PN group 42.
g Using 260 nm UV. area% (uncorrected).

Table III shows the triacylglycerol and estolide
compositions as found by RP-HPLC-RI for chi
nese taJ]ow, 'stillingia oil and its two major frac
tions, triacylglycerols (zone I from TLC) and esto
lides (zone II), calculated as area% (RI dete<;tion),
uncorrected. For the estolides, this is also compared
with area% (UV detection at 260 nm).

In HPLC with UV detection, stillingia oil duo
matograms obtained at a wavelength of 232 or 260
nm are different from those obtained at 210 nm.
The unspecific absorption of C=C double bonds

and ester groups at 210 nm gives rise to chromato
grams showing peaks for all the triacylglycerols and
estolides present. Fig. 5 shows chromatograms at a
UV detection wavelength of210 nm for stillingia oil
and its triacylglycerols (zone I) and estolides (zone
II).

The same is shown in Fig. 6 for a UV detection
wavelength of 260 nm. At 232 nm the conjugated
diene absorption (e.g., in oxidation products, if pre
sent) would predominate. At 260 nm, extended con
jugation (conjugated diene at the 2,4-position, i.e.,
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PN = 42b PN = 44' PN = 46d PN = 48' PN = 50

LLL OLnL PLnL aLL OLnO PLL PLnP aLa PLO PLP 000 POO pop PPP pas pps

0.6 4.4 0.4 4.6 81.3 4.7 2.6 0.7
0.4 3.6 0.2 5.2 83.1 4.7 2.1

3.7 8.4 5.0 4.1 3.7 3.2 1.9 2.5 0.3 0.5 0.1
3.5 8.5 5.1 4.1 3.6 3.2 1.8 2.5 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.3
3.7 7.9 4.8 4.6 2.8 4.2 2.5 2.2 3.1

5.1 11.3 6.8 5.7 5.6 4.8 I.l 2.9 3.7 0.4 0.6 1.6 1.0
5.4 11.4 7.0 6.3 3.0 5.1 2.0 2.9 3.0

conjugated with the carbonyl oxygen [6]) found on
ly in the estolides containing the 2,4-decadienoic
acid moiety, makes these peaks much more promi
nent (Fig. 6). In semi-quantitative (peak area %)
calculations, it can be seen that the data for UV
detection at 260 nm compare well with RI data for
the estolide fraction of plate 2 (Table III). However,
for truly quantitative work, individual calibration
of all the peaks would be necessary.

The HPLC of tocopherols showed that chinese
tallow was nearly free from tocopherols: Stillingia
oil contained 700 mg/kg of totar tocopherols, of
which 91.8% was y-tocotrienol,· identified by co-

chromatography with palm oil tocotrienols (Fig. 7).
Minor tocopherols also identified include a-toco
trienol(1.2%), fJ-tocopherol (5.5%) and b-tocotrie
nol (0.5%).

Considerable. experience has been accumulated
over the years regarding experimental techniques,
separation mechanisms and selectivities in the RP
HPLC of triacylglycerols using different column
solvent systems [I i-25]. This work extended this to
estolides, although further work is needed to draw
more quantitative conclusions with regard to sep
aration effects and retention characteristics of these
and other estolides. The estolides (--E). althol1!-!h a
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Fig. 5. Superimposed RP-HPLC traces of stillingia oil, zone I
and zone II with UV detection at 210 nm. At 210 nm, by way of
unspecific absorption all triacylglycerols and estolides present
are seen. HPLC system I; for conditions, see text. Abbreviations
as in Fig. 3.

partition number as defined by Litchfield [26] is not
applicable to them because of the additional ester
linkage, fall into partition number groups [21] as
indicated in Table III.

The observations and techniques described in this
paper will also be useful for further characterization
of stiIlingia oils and other technical drying oils. The
reported significant variation [5,7,8,11] in the fatty
acid composition of stillingia oils of different origin
should be investigated and verified by HPLC of
their intact TG and estolide molecules. Moreover, it
would be interesting to investigate Indian [8] and
Pakistani [7] reports that 2,4-decadienoic acid is
missing in stillingia oils from the Indian subconti
nent. If this is true, no estolides should be found in
Indian and Pakistani oils with the HPLC methods
described here.

It is interesting to speculate what the biosynthetic.
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Fig. 6. RP-HPLC of stillingia oil, zone I and zone II with UV
detection at 260 nm. Separately obtained chromatograms were
subsequently superimposed. At 260 nm peaks containing the es
tolide moiety appear prominent, regular triacylglycerols are in
visible. HPLC system I; for conditions, see text. Abbreviations
as in Fig. 3.

pathway leading to the constant estolide moiety
(shown in the sn-3 position in Fig. 1) might be. The
sum of the two medium-chain acids forming the es
tolide residue adds up to 18 carbons. Is it only a
functional requirement that causes the formation of
a "CIS chain" from a combination of two smaller
fragments? Or could it possibly be that an original
polyunsaturated CIS chain was split in halfby some
peculiar enzyme system? If the latter were found to
be true, a more detailed investigation could be war
ranted. Any such enzyme system, if it existed at all,
could become of major importance in biotechnol
ogy, and later possibly in gene transfer, for the pro
duction of oleochemicals.
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ABSTRACT

The performance of a coupled technique resulting from the combination of gas chromatography with a selective mass spectrometric
technique (tandem mass spectrometry) (GC-MS-MS) with collisionally activated dissociation (CAD) and multi-reaction monitoring
(MRM) was compared with that of GC-Iow resolution MS (GC-LRMS) at a resolving power of 1000 and GC-high-resolution MS
(GC-HRMS) at resolving powers of 5000 and 10000 for the determination of atrazine, simazine, cyanazine, deethylatrazine and
deisopropylatrazine in polluted soil samples. GC-MS-MS daughter ion spectra for the parent ions [Ml+' and [M - CH3l+ were
generated using collisionally activated dissociation and studied. Also, by optimizing the collision energy for maximum sensitivity a
method for screening chlorotriazines by MRM was developed. Analyses of soil sample extracts showed that GC-MS-MS overcomes
interferences from other chlorotriazines and interfering compounds that could not be removed by GC-HRMS or GC-LRMS at
resolving powers of 10 000 and 1000, respectively. The limits of detection for GC-MS-MS and GC-HRMS at a signal-to-noise ratio of
10 ranged between I and 24 pg, with a mean relative standard deviation of25-30%. Soil samples known to contain chlorotriazines and
their degradation products 'were analysed by GC-MS-MS and the results obtained were compared with those given by GC-HRMS at
resolving powers of 5000 and 10000, with quantification differences of 25-30%.

INTRODUCTION

Chlorotriazines are broad-spectrum residual her
bicides used widely for pre-and post-emergency
weed control in corn, wheat, barley and sorghum,
and also on railways and roadside verges [1]. Micro-

Correspondence to: Dr. D. Barcel6, Environmental Chemistry
Department, CID-CSIC, c/Jordi Girona 18-26,08034 Barcelo
na, Spain.

'" Presented at the 12th 1nternational Mass Spectrometry Con
ference, Amsterdam. AU/.rust 26-30,1991.

bial degradation and volatility are two of the main
degradation processes affecting their persistence in
soil [2] and yielding dealkylated metabolites which
have been detected in different types of soil [3,4].
These studies on the fate of chlorotriazine pesticides
in the environment have prompted the need for sen
sitive, specific methods for their determination.

The gas chromatographic-mass spectrometric
(GC-MS) determination of chlorotriazine pesti
cides using a variety of ionization techniques has
been approached in a number of ways. Applications
reported so far include GC-MS with electron im-

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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pact (EI) [3-5] and with positive- and negative-ion
chemical ionization (PCI and NCI, respectively)
[5,6]. Confirmation of pesticide residues is accom
plished by using two or three diagnostic ions in 'the
selected ion monitoring (SIM) mode. When higher
selectivity is needed, e.g: to avoid false-positive
identifications in environmental samples, GC-high
resolution MS (GC-HRMS) and GC-tandem MS
(GS-MS-MS) are highly recommended.

Collisionally activated dissociation (CAD) MS
MS has rarely been applied to pesticide analysis.
Most work reported in this respect involves the use
of a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer in combi
nation or not with GC, and with EI [7-9] or chem
ical ionization [10-12]. This approach has been used
to confirm of a variety of organic compounds [7-9]
and chlorotriazine [10], organophosphorus [11,12]
and carbamate [12] insecticides. In the last few
years, liquid chromatography (LC)-MS-MS, also
with quadrupole systems, has been applied to the
determination of chlorotriazine pesticides [13,14]
and organophosphorus [IS] and carbamate insecti
cides [16], all of whichtestify to an increasing use of
tandem MS for screening different groups of pesti
cides in environmental matrices. However, GC
MS-MS hybrid instruments have rarely been used
in analysis for organic compounds of environmen
tal interest [8] and only a few applications to specific
compounds (e.g., dioxins [17,18]) have been report
ed so far. By using this type of instrumentation, the
high selectivity of capillary GC is enhanced as a
result of the increased mass resolution of parent
ions. This can be accomplished by coupling a high
resolution, double-focusing mass spectrometer in
series with a quadrupole collision cell and a second
quadrupole mass filter.

The lack of reports on the application of GC
MS-MS hybrid instruments to pesticide analyses
prompted us to carry out a study of this nature.
Thus, the aim of this work was to study the use of
GC-MS-MS hybrid instruments by using CAD
and different parent ions, to compare the selectivity
and sensitivity of GC-MS-MS with that of GC
low-resolution MS (GC-LRMS) and GC-HRMS
at resolving powers of 1000 and 10000, respective
ly, and to assess the performance of different MS
methods for the determination of the chlorotriazine
pesticides atrazine, simazine and cyanazine and
their dealkylated degradation products deethylatra-

G. Durand et at. / J. Chromatogr. 603 (1992) 175-184

zine and deisopropylatrazine in polluted soil sam
ples.

EXPERlMENTAL

Chemicals
The structures of the pesticides studied are given

in Fig. 1. Pesticide-grade ethyl acetate, n-hexane,
diethyl ether and dichloromethane supplied by
Mallinckrodt (Paris, KY, USA) were used as sol
vents. Florisil (100-200 mesh) was purchased from

Atrazine

Cyanazine

Slmaz1ne

Deethylatrazlne

Fig. I, Structures of the compounds.
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Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). Cyanazine was sup
plied by Riedel-de Haen (Seelze-Hannover, Germa
ny) and atrazine and simazine by Polyscience
(Niles, IL, USA). Deethylatrazine and deisopropyl
atrazine were donated by Ciba-Geigy (Basle, Swit
zerland). Labelled atrazine (ethylamine-ds) was
purchased from Cambridge Isotope Instruments
(lnnerberg, Switzerland).

Sample preparation
Soil samples from the Ebro Delta (Tarragona,

Spain) were pretreated by using a modification of a
procedure commonly used at our laboratory for the
residue analysis of chlorotriazine pesticides [3,5].
Thus, 109 of soil sample were freeze-dried and
sieved through a 120-,um mesh and Soxhlet extract
ed with methanol for 12 h. The extracts were con
centrated in a rotary evaporator to ca. 20-25 ml
carefully evaporated to dryness and the residue was
dissolved in 400 ,ul of n-hexane.

Clean-up was carried out in glass columns (150
mm x 5 mm J.D.) filled with ca. 2 g of Florisil
previously activated at 300°C overnight, cooled and
deactivated with 2% of water. The packing material
was mixed with n-hexane and placed on the glass
column. The soil extracts in n-hexane (400 ,ul) were
placed on top of the column and eluted with diethyl
ether-n-hexane (l: 1) according to a clean-up proce
dure reported elsewhere [3,5]. The fractions were
evaporated nearly to dryness and the residue was
dissolved in 500 ,ul of ethyl acetate. The volume in
jected into the gas chromatograph was generally I
,ul.

Instrumental methods
Gc. A Hewlett-Packard Model (Palo Alto, CA,

USA) Model 5890 gas chromatograph coupled to a
VG (Manchester, UK) Model 70-250-SQ mass
spectrometer was used. A GC column of 15 m x
0.25 mm J.D. consisting of a fused-silica capillary
coated with chemically bonded cyanopropylphenyl
DB 225 (J&W Scientific, Folsom, CA, USA) with a
film thickness of 0.15 mm was used for chlorotria·
zines 'and their dealkylated metabolites. Such a col
umn was used in previous work [5] to achieve com
plete separation of chlorotriazines and their degra
dation products. Helium was used as the carrier gas
at a flow-rate of 50 cm/s. The temperature of the
injector was kept at 260°C and the column temper-
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ature was programmed from 70 to 220°C at 6°Cj
mm.

GC-LRMS and GC-HRMS. Experiments were
performed on a VG Model 70-250-SQ mass spec
trometer working in the Selected Ion Recording
(SIR) mode at a resolving power of 1000. HRMS
experiments were performed on a VG Model 70
250-SQ mass spectrometer working in the SIR
mode at resolving powers of 5000 and 10000. The
source temperature was kept at 200°C, the electron
energy was 70 eV, the filament emission current was
0.2 mA and the accelerating voltage was 8 kV. The
ions monitored were m/z 215.0938 and 217.0908 for
atrazine, 201.0781 and 203.0752 for simazine,
240.0890 and 242.0861 for cyanazine, 173.0468 and
175.0439 for deisopropylatrazine, 187.0625 and
189.0595 for deethylatrazine and 220.0938 and
222.0908 for labelled atrazine (ethylamine-ds). La
belled atrazine, used to measure the detection sensi
tivity, was eluted before atrazine under the GC con
ditions used.

GC-MS-MS. A VG Model 70-250-SQ (EBqQ
configuration) hybrid mass spectrometer was used
for the MS-MS analyses. The monitored transi
tions using multi-reaction monitoring of the loss of
CH3 ° from M+o are listed in Table I. Argon was
used as the collision gas and its pressure was opti
mized at 3 . 10- 6 mbar in the ion gauge, which
resulted in a pressure of ca. 4 . 10-4 mbar in the
collision cell.

TABLE I

IONS AND TRANSITIONS MONITORED IN COLLISION
ENERGY EXPERIMENTS

Pesticide M+' ion Transition monitored
(m/z)

Deisopropylatrazine 173 173+ ---> 158+ + CH
3

175 175+ ---> 160+ + CH
3

Deethylatrazine 187 187+ ---> 172+ + CH
3

189 189+ ---> 174+ + CH
3

Simazine 201 201 + ---> 186+ + CH
3

203 203+ ---> 188+ + CH
3

Atrazine 215 215+ ---> 200+ + CH
3

217 217+ ---> 202+ + CH
3

Atrazine 220 220+ ---> 205+ + CH
3

(ethylamine-ds) 222 222+ ---> 207+ + CH
3

Cyanazine 240 240+ ---> 225+ + CH
3

242 242+ ---> 227+ + CH
3
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Optimization of GC-MS-MS
The collision energy was optimized for each chlo

rotriazine studied. Argon was used as the collision
gas at the pressure given above. The results ob
tained are shown in Fig. 2A for atrazine, simazine
and cyanazine and in Fig. 2B for deethylatrazine
and deisopropylatrazine. The collision energy was
varied from 20 to 100 eV (Fig. 2A) and from 20 to
170 eV (Fig. 2B). The collision energy in Fig. 2B

was varied up to 170 eV, as above 80 eV the re
sponse was found to increase and give rise to a sec
ond, lower maximum between 100 and 105 eV. The
optimum collision energies were found to be 50 eV
for atrazine, deethylatrazine and deisopropylatra
zine, 40 eV for cyanazine and 35 eV for simazine.
They were optimized for each pesticide by using
GC-MS-MS with MRM and monitoring of the
transitions listed in Table 1.
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Fig. 2. Effect of the collision energy on formation of [M - CH3] + using GC-MS-MS with MRM for (A) . = atrazine, + = simazine
and • = cyanazine and (B) . = deethyaltrazine and + = deisopropylatrazine.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tandem mass spectrometry
Table II lists the major ions (relative abundance

> 10%) in the CAD mass spectra of the chlorotria
zine pesticides studied. Daughter ion spectra from
the parent ion corresponding to [M]+· were ob
tained for all the compounds. Deethylatrazine,
atrazine and cyanazine yielded additional daughter
ions as their base peaks in their EI spectra corre-
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sponded to [M - CH 3] +.ions. All the CAD spectra
show characteristic ions of the structure or class of
compound. It should be noted that the CAD spec
tra for deethylatrazine, atrazine and cyanazine for
the two different parent ions, [M] +. and [M 
CH3] +, are completely different.

When [M]+· is used as the parent ion, the daugh
ter ion formed resembles the fragments obtained by
conventional GC-MS in the EI mode [4,5,18].
Thus, CH3 loss is observed with all compounds.

TABLE II

CAD DAUGHTER IONS FROM CHLOROTRIAZINE PESTICIDES AND THEIR DEALKYLATED DEGRADATION
PRODUCTS

MW Compound Parent ion Daughter ion (m/z), identification and relative abundance (%)
(m/z)

173 Deisopropylatrazine 173 173, [M]+' (100)
158, [M - CH3]+ (20)
145, (M - C2H4 ]+ (45)
69, [M - NCNH - C2 H4 -Cl]+ (10)
44, [C2 HsNH]+ (20)

187 Deethylatrazine 172 172, [M - CH3] + (100)
104, [M - HCN-C3 H 7]+ (20)
79, [M - CH3 -C3H 6 -HCl]+ (10)
69, [M - NCNH - C3H6 -CW (10)

187 187, [M]+' (100)
172, [M - CH3] + (30)
145, [M - C3 H 6]+ (10)
58, [C 3H 7NH]+ (20)

201 Simazine 201 201, [M]+' (100)
186, [M - CH3]+ (10)
173, [M - C2 H4]+ (70)
158, [186- C2H4 ]+ (20)

215 Atrazine 200 200, [M - CH3]+ (100)
158, [M - C3 H6 -CH 3]+ (15)
132, [M - NCNH - C3H

6
] + (45)

122, (158 - HCW (50)
104, [132 - C2 H4 ]+ (45)
96, [132 - HCW (20)
71, [C2 H s - NH- CNH] + (60)

215 215, [M]+' (100)
200, [M - CH3]+ (25)
173, [M - C3 H6 ] + (40)
158, [M - C3H 6 -CH3]+ (15)
58, [C3 H 7NH]+ (15)

240 Cyanazine 225 225, [M - CH3]+ (100)
198, [M - HCN - CH 3]+ (25)
189, [M - HCI - CH3]+ (30) .

240 240, [M] +. (100)
225, [M - CH3]+ (50)
213, [M - HCN]+ (30)
173, [M-C(CN)-CH3 - CH3 + H]+ (15)
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TIME (min)
Fig. 3. Comparison of (A) GC-LRMS at a resolving power of
1000 (SIR of mlz 201.078 and 203.075), (B) GC-HRMS at a
resolving power of 10000 (SIR of mlz 201.0781 and 203.0752),
(C) GC-MS-MS (MRM of transitions mlz 201 + to 186+ and
203 + to 188 +) on a soil sample containing 270 ng/g of atrazine
(peak 1) and 28 ng/g of simazine (peak 2).

chromatograms obtained using (A) GC-LRMS,
(B) GC-HRMS and (C) GC-MS-MS with MRM.
The amount injected corresponds to ca. 700 pg of
simazine.

As can be seen in Fig. 3A, several compounds
yield the ions at m/z 201.078 and 203.075, which do
not allow the presence of simazine to be confirmed.
Using GC-HRMS at a resolving power of 10 000
diminishes interferences from GC-HRMS traces,
even though two main peaks corresponding to si
mazine are still obtained in the traces of the m/z

A
GC-LRMS (1000 R.P.)
mil 201.078

250

100

> 0
I- t00-(I)
Z

50W
t-
Z- II

':1 II
Ge-HRMS ~ 0.000 R.P.)

W mil 203.07 2

~

~ U...J ,eoW
IX: t00' I 2 Ge-MS-MS Cmil 201+ to 186+

50

0
t00 GC·MS-MS

mil 203+ to 188+

50

0
18,1111 18'00 211,00 -00 24'1111 8'011

whereas C ZH 4 loss is observed with deisopropyla
trazine and simazine and C3H 6 loss with deethyl
atrazine and atrazine. Other fragments correspond
to typical diagnostic ions with [CzHsNH]+· loss
(e.g., deisopropylatrazine) or [C3H 7NH]+· loss
(e.g., deethylatrazine and atrazine) [4,5,19].

Other daughter ions obtained correspond to ring
opening reactions resulting in a signal at m/z 132,
104 and 96 for atrazine and at m/z 104 for deethyl
atrazine, indicating the presence of a CzHs group.
For atrazine, this can lose a CZH 4 group to yield the
fragment at m/z 104. The daughter ions at m/z 69
for deethylatrazine and deisopropylatrazine also
correspond to the same ring-opening reactions,
with an additional Clloss for both compounds and
C3H 6 and CzHs loss for deisopropylatrazine. The
ion at m/z 158 from atrazine corresponds to a loss
of C 3H 6 and CH3 groups, while the fragment ion at
m/z 71 confirms the presence of the CzHs group and
a secondary amine structure.

The different fragmentation pattern observed for
atrazine in GC-MS-MS is partly consistent with
data obtained by GC-MS-MS with PCI [10], and
also by other techniques such as LC-thermospray
MS-MS [13] and LC-particle beam EI-MS [14].
The ions at m/z 79 and 122 from deethylatrazine
and atrazine, respectively, corresponding to CH3 ,

C3H 6 and HCllosses, have also been observed by
GC-MS with ion-trap detection [4].

The losses of HCN-CH3 and HCI-CH3 from
cyanazine are consistent with results obtained by
GC-EI-.MS reported elsewhere [4,19]. The ion ob
tained at m/z 173 was also observed by LC-thermo
spray-MS-MS [13] and corresponds to the loss of
nitrile and a CH r C-CH3 group from cyanazine.

As triazines include a chlorine atom in their
structure, the metastable transition from [M] +. to
[M - CH3] + was monitored for each analyte by
GC-MS-MS. This allowed us to use a common
transition for all the chlorotriazines, which provid
ed excellent responses and avoided the interferences
between the chlorotriazines typical of other transi
tions (e.g., [M]+· to [M+ - C 3H 6] for atrazine).

Selectivity
The selectivity of the different MS techniques

studied was assessed by analysing a soil sample con
taining 37 ng/g of simazine and trace amounts of
the other chlorotriazines. Fig. 3 shows the different
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Fig. 4. Comparison of sensitivity for a 20-pg injection of atrazine using (A) GC-HRMS at a resolving power of 10 000 (SIR of mlz
215.0938 and 217.0908) and (B) GC-MS-MS (MRM of transitions mlz 215+ to 200+ and 217+ to 202+). Time scale in min:s.

201.0781 and 203.0752 ions. Only GC-MS-MS
provides the confirmation of simazine in soil sam
ples with a high degree of certainty.

The problems encountered in both GC-LRMS
and GC-HRMS arise from interferences from the
other chlorotriazines, namely atrazine (peak 1) in
the traces in Fig. 3A and B. In this example, the
concentration of atrazine in the soil sample was ca.
ten times higher than that of simazine. The appear
ance of the atrazine peak is to be expected when
analysing for simazine residues as most formula
tions based on chlorotriazines contain a mixture of

the two compounds. Hence atrazine and simazine
co-occur in many environmental matrices [4,5]. A
second problem arises from the fact that the inter
ference of atrazine on the simazine trace obtained
by GC-HRMS at a resolving power of 10 000 is still
significant. This is a result of the fragmentation of
atrazine always causing CH3 loss and hence yield
ing traces of a compound with the same m/z as si
mazine, even at such a high resolving power. There
fore, GC-MS-MS is to be preferred to confirm the
occurrence of different chlorotriazines in soil sam
ples.
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TABLE III

COMPARISON OF LIMITS OF DETECTION FOR THE CHLOROTRIAZINES BY GC-HRMS AND GC-MS-MS (MEAN
RELATIVE STANDARD DEVIATION 25-30 %)

Pesticide

Deisopropylatrazine

Deethylatrazine

Simazine

Atrazine

Cyanazine

Quantitation L.O.D. (pg)
ion (mlz)

GC-HRMS· GC-MS-MSb Ref. 10'

173.0468, 175.0439 5000
173-158,175-160 6
187.0625, 189.0595 2 100
187-172,189-174 5
201.0781, 203.0752 4 100
201-186,203-188 15
215.0938, 217.0908 4 100
215-200, 217~202 20
240.0890. 241.0861 13 n.r.d

240 -225. 242_227 24

• Resolving power 10 000; SIN = 10.
b MRM; SIN = 10. '
, Ref. 10: obtained with GC-MS-MS and PCI; SIN = 3.
d Not reported.

Sensitivity
Fig. 4 shows the GC-HRMS traces obtained by

using the SIR of m/z 215.0703 and 217.0908 (Fig.
4A) and GC-MS-MS with the MRM mode of the
transitions from 215 to 200 and from 217 to 202
(Fig. 4B). The amount injected corresponds to 15
20 pg of atrazine in both instances. The limits of
detection (L.G.D.) at a signal-to-noise ratio (SIN)

of 10 for all the chlorotriazines are listed in Table
III.

As can be seen from the chromatograms in Fig. 4,
GC-HRMS and GC-MS-MS traces obtained by
using 37Cl are subject to higher noise levels than
those obtained with 35Cl because the isotope abun
dance of 37Cl is about one third of the 35Cl transi
tion, and GC-HRMS features a slightly lower noise

TABLE IV

CONCENTRATIONS OF CHLOROTRIAZINE PESTICIDES AND THEIR DEALKYLATED DEGRADATION PRODUCTS
FOUND IN SOIL SAMPLES

Pesticide Quantitation Concentration (ng/g)
ion (mlz)

GC-HRMS· GC-MS-MS

Deisopropylatrazine 173.0468, 175.Q439 18
173-158, 175-160 23

DeethyJatrazine 187.0625, 189.0595 109
187-172,189-174 100

Simazine 201.0781,203.0752 37
201-186,203-188 56

Atrazine 215.0938,217.0908 710
215-+200,217-+202 1000

Cyanazine 240.0890, 241.0861. 30
240-225,242-227 26

• Resolving power 5000 or 10000.
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level than GC-MS-MS at approximately the same
response level. Hence the L.O.D. will be slightly
better for GC-HRMS with SIR than for GC-MS
MS with MRM. This can be ascribed to the fact
that, although MS-MS provides enhanced selectiv
ity, as shown in Fig. 3, the chemical noise level de
creases more gradually than the signal with decreas
ing absolute signal and noise levels, so a net reduc
tion in SIN is observed.

GC-MS-MS is about five times less sensitive
than GC-HRMS. The sensitivities are in the low
picogram range (1-20 pg) SIN = 10, i.e., they are
better than those achieved with an L.O.D. of 100 pg
at SIN = 3 using GC-MS-MS with PCI [10]. The
mean relative standard deviation (R.S.D.) varied
between 25 and 30%, i.e., over a common range for
these techniques at levels close to the L.O.D. As the
two L.O.D.s were calculated at different SIN, it
should be noted that the L.O.D. reported here is
enhanced with respect to those obtained by GC
MS-MS with PCI by 1.5-2 orders of magnitude
[10]. This increased sensitivity may be ascribed to
the use of hybrid instruments rather than a triple
quadrupole, the work reported in ref. 10 involved
PCI with methane rather than EI and we achieved
complete separation between deethylatrazine and
deisopropylatrazine rather than the co-elution ac
complished in ref. 10. In relation to this last point,
we have reported [5] that the complete separation of
atrazine, simazine and their delakylated degrada
tion products requires a polar, short (15 m) GC col
umn with elution profiles of increasing polarity
rather than increasing molecular weight.

We analysed a soil sample by GC-HRMS at re
solving powers of 5000 and 10 000 and by GC-MS
MS. The results obtained are summarized in Table
IV as averages of triplicate injections, with a preci
sion consistent to within ± 10%. The chlorotriazine
pesticide standards yielded linear responses from 50
pg up to 10 ng. The differences in the concentrations
obtained by the various techniques were between 25
and 30%, i.e. reasonably acceptable when com
pared to with determinations using coupled MS sys
tems [15,20].

CONCLUSIONS

GC-MS-MS with MRM and GC-HRMS at a
resolving power of 10 000 are useful techniques for
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the determination of chlorotriazines in polluted soil
samples. GC-MS-MS has been shown to be even
more selective than GC-HRMS at a resolving pow
er of 10000 for monitoring compounds of a given
group (e.g., chlorotriazines) yielding fragments of
identical molecular weights. In addition, GC-MS
MS with MRM completely overcomes interferences
from the polluted soil matrices containing chloro
triazines.

The L.O.D.s achieved by using either GC
HRMS with SIR or GC-MS-MS with MRM for
the determination of chlorotriazines and their deal
kylated degradation products are a few picograms
i.e., 1.5-2 orders of magnitude lower than those af
forded by triple quadrupole and conventional GC
MS with a single quadrupole instrument.

As all the triazines feature a common metastable
transition in GC-MS-MS, namely from [M]+· to
[M - CH3] +, this can be used as a common mon
itoring technique for screening chlorotriazines in
environmental samples and provides an alternative
to other GC-MS methods. In addition, unlike other
MS techniques, GC-MS-MS offers two informa
tion levels for deethylatrazine, atrazine and cyana
zine, which depend on the parent ion used ([M] +. or
[M - CH3]+). In each instance, completely differ
ent daughter ion spectra are obtained which can be
used as complementary structural information for
the identification of unknown chIorotriazine metab
olites in environmental samples.
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ABSTRACT

Caffeine concentrations in beverages were determined using a simple and rapid method based on microextraction of caffeine onto the
surface ofa fused-silica fiber. The uncoated fiber was dipped into the beverage sample for 5 min after the addition of isotopically labeled
(trimethyl 13C)caffeine. The adsorbed caffeine was then thermally desorbed in a conventional split/splitless injection port, and the
concentration of caffeine was determined using gas chromatography with mass spectrometric detection. Quantitative reproducibilities
were ca. 5% (relative standard deviation) and the entire scheme including sample preparation and gas chromatographic analysis was
completed in ca. 15 min per sample. The potential of the microextraction technique for the analysis of flavor and fragrance compounds
in non-caffeinated beverages is also demonstrated. Since no solvents or class-fractionation steps are required, the method has good
potential for automation.

INTRODUCTION

Recent concerns about the use of liquid solvents
for the extraction of dissolved analytes from water
based samples had led to the development of several
solid-phase extraction methods in an effort to great
ly reduce or eliminate the need for liquid solvents in
routine laboratories [1,2]. The majority of such
methods require that the sample is passed through a
relatively large (several grams) sorbent packing fol
lowed by elution of the trapped analytes with a few
milliliters of solvent. Present methods for the deter
mination of caffeine in coffee, tea, and other liquids
generally require pH adjustment and either liquid
solvent extraction or solid-phase adsorption fol
lowed by elution of the caffeine with liquid solvents.

Correspondence to: Dr. S. B. Hawthorne, Energy and Environ
mental Research Center, University of North Dakota, Grand
Forks. NO 58202, USA.

Analysis of the extracts is performed using gas
chromatography (GC) or high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) [3-8]. However, methods
that are solvent-free and simpler to automate for
the analysis of caffeine in beverages are desirable,
particularly for quality control applications and to
satisfy regulatory requirements for products such as
decaffeinated coffee [3,7].

A microextraction technique in which analytes
are adsorbed directly onto a fused-silica fiber from
water samples has recently been reported that com
pletely eliminates the need for liquid solvents and
solid-phase adsorbents [9,10]. This method utilizes
a short length of fused-silica optical fiber which is
mounted in a conventional GC syringe. Following
exposure of the uncoated silica surface to the sam
ple, adsorbed analytes are recovered from the fiber
by thermal desorption in a conventional GC injec
tion port. In the present study, isotopically labeled
(trimethyl 13C) caffeine was added as an internal

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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standard so that the native caffeine concentration
could be directly determined without the need to
obtain 100% extraction of the native caffeine onto
the fiber. This approach has been developed in this
study for the quantitation of caffeine in coffee, tea
and carbonated beverages based on isotopic dilu
tion analysis.

EXPERIMENTAL

Preparation of the fiber
The solid-phase microextraction (SPME) devices

were constructed from polyimide-coated fused-sil
ica optical fibers having outer diameters of ca. 170
,urn (Polymicro Technologies, Phoenix, AZ, USA)
and a Hamilton series 7000 syringe. A 22-cm-Iong
fiber was mounted in the syringe by placing a small

O~ap

drop of epoxy on one end'of the fiber, allowing the
epoxy to dry, and inserting the fiber through the
hollow syringe plunger and the removable syringe
needle. Thus, the fiber can be withdrawn into the
syringe needle, or when the plunger is depressed, ca.
2 cm of the fiber extends out of the end of the sy
ringe needle (Fig. 1). After the fiber was mounted in
the syringe, the plunger was depressed to expose the
end of the fiber, and the polyimide coating was care
fully burned away from the last ca. 1.5 cm of the
exposed end of the fiber with an oxygen-acetylene
torch as shown in Fig. 1. The exposed end of the
fiber was then briefly rinsed in methanol and
cleaned for ca. 5 min by inserting into a heated
(300°C) GC injection port. Mounting the fiber in
the syringe in this manner provides a convenient
method of protecting the uncoated portion of the
fiber during storage and for inserting the fiber into
the beverage samples and into the GC injection
port. Construction and cleaning of a new SPME
device requires ca. 15 min.

epoxy bead

yrlnge barrel

Sample preparation and analysis
Regular coffee, decaffeinated coffee and tea were

brewed as for normal consumption. All other bev
erages were used directly from the beverage con
tainer, except that they were allowed to warm to
room temperature prior to analysis. No sample
preparation steps were used except that, for the caf
feine quantitations, 20 ,ul of a methanol solution
containing 150 ,ug of isotopically labeled [13C3]caf
feine (trimethyl-13C3 purchased from Cambridge
Isotope Laboratories, Woburn, MA, USA) was
added to a I-ml sample of each beverage which had
been placed into a 1.5-ml autosampler vial. After
brief mixing, ca. 1 cm of the end of the uncoated
portion of the fiber was inserted into the sample to
allow adsorption of the caffeine. (Mounting the sy
ringe in a ring stand clamp prior to depressing the
syringe plunger to insert the end of the fiber into the
sample provides a simple way to reproducibly ex
pose the same length of adsorbent surface for each
analysis.) After the 5-min exposure period, the sy
ringe plunger was withdrawn to pull the uncoated
end of the fiber out of the sample and into the sy
ringe needle. (Note that no water adheres to the
fiber because of water's high surface tension, as de
scribed in ref. 9.) The syringe needle was then in
serted into a heated (300°C) split/splitless injection

removable
syr Inge needle

I--+-f~--::.ba re f use d
silica

fiber

sample

Fig. I. Schematic of the SPME device assembled from a remov
able needle syringe. All components come with the syringe ex
cept for the fused-silica fiber and the epoxy bead on the end of
the fiber. Construction of the device is described in the Experi
mental section.

fe r r u Ie_-..lI.....
. -needle mounting

nut
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m/z 197

formed in the same manner, except that the GC
oven temperature was held at lower temperatures
during the thermal desorption step to efficiently fo
cus analytes that were more volatile than caffeine.

o All GC-MS analyses were performed using electron

10.5

5.0

m/z 194

Caffeine

5.0

Limonene

/ :7'A"d

0.0

port to thermally desorb the adsorbed analytes into
the GC-mass spectrometry (MS) system.

The sequential steps required to perform the
method are:

(l) Pipette I ml of the sample beverage into a
1.5-ml autosampler vial, add the [13C3]caffeine in
ternal standard, and mix briefly.

(2) Depress the syringe plunger to insert ca. 1 cm
of the uncoated end of the fused-silica fiber into the
sample for 5 min (no mixing is required during the
adsorption step). Then withdraw the uncoated end
of the fiber out of the sample into the syringe nee
dle.

(3) Insert the syringe needle into the GC injection
port, close the split vent, and depress the syringe
plunger to place the sample end of the fiber into the
injection port liner.

(4) Let the adsorbed analytes thermally desorb
for 1 min, withdraw the syringe plunger to pull the
uncoated end of the fiber into the syringe needle,
and remove the syringe from the injection port.

(5) Open the split vent, and perform a conven
tional GC separation.

Fig. 2. GC-MS analysis of caffeine from a carbonated cola soft
drink (top) and from brewed tea (bottom) using microextraction
onto a fused-silica rod. The mass chromatograms for m/z 194
(caffeine) and m/z 197 ([13C3Jcaffeine) were generated from the
reconstructed total ion current chromatograms (TIC). Microex
traction and GC-MS conditions are given in the text.

10.5

miz 197

I 194

5.0 '

Retention Time (min)

Retention Time (min)

Monoterpene

1\
mz

Caffeine

\
5.0

Jo~ ~ 5.0

0.1 o~ ~
0.0

GC-MS analysis conditions
All analyses were performed using a Hewlett

Packard Model 5985 GC-MS system equipped with
a 25 m x 0.32 mm J.D. HP-5 column (Hewlett
Packard, 0.17 .urn film thickness) and a convention
al unpacked injection port liner. No modification of
the split/splitless injection port was required. Dur
ing the splitless desorption step, the syringe was in
serted through the injection port septum so that
when the syringe plunger was depressed the sample
end of the fiber was inside of the injection port liner
ca. 1 cm above the inlet of the analytical column.
(Sample desorption can also be performed in the
split mode, and is preferred for samples with very
high concentrations of analytes to avoid overload
ing the GC column stationary phase.) For the caf
feine analyses, the GC column oven was maintained
at 70°C during the 1 min desorption step so that the
desorbed caffeine was efficiently focused at the head
of the analytical column. After the desorption step
was completed and the fiber was removed from the
injection port, the split vent was opened, and the
GC oven was heated at 30°C/min to 190°C, fol
lowed.by a temperature ramp of JOoC/min to 2800C.
Analyses of the non-caffeinated beverages were per-
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Fig. 3. Effect of touching the syringe needle on the analysis of
coffee extracted using fused-silica rod microextraction followed
by GC-MS. The top part of the figure shows a typical recon
structed total ion current chromatogram (TIC) of coffee. The
bottom part of the figure shows the TIC chromatogram resulting
from the analysis of an identical coffee sample when the analyst
touched the syringe needle while inserting the needle into the GC
injection port. Microextraction and GC-MS conditions are giv
en in the text.

The second experimental problem occurs when
care is not taken to protect the uncoated portion of
the fused-silica fiber. Since the polyimide coating
has been removed, this part of the fiber is somewhat
brittle, and should be drawn into the syringe needle
for physical protection unless the adsorption or des
orption steps are being performed. However, with
reasonable care, the fibers have good lifetimes, and
all analyses in this study (> 100 microextractions)
were performed with only two fibers. It is also rea
sonable to expect that the fiber could be deactivated
from some sample matrices and, therefore, become

impact ionization (70 eV) with a mass range of 50 to
300 a.m.u. The integrated areas from the mass chro
matograms of the molecular ions (194 and 197 for
caffeine and [13C3lcaffeine, respectively) were used
for all quantitations.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Typical GC-MS chromatograms resulting from
the SPME analysis of tea and a carbonated cola
drink (Coca-Cola) are shown in Fig. 2. Both sam
ples showed caffeine as a major peak along with
several monoterpenes. The cola beverage also
showed significant amounts of benzoic acid. Ben
zoic acid and the monoterpene, limonene, were also
predominant species in many of the non-cola soft
drinks tested. When the mass chromatograms were
generated for the molecular ions of the native caf
feine (m/z 194) and the [13C3lcaffeine (m/z 197), on
ly the caffeine species showed significant chromato
graphic peaks for any of the caffeinated beverages
tested (Fig. 2).

During the initial investigations, there was con
cern that adsorbed sample species, including caf
feine or [13C3lcaffeine, might not be efficiently re
moved from the uncoated fiber during the one-min
ute thermal desorption step, and thus contaminate
the fiber for subsequent samples. To determine
whether analyte carryover could be a significant
source of error, the SPME fiber was desorbed into
the GC-MS a second time after the analysis of each
beverage sample was completed. No carryover of
analyte species could be observed in the second
GC-MS analyses of any of the samples tested, dem
onstrating that one minute was sufficient for the
thermal desorption step.

While carryover from sample to sample was not
observed, two significant experimental problems
were encountered during this study. First, there is a
temptation for the analyst to touch the syringe nee
dle to help guide the needle into the sample vial, or
into the GC injection port. This procedure results in
significant contamination, as shown by the SPME
analyses of a coffee sample without touching the
needle, and when the analyst guided the syringe
needle into the injection port with his fingers. As
shown in Fig. 3, touching the syringe needle causes
significant peaks in the GC-MS chromatogram re
sulting from biological acids.
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Fig. 5. Quantitative calibration curve based on the addition of
caffeine to a caffeine-free cola drink containing 150 J1g/ml of
[

13C3lcaffeine as an internal standard.

molecular ion region. Since the molecular ions (m/z
194 and 197) were also the most intense mass spec
tral peaks and showed no interfering chromato
graphic peaks in the analysis of the beverage sam
ples, the ratio of the peak areas of m/z 194 to m/z
197 was used for all quantitations.

Quantitative standard curves were generated us
ing two caffeine-free matrices, a cola drink (caf
feine-free Coca-Cola), and HPLC-grade water.
Standards were prepared by spiking I-ml aliquots
of the cola or water sample with 37.5, 75, 150, 375
and 750 J.tg of caffeine in methanol. Each standard
was then spiked with the internal standard (150 J.tg)
and analyzed in a manner identical to that used for
the samples. Prior to spiking with the caffeine stan
dards, the caffeine-free.cola was first analyzed using
the SPME method, and no caffeine was detected.

Both the spiked caffeine-free cola and the water
yielded similar standard curves, so subsequent cali
bration was performed using the caffeine-free cola.
A typical standard curve based on the ratio of 194/
197 peak areas is shown in Fig. 5, and displays ac
ceptable linearity (r 2 = 0.998) for quantitative cali
bration. It should be noted that the standard curve
does not have an exact zero intercept whether the
calibration matrix is pure water of caffeine-free co
la. With the zero caffeine standard for both matric
es, the 194/197 ratio was slightly above zero (ca.
0.01). This non-zero intercept was found to occur
because of the presence of a small peak at m/z 194 in
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Fig. 4. Mass spectra of e3C3lcaffeine (top), native caffeine from
tea (middle), and the mixed caffeine-['3C3Icaffeine spectra from
the analysis of a carbonated cola soft drink (bottom).

mlz

useless. However, no such loss of activity was ob
served for the samples used in this study.

Mass spectra for the native caffeine (from coffee)
and the [13C3Jcaffeine standard are shown in Fig. 4
along with the mixed mass spectra of the caffeine
chromatographic peak obtained from the analysis
of the cola beverage. As shown in Fig. 4, the mini
mum overlap in the mass spectra occurred in the
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TABLE I

QUANTITATION OF CAFFEINE IN BEVERAGES USING THE MICROEXTRACTION TECHNIQUE

Sample Caffeine concentation (t1g/ml)

Trial

Relative
S.D. (%)

x + S.D."

2 3 4

Coffee 295 290 291 292 292 ± 2 0.7
Decaffeinated coffee 33 29 31 30 31 ± 1.7 5.5
Tea 398 366 405 368 384 ± 20 5.1
Diet cola 140 126 124 132 131 ± 7.2 5.5

• Mean concentration ± one standard deviation.

the mass spectra of the [t 3C3]caffeine internal stan
dard. Therefore, with the addition of 150 J.lg inter
nal standard, the practical detection limit was ca. 2
J.lg/ml to have a 194/197 ratio twice the level of the
zero calibration standard. The [t3C3]caffeine spike
concentration of 150 J.lg/ml was used in this study
because it resulted in a concentration approximate
ly in the range of the native caffeine in the samples
studied. However, iflower detection limits are need-

ed, the sensitivity of the technique can be improved
by adding less of the internal standard (and, there
fore, adding less of the interfering m/z 194 peak
which is contributed by the e3 C3]caffeine). The
analyses in this study were also performed in the full
scan mode, since we were interested in identifying
any species in addition to caffeine that may have
been transferred to the GC by the SPME technique.
However, additional sensitivity could also be
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/1

Fur~
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Limone,;e
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)Yl Decanoate
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Fig. 6. SPME GC-MS analysis of flavor and fragrance compounds from lemon juice (left) and brandy (right). Both samples were
extracted and analyzed as described in the Experimental section. GC oven temperature during the desorption of the fiber for lemon juice
was 5°C followed by a temperature ramp of 30°C/min to 65°C, then a temperature ramp at 8°C/min. GC oven temperature during the
desorption of the brandy sample was 20°C followed by a temperature ramp of 30°C/min to 80°C, then a temperature ramp at
8°C/minute. All peak identifications were based on the GC-MS analysis. The species labeled as CsH4 0 3 and C6 H 60 3 appear to be
oxygenated furans.
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gained by analyzing the samples using selected ion
monitoring (e.g., monitoring only the molecular ion
of caffeine), and, with selected ion monitoring anal
ysis, detection limits in the low ng/ml range have
been achieved for caffeine in spiked water samples.

The ability of the SPME technique to yield repro
ducible results was investigated by performing rep
licate analyses of four samples including brewed
coffee and decaffeinated coffee, tea, and a
carbonated cola soft drink. Quadruplicate I-ml ali
quots of each sample were spiked with the internal
standard and analyzed using the SPME technique.
The results of these replicate analyses are shown in
Table 1. In general, the relative standard deviations
were ca. 5%, which compare favorably with those
reported for coffee of 2-7% using liquid solvent ex
traction [7] and 1-8% using solid~phase adsorption
[3].

While quantitative investigations were performed
only caffeine, the SPME technique may also be use
ful for analyzing beverages for a variety of flavor
and fragrance compounds. SPME followed by GC
MS analysis of different types of samples including
several carbonated soft drinks, fruit juices, and al
coholic beverages have shown acceptable chro
matographic peaks for major flavor and fragrance
compounds. As shown by the analysis of lemon
juice and brandy in Fig. 6, SPME followed by GC
analysis is a very simple and potentially useful qual
itative analysis approach that requires no liquid sol
vents and virtually no sample preparation. How
ever, quantitation of the individual species is not
possible without the addition of an appropriate in
ternal standard or a knowledge of the distribution

191

coefficient of each analyte species between the bev
erage sample and the fiber [9].

CONCLUSIONS

Microextraction onto a fused-silica fiber followed
by thermal desorption and capillary GC-MS iso
tope dilution analysis is a simple and rapid method
for the quantitation of caffeine in beverages. Sam
ple preparation consists solely of adding an internal
standard, and, since all subsequent sample prepara
tion and analysis steps are performed in a GC auto
sampler vial and require only the manipulation of a
GC syringe, the method has good potential for au
tomation.
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ABSTRACT

The characterization of supercritical fluid chromatographic retention by different forms of the average density, viz., the temporal
average density, the spatial average density and the arithmetic average density, is investigated in a system with appreciable pressure
drop along the column. The logarithm of the capacity factor, when described in terms of the temporal average density, is independent of
the pressure drop. Hence, supercritical fluid chromatographic retention processes can be characterized and represented by a hypotheti
cal zero-pressure-drop system at a density equal to the temporal average density of the real system.

INTRODUCTION

In supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC), the
mobile phase is highly compressible and a pressure
drop necessarily exists along the column, which
usually varies from around I bar (I bar = I . 105 Pa)
for a short capillary column, up to 30 bar for a
conventional packed column and sometimes exceed
ing 150 bar for a column with small particles [I].
Therefore, there is always a density gradient along
the length of an SFC column. As a solute band
travels, it experiences varying conditions of mobile
phase density; hence, the local retention may be
significantly different at different positions along
the column. At a specific column position, the local
retention depends on the local density at that
position. The local capacity factor, k', which charac-

Correspondence to: Dr. D. E. Martire, Department ofChemistry,
Georgetown University, Washington, DC 20057, USA.

terizes solute retention in SFC, can, in general, be
expressed as a function of local density, p, by [2]'

In k' = a + bp + Cp2 (1)

where a, band c are temperature-dependent quanti
ties, independent of mobile phase density.

Eqn. I is a general expression for solute retention
in SFC, derived from a unified theory ofchromatog
raphy [2-5] and applicable to different types of SFC
systems, such as those with a solid stationary phase,
a fluid stationary phase or a chemically bonded
stationary phase. The coefficients a, band c may be
expressed in terms of molecular interaction param
eters, which correspond to the chromatographic
retention mechanism involved. Therefore, the rela
tionship between the local retention and local den
sity, namely, the coefficients a, band c, provide
significant insight into the molecular interactions in
the system to reveal the microscopic mechanism of
retention. Unfortunately, but as is to be expected for

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. Allrrights reserved
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where Pi and Po denote the column inlet and outlet
densities.

(2) Spatial average density, i.e., the mobile phase
density averaged over the length of the column (L),

(7)(k')ObS = (k'),

EXPERIMENTAL"

The experiment was carried out on an HP 79887A
SFC system (Hewlett-Packard, CA, USA). The
system consisted ofa variable-wavelength UV detec
tor, a pump assembly with a refrigerated circulating
bath which was maintained at -10 to -5°C, a
back-pressure regulator which controlled the col
umn outlet pressure, a manual injection valve and
two pressure gauges for the inlet and outlet pressures
of the column, respectively. The temperature control
and pressure gauges of the system were carefully

To study the relationship between the observed
retention and average density, it is reasonable to
assume that the logarithm of the observed capacity
factor is a quadratic function of the average mobile
phase density, similar in form'to the fundamental
eqn. 1,

In (k')obS = In (k')t = a' + h'(p)y + c'(p)~ (8)

where subscript y may be either t for temporal
average, x for spatial average or a for arithmetic
average, and a', h' and c' are the fitting coefficients at
a given temperature, independent of mobile phase
density.

There has not yet been a sound mathematical link
between eqns. 1 and 8. Nevertheless, eqn. 8 can be
regarded as a logical extension of eqn. 1 and as an
empirical equation. In this experimental study, we
demonstrate that the SFC retention process can be
better characterized by the temporal average density
than by either the frequently employed arithmetic
average density or the spatial average density, and
that the SFC retention process can be characterized
and represented by a hypothetical zero-pressure
drop system at a density equal to the temporal
average density of the real system.

It has also been shown [6] that the observed
capacity factor is the temporal average capacity
factor,

(5)

(2)

(4)

(3)

an SFC. system with a packed column, measure
ments oflocal retention and local density are usually
not feasible. The experimentally measured or ob
served retention is an average of the local retention
throughout the length of the column. In studying the
physical chemistry of an SFC retention process
using a packed column, a fundamental problem is to
correlate the characteristic retention process with
experimentally measured parameters.

Starting with Darcy's law, Martire [6] presented a
generalized treatment of a packed column with a
pressure drop and proposed three possible ways to
express mobile phase average densities in an SFC
column:

(I) Arithmetic average density,

L P;

J pdx J pDip) dp
(p) = _0__ = ""Po _

x L Pi

Jdx J Dip) dp
° Po

t u PI

J pdt J pDt(p) dp
(p) = _0_ = "'Po _

t tu Pi

J dt J Dt(P) dp
° Po

where Dip) is the spatial distribution function,
giv~n by

Dx(p) = 1]-lp (~;)T = (1]f3)-1

where 1] is the viscosity of the mobile phase, P is the
pressure, T is the temperature and f3 denotes the
isothermal compressibility of the mobile phase.

(3) Temporal average density, i.e., the mobile
phase density averaged over the residence time (tu) in
the column,

where Dt(p) is the temporal distribution function,
given by

Dt(p) = 1]-lp2(~;)T = p(1]f3)-l = pD.lp) (6)
a Certain commercial equipment, instruments or materials are

identified in order to adequately specify the experimental
procedure. This does not imply recommendation or endorse
ment by the National Institute of Standards and Technology.
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calibrated. The temperature was controlled to with
in 0.2°C, and the error in the pressure readout was
less than I bar.

The column used in this study was a silica
high-performance liquid chromatography column,
25 cm x 4.6 mm J.D., 5-,um particle size. Carbon
dioxide, SFC grade, was employed as the mobile
phase, and benzene, methyl-, ethyl-, n-propyl- and
n-butylbenzene as the probe solutes.

Since there was extra tubing between the column
ends and the pressure gauges, the measured inlet and
outlet pressures (the inlet and outlet pressure read
outs) were different from the actual column inlet and
outlet pressures. The pressure drops and the resi
dence time of the solutes caused by this extra tubing
were carefully determined through a series of calcu
lations and by replacing the packed column by an
empty column of the same diameter [7]. With these
corrections, the true inlet and outlet pressures of the
column, and the true solute retention times were
accurately obtained.

The column void volume (Vo) was measured by a
weighing method as follows: using n-hexane as the
solvent to fill the dry column, the void volume was
calculated by dividing the difference in the column
weights (in grams, obtained before and after the
solvent filling), by the density of hexane (g/ml). The
void volume was measured at both the beginning
and the end of the experiment and the agreement
between the two measurements was within 1%. The
flow-rate of the mobile phase leaving the system was
measured in I/min, at ambient temperature and
pressure, using a wet test flow meter. This flow-rate
was converted into mass flow-rate, expressed as g of
carbon dioxide/min, using the equation of state of
an ideal gas. The average density of carbon dioxide,
in forms of the spatial, the temporal and the arith
metic averages, was calculated by a computational
program, knowing the inlet and outlet pressures,
and using the Benedict-Webb-Rubin (BWR) equa
tion of state (see ref. 8). Then, the corrected solute
retention volume was obtained by the following
equation:

(9)

where tR is the corrected retention time (min), mis
the mass flow-rate of the mobile phase (g/min) and
<p)x is the spatial average density.

195

Ultimately, the natural logarithm of the observed
capacity factor was calculated as

In <k')obs = In (VR ;0 Vo
)

RESULTS

In the experiments, the outlet pressure of the
column was kept constant and the inlet pressure was
varied by adjusting the flow-rate to generate the
desired pressure drop. Some typical experimental
results for ethylbenzene at various temperatures
from 50 to 80°C are listed in Table I, corresponding
to the calculated temporal, spatial, and arithmetic
average density.

As seen in Fig. 1, plots of the logarithm of the
observed capacity factor vs. the pressure drop give
monotonically decreasing curves at constant outlet
pressure. The decrease of the observed capacity
factor with increasing pressure drop is due to the
increase in the average density, in contrast to that
observed with constant inlet density [9], where the
average density decreases with increasing pressure
drop.

Using the experimental data for ethylbenzene
listed in Table I, plots of the logarithm of the
observed capacity factor vs. the different forms of
average density, as shown in Figs. 2-5, indicate that
the logarithm of the observed capacity factor is
better related to the temporal average density than
to the other forms of average density, especially at
the lower temperatures.

At the lower temperatures, as illustrated in Figs. 2
(at 50°C) and 3 (at 60°C), when characterized bythe
temporal average density, regardless of the outlet
pressure, the observed capacity factor of ethyl
benzene follows a continuous, smooth curve at a
given temperature. However, if one of the other
average densities is employed, each of the curves
then splits up into two or three separate and
incompatible curves corresponding to the different
outlet pressures. The separation and incompatibility
of the curves are even more pronounced when using
the arithmetic average density than the spatial
average density, due to the markedly non-linear
distribution of the mobile phase density along the
column [8]. The three forms of the average density
have different dependencies on the mobile phase
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TABLE I

LOGARITHM OF THE OBSERVED CAPACITY FACTOR OF ETHYLBENZENE

T Outlet Pressure Temporal Spatial Arithmetic In (k')
eC) pressure drop average average average ethyl-

(bar) (bar) density density density benzene
(g/m1) (g/m1) (g/ml)

50 90 13.4 0.362 0.357 0.361 1.085
90 18.8 0.405 0.396 0.398 0.697
90 27.0 0.464 0.448 0.439 0.370
90 31.2 0.493 0.475 0.457 0.178

105 5.7 0.483 0.482 0.481 0.343
105 11.4 0.515 0.513 0.508 0.129
105 16.9 0.544 0.540 0.530 -0.048
105 23.1 0.571 0.567 0.551 -0.229
120 3\.8 0.599 0.599 0.598 -,-0.408
120 10.4 0.619 0.618 0.616 -0.470
120 18.2 0.636 0.636 0.631 -0.583
120 22.2 0.647 0.646 0.640 -0.619
120 27.5 0.659 0.658 0.650 -0.771

60 90 13.4 0.277 0.275 0.276 1.727
90 20.2 0.309 0.304 0.307 1.478
90 27.0 0.399 0.331 0.335 1.206
90 33.2 0.372 0.359 0.362 0.916
90 39.2 0.404 0.388 0.387 0.705
90 44.9 0.435 0.415 0.409 0.524
90 51.7 0.467 0.444 0.430 0.350

105 4.7 0.345 0.345 0.345 1.227
105 12.4 0.374 0.372 0.372 0.992
105 16.9 0.397 0.393 0.393 0.776
105 23.2 0.427 0.421 0.419 0.567
105 30.4 0.461 0.452 0.445 0.327
120 6.8 0.463 0.462 0.461 0.372
120 11.4 0.481 0.484 0.478 0.250
120 19.0 0.509 0.507 0.502 0.077

70 90 14.4 0.240 0.239 0.239 2.085
90 23.6 0.267 0.264 0.265 1.873
90 27.9 0.283 0.278 0.280 1.733
90 36.1 0.312 0.303 0.306 1.481
90 39.9 0.329 0.319 0.321 1.314
90 49.8 0.368 0.352 0.353 1.055
90 55.5 0.393 0.374 0.372 0.839

105 6.7 0.288 0.287 0.287 1.568
105 12.4 0.303 0.302 0.303 1.423
105 17.9 0.323 0.320 0.321 1.258
105 25.2 0.349 0.344 0.345 1.046
105 31.4 0.372 0.365 0.365 0.877
10; 38.4 0.399 0.390 0.388 0.678
105 43.4 0.419 0.408 0.404 0.538
105 49.2 0.442 0.428 . 0.420 0.381
120 10.4 0.379 0.378 0.378 0.916
120 18.9 0.407 0.405 0.404 0.697
120 25.1 0.430 0.426 0.424 0.564
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TABLE I (continued)

T Outlet Pressure Temporal Spatial Arithmetic In (k')

COC) pressure drop average average average ethyl-
(bar) (bar) density density density benzenp.

(g/ml) (g/ml) (g/ml)

70 120 30.3 0.449 0.444 0.439 0.409
120 36.6 0.470 0.463 0.456 0.270
120 44.1 0.494 0.486 0.475 0.129
120 53.0 0.518 0.509 0.493 -0.020

80 90 12.7 0.211 0.211 0.211 2.144
90 18.4 0.222 0.222 0.222 2.064
90 26.8 0.243 0.240 0.240 1.926
90 31.1 0.255 0.251 0.251 1.779
90 37.3 0.273 0.266 0.267 1.674
90 43.3 0.292 0.283 0.284 1.506
90 50.4 0.314 0.303 0.303 1.307
90 56.2 0.334 0.320 0.319 1.114

105 6.7 0.252 0.252 0.252 1.719
105 13.4 0.267 0.266 0.266 1.594
105 21.9 0.288 0.286 0.286 1.416
105 28.2 0.306 0.302 0.302 1.277
105 33.4 0.322 0.317 0.317 1.146
105 40.5 0.344 0.337 0.336 0.976
105 45.5 0.360 0.351 0.350 0.857
105 52.2 0.383 0.371 0.368 0.681
120 5.8 0.310 0.309 0.309 1.222
120 10.4 0.321 0.320 0.320 1.125
120 19.2 0.343 0.342 0.341 0.976
120 26.3 0.364 0.361 0.360 0.809
120 29.5 0.375 0.372 0.370 0.713
120 36.6 0.396 0.390 0.388 0.576
120 43.6 0.417 0.410 0.405 0.431
120 50.5 0.437 0.428 0.421 0.337

density distribution. The temporal average density is
the most sensitive to the density distribution while
the arithmetic average density is totally independent
of the density distribution. Therefore, when the
density distribution of the mobile phase is highly
non-linear, use of the arithmetic average density to
characterize SFC retention will result in the largest
errors.

At the higher temperatures, as illustrated in Figs. 4
(at 70°C) and 5 (at 80°C), the interesting differences
in the characterization using the different forms of
average density disappear, and all three forms are
equally good in correlating the logarithm of the
observed capacity factor of ethylbenzene. The rea
son is that, for a specific pressure drop, the density
gradient along the column is a function of tempera-

ture, and it is smaller at high temperature (i.e., when
the temperature is much higher than the critical
temperature) than at low temperature (i.e., when the
temperature is closer to the critical temperature,
where the density strongly depends on the pressure).
Thus, when the temperature is high, the arithmetic
average density, the spatial average density and the
temporal average density become nearly identical.

It has been reported that at constant mean density
of the mobile phase, the observed retention is a
function of the pressure drop of the system [9,10].
However, it should be noted that the reported
experiment was carried out at constant arithmetic
average density rather than constant temporal aver
age density. Because the mobile phase spends rela
tively more time in the high density region of the
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Fig. I. Plots of the logarithm ofthe observed capacity factor, In (k'), liS. the pressure drop for ethylbenzene at (a) 50, (b) 60, (c) 70 and (d)
80°C, and the outlet pressure indicated.

column, the temporal average density is always
higher than the arithmetic average density (see
TableI), and the difference between the arithmetic
average density and the temporal average density
becomes more significant with a larger pressure drop
[8]. At constant arithmetic average density, the
temporal average density actually increases with
increasing pressure drop. Therefore, at constant
arithmetic average density, the observed capacity
factor is expected to decrease with pressure drop due
to the increase in the temporal average density.

Plots of In <k')obs liS. pressure drop are illustrated
in Fig. 1. Extrapolation of the plots to zero pressure
drop presumably gives the In k' values at the set
outlet density for a hypothetical column having zero
pressure drop. The logarithm of the observed capac
ity factor can be empirically fit to a linear function of
pressured drop (LIP), In <k')obS = a + bLIP, and the

intercepts are the extrapolated values of In <k')obS
at the outlet density. The extrapolated values of
In <k')obs for ethylbenzene at various outlet densities
and temperatures are listed in Table II.

The extrapolated, zero-pressure-drop data ap
proximately represent the local In k' values at the
corresponding (outlet) densities. Incorporating the
extrapolated In k' values into Figs. 2a-5a illustrates
that the extrapolated zero-pressure-drop data fall on
the curves characterized by the temporill average
density. This suggests that the hypothetical curves of
local In k' liS. local density, which are described by
eqn. 1 and are supposed to pass through the
extrapolated zero-pressure-drop data points, closely
match the characterization curves of In <k')obs liS.

the temporal average density, which are expressed
by eqn 8. Accordingly, the retention process may be
characterized and represented by a hypothetical
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Fig. 2. 'Plots of the logarithm of the observed capacity factor, In
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50°C; x from extrapolation to LlP = O. Symbols as in Fig.!.

Fig. 3. Plots of the logarithm of the observed capacity factor, In
(k'), vs. (a) the temporal average density, (b) the spatial average
density and (c) the arithmetic average density, for ethylbenzene at

.60°C; x from extrapolation to LlP = O. Symbols as in Fig. 1.

zero-pressure-drop system at a density equal to the
temporal average density of the real system. There
fore, this suggests that, for a packed column SFC
system, the fundamental coefficients a, band c in

eqn. 1 should be essentiaJly equal to the coefficients
a'; b' and c' in eqn. 8, which may be obtained from
the regression of In <k')obs VS. <p)t (see below).

Fig. 6 shows the behavior of homologues. The
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Fig. 4. Plots of the logarithm of the observed capacity factor, In
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density and (c) the arithmetic average density, for ethylbenzene at
70°C; x from extrapolation to tlP = O. Symbols as in Fig. 1.

vertical distance between the curves of the solutes
represents the logarithm of the selectivity factor. As
long as the retention process is characterized by the
temporal average density, the selectivity will be

unique and exclusive at a given temperature and
density, independent of the pressure drop and the
outlet pressure.
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Fig. 6. The logarithm of the observed capacity factor, In (k'),
characterized by the temporal average density for (a) benzene
(.), ethylbenzene (.~), n-butylbenzene (*), and (b) methyl
benzene (.) and n-propylbenzene (.~), at 60°C.

(11),1(%) = «P\~):P)a) .100%

The values of the relative deviation ,1(%) were
calculated as a function of pressure drop at various
temperatures. The results are illustrated in Fig. 7,
which shows that the relative deviation increases
substantially with increasing pressure drop at con
stant temperature and a constant outlet pressure of
90 bar. For example, it approaches 10% at a
practical operating condition of 40 bar in pressure
drop, 90 bar in outlet pressure and SO°e. Due to the
high compressibility of the supercritical fluid, the
deviations become much more significant at lower
temperature.

DISCUSSION

As indicated, SFC retention described in terms of
the temporal average density of the mobile phase is
independent of the pressure drop or the ratio of the
inlet to the outlet pressure for the column. Since the
plots of In <k')obs VS. <p)t match the presumed plots
of local In k' VS. local density, the true relation
between In k' and local density (eqn. 1) may be
represented by the relation between In <k')obs and
the temporal average density (eqn. 8). Therefore, the
temporal average density is the parameter that
should be chosen to characterize the retention
process.

However, in practical SFC applications, e.g., in
SFC methods development, the arithmetic average
density is often employed for simplicity. When there
is a large density gradient along the column, use of
the arithmetic average density to characterize SFC
retention may result in large deviations leading to
poor reproducibility, since at constant arithmetic
average density SFC retention is also a function of
the pressure drop. For example, as shown in Fig. 2,
at constant temporal average density the observed

. capacity factor is unique, while at constant arith
metic average density the observed capacity factor
can be different, depending on the pressure drop.
One way to estimate potential discrepancies from
the use of the arithmetic average density in corre
lating and representing experimental data in packed
column SFC systems, instead of using the temporal
average density, is to examine the relative deviation
of the arithmetic average density from the temporal
average density,
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EXTRAPOLATED LN k' VALUES AT THE VARIOUS
OUTLET DENSITIES AND TEMPERATURES FOR
ETHYLBENZENE
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The observed capacity factors, <k)obs, were calcu
lated according to eqn. 12, with assumed coefficients
a, band c, and a series of given inlet and outlet
densities. However, using the same set of coefficient
values as a, band c in eqn. 12 for ai, b' and c' in eqn. 8
(with <p)y = <p\), the capacity factor calculated
from eqn. 12 and the capacity factor calculated from
eqn. 8 become obviously different as the pressure
drop substantially increases, particularly at 50 and
60°C. There are two possible explanations for this
difference.
. (1) The mathematical treatment leading to eqn. 12
is rigorous. Therefore, the capacity factor calculated
from eqn. 12 should be the true value of the observed
capacity factor for the given coefficients a band c
and the given inlet and outlet densities,'provided
eqn. 12 can be accurately evaluated numerically. The
deviation of the experimentally observed capacity
factor from the characteristic value at large pressure
dr9P might then be due to one or more of the
following: (a) a thermal non-equilibrium [9] as the
highly compressible mobile phase expands from the
high density region near the column inlet towards
the low density region near the column outlet; (b) a
mass-transferal non-equilibrium [11] at large pres
sure drop and high flow-rate; and (c) turbulent flow
in the column. (All the equations for the temporal
and spatial parameters are derived based on Darcy's
law which is only valid in laminar flow for apparent
Reynolds number within an upper limit. The Rey
nolds numbers for the experiments were calculated,
revealing that in some runs with very high flow
rates, thus very large pressure drops, they fell in the
laminar/turbulent transition region, and therefore,
turbulence might be occurring under those condi
tions.) If the above explanation is valid, the fitting
coefficients a', b' and c' from eqn. 8 would not
strictly represent the physicochemical parameters
for an equilibrium SFC system. Instead, they would
reflect the comprehensive effect of both the micro
scopic molecular interactions and the macroscopic
flow dynamics.

6050

60 ·c

50 •

2

4

5 10
~
.~ 8
"C

.~ 6
ill
~

Ol±=""""'~:::.:::::=::.:-~--~----,--~o 10 20 30 40
pressure drop (bar)

Fig. 7. The relative deviations, defined by eqn. 11, as a function of
the pressure drop at an outlet pressure of 90 bar and the
temperatures indicated.

<k')t

The average density depends on the density
gradient (density drop and density distribution)
along the length of the column and the column
temperature. When the density gradient is minimal
and/or the density profile is relatively linear the
arithmetic average density, the spatial average 'den
~ity ~nd the temporal average density are nearly
Identical; therefore, the three forms of density are
equally valid in characterizing the observed reten
tion, such as in the folowing cases,

(a) when the pressure drop along the column is
small;

(b) when the temperature is substantially higher
than the critical temperature [8]; and/or

(c) when the column outlet density is sufficiently
greater than the critical density [8].

As mentioned in the introduction, a theoretical
linkage between the expression for local retention
(eqn. 1) and the expression for observed retention
(eqn. 8) is lacking. It has been shown that the
observed capacity factor is the temporal averaged
one, as expressed by eqn. 7. According to the
definition of the temporal average, the observed
capacity factor ought to be expressed as
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(2) Tfthe experimentally measured capacity factor
is obtained under near-equilibrium conditions and it
is the characteristic value of the system, then the
fitting coefficients a', b' and c' from eqn. 8 would
have physicochemical significance. The deviation of
the capacity factor calculated by eqn. 12 from the
experimentally measured capacity factor might then
be due to error in implementing the numerical
integration of eqn. 12. Involved in the integration of
eqn. 12 is the core of the distribution function,
11- 1(apjap), which was evaluated using the equation
of state and tabulated viscosity data, and fit to a
seventh-order polynomial in reduced density at a
given temperature [8]. By this method, the numerical
integration of eqn. 12 becomes extremely sensitive
when the inlet and outlet mobile phase densities fall
in the vicinity of the minimum region in the core of
the distribution function as a function of density [8],
which may result in error in the observed capacity
factor calculated by the numerical integration of
eqn.12.

Further investigation of these pressure-drop ef
fects is currently underway.

CONCLUSIONS

This experimental study reveals that, in a packed
column SFC system with a large pressure drop, (a)
the chromatographic retention of solutes can be best
characterized by the temporal average density of the
mobile phase at a given temperature, (b) the reten
tion processes may be represented by a hypothetical
zero-pressure-drop system at a density equal to the
temporal average density of the real system, and (c)
when using the temporal average density to charac
terize the observed retention, physicochemically
meaningful parameters a, band c in the local

203

retention-local density relations (eqn. 1) may be
obtainable from the coefficients a, b' and c', by
fitting the observed retention as a function of the
temporal average density (eqn. 8, with y = t).
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ABSTRACT

The separation of oligomers of two different polymers using capillary supercritical fluid chromatography was studied. Pressure
programming was used to achieve optimum separation of the oligomers. From a comparison of the separation of these oligomers with
different length columns it was demonstrated that oligomer solubility was primarily controlling the separation. Accordingly, changing
the stationary phase, shortening the column or not even using a stationary phase had minimal effect on the separation of the oligomers.

INTRODUCTION

Supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) pro
vides a powerful technique for the separation of
oligomers in polymer samples. A wide variety of
natural and synthetic polymers have been separated.
Many combinations of mobile phase, stationary
phase, and operating conditions are available for
use. Such diversity may make it possible to separate
polymers that are presently problematic when using
other techniques.

Interactions between the mobile phase and the
oligomers are of primary importance to polymer
separations in SFC. While the stationary phase
affects retention, the mechanism by which it con
tributes is unclear [I]. For packed SFC columns the
postulated separation process involves continuous
reprecipitation and redissolution of the oligomers as
they move down the column [2]. As a result of the

Correspondence to: Dr. S. V. Olesik, Department of Chemistry,
Ohio State University, Columbus, OH 43210, USA.

pressure drop across the column and the existence of
threshold pressures or threshold densities for each
oligomer [3], the higher-molecular-weight oligomers
follow the smaller ones down the column. The
validity of this retention mechanism has been sub
stantiated by experimental results showing that the
nature of the stationary phase has little impact on
the selectivity of the oligomer separation [4]. Due to
the nature of the retention mechanism in packed
column SFC of oligomers, gradient programming is
required to achieve optimum separation of the
oligomers [5]. Pressure programming and the resul
tant density programming were the first gradient
methods used to separate polymers [3] and remains
the most common gradient methods used for oli
gomer separations.

Capillary columns of the dimensions used in this
study have negligible pressure drop across the
column. The retention mechanism based on precipi
tation-redissolution as a function ofpressure drop is
therefore not applicable to capillary columns. This
paper illustrates the relative importance of oligomer
solubility and oligomer-stationary phase interac-

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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tions for two very different polymer systems: a
polydisulfide and a methylmethacrylate(MMA)-n
butylacrylate (BA) copolymer.

EXPERIMENTAL

samples were made by diluting bulk polymer to 10%
(w/w) with reagent-grade carbon disulfide (1. T.
Baker). This concentration, although high, was
necessary because many of the oligomers in the
samples were not detectable at lower bulk sample
concentrations.

M n = Number-averagemolecularweight;Mw = weight-average
molecular weight; D (polydispersity) = Mw/Mn.

TABLE I

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF POLYMERS STUDIED

Instrumentation: polydisulfide studies
The chromatographic system and operating con

ditions used have been described in detail elsewhere
[6]. A Hewlett-Packard 5890A gas chromatograph
and a Hewlett-Packard Model 19256A flame pho-

2.8
1.70

D

1500
1300

540
750

Thiokol LP-3
MMA-BA

Instrumentation: MMA-BA studies
The chromatograph in the MMA-BA studies

consisted of a Varian 3700 gas chromatographic
oven and a Varian flame ionization detector. A 20
m x 100 flm I.D. DB-17 (polyphenylmethylsilox
ane) open tubular column with a film thickness of
0.2 flm was used as purchased (J&W Scientific). A 20
m x 100 flm I.D. DB-225 (polycyanopropylphenyl
methylsiloxane) open tubular column with a film
thickness of 0.1 flm was also used as purchased
(J&W Scientific). The mobile phase consisted of
SFC-grade carbon dioxide (Matheson) modified
with 0.5-1.3% (v/v) of 95-97% formic acid (Al
drich). An ISCO 260D syringe pump was used to
deliver the mobile phase. Sample introduction was
accomplished with a Va1co CI4W injector with a
60-nl sample loop. Upon injection the sample loop
was left in line with the column for the duration of
the run. This is to prevent discrimination against
high-molecular-weight analytes. Cycling of the
valve introduces a pressure drop in the injection
loop, and the concomitant density reduction may
render the mobile phase solvent strength inadequate
for solvation of heavier components in a sample.

Thiokol LP-3 was obtained from Polysciences
(Warrington, PA, USA) and was used without
further purification.

The repeating unit of the MMA-BA copolymer
has the fol1owing molecular structure:

Polymers and samples
Thiokol LP-3 is a polydisulfide elastomer that is

produced by Morton Thiokol. It is used as a sealant
and as an additive for high molecular weight poly
mer synthesis. The polydisulfides are good sealants
because they exhibit high resistance to organic
solvent, i.e. the solubility of these elastomers in
organic solvents is minimal. However, we have
recently demonstrated that the LP-3 polymer is
soluble in supercritical COz [6]. The approximate
molecular structure of the polydisulfide repeating
unit is as fol1ows (this structure does not include any
subunits due to cross-linking reactions):

HS-(CzH4O-CHzO~CzHcSS)n-CzH40-CHzO

CzHcSH

where m usual1y ranges from 10 to 18 and n values
vary between 0 and 7, with n = 2 being the most
common [7]. Oligomers ranging in molecular weight
from 600 to 3500 have been identified using mass
spectroscopy [7]. There are at least 72 oligomers
theoretically possible in the molecular weight range
from 1000 to 2700. These copolymers are used for
the manufacture of many types of plastics. The
specific MMA-BA copolymer studied was made by
combining 80% (w/w) MMA and 20% (w/w) BA of
the monomers. The polymer was obtained from
the Marshal1 Laboratories of E.I. du Pont de
Nemours & Co.

Table I shows other properties of the two oligo
mer systems used in this study. The analyzed
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tometric detector served as the system oven and
detector. A 12.2 m x 220 /lm J.D. BP-lO (poly
phenylmethylsiloxane) open tubular column with a
film thickness of 0.25 /lm was used (Scient~fic Glass
Engineering, Austin, TX, USA). The stationary
phase was cross-linked with azo-tert.-butane before
exposure to a supercritical fluid mobile phase. A
12.2 m x 250 /lm J.D. fused-silica capillary (Poly
micro Technologies, Phoenix, AZ, USA) was also
employed as a column. The fused-silica tubing was
rinsed with methylene chloride and then flushed
with dry nitrogen before use. The mobile phase used
in the polydisulfide studies consisted of supercriti
cal-grade carbon dioxide (Scott Specialty Gases).
An ISCO /lLC500 syringe pump delivered the
mobile phase. Sample introduction was accomplish
ed with a Valco CI4W injector with a 200-nl sample
loop. As in the MMA-BA studies, upon injection
the sample loop was left in line with the column for
the duration of the analysis.

In all studies, integral restrictors constructed from
50 /lm J.D. fused-silica tubing (Polymicro Tech
nologies) were used to regulate pressure and to
control flow. The orifice diameter of the restricting
capillary was approximately 5 /lm.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Polydisulfide studies
The chromatographic separation QfThiokol LP-3

on the BP-l0 column is shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows
separation of the Thiokol LP-3 when the column is
replaced with a fused-silica open tube with the same
internal diameter and length as the column.Identi
cal chromatographic conditions werl:< .used in the
separation of LP-3 with the column and the fused
silica tube. These conditions included using carbon
dioxide as the mobile phase, an oven temperature of
100°C, and an initial pressure of 102 atm for 15 min,
followed by a pressure ramp of3.4 atm/min to a final
pressure of 306 atm. The polydisulfide was crudely
separated in the fused-silica open tube, without the
benefit of interaction with a stationary phase. The
resulting chromatogram mimicked the results ob
tained when the BP-IO column was used under the
same experimental conditions. The BP-lO column
separation produced three sets of peaks, each peak
being composed of one or more oligomers. The
fused-silica tube separation lacked the resolution of
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o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
TIME (min)

Fig. 1. Separation ofThiokol LP-3 on the l2.2-m BP-IO column.
Oven temperature: 100°C. Mobile phase: carbon dioxide. Initial
pressure: 102 atm for 15 min. Pressure ramp: 3.4 atm/min. Final
pressure: 306 atm. Detector gas flows: 240 ml/min hydrogen, 45
ml/min oxygen. From ref. 7.

the column chromatogram, but reproduced the
three principle peak clusters.

These results give insight into the retention mech
anism ofpolymers in capillary SFC. The separations
observed in the fused-silica tube can be attributed to
the selective solvation of oligomers as the mobile
phase density was ramped. Isobaric conditions did
not permit a satisfactory separation to occur. If the
initial pressure was too low, there was no sample
elution. If the initial pressure was too high, the
oligomers coeluted. With isobaric runs at an inter
mediate pressure, fewer peaks were observed. We
attribute the separation achieved without stationary
phase in the fused-silica tube to the selective solva
tion of the oligomers by the supercritical fluid. The
polydisulfide must initially precipitate out onto the

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
TIME (min)

Fig. 2. Separation of Thiokol LP-3 on the 12.2-m fused-silica
tube. Oven temperature: 100°C. Mobile phase: carbon dioxide.
Initial pressure: 102 atm for 15 min. Pressure ramp: 3.4 atm/min.
Final pressure: 306 atm. Detector gas flows: 240 ml/min hydro
gen, 45 ml/min oxygen.
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TABLE II

HETP (jlm) PER PEAK

o 5 10 15 20 25

TIME (min)

Fig. 4. Separation of MMA-BA on the I-m DB-17 column.
Oven temperature: 140°C. Mobile phase: carbon dioxide with
0.8% (v/v) formic aeid. Initial pressure: 88 atm. Pressure ramp:
6.8 atm/min. Final pressure: 374 atm. Detector gas flows: 455
ml/min air, 45 ml/min hydrogen.

the l-m column was as efficient or more efficient
than the 20-m column. The same restrictor was used
for the l-m column and the 20-m column. Therefore
since all other chromatographic conditions remain
ed the same for the two separations, the linear
velocity at a given pressure was also the same in each
column. Minimal variation in plate height would
therefore be expected with change in column length.
The difference in measured plate heights for the two
columns was also greatest for the compounds that

HETPPeak No.

MMA-BA studies: DB-l7, column
Fig. 3 shows the chromatogram resulting from the

separation of the MMA-BA (80:20, w/w) copoly
mer on the 20-m DB-I? column. After completing
initial studies on this 20-m column, the first meter
was detached and used in further experiments. This
was done to see if the efficiency and the resolution of
the separations changed when a shorter column with
a lesser amount of active stationary phase surface
was used. Fig. 4 shows the' separation of the
MMA-BA copolymer on the I-m column. When
using either of the DB-17 columns a typical chro
matogram contained from 30 to 40 peaks. The
fifteen most prominent· peaks on the chromato
grams of both the 20-m and the I-m columns were
selected, and the chromatographic selectivities re
lative to one another were calculated to ensure that
the same peaks were being compared between
chromatograms.

The height equivalent to a theoretical plate
(HETP) was calculated for each of the peaks using
triangulation and is shown in Table II. In general,

head of the column, due to the low solubility of the
oligomer in supercritical carbon dioxide under the
initial low-pressure conditions. By scanning through
the threshold densities of the oligomers with a
pressure or density program, selective solvation
occurs. There are active sites found on fused-silica
surfaces which can interact with and slow the
migration of oligomers, but the number of sites is
too small to be wholly responsible for the observed
separations.

10 20 30 40
TIME (min)

Fig. 3. Separation of MMA-BA on the 20-m DB-17 column.
Oven temperature: 140°C. Mobile phase: carbon dioxide with
0.8% (v/v) formic acid. Initial pressure: 88 atm. Pressure ramp:
6.8 atm/min. Final pressure: 374 atm. Detector gas flows: 455
ml/min air, 45 ml/min hydrogen.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

20-m column

2000
550
420
100
530
320
290

70
250
530
500
210
200
190
180

I-m column

1400
920
680
250
180
110
130
120
60
70
60
80
70
50
40
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TABLE III

,CAPACITY FACTORS (k') AND SELECTIVITIES (0:) FOR 20-m DB-17, 20-m DB-225 AND 1-m DB-17 COLUMNS

Peak k' 0:

DB-17 DB-225 DB-17 DB-17 DB-225 DB-17
(20 m) (20 m) (I m) (20 m) (20 m) (1 m)

I 0.50 3.30 6.00
2 0.80 8.90 11.10 1.6 2:7 1.9
3 1.10 13.00 15.80 1.4 1.5 1.3
4 1.20 13.70 15.50 1.1 1.1 1.1
5 lAO 16.70 .. 18.40 1.2 1.2 1.2
6 1.45 17.70 19.30 1.0 1.1 1.0
7 1.50 19.90 21.50 1.0 1.1 1.1
8 1.60 20.90 22.30 1.1 1.1 1.0
9 1.80 22.60 24.50 1.1 1.1 1.1

10 1.85 23.90 25.40 1.0 1.1 1.0
11 1.95 25.10 27.10 1.1 1.1 1.1
12 2.00 26.30 28.30 1.0 1.1 1.1
13 2.10 27.40 29.60 1.1 1.0 1.1
14 2.15 28.60 30.70 1.0 1.0 1.0
15 2.20 29.40 31.90 1.0 1.0 1.0

eluted latest. For these oligomers the plate height
was significantly lower on the I-m column than on
the 20-m column.

Table III shows the capacity factors and selectivi
ties for the 15 most prominent peaks in the chro
matogram for both the 20- and I-m columns. Since
the two columns were identical in every way except
in length, the capacity factor for a given oligomer
should not change between the two columns. How
ever, the measured capacity factor of a given oligo
mer was much larger for the longer column. This is a
logical result if selective solvation significantly con
trols the separation of the oligomers. The dead time,
to, of the I-m column is 1/20 that of the longer
column, while the dissolution time of an oligomer at
a given pressure should be the same i'n each column.

The resolution for the two columns was also
determined. Fig. 5 shows a comparison of these
values. The long column, the less efficient ofthe two
columns, provided superior resolution for oligomers
1-9. In typical chromatographic separations resolu
tion is related to the square root of the total number
ofplates generated by a column. Although it was less
efficient, the longer column still generated a far
greater total number of theoretical plates. In Table
IV the efficiency and the resolution of the two

columns are compared. If the experimental effi
ciency of each chromatographic peak on the 20-m
column is divided by 20 and substituted into the
resolution equation below

along with the experimental selectivity and capacity
factor value for the I-m column, then the expected
resolution on the I-m column can be calculated. This
is shown in Table IV. These data show that the
experimental resolution obtained on the I-m column
is always higher than that expected for the larger
oligomers found for peak 8 and later. We believe
the major cause of this enhanced resolution to be
that the separation of the higher molecular weight
oligomers is predominately determined by their
selective solvation in the supercritical fluid at well
defined densities; this is the same mechanism as was
described for the polydisulfide polymer. Interac
tions between the lower-molecular-weight oligomers
and the stationary phase had a greater impact on
their resolution. This further illustrates the rela
tionship between the stationary phase and differ
ential solvation in polymer separations. As seen in
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Fig. 5. Chromatographic resolution of the (0) I-m DB-17
column and on the (6) 20-m DB-17 column.

the polydisulfide studies, stationary phase must be
present to achieve anything better than a crude
separation of oligomers. The interactions between
the stationary phase and oligomers serve to enhance
the s~aration that is initiated by their differential
solvation in the mobile phase. At the same time, a
column that is needlessly long may increase the
measured plate height of the separation (as shown in
Table II) because selective solvation of the oligomers
is controlling the separation, especially for the
higher molecular weight compounds.

L. D. Giddings et al. / J. Chromatogr. 603 (1992) 205-211

I I
o 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

TIME (min)

Fig. 6. Separation of MMA-BA on the 20-m DB-225 column.
Oven temperature: 130aC. Mobile phase: carbon dioxide with
0.9% (v/v) formic acid. Initial pressure: 88 atm. Pressure ramp:
10.2 atm/min. Final pressure: 272 atm. Detector gas flows: 455
ml/min air, 45 ml/min hydrogen.

MMA-BA studies: DB-225 column
MMA-BA separations were obtained on a DB

225 column. Fig. 6 shows a chromatogram resulting
from the separation. It resembles those obtained on
the 20-m DB-17 column. The fifteen most promi
nent peaks on the DB-225 chromatogram were
measured and found to have the same relative
selectivity, cr:, as the fifteen most prominent peaks
observed on the 20-m DB-I7 column. In Table III a
comparison of the capacity factors (k') and the
selectivities (cr:) for the 20-m DB-225 and the 20-m

TABLE IV

A COMPARISON OF THE NUMBER OF THEORETICAL PLATES (N).AND RESOLUTION (R,) OBSERVED FOR THE 20-m
DB-l7 AND I-m DB-17 COLUMNS

Peak pair N R,

DB-l7 DB-17 DB-l7 DB-17 DB-l7°
(20 m) (I m) (20 m) (I m) (20 m)

1-2 36000 I 100 9.2 3.2 4.5
2-4 199000 4000 18.0 3.4 6.6
4-.,(j 62000 8800 6.4 3.7 2.6
7-8 296000 8100 10.9 3.0 4.0
8-9 81 000 17100 3.9 2.4 I.3
9-10 38000 14800 1.4 I.l 0.4

IQ-II 40000 16900 1.5 1.9 0.7
II-12 95000 12700 1.0 I.3 0.7
12-13 101 000 13 900 2.3 I.2 0.8
13-14 106000 21400 2. I.l 0.6
14-15 109000 23100 1.5 1.4 0.7

o Calculated values.
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DB-17 columns is shown. The elution order of the
oligomers was the same regardless of the stationary
phase used. These results corroborate the premise
that the selectivity is controlled by selective solva
tion of the oligomers. Oligomer-stationary phase
interactions are of lesser importance in determining
retention order.
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ABSTRACT

Each of the SS, SL and SLe groups of 1,2-rac-diacylglycero1s (DAGs) in which S is a residue of stearic (St) or palmitic (P) acid and L
and Le are residues of linoleic and linolenic acid, respectively, were separated into individual species using reversed-phase thin-layer
chromatography in the presence of silver ions (Ag+ -RP-TLC). This technique, combined with adsorption Ag+ -TLC (Ag+ -TLC +
Ag+ -RP-TLC, in the form of two-dimensional TLC), afforded the complete separation of all the components of the DAG model
mixture obtained by glycero1ysis of St, P, L, Le and oleic acid (0) esters. All fifteen individual DAG species were identified: StSt-, StP-,
StO-, PP, PO-, 00-, StL-, PL-, OL-, LL-, StLe-, PLe-, OLeo, LLe- and LeLe-glycerols. Their Ag+ -RP-TLC mobilities relative to that of
rac-1,2-LeLe (R1 ,2-LeLe) were inversely proportional to the equivalent lipophilicity of their Ag+ complexes L, (R1,2-LeLe = 1.47 - 0.04
L3). In terms of separation selectivity of the DAG model mixture, the Ag+ -TLC + Ag+ -RP-TLC technique exceeds reversed-phase
high-performance liquid chromatography and is roughly equal to gas chromatography.

INTRODUCTION

In previous studies on the molecular species com
position of the diacylglycerol (DAG) model mix
ture using adsorption thin-layer chromatography of
their coordination complexes with silver ions (Ag+
TLC), we identified eight out of the fifteen theoret
ically possible DAG species [1,2]. At the same time,
in addition to these eight individual species, we dis
covered three DAG groups of mixed molecular spe
cies composition, viz., SLe-, SL- and SS-glycerols,
were S are residues of stearic (St) or palmitic (P)
acid and Le and L are linolenate and linoleate, re
spectively [3]. The separation of each of these
groups into individual species by Ag+ -TLC has not
been achieved. Therefore, we attempted to attain
the same goal by using another mode of TLC, viz.,
reversed-phase TLC in the presence of silver ions
(Ag+ -RP-TLC). which has previously been report-

Correspondence to: Dr. V. P. Pchelkin, Laboratory of Lipid Me
tabolism, Institute of Plant Physiology, Academy of Sciences,
Botanicheskaya 35, Moscow 127276, Russia.

ed to exceed the Ag+ -TLC in terms of separation
selectivity of individual DAG species [2]. Several
DAG samples of a relatively simple molecular spe
cies composition (see below) served as standards to
identify individual DAG species in the model mix
ture [3].

EXPERIMENTAL

Preparation and fractionation of rac-] ,2-DA Gs
The model mixture [1] and the standards [3] of

DAGs were obtained as described previously [3].
All DAG preparations were separated into their po
sitional isomers and subsequently only rac-l,2
DAGs were used [3]. For one-dimensional Ag+
RP-TLC fractionation of the latter [2], the entire
surface of a Silufol plate (15 x 15 cm) (Kavalier,
Sklarny, Czechoslovakia) was sprayed with a 1%
(wjv) methanolic solution of silver nitrate [3] and
then impregnated with a 10% (vjv) benzene solu
tion of n-tetradecane [1]. From 20 to 50 J.1g of
rac-l,2-DAGs were applied at the starting line of
this plate. They were separated into individual spe-

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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cies and groups of DAGs in a completely vapour
saturated chamber for continuous-flow TLC (see
Fig. I in ref. 4) using a 5% (wjv) boric acid solution
in methanol saturated with silver nitrate and n-tet
radecane [2] as the mobile phase.

Prior to two-dimensional TLC, the entire plate
was sprayed with the silver nitrate solution (see
above), and 50 /lg of rac-I,2-DAG mixture were
applied at point A (Fig. I). DAGs were separated
by continuous-flow Ag+ -TLC in direction I on re
gion I of the plate for 6 h using a silver nitrate
saturated mixture of chloroform and isopropanol
(99:1, vjv) as the mobile phase [3]. The plate was
kept in a hood for 0.5 h, region II was impregnated
with n-tetradecane and then SL and Sle zones
formed by Ag +-TLC were further separated as
above in direction 2 by continuous-flow RP-TLC.

hR

(00)p-LL

8~I

I I II
200

IStL\ ~8
I + I
\~I @

100 1

tl~) (0
(st;'''\

8~\P~)

*1 _2

hR
1,2-Le Le

20 40 60

Fig. 1. Two-dimensional thin-layer chromatogram of a mixture
of six rae-I ,2-diacylglycerol species. A = starting point; I and II
= regions of the plate non-impregnated and impregnated with
n-tetradecane, respectively; I = direction of mobile phase [silver
nitrate-saturated chloroform-isopropanol (99: I, v/v)] migration
during Ag+ -TLC; 2 = direction of mobile phase [5% (w/v) boric
acid solution in methanol, saturated with silver nitrate and n
tetradecane] migration during Ag +-RP-TLC. Zone limits Ag +
TLC of DAGs in region I and after Ag+ -RP-TLC in region II
are indicated by broken and solid lines, respectively. hRI.3_LL =

IOORI.3_LL = mobility of DAG zones in relation to that of
rae-I,3-dilinoleoylglycerol [3]. For other abbreviations, see Ex
perimental and Table III.

Detection and identification of individual DAG spe
cies

Soluble silver salts [3] and n-tetradecane [I] were
removed from the plate and individual TLC zones
of UU- and SS-DAGs, where U is Le, L or oleate
(0), were revealed with phosphomolybdic acid
(PMA). SS-DAGs which did not react with PMA
were revealed with a 10% copper sulphate solution
in an 8% solution of phosphoric acid (CS-PA) [2].
Treatment with CS-PA also revealed SU- and UU
DAGs. The mobility of different DAG zones was
expressed as x ± s, where x = 100R1,2-LeLe =

hR1,2-LeLe is the arithmetic mean of individual mea
surements of the mobility of a given zone in relation
to that of the rac-I,2-LeLe zone (R1,2-LeLe) multi
plied by 100 (h) and s is the absolute standard devia
tion of these measurements; rac-l,2-LeLe was se
lected as a mobility standard because it exceeded
other molecular species of the model mixture in its
Ag+ -RP-TLC mobility. Other methods were the
same as those used previously [1-3].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

DAG standards
Previously, we have fractionated the DAG model

mixture by one-dimensional Ag+ -RP-TLC directly,
without its preliminary separation into non-sym
metrical and symmetrical rac-I,2- and rac-I,3-posi
tional isomers, as the mobilities of both during re
versed-phase chromatography were shown to be ve
ry similar [2]. However, the present study revealed
(see below) that complete separation of the mixture
could be achieved only by combining Ag+ -RP-TLC
with adsorption Ag+ -TLC, i.e., by two-dimensional
TLC (see Experimental). In addition, Ag+ -TLC
mobilities of various positional isomers within each
species present in the initial model mixture were
shown to be different [3]. It is clear that direct two
dimensional TLC of this mixture would result in a
very complicated separation pattern which would
be useless for the identification of individual DAG
species, and therefore nothing but isomerically pure
components of the model mixture and DAG stan
dards (see Experimental) could be employed for
both Ag+ -TLC and Ag+ -RP-TLC in the present
study [1-3]. Only non-symmetrical rac-I,2-DAG
isomers were used in the experiments described be
low because, on the one hand, the ultimate goal of
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TABLE I

FATTY ACID COMPOSITION OF DAG STANDARDS

Standard Fatty acid composition (mol%)"
No.

St P 0 L Le

1 3.1 67.0 29.9
2 69.3 3.2 25.3 2.2
3 49.6 27.8 2.1 20.5
4 44.0 30.1 I.2 2.2 22.5

a Data from ref. 3. For abbreviated designations of fatty acid
species, see text.

our studies is the chromatographic determination
of the molecular species composition of non-sym
metrical sn-l,2-DAGs obtained from native polar
glycerolipids [1] and, on the other, on liquid chro
matography of DAGs of the same composition on
achiral stationary phases rac-1,2-DAGs always co
incide with sn-1,2-DAGs in their mobility [5].

The data on fatty acid composition in Table I
demonstrate that standards 1 and 2 include large
amounts of P and St, respectively, and standards 3
and 4 contain, in addition to S acid, mostly Land
Le, respectively. From these data, a possible species
composition of DAG standards 1-4 was calculated
as shown in Table II [1-3]. From Table II it can be

TABLE II

CHARACTERISTICS OF MOBILITY AND LIPOPHILICITY OF INDIVIDUAL DAG SPECIES ON Ag+ -RP TLC AND
THEIR IDENTIFICATION IN STANDARDS 1-4

Mobility DAG species content in Staining Ag+-TLC DAG L 3

ofDAG standards 1-4: behaviour data identifi- values
zones calculated (mol%)b and with [3]d cation ofDAGs'
(x ± s)" evaluated visually'

2 3 4 PMA CS-PA

4 ± I 49 26 20 + A StSt 36
+++ +++ +++

10 ± 2 4 5 29 28 + A StP 34
++ ++ +++ +++

15 ± 1 2 35 2 + + + StO 33

t +++ +
19 ± 1 45 8 9 + A PP 32

+++ ++ ++
23 ± I 40 2 + + + PO 31

+++ +
30 ± 2 9 9 20 3 + + B 00+ 30

++ ++ +++ + StL
38 ± 3 11 + + B PL 28

++
51 ± 2 4 20 + + C LL+ 24

++ +++ StLe
60 ± 2 15 + + C PLe 22

+++

a Arithmethic means of individual measurements of hRI.2_LeLe and absolute standard deviations are shown (see Experimental).
b Calculated from the DAG fatty acid composition data in Table I according to the theory of random distribution of fatty acid residues

between DAG molecules [I]. Standard 4 also contained the LeLe zone (5 mol%).
, Results of visual evaluation of the relative intensity ofDAG zone staining are designated by -, +, + +, + + + (in ascending order).
d Unambiguously proved the presence of a given DAG species (+), SS-DAGs (A), SL-DAGs (B) or SLe-DAGs (C) in the model

mixture [3].
, Equivalent lipophilicity L 3 = m - 2p - u, where m and p are total number of carbon atoms and relative polarity of DA(j aliph:litlc

chains, respectively, and u is the number of unsaturated fatty acid residues in the DAG molecule [1-3]. See text for other abbreyia
tions.
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seen that these standards include mainly SS and SU
species in addition to a small amount of UU spe
cies. Hence it can be suggested that these standards
would be suitable for the identification of respective
DAG species in SS, SL and Sle groups of the DAG
model mixture. Table II shows also that the sep
aration of each of the standards 1-4 by Ag+ -RP
TLC yields 5-7 zones. Up to ten separate DAG
zones were obtained.

Identification a/individual DAG species in standards
1-4

The identification was based on the data in Table
II which include both the parameters of Ag+ -RP
TLC mobility of DAGs and the results of their de
tection (see columns 6-8) and of the identification
of different DAG species and DAG groups by Ag+
TLC [3]. Below, when examining the properties of
each TLC zone, these results are assumed to be
known and, therefore, no detailed discussion of
them is given.

Table II demonstrates that zones with x = 60
and 51 (referred to below as zones 60 and 51) dis
play the highest TLC mobility (except the x = 100
zone corresponding to rac-l,2-LeLe). These zones
occur almost exclusively in standard 4. From their
staining behaviour, they belong to unsaturated
DAGs, and from the comparative colour intensities
of different zones of this standard they can be PLe
and StLe, respectively. One must also take into ac
count that PLe and StLe predominate among the
SU-DAGs in the calculated standard 4 composi
tion. Moreover, because the reversed-phase mobil
ity of DAGs is known to be inversely proportional
to their lipophilicity [1,2], PLe which is less lipophil
ic must exceed StLe in its mobility. Therefore, one
must conclude that zone 60 represents an individual
PLe species whereas in the standard 4 zone 51 con
tains StLe. At the same time, zone 51 occurs also in
standard 3 as its most mobile component. This
standard does not contain Le and includes only
traces of 0, but is rich in L (see Table I). Hence, in
standard 3 zone 51 does not contain StLe, and in
cludes only LL species. Therefore, the latter cannot
be separated from StLe by Ag+ -RP-TLC.

The next in rank of mobility is zone 38, which
was found only in standard 3. From the fatty acid
composition of the latter (Table I) and the data on
DAG species content and staining characteristics

(Table II), it can be suggested that this zone belongs
to the SL group and can represent only one of the
two alternative molecular species of this group (PL
or StL), i.e., PL because it is the least lipophilic and
most mobile of the SL species.

As regards zone 30, it occurs as a major compo
nent only in standard 3, in which L predominates
among unsaturated fatty acids (see above). There
fore, in this instance zone 30 contains only the di
acid StL species. At the same time, this zone is pres
ent in an appreciable amount in standard 1, which,
apart from S, contains only O. In this standard,
zone 30 is most mobile and, therefore, must contain
the least lipophilic of all DAG species possible for
this case. Because DAGs of this zone do not repre
sent SS-DAGs (see columns 6 and 7), they can con
tain only 00- and/or PO-glycerols. If one takes in
to account that the calculated contents of these spe
cies in standard 1 are 40 and 9%, respectively, and
that zone 3 is considerably inferior to the adjoining
zones 23 and 19 in its colour intensity, one can con
clude that in the case of standard 1 zone 30 includes
only the one (monoacid) 00 species [3]; hence, on
Ag+ -RP-TLC 00 has the same x as StL.

The next zone, 23, be found only in standards 1
and 2 and, from the data in columns 6 and 7 (Table
II), does not represent SS DAGs. Of the two major
DAG zones of standard 1 which in its fatty acids
contains 67% P and 30% 0, this zone is the most
mobile, i.e., the least lipophilic. It can be concluded
that this zone represents one of the two possible SO
species, namely PO.

Zone 19 (of the SS type) is the major component
of standard 1 in which P predominates (see above).
It can also be found in standards 3 and 4 where P
makes up 28 and 30% of the total fatty acids, re
spectively. At the same time, zone 19 is absent in
standard 2 where the P content does not exceed
3.2%. Therefore, zone 19 is composed of the di
saturated PP species.

Zone 15 does not belong to the SS type (see col
umns 6 and 7) and is present almost exclusively in
standard 2. Here 0 appears to be the only major
unsaturated fatty acid, and among S fatty acids St
predominated (Table I). Because PO and 00 were
identified previously in zones 23 and 30, respective
ly, it can be concluded that zone 15 is composed of
only one individual SU species, i.e., StO [3].

The last but one zone, 10 (of the SS type), may
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represent either StP or StSt. However, this zone was
found to be intensely colored only in the standards
rich in both St and P, i.e., in standards 3 and 4.
Therefore, this zone can consist of nothing but StP.

Finally, zone 4, which also belongs to the SS type,
is present only in the standards (2-4) containing St
as the major component and is absent from stan
dard I where the St content does not exceed 3.1 %
(see Tables I and II). It is therefore evident that
zone 4 is composed of the monoacid StSt species.

Identification of StL and StLe in the DAG model
mixture by Ag+ -TLC followed by Ag+ -RP-TLC

As shown in the previous section, in the course of
analysis of the standards of a simple species compo
sition, the SS group of DAGs was separated into
individual StSt, StP and PP molecular species, the
SL group into StLand PL and the SLe group into
StLe and PLe. At the same time, these data show
that during Ag +-RP-TLC StL and StLe do not dif
fer in their mobility from 00 and LL, respecitively.
Previously it has been shown that StL, StLe, 00
and LL could be completely separated from each
other by adsorption Ag+ -TLC. However, the latter
technique does not separate StL and StLe from PL
and PLe, respectively [3]. Hence the six molecular
species, i.e., StL, StLe, PL, PLe, 00 and LL, are
close to each other in their TLC mobility and there
fore the methods for their complete TLC separation
must be considered in more detail.

Several variants of the qualitative composition of
these DAGs in synthetic and natural mixtures are
shown in Table III. It is seen that in order to deal
with different variants, one must adopt different
strategies. Thus, if the absence of 00 and/or LL in
a given DAG mixture (variants 3 and 7) has been
established by Ag+ -TLC, StL and/or StLe can be
identified in it by the occurrence of zones 30 and/or
51, respectively, on Ag+ -RP-TLC. Similarly, if PL
and/or PLe were not found in a mixture by Ag+
RP-TLC (variants I and 5; 2 and 6), then the pres
ence of StL and/or StLe will be unambiguously
proved by Ag +-RP-TLC.

Finally, the most complicated variants which are
also present in our model mixture (variants 4 and 8)
include all six DAG molecular species listed above.
In these instances the identification of StL and StLe
species can be achieved only by two-dimensional
chromatography of the mixture on the same plate

TABLE III

IDENTIFICATION OF StL AND StLe INDIVIDUAL SPE
CIES IN DAG MIXTURES OF DIFFERENT MOLECULAR
SPECIES COMPOSITION USING THE SEPARATION OF
THESE MIXTURES BY Ag+ -TLC FOLLOWED BY Ag+
RP-TLC

DAG species" Variants of DAG mixture species
compositionb

A B

2 3 4
StL PL + +

00 + +
5 6 7 8

StLe PLe + +
LL + +

" A, StU species to be identified; B, DAG species accompanying
StL and StLe in the model mixture and identified by Ag+ -TLC
(00, LL) and Ag+-RP-TLC (PL, PLe).

b 1-8 are variant numbers; + and - indicate the presence and
absence, !espectively, of a given DAG species (column B) in a
mixture.

(Ag+-TLC + Ag+ -RP-TLC, see Fig. I), viz., by
using Ag +-TLC in the first direction and Ag +-RP
TLC in the second. After separating DAGs by
Ag+ -TLC, 00 and LL zones in addition to SL and
SLe groups will be formed. In the second stage of
two-dimensional TLC these groups are separated
into StL, PL, StLe and PLe individual species as a
result of their Ag+ -RP-TLC.

Earlier, by Ag+ -TLC we identified in the DAG
model mixture LeLe, LLe, OLe, LL, OL, 00, PO
and StO species [3], and now, by means of Ag+
TLC + Ag+ -RP-TLC, PLe, StLe, PL, StL, PP, StP
and StSt were also shown to be present, in addition
to the species mentioned above. Hence our model
mixture contains fifteen individual DAG species:
LeLe, LLe, OLe, PLe, StLe, LL, OL, PL, StL, 00,
PO, PP, StO, StP and StSt, i.e., noting but the spe
cies which are formed as a result of the random
distribution of the five fatty acid residues between
molecules of glycerol [1].

It is evident that the Ag+ -TLC + Ag+ -RP-TLC
technique which ensures complete separation of the
mixture of fifteen DAG species, i.e., a mixture of a
very complex molecular species composition will be
all the more suitable for the analysis of individual
sn-I,2-DAGs obtained from plant polar glycero-
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a These values for pure rac-I,2-DAGs presented in Table II were
not always equal to the respective mobility characteristics ob
tained earlier by the same method when using a mixture of
DAG positional isomers [2].

Where m and e are the total numbers of carbon
atoms and olefinic bonds in the fatty acid chains,
respectively [1]. Later, in preliminary experiments
on the separation of a mixture of DAG positional
isomers by Ag+ -RP-TLC, the lipophilicity ofDAG
coordination complexes was expressed as

lipids because in the latter instance the number of
species formed is usually lower than in our mixture.
For example, the identification of StL and StLe will
be required only rarely because the level of St in
membrane lipids does not usually exceed 4%, and
therefore StL and StLe are usually present there in
only trace amounts, if at all.

where u is the number of unsaturated fatty acid res
idues in the DAG molecule [2]. However, further
studies have demonstrated that the Ag+ -TLC mo
bility of these complexes was mainly determined by
their polarity, p. Like e, polarity is inversely propor
tionaL to the equivalent lipophilicity of Ag+-DAG
complexes. At the same time, polarity reflects their
properties more accurately than the number of ole
finic bonds, e [3]. Therefore, to calculate the lipo-

(3)L 3 = m - 2p - u

Comparison of Ag+-TLC + Ag+ -RP-TLC with
other chromatographic techniques in the selectivity of
DAG separation

Above it was stated that the proposed technique
ensured the complete separation of a mixture con
taining fifteen individual DAG species and embrac
es a wide range of their lipophilicity. Nevertheless,
for the definitive evaluation of the practical signif
icance of this technique, it was necessary to com
pare it with other modern procedures for DAG
fractionation [7] in the separation selectivity of nat
ural DAGs and their derivatives. As a criterion of

philicity parameter of rac-l,2-DAGs on Ag+ -RP
TLC, e values in eqn.2 were substituted by p values
taken from Table II in ref. 3. Calculated parameters

approximated to the nearest whole number are
shown in Table II.

To establish which of the three lipophilicity pa
rameters, L 1 [1], L z [2] or L 3 (Tab]e II), is the most
satisfactory characteristic of DAG properties on
Ag+ -RP-TLC, we calculated correlation coeffi
cients, r, between each of these parameters and x
values of the respective DAG species (Table III).
The values were - 0.976, - 0.972 and - 0.999, re
spectively, and confirm, first of all, the above con
clusion that the mobility of individual DAGs on RP
fractionation is always inversely proportional to
their- lipophilicity. Moreover, these results show
that during Ag+ -RP-TLC the selectivity of DAG
separation is dependent mostly on the L 3 param
eter. This relationship is linear (x = 147 - 4 L 3 ,

r = + 0.999), the number ofDAG chromatograph
ic zones is equal to the total number of different L 3

values and separation between individual DAG
species takes place only when their L 3 values differ
by ~ 1, i.e., at LlL3 ~ 1.

It should be emphasized that on RP-TLC of
DAGs in the absence of silver ions there was also a
linear relationship between their hRF and L1 values:
hRF = 164 - 4 L 1 [2]. However, under these condi
tions, the DAG model mixture was separated only
into seven zones with LlL l ~ 2, whert?as the pres
ence of silver ions resulted in the formation of
twelve zones, indicating a significant increase in the
selectivity of DAG separation in the RP system [2].

(2)

(1)

L z = m - 2e - u

Relationship between the Ag+ -RP-TLC mobility of
individual DAG species and the equivalent lipophilic
ity of their coordination complexes

Having at our disposal the results ofDAG identi
fication and the x valuesa

' of different TLC zones
(Table II), we attempted to determine the relation
ship between the mobility of individual DAGs on
Ag+ -RP-TLC and characteristics of their mole
cules. One of the most important is known to be
lipophilicity [6]. Previously this characteristic has
been shown to vary under different TLC conditions.
For example, during RP-TLC of free DAGs in a
methanol-trimethyl borate-n-tetradecane system,
i.e., in the absence of silver ions, lipophilicity has
been defined by us as

L 1 = m - 2e
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selectivity we applied the relative retention of two
neighbouring peaks or chromatographic zones as
suggested by Schoenmakers [8]:

(4)

where tR,i and tR,j are retention times of the first (i)
and next (j) eluting peaks. Peaks i and} were consid
ered to be separated only at cx j,i > 1.1. The values of

hR1,3-LL [3] and hR1,2-LeLe (Table II) show that the
relative retention of one or another DAG species
during separation, if any, by Ag+ -TLC and Ag+
TLC + Ag+ -RP-TLC was much in excess of CXj,i =

1.1. Therefore, when comparing the two TLC tech
niques with other fractionation procedures it was
assumed that the former allowed the separation of
eight and the latter of fifteen DAG species (Table
IV).

TABLE IV

ESTIMATE OF SEPARATION SELECTIVITY OF INDIVIDUAL DAGs AND THEIR DERIVATIVES BY RP-HPLC

sn-3-0-Derivatives Number of DAG species Non-separable Estimate of
DAG species separation

Total Separated (fractions)a selectivity

Free DAGs 15 8 StSt + StP + PP, 0.53
StL+PL,
StLe+ PLe

15 15
5 5

Acetates 7 3 II 0.43
12 8 II 0.67
8 6 III 0.75
7 3 II, III 0.43

tert.-Butyldimethylsilyl ethers 9 3 II, III 0.33

Benzoates 7 5 II 0.71
3 3 I
8 2 II, III 0.25

10 4 I-III 0.40
7 4 II 0.58
7 5 II 0.71

Metoxybenzoates 5 5 1
12 6 I, III, LL + Ole 0.50

Nitrobenzoates 4 4 I
8 3 II, III 0.38
8 3 II, III 0.38
8 2 I-III 0.25
8 4 II, III 0.50
8 2 I-III 0.25
9 3 I-III 0.33
3 3 I
7 5 III 0.71

Naphthylurethanes 7 3 II, III 0.43
9 3 I-III 0.33
7 5 LL+PLe 0.71
4 4 I

Anthroates 7 3 StSt + StP, II 0.43

a Non-separable species: 1= StP+StO; II = PP+PO+OO+StL; III = PL+OL.
b Ag+ -TLC.
, Ag+-TLC + Ag+-RP-TLC.

Ref.

This work'
9

10
11
12
13

14

15
16
17
18
19
20

21
. 22

23
24
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26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
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The value of the "estimate of separation selec
tivity" (ESS) was expressed as the ratio between the
total number of DAG species being analysed and
the number of species which were separated from
each other. Of course, when considering all individ
ual DAG species referred to by other workers we
took into account only those species which hap
pened also to be present in our model mixture [I]. It
is evident that a maximally accessible value of ESS
(the case of complete separation of all the compo
nents of a DAG mixture) is 1. The shortcoming of
calculating ESS in the way devised here is caused by
the fact that analyses of DAG mixtures performed
by various workers include different total numbers
of individual species. Therefore, the estimates ob
tained by this method should be considered as pre
liminary values.

Let us first consider reversed-phase high-per
formance liquid. chromatography (RP-HPLC),
which is now widely used for DAG species analysis.
ESS values of sn-3-0-derivatives of DAGs calculat-

ed by us using the mobility data obtained by this
technique are presented in Table IV. It can be seen
that in most studies ESS was significantly lower
than 1 because many DAG species were not sep
arated by RP-HPCL. Identical mobilities of these
species were obtained because they did not differ
from each other in their L 1 values (see above). Pre
viously, the same relationship was observed when
separating a DAG model mixture by RP-TLC [1].
Most frequently there was no separation between
the components offractions I, II and III with L 1 =

34, 32 and 30, respectively (their molecular species
composition is shown in Table IV). Moreover, the
LL+OLe and LL+PLe pairs with the same L 1 =

28 and StSt + StP also failed to be separated in some
instances. Values of ESS = 1 were observed by on
lya few workers and, moreover, the number of indi
vidual DAG species which are taken into account in
the present study and were included in their analy
ses did not exceed five (see above), i.e., it was much
less than in our model mixture. Hence Ag+ -TLC +

TABLE V

ESTIMATE OF SEPARATION SELECTIVITY OF INDIVIDUAL DAG DERIVATIVES BY GC

sn-3-0-Derivatives Number of DAG species Non-separable Estimate of Ref.
DAG species separation

Total Separated (fractions)" selectivity

Acetate 3 3 1 37
7 5 VI 0.71 38

14 10 VII, LLe+ LeLe 0.71 39
3 3 I 40

10 4 IV-VI 0.40 41

Trimethylsilyl ethers 4 4 I 42
6 2 V,OO+LL 0.33 43
1 3 VI, PL+OL 0.43 44
7 5 VI 0.71 38
3 3 I 45

15 13 VII 0.87 39
7 7 I 46
6 2 VI 0.33 47

13 9 V,OL+StLe 0.69 48
9 6 VI 0.67 49

14 14 1 50
8 8 I 51

10 10 I 52

Terl.-Butyldimethylsilyl ethers 15 13 VII 0.87 39
6 6 I 53
5 3 VI 0.60 54

10 4 IV-VI 0.40 55

a Non-separable species: IV = StP+PO;V = PLe+StSt+StO;VI = StO+OO+StL+OL;VII = LL+Ole.
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Ag+ -RP-TLC significantly exceeds RP-HPLC in
the selectivity of separation.

There are also a large number of studies in which
DAG mixtures of different types of derivatives were
simultaneously fractionated, quantified and identi
fied by gas chromatography (GC). ESS values of
sn-3-0-acetates and silyl ethers ofDAGs separated
by this method are presented in Table V. These re
sults indicate that in general the separation selec
tivity achieved by GC was significantly higher than
that in RP-HPLC experiments. In many instances it
was close to the selectivity of separation achieved
by Ag+ -TLC + Ag+ -RP-TLC [39,48,50,52]. At the
same time, the number of DAG species separated
from each other never reached fifteen because no
workers succeeded in separating LL from OLe
(fraction VII in Table V). In addition, the compo
nents of fractions IV-VI in Table V frequently did
not differ from each other in their mobilities. Final
ly, it must be stressed that the selectivity ofGC frac
tionation usuaJJy slightly decreased with increasing
DAG unsaturation, whereas the reverse was true
when separation was carried out using Ag+ -TLC +
Ag+ -RP-TLC. .

Hence, in the selectivity of separation of our
DAG mixture, the technique of Ag+ -TLC + Ag+
RP-TLC is at least equal to GC and even exceeds it
in certain respects. Both methods are also about
equal as regards the amount of laboratory work
and manipulations required. At the same time, the
advantage of Ag +-TLC + Ag +-RP-TLC as com
pared with HPLC and GC is that its application
does not require elaborate equipment. In addition,
when using Ag+ -TLC and Ag+ -RP-TLC there is
no dependence on the synthesis of various DAG
derivatives. This is essential for performing DAG
separations by RP-HPLC and GC although it is
frequently accompanied by the migration of acyl
residues, i.e., a breakdown of the native structure of
DAGs [7].

In conclusion, the possiblity of simultaneous
DAG determination is usually regarded as an ad
vantage of GC as compared with planar chroma
tography. However, inspection of a considerable
body of the results of such experiments shows that
they lack sufficient accuracy [7]. Thus, the recovery
of trimethylsilyl ethers of DAGs after GC is far be
low 100% [56]. This seems to be caused by the high
temperature oxidation of polyunsaturated DAG

molecular species and partial retention of DAG
samples in the GC column [56]. Therefore, it could
be assumed that is is more advisable to carry out the
quantitative determination of lipids by liquid chro
matography.
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ABSTRACT

A porous glass sheet was used as a stationary phase for the thin-layer chromatography (TLC) of inorganic cations. Some cations gave
rise to fluorescent compounds when spots on the sheet were heated for detection. The fluorescent cations were screened from commer
cially available reagents by heating at various temperatures from 100 to 700'C for 15 min. The fluorescent cations foud were Mg, ,\ I, Ca,
V, Cu, Zn, Ge, Y, Zr, Mo, Ag, Cd, In, La, Ce, Eu, Tb, Tl, Pb and Bi. Detection limits oflead, vanadium and tin were 300pmol and that
of copper was 3 pmo!. Their fluorescence spectra were measured in situ on the sheet and showed hitherto unknown fluorescent reactions.
After the separation, the fluorescent spots were overlapped with the triplicate spots detected with 8-hydroxyquinoline or dithizone,
which meant that the fluorescent compounds were not due to impurities.

INTRODUCTION

Thin-layer chromatographic (TLC) plates consist
of inorganic or organic powders coated on support
ing matrices. The inorganic powders are popularly
made of silica gel or alumina. Porous glass powders
have also been applied to make thin layers, giving
good separations, but the separation power is no
higher and the preparation of the glass layer is no
more convenient than those for silica gel and alumi
na described by MacDonell and Williams [1] and
Kramer et al. [2]. Papers made of glass-fibre impreg
nated with silica or salts were used in TLC by

Correspondence to: Dr. M. Yoshioka, Faculty of Pharmaceutical
Sciences, Setsunan University, 45-1, Nagaotoge-cho, Hirakata,
Osaka 573-01, Japan.

Swartwout and Gross [3] and Alberti and Grassini
[4]. The separations with such papers were not good
enough for practical analyses.

Since the above earlier work, the technology of
glass has advanced so that porous glass sheets can
be made without the supporting matrices. In a pre
vious study [5], we made a 5 cm x 5 cm x 0.5 mm
square sheet of porous glass of pore diameter 700
nm. The sheet acts as both the separation layer and
the supporting matrix. The surface of the sheet is
mechanically and chemically stable. Further, the
sheet is so rigid that it is easy to handle. Using this
sheet, we obtained good separation and detection
conditions for various organic and inorganic com
pounds. The sheet was found to be very useful even
for conventional TLC. In addition, various ad
vanced detection methods could be directly con-

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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nected with these TLC sheets. It was possible to
measure a Fourier transform IR spectrum and a
fluorescence spectrum of a spot on the sheet, be
cause the surface was very smooth compared with
those of silica gel and alumina. Because of the large
surface of the porous glass, numerous novel dry
chemistry reactions were found [5].

Some metal ions became fluorescent after heating
without the need for any fluorescent spray reagent.
These fluorescent compounds seem to be different
from hitherto known fluorescent metal ions. There
are well known fluorescent organic metal ion com
plexes, reviewed by Udenfriend [6], crystalline fluo
rescent mixtures of inorganic compounds for fluo
rescent lamps, described by Nakamura and Tamura
[7], and atomic fluorescence of metals at extremely
high temperature, described by Browner [8].

In this work, we examined these novel fluorescent
reactions by using many metal ions and determined
the optimum heating temperature for each ion,
their fluorescent spectra and their TLC character
istics.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
According to our previous method [5], we pre

pared a porous glass sheet of pore diameter 700 nm.
The mean pore volume and specific surface area
were 0.46 cm3/g and 6.6 mZ/g, respectively, mea
sured by a mercury intrusion method with a mercu
ry penetration porosimeter. The glass consisted of
45-70% SiOz, 8-30% BZ0 3, 8-25% CaO, 5-15%
Alz0 3, 3-8% NazO, 1-5% KzO and 0-8% MgO.
The mixture was heated at 600-800°C for 20 h to
effect a phase separation. The glass block was cut
into a square sheet of 5 cm x 5 cm x 0.5 mm. The
sheet was leached with 1 M HCI at 80-90°C for
4-10 h to etch the BZ0 3 phase to make it porous,
washed with water and dried.

The salts of the metal ions used were obtained
commercially and dissolved in water, 0.1 M HCI
(*), 0.1 M HCI containing ethanol (**) or 0.35%
hydrogen peroxide (***) to make 0.1 M solutions,
which were further diluted with 0.1 M HCI. The
following salts were obtained from Wako (Osaka,
Japan) and dissolved in one of the above media:
LiCI, NaCI, MgClz . 6HzO (*), AICI 3 . 6HzO, KCI,
CaCl z . 2H zO (*). VCI 3 • CrCI 3 • 6H zO. MnCl z .

M. Yoshioka et al. / J. Chromatogr. 603 (1992) 223-229

4HzO, FeClz . nHzO, FeCI3 . 6HzO, CoClz . 6HzO,
NiClz . 6HzO, CuCh . 2HzO, ZnS04, GeCI4,
SeCI4 , RbCl, SrCl z . 6HzO, YCI 3 . 6HzO, ZrOClz .
8HzO, MoCls, RuCI3, PdClz, AgN03, CdClz .
2tHzO, InCh· 4HzO, SnCh . 2HzO, SbCh, TeCl4

(**), CsCI, BaClz, LaZ03 (***), CeCh . 7HzO,
CeOz (***), Pr6011 (***), Ndz0 3 (***), SmZ0 3
(***), EUZ03 (***), Gdz0 3 (***), TbCI3 . xHzO,
YbCI3 . 6HzO, WCI6, IrCI4 , H zPtCI6 . 6HzO,
HAuCI4 . 4HzO, HgClz (*), TICI, Pb(N03)z and
BiCh (**).

Fluorescent reaction by heating
A 3-fll volume of each solution was spotted on

the sheet and dried. The sheet was heated in an elec
tric muffle furnace (Advantec OPM-16S,
Toyoseisakusho, Tokyo, Japan) at various temper
atures from 100 to 700°C for 15 min. The spot of Sn
on heating was not fluorescent, but became fluo
rescent by flaming the sheet in the oxidizing flame of
a gas burner for 30 s. In the dark, the sheet was
irradiated with an ultraviolet lamp at 254 or 366 nm
to reveal the fluorescence of the spots. The fluo
rescence spectrum of the spots were measured with
an FP-770 spectrofluorimeter (JASCO, Tokyo, Ja
pan).

TLC of cations
The cations showing fluorescence on heating

were analysed by TLC according to our previous
method [5]. For spotting the sample solutions, a
I-fll glass capillary (32 mm x 0.1 mm J.D.) (Micro
caps) was cut to one tenth of the original length, i.e.,
3.2 mm long. The small tip of the capillary was con
nected with a silicon tube of 0.5 mm J.D. The tip
was dipped into the sample solution and 0.1 fll was
sucked into it. The tip was applied to the sheet by
pushing the silicon tube, dried and developed with
n-butanol-benzene-l M HNOrl M HCI (75:69:
4:2, v/v) or of acetone-3 M HCI (99:1, v/v). The
triplicate spots were detected by the above heating,
by spraying a solution of 0.05% dithizone in chlo
roform or a solution of 1% 8-hydroxyquinoline in
methanol, following by exposure to ammonia gas
fom 28% ammonia solution.

RESULTS

As shown in Table I, fluorescent cations were
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TABLE I

COLOURS OF FLUORESCENCES AND UV ABSORBANCES OF METAL IONS HEATED ON THE SHEETS AT VARIOUS
TEMPERATURES

. .
The plate was irradiated by a UV lamp at 254 or 366 nm. Colours are abbreviated as follows: B = blue or blueish; D = dark; G =
green; L = light; 0 = orange; P = pink or pinkish; V = violet; W = white; Y = yellow or yellowish. Intensities of the UV absorptions
were decided by eye in the increasing order ±, + and 2 + . Asterisks indicate the contour of the spot.

Ion Irradiation Temperature ("C)
(nm)

20 100 200 300 400 500 600 700

Mg2 + 254 LW W
366 ± ± ± LB LB LO

AI3+ 254 LW
366 ± ± ± LB LW ±

Ca2 + 254 ± ± W* W*
366 ± + + + W* WO* LW*

V3+ 254 + 2+ + + + + LY LY
366 + 2+ + + + + 0 0

Cu2 + 254 + + + B B B B BG
366 + + + + + + ±

Zn2 + 254 LW W* B*
366 LW LW ± W* LW* LW*

Ge4 + 254 ± ±
366 + ± LB* LB + ±

y 3 + 254 BW
366 + ± BW +

Zr4 + 254 LW LW BW W
366 LW W BW W

·Mos+ 254 2+ 2+ 2+ 2+ 2+ + ± Y
366 2+ 2+ 2+ 2+ 2+ + + LO

Ag+ 254 + 2+ 2+ + 2+ B B B
366 + 2+ + + 2+ 2+ LO LO

Cd2+ 254 LOW
366 ± +* + OW* +

In3 + 254 BG LW BW* LW* LW* LY
366 ± LWV W W LO + LO

La3+ 254 LW LW LW* LB*
366 LY LW W + + +

Ce3 + 254 V V V + + + + +
366 V B + + + +

Ce4 + 254 + LV + + + + + +
366 + ± + + 2+ 2+ ±

Eu3+ 254 LP LP DP P P P P P
366 LP DP + + DP DP LP LDP

Tb3+ 254 YG LYG LYG LY YG YG YG YG
366 LW ± LG + + + + +

Tl+ 254 ± LB LB LB LB
366 LW ± BW LB LB LB LB

Pb2+ 254 + + + + ± B B B
366 ± ± ± 0* ±

Bi3+ 254 + 2+ 2+ + 2+ 2+ 2+ 02+
366 + 2+ 2+ 2+ 2+ + ± ±
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screened from the reagents described under Materi
als. The fluorescent colours were dependent on the
heating temperature and the wavelength of excita
tion. Some cations showed fluorescence only at high
temperatures, but UV absorption at low temper
atures. Vanadium showed strong UV absorption at
lOO°C, changing to light absorption at 20o-S00°C
and yellow fluorescence at 600°C. Copper(II)
showed UV absorption at lOO-200°C, changing to
blue fluorescence at 300-600°C and green fluores
cence at higher temperatures. Germanium showed
blue fluorescence at 300~00°C, but not at higher
temperatures. Indium showed blueish-green fluo
rescence at 200-600°C, changing to blue fluores
cence at 700°C, but no fluorescence above 700°C.
Tin was not fluorescent after heating in the furnace,
but gave rise to a pink fluorescence after being heat
ed in the flame of the gas burner. The otherfluo
rescent cations also gave rise to the same fluores
cence in the flame as in the furnace. The reproduc
ibilities of the fluorescences in the furnace were bet
ter than those in the flame. Cerium(III) showed
blueish fluorescence at 100-200°C, but only absorp
tion at the higher temperatures. Terbium was al-

TABLE II

DETECTION LIMITS PER SPOT OF CATIONS

For conditions and abbrevations, see Table I.
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ways fluorescent at any temperature.' Thallium
showed light blue fluorescence at 200-500°C, but no
fluorescence at other temperatures. However, it
showed stronger fluorescence in the flame than the
furnace. Lead showed. absorption at low temper
atures, changing to blue fluorescence. Molybdenum
showed yellow fluorescence at 700°C. Hence all
these cations had characteristic temperatures for
their fluorescences.

Limits of detection of these fluorescent reactions
are summarized in Table II. Dilute solutions were
spotted on the sheet and heated at each optimum
temperature in the above manner. The detection
limit of germanium was 0.3 j.lmol, those of vanadi
urn(III) , tin and lead were 300 pmol and that of
copper(II) was 3 pmol. This high sensitivity is com
parable to that of atomic spectrometric techniques.

These fluorescent reactions were applied to detec
tion for TLC. The metal ions shown in Fig. 1 were
well separated. The Rl' values of the ions are sum
marized in Table III. The spots detected by heating
ovedapped the triplicate spots detected by spraying
with 8-hydroxyquinoline or dithizone solution.
Hence the fluorescent compounds were not due to
impurities in the metal reagents.

Cation Heating temperature Amount Colour Excitation
for 15 min ("C) (11moJ) (rim)

V3 + 700 3 . 10- 4 LO 254
Cu 2 + 400 3 . 10- 6 B 254
Ag+ 700 3· IO- J B 254
In 3 + 400 3 . 10- 2 BG 254
Sn2 + Flame 3 . 10- 4 P 254
Ce3 + 100 3· 10- 2 B 254
Tb3 + 700 3· 10- 2 YG 254
Tl+ Flame 3· 10- 2 LB 254
Mo 5 + 700 3· 10- 2 y* 254
Mg2 + 400 3· 10- 1 LB* 366
Zn 2 + 700 3 LO 254 or 366
AJ3+ 400 3· 10- 2 W 254 or 366
Zr4 + 400 3· 10- 1 LB* 366
Bj3+ 700 3· 10- 2 LO 254
y3+ 400 3· 10- 2 W 254 or ,366
Cd 2 + 400 3· 10- 1 LO 366
La 3 + 300 3 LB 254 or 366
Pb2+ 700 3 . 10- 4 B 254
Ge4 + Flame 3· 10- 1 LB 254
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o 1 0 1
R F value R F value

Fig. 1. Chromatograms of metal ions developed with (A) n-buta
nol-benzene-I M HN03-1 M HCI and (B) acetone-3 M ECI.
The developed sheet was cut in the development direction into
small pieces for each ion, and each'piece was heated at the partic
ular optimum temperature described in Table I.

TABLE III

RF VALUES OF FLUORESCENT CATIONS AS SHOWN IN
FIG. I

v 3 +
Cu 2 +
Ge4 +
In 3+

Sn 2 +
Ce3 +
Tb 3 +
T1+
Pb2+
Mo 5+

(A)

0
0

~

0
0

p
0

b

0

(B)

0

c
0

0

0
i'>

C>

~
C>

0

Cation

V3+
Cil2 +

Ge4 +
In3+
Sn2 +

Ce3 +

Tb3+
TI+
Pb2+
Mos +

RF value

Fig.IA Fig.lB

0.78 0.81
0.56 0.93
0.04 0.06
0.81 0.93
0.78 0.85
0.15 0.04
0.22 0.22
0.04 0.04
0.04 0.81
0.85 0.89

It was possible to measure fluorescence spectra in
situ' on the sheet. As shown in Fig. 2a, copper
showed an excitation maximum at 254 nm and an

emission maximum at 450 nm. Lead showed an ex
citation maximum at 254 nm and an emission maxi
mum at 400 nm (Fig. 2b). However, the quantum
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Fig. 2. Fluorescence spectra of metal ions heated on the sheet. a = Copper; b = lead; c = cerium; d = thallium.
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yields of the products from both metals were only a
few percent. Cerium(III) showed an excitation max
imum at 260 nm and an emission maximum at 375
nm for blue fluorescence (Fig. 2c). Thallium showed
an excitation maximum at 230 nm and an emission
maximum at 325 nm for light blue fluorescence
(Fig.2d).

DISCUSSION

We have found new phenomena in the fluores
cence reactions of some metal ions on the new glass
sheet. The fluorescent compounds produced on the
sheet are stable at room temperature more than 1
month. These fluorescence reactions are not ob
served on thin layers of silica gel or in a test-tube
heated at the temperatures used. Hence specific re
actions occur on the porous glass surface. When the
spot is heated, the fluorescent compounds are fused
in the glass phase. In the fusion, the starting forms
of the cations are essential factors for the fluores
cence reactions, because endogeneous cations such
as Ca, Mg and Al do not show a fluorescent back
ground.

From the broad spectra as shown in Fig. 2, the
fluorescences are different from the atomic fluores
cences reviewed by Browner [8]. Many kinds of flu
orescent compounds have been found. Inorganic
chelating agents can be used to prepare fluorescent
chelates for inorganic analyses, e.g., 8-hydroxyqui
noline, morin [6]. The systematic analysis of inor
ganic cations has been investigated by TLC using
silica gel plates. The detection was based on conven
tional chromogenic reagents as described by Seiler
and Rothweiler [9] and Ajmal et al. [10]. Inorganic
crystalline fluorescent mixtures have been impreg
nated in the silica gel layer to detect some metal ions
[7]. The present fluorescent reactions are simpler for
TLC detection, although they are limited to the par
ticular cations reported here. Some cations, such as
copper, lead, vanadium and tin, are very sensitive
with results comparable to atomic spectrometry.

Inorganic crystals of mixtures of several atoms
are strongly fluorescent with almost 100% quantum
yields. These crystals, such as the blueish white (Zn,
Cd)S-Cu, Al + ZnS-Ag, the red phosphor Y202S
Eu and the green phosphor Zn2Si04-Mn, In, have
been used for making fluorescent lamps [7]. These
materials are different from the present fluorescent
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products in their compositions and amorphous
states. If the quantum yield in the glass can be in
creased, it will provide a new method to prepare
fluorescent lamps.

Other photoluminescences are found in high
temperature superconductors, such as are ErBa
CuO, NdBaCuO and GdBaCuO. Their photolumi
nescences excited by an argon ion laser are observed
at 77 K and are influenced by the environmental
crystalline conditions. The present fluorescent
products are also different from the superconduc
tors in principle as reported by Fujiwara and Ko
bayashi [11]. The new glass sheet may provide a
simple way to make new materials in which the so
lutions of metal ions are easily combined and heat
ed at high temperature.

It is very difficult to identify these new fluorescent
compounds, because the chemical yields are not
high and they are included in the glass. The glass
matrix seems to stabilize the fluorescent compounds
at room temperature, as seen in thermally activated
delayed fluorescence of organic fluorescent sub
stances in solid supports such as sodium acrylate
polymer and filter-paper as described by Onoue et
al. [12]. Time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy
has been applied to study the fluorescent character
istics of immobilized pyrene on an alkylated silica
surface, as described by Wong et al. [13]. This kind
of study is one of the ways to characterize fluo
rescent compounds. However, it is worth investigat
ing these novel phenomena further in order to op~n

up a new field of dry chemistry and also a new de
tection method for TLC.
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ABSTRACT

An undesirable chemical change of a porphyrin to its zinc complex occurred on a particular silica gel thin-layh chromatographic
(TLC) coating that contained a fluorescent indicator. This effect was observed for different porphyrins, such as meso-tetraphenyl
porphine, meso-tetrakis(p-tolyl)porphine, octamethylporphyrin, etioporphyrin and octaethylporphyrin in development with m-xylene.
The zinc complex formation was attributable to the reaction of porphyrin with the zinc compound contained as a fluorescent indicator
in the TLC coating.

INTRODUCTION

Thin-layer chromatography (TLC) [1,2] and also
high-performance TLC (HPTLC) [3-5] are power
ful techniques for the separation and identification
of porphyrins and metalloporphyrins and also com
mon organic compounds. A TLC plate coated with
an adsorbent containing a fluorescent indicator is
usually particularly convenient for the detection of
colourless organic compounds in chromatograms.
Such fluorescent TLC coatings are applicable, of
course, to the separation ofcoloured compounds. It
is required in any event that the fluorescent indica
tors do not affect the chemical stability of the com
pounds to be chromatographed.

This work was undertaken to examine whether
the fluorescent indicator contained in the TLC coat
ing would influence the TLC behaviour of porphy
rins. Six synthetic porphyrins were tested on three
commercial silica gel TLC plates precoated with or
without fluorescent indicator.

Correspondence to: Dr. K. Saitoh, Department of Chemistry,
Faculty of Science, Tohoku University, Sendai, Miyagi 980, Ja
pan.

EXPERIMENTAL

Porphyrins and their metal complexes
Fig. I(a) and (b) show the general formulae of

porphyrins (H2P) and their metal complexes
[M(P)], respectively.

Porphine (H2Por) (R 1 = R2 = R 3 = H in Fig. I)
[6], meso-tetraphenylporphine (H 2 tpp) (R 1 =
phenyl; R2 = R 3 = H) [3], meso-tetrakis(p-tolyl)
porphine (H2 ttp) (R1 = 4-methylphenyl; R 2 = R 3

= H) [4] and etioporphyrin I (H2 etio) (R1 = H; R 2

= methyl; R 3 = ethyl) [5] were prepared previous
ly. Octamethylporphyrin (H 20mp) (R 1 = H; R 2 =
R 3 = methyl) was synthesized from 3,4-dimethyl
pyrrole and formaldehyde [7]. Octaethylporphyrin
(H20ep) (R1 = H; R 2 = R 3 = ethyl) was obtained
from Strem Chemicals (Newburyport, MA, USA).

The complexes of each porphyrin with Zn(II) [Zn
(P)]and Cu(II) [Cu(P)] were prepared by reaction of
H 2P (1 mM) with zinc acetate (30 mM) and copper
acetylacetonate (10 mM), respectively, while reflux
ing in chloroform. Zn(P) was purified by recrystalli
zation from chloroform-methanol and Cu(P) by
alumina column chromatography. The complexes,
such as Ni(P) and Pd(P) (P = tpp [3], ttp [4], etio
[5]), were synthesized previously.

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y. All rights reserved
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Fig. 1. General structural formulae of (a) porphyrin (H 2 P) and
(b) its metal complex [(MP)].

HPTLC
HPTLC plates (10 cm x 10 cm) were obtained

from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany), including sil
ica gel 60 (plate I), silica gel 60 F254 (plate II) and
silica gel 60 F 254S (plate III). The first plate was free
from the fluorescent indicator and the other two
were of the fluorescent indicator-added type. Each
HPTLC plaste, after having been developed with
methanol for cleaning, was activated by heating at
110°C for 30 min and then cooled in a silica gel
desiccator for 2 h.

A O.5-fLl aliquot of a chloroform solution of a
porphyrin (at 0.1 mM or lower concentration) was
placed on the TLC plate used. The chromatogram
was developed 45 mm from the sample origin with
m-xylene in the so-called solvent vapour saturation
mode or the non-saturation mode in a horizontal
sandwich chamber (Model 28510, Camag, Muttenz,
Switzerland). In the former mode, a TLC plate
coated with cellulose, which had been wetted with
m-xylene, was used as a counter plate in the cham
ber. The temperature was 25°C. Each porphyrin
was detected spectrophotometrically at about 400
nm with a Shimadzu (Kyoto, Japan) Mode] CS-920
densitometer.

HPLC
A Shimadzu Model LC-6A HPLC system includ

ing an SPD-M6A photodiode-array spectrophoto
metric detector was used with an Inertsil ODS-2 (5
fLm) column (150 mm x 4.6 mm I.D.) (GL
Sciences, Tokyo, Japan).

K. Saitoh et at. I J. Chromatogr. 603 (1992) 231-234

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

HPTLC ofporphyrins
m-Xylene was a convenient solvent for compari

ng the TLC behaviours of different porphyrins. Ev
ery porphyrin gave single spots with almost identi
cal mobilities on plates I and III. On plate II, how
ever, two poorly resolved spots appeared for each
porphyrin whether it was developed in the solvent
vapour saturation mode or the non-saturation
mode (Fig. 2). One of the spots appeared with a
migration comparable to those of the same porphy
rin on plates I and III, and the other spot appeared
with a larger migration. This spot was assigned to
an unknown compound. When exposed to UVradi
ation of wavelength 365 nm, both spots found on
plate II fluoresced with intense reddish colours.

A comparative study of the TLC behaviour was
carried out for several examples of metalloporphy
rins [M(P)], such as the Ni, Cu, Pd and Zn complex
es of tpp, ttp and etio, on plate II. All the M(P)s of
the first three metals moved near to the solvent
front, which meant larger mobilities than the un
known compounds found with corresponding por
phyrins (H2PS) on plate II. In addition, the M(P)s
of these three metals did not fluoresce under 365
nm UV radiation. However, each Zn(P) showed al
most the same extent of migration as the unknown
compound observed with the corresponding H 2P.
Fig. 2 shows the comparative chromatograms of six
H 2Ps and corresponding Zn(P)s on plates I and II.
In addition, it was confirmed that every Zn(P) fluo
resced with a reddish colour under UV radiation.

It was considered at this stage that the unknown
spot found in the chromatogram of an H 2P on plate
II could be assigned to Zn(P) that was formed pre
sumably form H 2 P on the TLC coating of plate II.

Effect offluorescent indicator
In order to verify the hypothesis that an H 2P

could be converted into its Zn complex on a partic
ular TLC coating, the reactivities of H 2etio, which
was taken as an example of H 2P, with the TLC
coatings of plate I and II were compared.

About 250-mg portions of the TLC coatings (I
and II) were scraped from plates I and II. Each por
tion of the coating, after having been activated by
heating at 110°C for 30 min, was wetted with tolune
and then packed in a short glass column tube of 4
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Fig. 2. HPTLC of porphyrins and their zinc(II) complexes on (a,b) plate I and (c,d) plate II. Development: 45 mm with m-xylene, (a,c) in
the solvent vapour saturation mode with a 30-min preliminary exposure to the vapour and (b,d) the non-saturation mode. 0, sample
origin; F, solvent front. Compounds: I = HzPor; 2 = Zn(por); 3 = Hztpp; 4 = Zn(tpp); 5 = Hzttp; 6 = Zn(ttp); 7 = Hzomp; 8 =
Zn(omp); 9 = Hzetio; 10 = Zn(etio); II = Hzoep; 12 = Zn(oep).

mm J.D. A 50-,ul aliquot of a toluene solution of
Hzetio (0.1 mM) was placed on the column, which
was then allowed to stand for 1 h at room temper
ature. Some coloured substance was eluted from the
column with 0.8 ml of toluene, and the eluate was
analysed by reversed-phase high-performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC). The same proce
dures were also applied to the experiment using the
TLC coating of plate II which was washed with 0.1
M hydrochloric acid in preference to the activation
(hereafter denoted TLC coating II-aw).

The HPLC traces recorded for the eluate from
the columns packed with different TLC coatings are
compared with reference chromatograms of Hzetio
and Zn(etio) in Fig. 3. The eluates from coatings I
and II-aw gave peaks at the same retention time as

Hzetio, and that from coating II gave a peak at the
retention time corresponding to Zn(etio). The vis
ible absorption spectra recorded with the photo
diode-array detector for the peaks in chromato
grams (a) [and also (c)] and (b) matched perfectly
those of Hzetio and Zn(etio), respectively. It was
reasonable to conclude that no chemical change
had occurred for Hzetio on TLC coating I, whereas
a conversion from Hzetio to Zn(etio) occurred on
TLC coating II. Such an undesirable chemical
change did not occur on TLC coating II-aw.

According to the manufacturer's literature
(Merck), the coating on plate II contains zinc sil
icate as the fluorescent indicator and that on plate
III some acid-resistant fluorescent indicator (more
detailed information about this indicator is not
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Fig. 3 HPLC of the eluate from Hzetio-charged small columns
packed with adsorbents (a) I, (b) II and (c) II-aw and references
chromatograms of (d) Hzetio and (e) Zn(eti0J. Mobile phase:
methanol at I ml/min. Detection at 400 nm.

available). It is noted that TLC coating II, after
having been washed with the acid, became non-flu
orescent even on exposure to UV radiation, and the
zinc washed from the coating was determined to be
about 1% dry weight of the coating by atomic ab
sorption spectrometry at 213.8 nm (Model 180-80
spectrometer, Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan).

It is considered that the foregoing peculiar
HPTLC behaviour observed for porphyrins on
plate II is attributable to the reactions of the por
phyrins with the zinc compound (presumably zinc
silicate) contained as the fluorescent indicator. Ac
cordingly, plate II is not recommended for use in
HPTLC separations of porphyrins. It should be
noted that no metal complex formation was ob
served on plate III even though its coating contains
a fluorescent indicator. HPTLC plates coated with
both the non-fluorescent and the FZ54S type of sil
ie\ gel 60 (plates I and III, respectively) are recom
mended for the chromatography of porphyrins..

K. Saitoh et al. / J. Chromatogr. 603 (1992) 231-234

When copper complexes [Cu(P)] were tested in
place of HzP, no transmetallation from Cu(P) to
Zn(P) occurred on plate II. This was attributable to

_the higher stability of Cu(P) than Zn(P) {the stabil
ity classes of Cu(P) and Zn(P) are II and III, re
spectivley [8,9]}.

In conclusion, a preliminary check is required for
the effect of the fluorescent indicator contained in
the thin layer of adsorbent on the chemical stability
of porphyrins in preference to application of the
HPTLC plate to the separation of porphyrins. The
formation of metal porphyrin complexes usually
does not occur easily. Heating of a solution con
taining a high concentration of porphyrin and met
al salt is applied many instances [10,11]. The forma
tion of zinc-porphyrin complexes on an HPTLC
plate is undesirable with respect to chromatogra
phy, whereas it is presumably useful for the prep
aration of the complex under such mild conditions
in a solvent of low polarity at room temperature.
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ABSTRACT

A simple model for the separation of pairs of enantiomeric molecules in capillary electrophoresis is presented. The model shows that
the degree of separation depends on the concentration of chiral selector, and that there is an optimum concentration. The size of the
optimum concentration depends inversely on the affinity of the enantiomers for the chiral selector. The model is supported by experi
mental results using propranolol and p-cyclodextrins.

INTRODUCTION

The analysis of the different enantiomeric forms
of chiral molecules is an area of increasing impor
tance in separation science. In the more conven
tional chromatographic procedures such as high
performance liquid chromatography, gas chroma
10graphy and thin-lays:r chromatography, chiral
separation is brought about by the use of chiral
additives in the mobile phase or the use of a chiral
stationary phase.

In the newer field of capillary electrophoresis
(CE), chiral separations are being undertaken by the
use ofchiral additives in the running buffer. A range
of additives have been employed, some of which
have already been successfully used in the con
ventional chromatographic procedures mentioned
above. Examples are bile acids [1,2], chiral surfac
tants [3], cyclodextrins as buffer additives [4-6],
cyclodextrins incorporated into a gel matrix [7] and

Correspondence to: Dr. S. A. C. Wren, Pharmaceutical Depart
ment, ICI Pharmaceuticals, Macclesfield SKIO 2NA, UK.

cyclodextrins mixed with other chiral selectors [8]. In
several of these studies it was found that the degree
of resolution obtained varied with the concentration
of chiralselector [5,6,8] or the concentration of
organic solvent in the buffer. As the chiral selector or
organic solvent concentration was increased, the
resolution could either increase, decrease or increase
to a maximum before decreasing. n earlier work in
this laboratory it was found that there was an
optimum concentration of cyclodextrin for a partic
ular chiral separation. It was therefore decided to
investigate the underlying mechanism.

MODEL

The following simple model is proposed and used
as a working hypothesis. It is intended to cover
simple situations where a freely soluble analyte
interacts with a single chiral selector:

K
A + C d AC

~1 1 1 ~2
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Fig. I. Theoretical curves generated from eqn. 5 using 1'1 = 2 anJ
1'2 = 1 with the equilibrium constants K I = 105 and K 2 = 105
and K I = 100 and K 2 = 110.
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than resolution. This is because resolution is more
complex mathamaticallyas it must also consider
electroosmotic mobility, band broadening due to
diffusion and other factors such as injector and
detector length [9]. Apart from diffusion, however,
these factors will generally be independent of the
chiral selector concentration and the optimum reso
lution would be expected to occur at a value of [C]
similar to that which gives optimum separation.

This model was investigated by substituting into
eqn. 5 some possible parameter values. Fig. 1 was
generated with ~l = 2 and ~2 = 1using equilibrium
constants of K1 = 100 and K2 = 105 and K1 = 100
and K 2 = 110. The graph shows that the apparent
mobility difference reaches a maximum value as the
chiral selector concentration is increased, before
decreasing at higher chiral selector concentrations.
The size of the difference in the apparent electro
phoretic mobilities is greater the larger the difference
in the equilibrium constants.

Fig. 2 shows the graphs generated by using ~l = 2
and ~2 = 1 with three sets of equilibrium constants.
The pairs in the sets differ by the same percentage
value but have different absolute values. In each
instance the resultant maximum apparent mobility
difference is the same but the chiral selector concen
tration required to produce it is different. The
greater the affinity of the enantiomers for the
selector (the greater the equilibrium constants), the
lower is the optimum selector concentration. This
result is important as it indicates that the optimum
concentration of chiral selector will be compound

(2)

(3)

(5)

(4)

(1)

This rearranges to

LJ _ [C](~l - ~2)(K2 - K1)
~ - 1 + [C](K1 + K2) + K1K2[Cf

The difference in the apparent electrophoretic
mobility of A and B is

LJ~ = ~l +~2Kl[C] _ ~l + ~2K2[C]

1 + K1[C] 1 + K2[C]

where ~l is the electrophoretic mobility of the
analyte in free solution, ~2 is the electrophoretic
mobility of the analyte-ehiral selector complex and
K 1 and K 2 are equilibrium constants. A and B are a
pair of enantiomers which have the same electro
phoretic mobility in free solution. They interact with
a chiral selector C dissolved in the buffer to form the
inclusion complexes AC and BC, which are assumed
to have the same electrophoretic mobility. If the two
enantiomers have different affinities for the chiral
selector, i.e., K 1 and K 2 are different, and the
electrophoretic mobilities of the free and complexed
enantiomers are different, then chiral resolution is
possible. If the exchange of A between the free and
bound forms is very rapid, then the apparent
electrophoretic mobility of A will be a function of
the proportion of the time when A is free and the
proportion when it is complexed, i.e.,

[La = ([A]~A~AC]) ~l + ([A][~~lC]) J12

[AC) = K1[A][C]

and therefore

From eqn. 5, it is clear that the apparent mobility
difference will be zero if K 1 = K 2 or ~l = ~2' In
addition, the apparent mobility difference will be
zero if[C] = 0 or [C] is very large. This implies that in
between these two extremes some value of [C] will
give a maximum apparent mobility difference and
hence a maximum separation of the two enantio
mers.

This approach considers mobility difference rather
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suggests that chiral selectors which carry a charge
opposite to that on the analyte will be useful.

The optimum concentration of chiral selector
can be found from eqn. 5 by the use of differen
tial calculus. It occurs when dLltt/d[C] = 0, and
this condition exists when (K2 - K1)(ttl - tt2)
(1 - K1K2[C]2) = 0, i.e., apart from the trivial
solutions when

0.024

0.022
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0.018·c 0.016·\;
"'0 0.014

~
0.012

~
0.01

c·~ 0.008

.'t
0.006

0.004

0.002

K leo 100. K2= 110

Kl- 500. K2~ 5500~--'--':---I

(6)

Fig. 2. Theoretical curves generated from eqn. 5 using III = 2 and
112 = I with three sets of equilibrIum constants as shown.

dependent. For compounds that have a very high
affinity for the chiral selector, the optimum concen
tration of chiral selector may well be much lower
than the values of tens of millimoles typically
mentioned in the previous references.

Fig. 3 shows the effect of keeping the analyte
mobility constant and varying the apparent mobility
of the analyte-ehiral selector complex. It indicates
that the apparent mobility difference between the
two enantiomers will be greatest when the mobility
of the analyte-ehiral selector complex is in the
opposite direction to that of the analyte itself. This

Molar concentration of chirol selector

(7)

BACKGROUND

This equation confirms the visual inferences from
Figs. 1-3: the maximum apparent mobility differ
ence between the two enantiomers will be large if the
percentage difference between K 1 and K 2 is large and
the mobility difference between the analyte and
analyte-ehiral selector complex is large.

A knowledge of the size or likely size of the
equilibrium constants will therefore be of great use
in selecting the correct concentration of the chiral
selector. The equilibrium constant K2 will be some
ratio of K1, i.e., K2 = nK1. Combining eqns. 5 and 6
will give the value of the apparent mobility differ
ence at the optimum concentration ofchiral selector:

0.10.080.060.040.02
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Fig. 3. Theoretical curves generated from eqn. 5 using three sets of
mobility values with the equilibrium constants K , = 100 and
K 2 = 110. Curves: (I) III = 2,'1l2 = -I; (2) III = 2, 112 = 0; (3)
III = 2, 112 = 1.

To check the model, it was decided to examine the
separation of the enantiomers of propranolol (1-[(1
methylethyl)amino]-3-( I-naphthalenyloxy)-2-pro
panol) by the use of f3-cyclodextrin (BCD)
and "methyl"-f3-cyclodextrin (see Experimental)
(MeBCD). These systems were chosen because of
the good solubility of the components in water-urea
or water and the results of previous work. Nuclear
magnetic resonance data [10] had also shown that
propranolol is included in the hydrophobic cavity of
BCD and that the exchange of propranolol between
the bulk solution and the cavity was rapid. Previous
CE work [5,6] had shown that the resolution of the
enantiomers was dependent on the concentration of
BCD used and the concentration of methanol in the
buffer. The work was carried out at a low pH in
order to reduce the electroosmotic mobility.
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EXPERIM ENTAL

Experiments were carried out on PACE 2100 and
PACE 2000 systems (Beckman Instruments, High
Wycombe, UK). The separation capillary was fused
silica with an J.D. of 75 flm, a total length of 57 cm
and a length of 50 cm from the inlet to the detector.
The samples were loaded by a 2-s pressure injection
and separated at 25°C using a voltage of 20 kV. The
data were recorded at 200 nm using a 2-Hzcollection
rate. Viscosity was measured using a Bohlin (Hunt
ingdon, UK) VOR rheometer.

BCD and (R)-( +)-propranolol were obtained
from Sigma (Poole, UK), lithium hydroxide from
FSA Laboratory Supplies (Loughborough, UK),
orthophosphoric acid from BDH (Poole, UK) and'
urea from Aldrich (Gillingham, UK). Racemic
propranolol was made at ICI Pharmaceuticals
(Macclesfield, UK) and MeBCD was a gift from
Wacker Chemicals (Halifax, UK). The latter mate
rial had the 2-, 3- and 6-hydroxy groups partially
substituted with methoxy groups, the average deg'ree
of substitution being 1.8. Lithium phosphate solu
tion was prepared by adjusting the pH of a 50 mM
solution of lithium hydroxide to 3.0 with ortho
phosphoric acid, followed by helium degassing.

The MeBCD buffers were all 40 mM in lithium
phosphate (in order to reduce the current and hence
power) and were prepared by mixing lithium phos
phate, 370 mM MeBCD and water in the appl "pri
ate proportions to give ten buffers ranging from 0 to
74 mM in MeBCD. The BCD buffers were also
40 mM and were prepared from 50 mM lithium
phosphate in 4 M urea, 80 mM BCD in 4 M urea and
4 M urea. The two most concentrated solutions were
prepared directly from BCD and the other compo
nents. The buffers were measured at pH 3.12,
degassed in an ultrasonic bath for 15 min, and
filtered through a 0.2-flm Anotop filter (Anotec
Separations, Banbury, UK). For the MeBCD work
propranolol was dissolved in water at 0.05 mg ml- l.
The electroosmotic mobility was measured using a
dilute propanone solution and was found to be very
low, <0.04 . 10- 4 cm2 V-l S-l; it was therefore
ignored in the calculations. For BCD propranolol
was dissolved at 0.01 mg ml- l in water.

Electrophoretic mobility was determined using
the equation

1L
flep + fleo = ~f (8)

where flep and fleo are the electrophoretic and
electroosmotic mobilities, respectively, I is the capil
lary length to the detector and L is the total length, V
is the operating voltage and t is the migration time.
Duplicate propranolol injections were made at each
buffer concentration and the average mobility value
was used. The difference between the values from the
two duplicates was typically 3%.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Methyl-{3-cyclodextrin
The separations of racemic propranolol achieved

at six of the ten MeBCD concentrations are shown
in Fig. 4. Clearly the degree of separation is depen
dent on the concentration and passes through a
maximum value, as expected from the theory. By
spiking a solution of (R)-( + )-propranolol into the
original racemate, the (R)-( +)-enantiomer is shown
to have the longer migration time and hence the
greater affinity for MeBCD. The peaks tail due to
overloading [11] but the efficiencies are still high
with 115 000 theoretical plates being a typical value.
There is no decrease in efficiency on adding MeBCD
to the buffer. This supports the view that the
exchange of propranolol between free solution and
MeBCD complexation is rapid.

There is a significant difference in the heights of
the peaks due to the two enantiomers. When peak
areas are considered, however, the amounts become
much c1o.ser to 50:50, and when the areas are divided
by migration times, even closer. The migration times
increase with MeBCD concentration. This has two
causes: propranolol spends more time as the slowly
moving propranolol-MeBCD complex and the
buffer viscosity increases with increasing cyclo
dextrin concentration.

The buffer visosity will affect the mobility of all
the ionic species and hence the resultant current. The
adjusted electrophoretic mobility ofpropanolol may
therefore be determined by multiplying the experi
mentally determined value by the ratio of the current
at zero MeBCD concentration by that at the concen
tration of interest.

The relative viscosity values determined from
measuring the current agree well with those deter
mined by direct measurement. For the buffers
without MeBCD and with 75 mM MeBCD the cur
rent values are 55.5 and 42 flA, giving a ratio of 1.32.
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Fig. 4. Change in separation of propranolol enantiomers as the concentration of MeBCD is varied.

Apparent electrophoretic mobility Icm'/V.sI
1.4 0.015

By direct measurement at 25°C the viscosities are
0.965 and 1.300 pascal seconds, giving a ratio of
1.35. At 35°C the relative viscosity by direct mea
surement is 1.34. The adjustment mentioned above
was used to determine the apparent electrophoretic
mobility of the (8)-( - )-enantiomer and the results
are shown in Fig. 5. Initially the mobility decreases
quickly before tending towards a limiting value at
high MeBCD concentration. This reflects the fac;t
that the propranolol spends an increasing amount of
time complexed to MeBCD rather than in free
solution.

1.3

0.7

0.6 L- --:::- :::- -= ~.

o ~ ~ ~ G
Cyclodextrin concentration ImM)

Fig. 5. Apparent electrophoretic mobility of (8)-( - )-propranolol
as a function of MeBCD concentration.

In Fig. 6 the apparent mobility difference between
the two enantiomers is plotted as a function of
MeBCD concentration. The graph is very similar to
the theoretical plots in Figs. 1-3, which lends strong
support to the model proposed in eqn. 5. The
optimum MeBCD concentration is ca. 5.5 mM,
which implies an average value of the two equilibri-

Apparent electrophoretic mobility difference (cm 2/V.s)
0.025,----------------------,

0.02

0.01

0.005

0---------------------'o ~ ~ ~ M
Cyclodextrin concentration ImM)

Fig. 6. Apparent electrophoretic mobility difference between the
propranolol enantiomers as a function of MeBCD concentration.
The apparent mobility difference was obtained via the times for
the individual enantiomers after adjustment. The R form was
identified by spiking (R)-( + )-propranolol into the original
racemate..
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(9)

urn constants K I and K 2 of ca. 180 mmol- I
. The

maximum mobility difference between the two enan
tiomers is ca. 0.02 cm2 V-I S - I; the use of this value

. and values of /11 and /12 of 1.3 and 0.7 (from Fig. 5)
implies that the two equilibrium constants differ by
about 12%.

The resolution between the enantiomers is mea
sured by the use of the equation

2.354 (t2 - II)
Rs = ----,:--'----:-~

(wt + wt)

where II = migration time of enantiomer 1 and
wt = peak width at half-height of enantiomer 1.
The resultant graph is shown in Fig. 7.

As expected from Fig. 6, showing change in
separation, the resolution is strongly dependent on
MeBCD concentration. The optimum resolution
occurs at ca. 4 mM, slightly lower than the concen
tration for optimum separation. The maximum
value resolution is ca. 1.8. This was achieved in spite
of overloading and compares favourably with the
value of 1.4 from the use of two 25-cm f3-cyclo
dextrin-bonded columns in series [12].

f3-Cyclodexlrin
The variation in the apparent electrophoretic

mobility difference betweeen the two enantiomers as
the BCD concentration is varied is shown in Fig. 8.
The shape of the curve is again that expected
on theoretical grounds. The maximum separation

Apparent mobillty 0 i f ferenee lem 'IV. SI
0.012,-----,------------------,

0.01

10 15 20 25 30 35
Concentration of Beta Cyclodextrin (mM)

Fig. 8. Apparent electrophoretic mobility difference between the
propranolol enantiomers as a function of BCD concentration.

achieved is shown in Fig. 9:-A comparison with the
work with MeBCD shows the optimum cy,blodextrin
concentration to be significantly higher and the
maximum apparent mobility difference to'be signifi
cantly lower. This indicates that propranolol has a
lower affinity for BCD than MeBCD and that the
difference between the stabilities of the two cyclo
dextrin-enantiomer complexes is lower. The reason
for this is uncertain but it mirrors the results of
Fanali's work with terbutaline [5].

Resolution
2,--------------------,
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Fig. 9. Separation between propranolol enantiomers at the
optimum BCD concentration.
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Fig. 7. Resolution between the propranolol enantiomers as a
function of MeBCD concentration.
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CONCLUSIONS

A simple model for the separation ofenantiomers
in CE is presented. The model is of use in the choice
of chiral selector concentration and is strongly
supported by work on propranolol using fJ-cyclo
dextrin. Further work is in progress to investigate
the role of the organic solvent in the buffer and to
check the applicability to other chiral molecules.
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ABSTRACT

A simple, sensitive zymogram technique for the detection of endo-polygalacturonase (EC 3.2.1.15) in gel slabs after electrophoresis or
isoelectrofocusing was developed. This technique employs a new chromogenic substrate prepared by coupling D-galacturonan DP 10
with Ostazin Brilliant Red S-5B dye. The detection of multiple forms of endo-polygalacturonase is based on the selective removal of
depolymerized dyed substrate from the agar replicas by a solvent system that does not solubilize non-degraded dyed D-galacturonan DP
10 present in agar gel replicas.

INTRODUCTION

Several methods have been described for resolving
and detecting pectic enzymes and their multiple
forms in electrophoretic gels; of special interest here
is the detection of endo-polygalacturonase (Ee
3.2.1.15).

The first group of these methods uses the incor
poration of the substrate (pectic acid or pectin)
directly into the separation gel. Following electro
phoresis, the gels are incubated in a buffer to allow
enzymic digestion of substrate and then stained with
ruthenium red, toluidine blue or methylene blue
[1-3]. This procedure is not suitable for isoelectric
focusing. However, this limitation can be removed
by methods using contact of the enzyme with
substrate after electrophoretic separation, e.g., by
dipping the electrophoretic gel in substrate solution
and revealing the enzymes with ruthenium red
staining [4]. Even more sensitive and reproducible
are methods employing the "zymogram technique".
The substrate gel is brought into close contact with

Correspondence to: Dr. O. Markovic, Institute of Chemistry,
Slovak Academy of Sciences, Dubravska cesta 9, 842 38 Bratis
lava, Czechoslovakia.

the gel in which the pectic enzymes were separated
by isoelectrofocusing or sodium dodecyl sulphate
electrophoresis. After detachment, the substrate gels
are stained with ruthenium red or toluidine blue
[5,6]. Pectic enzyme activity can also be revealed by
using cetyltrimethylammonium bromide to precipi
tate the unhydrolysed pectin or pectic acid [7].

This paper describes the preparation of a new
soluble chromogenic substrate prepared by coupling
the dye Ostazin Brilliant Red S-5B with D-galac
turonan and its use for the detection of endo-poly
galacturonase in electrophoretic gels by the gel
replica technique.

EXPERIMENTAL

Enzyme assays
The endo- and exo-polygalacturonase activity was

determined by measuring the increase in reducing
groups [8] with sodium pectate (Mf ~ 27 000),
D-galacturonan with a degree of polymerization
(DP) of 10 and di-D-galactosiduronate as substrates,
using D-galactopyranuronic acid as calibration stan
dard. Activity is expressed in ,umoles of reducing
groups per minute (l U).

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V: All rights reserved
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Enzymes used
Commercial preparations of pectic enzymes in

powder form were used: three samples of pectinase
(Aspergillus niger) with polygalacturonase activity
of 0.7-1.1 U jmg, two samples of pectofoetidin
(Aspergillus foetidus) with polygalacturonase activi
ty of 0.8-1.3 Ujmg (both preparations from the
Factory of Microbiological Preparations, Botev
grad, Bulgaria; the samples used differed in date of
preparation). One sample of leozyme (Aspergillus
niger R3) with polygalacturonase activity 1.3 Ujmg
was the product of Slovak Canning Factory and
Distilleries (Leopoldov, Czechoslovakia) and one
sample of rohament P (Aspergillus sp.) with poly
galacturonase activity 3.2 Ujmg from Roehm
(Darmstadt, Germany).

After dissolution in water and centrifugation, all
enzyme preparations were tested with sodium pec
tate as substrate, reflecting both endo- and exo-poly
galacturonase activities.

exo-Polygalacturonase (EC 3.2.1.67) isolated
from carrots [9] as a freeze-dried product had
specific activities of 0.52 Ujmg with sodium pectate,
0.61 Ujmg with D-galacturonan DP 10 and 0.13
Ujmg with di-D-galactosiduronate as substrates. A
fungal exo-polygalacturonase preferring oligomeric
substrates was prepared from leozyme (Aspergillus
niger R3) by chromatography on Sephadex G-75
and ion-exchange chromatography on DEAE-Seph
adex A-50. This procedure allowed the separation of
the less acidic exo-polygalacturonase (pI = 4.8)
from the more acidic endo-polygalacturonase (pI =
3.0) [10]. This exo-polygalacturonase exhibited activ
ities of 1.7 U jmg with sodium pectate, 2.3 U jmg with
D-galacturonan DP 10 and 4.4 Ujmg with di-D
galactosiduronate as substrates.

Preparation of dyed substrate
D-Galacturonan (DP 10 ± 2), prepared accord

ing to McCready and Seegmiller [11], was dissolved
in water and mixed with an equal amount by weight
of Ostazin Brilliant Red S-5B (SODB, Pardubice,
Czechoslovakia). To the homogeneous solution,
sodium acetate was added to a final concentration of
1% (wjv). The mixture was then made alkaline to
pH 11 with sodium carbonate [1.25% (wjv) final

a C = g N,N'-methylenebisacrylamide (Bis)j%T; T = g acryl
amide + g Bis per 100 ml of solution.
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concentration], incubated for 2 h at 30°C and
neutralized with acetic acid, and the dyed conjugate
(OBR-galacturonan DP 10) was then precipitated
by adding two volumes of ethanol and two volumes
ofacetone. The precipitated material was washed on
a filter with ethanol~acetone-0.05M acetate buffer,
pH 5.0 (2:2:1), then with 96% ethanol and acetone
and dried in air [12]. The products obtained con
tained on average 5% (wjw) of the dye (determined
spectrophotometrically in aqueous solution at 540
nm by using Ostazin Brilliant Red S-5B as the
calibration standard).

Isoelectrofocusing
Isoelectrofocusing was done on ultra-thin layers

of polyacrylamide gel (5% T, 3% qa according to
Radola [13], using Servalyte 3-10 (Serva, Heidel
berg, Gennany) as the carrier ampholyte.

Detection of endo-polygalacturonase activity
OBR-galacturonan DP 10 (300 mg) was dissolved

in 10 ml of distilled water by stirring and heating to
70°C. The dissolved substrate was mixed with 20 ml
ofhot 3% (wjv) agar solution in 0.2 M acetate buffer
(pH 4.5) and poured between two polyester sheets
mounted on glass plates, separated by plastic spacer
bars (0.8 mm). After electrophoresis, the polyacryl
amide gel was laid on the dyed substrate gel for 5-15
min at room temperature and then the substrate
agar replica was dipped in the solvent ethanol
acetone-O.l M acetate buffer, pH 4.5 (2:1:1). It was
possible to detect fungal polygalacturonase multiple
fonns with isoelectric points below 6 without previ
ous preincubation of electrophoretic gels in an
appropriate buffer. The zones of endo-polygalac
turonase-degraded dyed substrate were continuous
ly destained as a result of solubilization of dyed
substrate fragments. The rate of the destaining
depended on the degree of substrate digestion.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The detection of multiple forms of endo-poly
galacturonase after electrophoresis or isoelectro
focusing in polyacrylamide gels was based on the
selective removal of depolymerized dyed substrate
from the substrate-agar replicas by a solvent which
fixed the non-degraded dyed substrate in the gel.
The principle of this method is identical with those
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described for detection of endo-l,4-p-glucanases,
endo-l,4-p-xylanases and Cl-amylases [14,15].

The coupling of the dye Ostazin Brilliant Red
S-5B with pectic acid (Mr ::::: 27 000) and with citrus
pectin (Mr ::::: 60 000) produced a material contain
ing only 4.5% (w/w) of the dye. This is in contrast to
15-20% of dye which can be attached to neutral
polysaccharides such as hydroxyethylcellulose and
partially hydrolysed starch [14,15]. Dyed pectic acid,
containing ca. 2 mol of dye per mole of pectic acid
(composed of ca. 150 saccharide units), and dyed
citrus pectin (containing ca. 4 mol of dye per ca. 340
saccharide units), were found to be unsuitable for
the detection of endo-polygalacturonase by the dyed
substrate-agar gel overlay technique. OBR-galac
turonan DP 10 containing 5.0% of the dye (i.e., on
average only each seventh molecule is dye bound)
was suitable for the enzyme detection without
previous separation of dyed and undyed o-galac
turonan DP 10 molecules. An interesting feature of
this short polygalacturonase substrate is that the
first attack of an endo-acting enzyme may liberate
fragments soluble in the presence of organic sol
vents, which would not be the case with dyed pectic
acid, which required extensive digestion and over
loading of the gel with polygalacturonase to gener
ate short dyed fragments soluble in organic solvents.

Fig. 1 presents the results of isoelectric focusing
and subsequent detection of endo-polygalacturon
ase in four commercial pectic enzyme preparations.
The sensitivity of the method is in the range
10- 2_10- 3 U of endopolygalacturonase. The gel
replicas can be preserved by fixing on a chromato
graphic paper or by drying under vacuum.

OBR-galacturonan DP 10 was not a substrate for
exo-polygalacturonases. Neither carrot nor Asper
gillus niger exo-polygalacturonases produced a posi
tive response even after incubation for 10 h of the
separation gels with OBR-galacturonan DP 10
agar replicas (in a wet chamber). With high-mole
cular-mass substrates, exo-acting glycanases, for
obvious reasons, do not liberate short dyed frag
ments from the corresponding dyed polysaccha
rides. For instance, amyloglucosidase does not
attack Cibacron Blue-amylose [16] and Cibacron
Blue-pachyman does not serve as a substrate for
exo-l ,3-p-glucanase [17]. The pectin covalently dyed
with N-(l-{4[(3,6-disulpho-l-naphthyl)azo]naph
thyl} )ethylenediarnine is considered to be a sub-
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Fig. I. Isoelectric focusing of co=ercial samples of pectic
enzymes in ultra-thin layers ofpolyacrylamide gel with a pH 3-10
gradient. A 1-).11 volume of enzyme solution was applied. endo
Polygalacturonase was detected with OBR-galacturonan DP
IO-agar detection gel kept in contact with the separation gel for
10 min. Lanes: I = pectofoetidin, sample I (10 Jlg); II =

pectofoetidin, sample 2 (10 Jlg); III = pectinase, sample I (8 Jlg);
IV = pectinase, sample 2 (10 Jlg); V = pectinase, sample 3 (10
Jlg); VI = leozyme (\2 Jlg); VII = rohament (4 Jlg); VIII =
leozyme (7 Jlg).

strate for endopectinase only [18].
However, OBR-galacturonan DP 10 could theo

retically serve also as a substrate for exo-polygalac
turonase, as two or three subsequent cleavages from
the non-reducing terminal could produce dyed frag
ments soluble in the presence of organic solvents, as
fragments formed by the action of endo-polygalac
turonase. Why this does not occur remains unclear,
but the following possibilities are suggested: the dye
is attached exclusively to o-galacturonic acid units
present on the non-reducing terminus of the o-galac
turonate DP 10, thus preventing the action of
exopolygalacturonase; and/or the bulky dye (Mr =
615) present on a relatively short substrate prevents
the formation of the enzyme-substrate productive
complex. The latter alternative finds some support
in our previous observations that exo-polygalac
turonase did not interact with partially acetylated
o-galacturonic acid units in the pectic acid molecule
[19].
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OBR-galacturonan DP 10 was successfully used
to follow the separation and purification of Asper
gillus endo- and exo-polygalacturonases having dif
ferent pI values; parallel detection of both exo- and
endo-polygalacturonases was performed by using
non-dyed D-galacturonan DP 1O-agar gel overlay
technique with subsequent ruthenium red staining
[5].

OBR-galacturonan DP 10 could theoretically
serve also as a substrate for endo-pectate lyase
detection, but during these experiments a specific
endo-pectate lyase was not available.
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ABSTRACT

This study highlights the potential utility of high-performance capillary electrophoresis (HPCE) for monitoring enzyme activity.
Free-zone capillary electrophoresis is used to rapidly and reproducibly analyze the activity of the bacterial enzyme chloramphenicol
acetyl transferase (CAT) which converts the substrates acetyl coenzyme A (CoA) and chloramphenicol to acetyl chloramphenicol and
CoA. The results of this study indicate that HPCE may be an excellent tool for studying enzyme activities since it has several advantages
over standard single parameters assays, most notably, the ability to monitor both loss of substrate and appearance of products
simultaneously. Conditions have been identified for optimal separation of the substrate (chloramphenicol) from the products (acetylat
ed derivatives). This presents a unique potential of HPCE for the analysis of enzymatic reactions that may be applied to areas of
analytical research presently utilizing enzymatic reactions. One such analytical method is the CAT assay used for analysis of gene
promoter activity. In this study, HPCE is shown to yield similar quantitative results with nonradiolabelled substrate in a fraction of the
time. HPCE has several advantages over standard techniques including speed of analysis, no need for radiolabelled substrate, small
sample volumes, high sensitivity/resolution and excellent quantitative capabilities.

INTRODUCTION

High-performance capillary electrophoresis
(HPCE)' is a versatile, relatively new analytical
technique that has combined the quantitative preci
sion and instrumental control of high-performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC) with the resolving
power; of electrophoresis. HPCE differs from other
analytical separation techniques, such as HPLC, in
that it is capable of unprecedented separation effi
ciency? i.e. has the potential for generating several
hundred thousand theoretical plates [1]. HPCE is
also c~pable of automated microscale electrophor
etic separation of a number of samples in a repro
ducible manner within a relatively short period of
time. Although there are some limitations with the

;,
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present technology, the resolving power, speed,
quantitative ability, reproducibility and sensitivity
at the femtomole level has made HP,CE a valuable
technique in the biomedical sciences (reviewed in
refs. 2-4). HPCE has advanced tremendously since
its conception almost a decade ago. Much of the
early efforts were focussed on defining conditions
for the separation of smaller molecules, a few of
which include anticancer drugs [5], organic com
pounds [6,7] and metal ions [8]. More recent research
efforts have applied the resolving power and sensi
tivity of HPCE to the analysis of macromolecular
components of the cell such as peptides [9,10] (for
review see ref. 4), proteins [2] and oligonucleotides
[11-15] (for review see ref. 3).

There has been little in the literature regarding the
use of HPCE for monitoring enzymatic reactions of
either clinical or basic science interest. In this study
we use, as a model system, the bacterial enzyme
chloramphenicol acetyl transferase (CAT) to dem-

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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onstrate the utility of HPCE for monitoring enzyme
activity. CAT is an enzyme synthesized in several
strains of ch~oramphenicol-resistantbacteria [16].
The properties of the enzyme vary according to the
bacterial strain from which it is purified and no CAT
is representative of all the enzymes. Typically, the
native enzymes have a molecular mass of 80 000, a
quaternary structure of four identical subunits of
20 000 and isoelectric points ranging from 4.0-5.4
[17]. As indicated by its name, CAT catalyzes the
conversion of the substrates chloramphenicol and
acetyl coenzyme A (acetyl-S-CoA), to the products
3-acetyl-chloramphenicol and coenzyme A (HS
CoA) as described by eqn. 1. The acetyl group of the
3-acetylchloramphenicol congener can apparently
undergo a non-enzymatic, pH-dependent migration
to form the l-acetylchloramphenicol product (eqn.
2) which then can be further'acetylated enzymatical
ly (eqn. 3).

chloramphenicol + acetyl-S-CoA -+

3-acetyl chloramphenicol + HS-CoA (1)

3-acetyl chloramphenicol ¢

I-acetyl chloramphenicol (2)

I-acetyl chloramphenicol + acetyl-S-CoA-+

1,3-acetyl chloramphenicol + HS-Co A (3)

One of the classic extensions of this particular
enzyme activity is its use in the molecular biology
technique that specifically exploits the enzyme
catalyzed acetylation of chloramphenicol. The CAT
assay is used to characterize the transcriptional
activity of a eukaryotic promoter and of regulatory
sequences in the 5' flanking domains [17] found
upstream of actively transcribed genes [18]. Ideally,
promoter activity is measured by the amount ofgene
product produced in response to a regulator of the
specific promoter. However, not all gene products
are convenient to assay. Therefore, to circumvent
this problem, the coding sequence of the bacterial
CAT gene is connected to a promoter and/or 5'
flanking domain in question. Cells are transfected
with an expression vector containing the CAT gene
downstream of the specific promoter sequence to be
evaluated and the cells are treated with an activator.
If the sequence has promoter activity, transcription
of the CAT gene ensues and, in the presence of the
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cellular translational machinery, the mRNA is
translated to yield an active CAT enzyme. Because
there is not a eukaryotic counterpart of the CAT
gene, the enzyme activity can be directly and quanti
tatively measured in the extract of the cell. The level
of CAT enzyme activity corresponds'to the amount
of CAT synthesized, which in turn reveals the level
of activity of the promoter.

In this study, we show that enzyme-dependent
loss of reactants and formation of products can be
monitored accurately and reproducibly with HPCE.
The use of borate as a buffer is necessary for this
separation since its apparent complexation with
chloramphenicol results in the separation of this
substrate from the acetylated products. The ability
to monitor CAT activity with HPCE is not only of
interest from an enzymological perspective, but is
discussed in terms of the potential extrapolation of
these findings to improve upon a present day
molecular biological technique, the CAT assay.

EXPERIMENTAL

Chemicals and reagents
Chloramphenicol was obtained from Boehringer

Mannheim, the acetyl coenzyme A from Pharmacia,
the diacetyl chloramphenicol, CAT (isolated from
E. coli), coenzyme A, sodium tetraborate, dithio
threitol (DTT), glycerol and boric acid from Sigma
and the Tris-Cl from ICN Chemicals. All solutions
were made with Milli-Q purified distilled water.
e4 C]Chloramphenicol was purchased from New
England Nuclear (NEN).

Incubation conditions for CAT activity
CAT was stored as a stock solution in 50%

glycerol, 10 mMTris-HCl, 0.5 mMDTT, pH 7.5 at
a stock concentration of 1 Unit!J.tl. Acetyl coenzyme
A and chloramphenicol were maintained at stock
concentrations of 4 mM (in water) and 11 mM (in
95% ethanol) respectively. All components were
stored at - 20°C, and kept on ice until added to the
incubation mixture. For CAT activity, the appro
priate .amount of enzyme was added to Tris buffer
(20 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5) containing acetyl CoA
and chloramphenicol, and incubated in a water bath
equilibrated at either 27, 37, 44 or 55°C for varied
times. The reaction was terminated by boiling the
sample for 2 min. For stability studies at 27°C, the
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sample was simply allowed to stand in a Beckman
minivial within a capped 4-ml sample tube in the
PlACE 2050 unit.

CA T enzymatic assaye4 CjChloramphenicol thin-layer chromatograph
ic (TLC) analysis. The CAT assays using TLC were
performed following the procedure of Gorman et al.
[17] with slight modifications. The 150-/l1 reaction
mixture contained 20 mM Tris-CI, pH 7.5, 0.513
mM [14C]chloramphenicol (NEN 1.3 mCi/mmol,
0.1 /lCi), 0.533 mM acetyl coenzyme A (Pharmacia,
Sweden) and I U CAT enzyme. The enzymatic
reaction was performed at noc for different time
periods at which point the reactions were stopped by
boiling the sample. The e4C]chloramphenicol and
its acetylated derivatives were extracted with 500 /ll
ofethyl acetate. The organic phase was removed and
dried down on a speed vac. The residue was
dissolved in 30 /ll of ethyl acetate and spotted ona
silica gel TLC plate. The TLC plate was placed in a
tank containing chloroform-methanol (90:10) for
ascending chromatography. Following the chroma
tography the TLC plate was autoradiographed.

HPCE analysis. The CAT assay mixtures were
prepared for HPCE by filtration through a 0.22-/lm
syringe filter. The fused-silica capillary (47 or 57
cm x 50 /lm J.D.; uncoated; 7 cm from the detector
to the outlet) was equilibrated with the running
buffer consisting of 100 mM borateltetraborate
buffer at pH of 8.3 (a minimum 15-min rinse or
preferably overnight equilibration). Each method
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involved a I-min rinse with running buffer, injection
ofsample, separation, I-min rinse with 0.1 MNaOH
and finally, a 2-min rinse with running buffer.
Unless otherwise noted, the sample was pressure
injected for 1-5 s (ca. 1.3 nils) into the capillary and
separation carried out on a Beckman PlACE Model
2050 at 25 kV, 32 /lA, 25°e. Unless otherwise noted,
detection was at wavelength A = 200 nm. Data were
collected and peak migration time and area were
analyzed using Beckman System Gold Version 6.0
software.

Effect of DTT on coenzyme stability
Coenzyme A (0.5 mglml in 100 mMborate buffer,

pH 8.3) was incubated with or without 20 mM DTT
at n°e. The samples were kept at 4°C until incuba
tion at noc and analysis initiated by HPCE at time
oand 7 h.

RESULTS

Fig. I shows the chemical structures of the
substrates chloramphenicol and acetyl coenzyme A
in their fully protonated form. Fig. 2 shows an
electropherogram of standard acetyl coenzyme A,
chloramphenicol, diacetyl chloramphenicol and co
enzyme A. A net negative charge on coenzyme A at a
pH of 8.3 accounts for the clear separation from
chloramphenicol which is uncharged. Separation of
the acetylated chloramphenicol from the chloram
phenicol is interesting since both are neutrally
charged under these conditions. Acetylated chior-
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Fig. I. Chemical structures of chloramphenicol and acetyl coenzyme A.
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Tris~CI buffer, pH 7.5 containing a 500 f.lM concen
tration of both chloramphenicol and acetyl co
enzyme A led to a measurable loss of substrate and
appearance of products. Fig. 3 illustrates the en
zyme-dependent (1 Unit) loss of chloramphenicol
and acetyl coenzyme A and the corresponding
appearance of peaks which represent acetylated
forms of chloramphenicol and coenzyme A as
described by the equations in the Introduction.
While a minor amount of diacetyl chloramphenicol
may be produced (typically < I %), there was no
indication that it was separable under these condi
tions from the major product, 3-acetyl-chloram
phenicol. When an enzymatic reaction mix is spiked
with diacetylchloramphenicol, the acetylated chlor
amphenicol peak is increased with no other observ
able peaks (data not shown). Determination of the
peak area was made for calculation of the percent
conversion of chloramphenicol to acetylated chlor
amphenicol as a function of time at this temperature
and is shown in Fig. 4A. A linear rate of formation
of product occurs within 30 min and thus represents
the useful reaction time for kinetic studies. Conver
sion was complete at 2 h at 27°C even though
approximately 15% of the substrate was still avail
able. The leveling offmay have been due either to the
temperature-dependent inactivation of CAT or to a
product feedback inhibition. The quantitative re
sults obtained with HPCE are similar to those
obtained by the more laborious TLC method using
14C-Iabelled substrate (Fig. 4A and B). The data
shown in Fig. 4A were obtained by linear scanning
of the autoradiogram obtained from TLC (Fig. 4B).
The slight difference in the saturation level with the
two assay methods may be due to inaccuracy of
linear densitometry scanning of the autoradiogram.
The temperature-dependency of the CAT activity is
illustrated in Fig. 5. As expected, higher tempera
tures resulted in higher enzyme activity with optimal
production of monoacetyl chloramphenicol in I h
occuring at 44°C. A temperature of 55°C appears to
be less productive, perhaps due to a more rapid
inactivation of the enzyme. As expected, the CAT
catalyzed conversion was found to be dependent
upon the concentration of both the reactants and the
enzyme with maximal production of acetylated
chloramphenicol and coenzyme A occurring at a 500
f.lM concentration of both reactants with I Unit of
CAT (data not shown). Increasing the substrate
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Fig. 2. HPCE separation of CAT enzyme substrates and prod
ucts. Purified acetyl coenzyme A, coenzyme A, chloramphenicol
and diacetylated chloramphenicol (all at a concentration of ca.
500 mgjml in 20 mMTris buffer pH 7.5) were injected by pressure
for 1 s (equivalent to 1.3 nl or 650 pg) into a 57 cm x 50 pm
capillary and separated at 25 kV.
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amphenicol migrates, as expected, with endoosmot
ic flow (EOF; the bulk flow of buffer towards the
cathode; neutral molecules migrate with this) but
surprisingly, chloramphenicol elutes later than
EOF, indicating that other variables are playing a
role in the separation. Borate appears to be a
variable since separation in phosphate buffer at the
same pH did not lead to the resolution of chloram
phenicol and the acetylated derivatives which both
comigrated with EOF (data not shown). Acetyl
coenzyme A and coenzyme A were found to be
barely separable under these experimental condi
tions (coenzyme A, 5.7 min; acetyl coenzyme A, 5.8
min in the 57-cm capillary) probably as result of the
thiol group of CoA not being ionized at this pH.
Purified monoacetyl chloramphenicol was not com
mercially available as a pure standard and therefore
the identity of the acetylated chloramphenicol peak
was determined by a process of elimination. Using
purified standards, the minimum detectable on
column mass of both the diacetylated and unacetyl
ated forms of chloramphenicol was ca. I pg and
optimal at A = 200 nm. Detection sensitivity for
these types of compounds at ), = 200 nm was
approximately 2-3 times greater than at A = 214 nm
(data not shown). Addition of CAT to 25 mM
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Fig. 3. HPCE analysis of the CAT-catalyzed acetylation ofchloramphenicol. Chloramphenicol (500 JIM), acetyl coenzyme A (500 JIM)
incubated in 20 mM Tris-Cl at 27°C for 0, 15, 30, 60, 240 and 480 min in the presence of I Unit of CAT. The reaction volume for each
sample was-I50 JlI. The resultant mixtures were diluted 1:1 with tetraborate buffer pH 8.3 and pressure injected for 5 s into a 47 cm x 50
JIm capillary and separated at 25 kV. Identified peaks: I = acetylated chloramphenicol; 2 = Tris-HCI; 3 = chloramphenicol; 4 =
acetyl CoA; 5 = CoA; 6 = product of CoA.

beyond this concentration did not enhance produc
tion of the acetylated chloramphenicol.

Loss of substrate (chloramphenicol and acetyl
coenzyme A) was due solely to the activity of the

enzyme and not to a non-enzymatic degradation
since exposure to 23°e for 36 h or IOOoe for 2 min
had a negligible effect on the amount of each of the
substrates or the shape of the peaks (data not
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Fig. 4. CAT-catalyzed production of acetylated chloramphenicol. (A) A comparison of the percent conversion of chloramphenicol to
acetyl chloramphenicol by I Unit of CAT at 27°C using HPCE analysis (.) and the standard TLC ~ethod (e). Percent conversion was
determined by the peak area for the HPCE analysis and linear scanning densitometry of the autoradiogram for the TLC method. (B)
Autoradiograph of TLC separation of the ['4C]acetylchloramphenicol from the ['4C]chloramphenicol substrate.

shown). This was not the case for the reaction
product coenzyme A which eluted as a relatively
broad peak and appeared to undergo a temperature
dependent, non-enzymatic degradation at tempera
tures greater that 4°C. At 27°e, the time-dependent
increase in magnitude of the peak at ca. 6.0 min
clearly results from the loss of coenzyme A (Fig. 6).
The identity of this peak has not been determined
unequivocally, but the possibility that it represents
ADP, pantothenic acid or {J-mercaptoethylarnine
(subcomponents of coenzyme A) has been elimi
nated since these standards did not co-migrate with
this peak (data not shown). Interestingly. the pres-

ence of OTT appeared to prevent the loss of
coenzyme A. Analysis of the samples at time 0 and 7
h of incubation at noe showed that the presence of
OTT prevented the formation of the peak previously
observed, indicating that this is most likely an
oxidized form ofcoenzyme A (Fig. 7A). The absence
of OTT led to the total conversion ofcoenzyme A to
the oxidized product over the course of7 h (Fig. 7B).
The remarkably unstable nature of coenzyme A
under these experimental conditions is highlighted
in graphic form in Fig. 8 which shows the non
enzymatic loss at noe in comparison with the other
eAT reaction components. In contrast to coenzyme
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DISCUSSION

In this study, we have demonstrated that both the
substrates and products of the CAT enzymatic
reaction can be separated rapidly by HPCE with a
borate buffer system at pH 8.3. Loss of substrates
(acetyl coenzyme A and chloramphenicol) and the

formation of products (acetylated chloramphenicol
and coenzyme A) could be clearly observed in a
manner dependent upon time and temperature, as
well as reactant and enzyme concentration. The
observed separation of chloramphenicol from its
acetylated derivative is curious in light of the fact
that they both are neutrally charged under these
experimental conditions and hence would be ex
pected to migrate with EOF. The fact that chloram
phenicol elutes later than the EOF leads to two
possible hypotheses. The first is based on the
potential for chloramphenicol to interact with the
capillary wall. It seems unlikely, based on the
structure of chloramphenicol, that this molecule
would be ionized at a pH of 8.3. Thus, it is possible
that the presence of intact hydroxyl groups make
chloramphenicol amenable to interaction (polar)
with the capillary wall (Si0 3 ) which would ultimate
ly retard its migration. In contrast, acetylated chlor
amphenicol is less polar (especially the diacetylated
derivative which has both hydroxyl groups masked),
interacting with the wall to a substantially lesser
degree and would thus migrate with EOF. The
second hypothesis exploits the potential of chlor
amphenicol to interact with borate. Since borate is
known to complex with vicinal hydroxyls, it is
possible that it forms a complex with the two free
hydroxyl groups of chloramphenicol, imparting a
net negative charge to the molecule at pH 8.3. This
complexation is not possible with either the mono
or diacetylated chloramphenicol and hence, this
molecule comigrates with the endoosmotic flow.
This latter possibility appears to be the case. Separa
tion of idential samples in phosphate and borate
buffer at the same pH showed that chloramphenicol
and the acetylated derivatives were not resolved in
phosphate buffer but instead, comigrate with EOF
(data not shown). These results suggest that, as
shown by Lui et al. [19] with sugars, borate may be
forming specific complexes with chloramphenicol
but not acetylated chloramphenicol.

With respect to the monitoring ofenzyme activity,
HPCE has advantages over standard colorimetric or
radiometric analysis which monitor changes in a
single parameter. This includes not only the time
required for analysis of a single sample, but also the
fact that conditions. can be found in which all
components (substrates and products) can be moni
tored simultaneously. For the case of CAT, activity
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Fig. 5. Temperature-dependence of the CAT-catalyzed conver
sion of substrate to product. Chloramphenicol (500 11M), acetyl
coenzyme A (500 11M) incubated in 20 mM Tris-Cl at 37, 44 and
55°C for 1 h. One unit of CAT was added to the indicated
reactions in a total volume of 150 Ill. Samples were pressure
injected (3 s) into a 57 cm x 50 11m capillary and separated at 25
kV.

A, chloramphenicol, acetyl chloramphenicol and
acetyl coenzyme A were very stable under similar
conditions since no loss of these components was
observed over the course of8 h. The slight increase in
their concentration over the course of the experi
ment is most likely due to a concentrating effect
result from evaporation of solvent at 27°C. Despite
the use of rubber caps on the sample vials, a loss of
approximately 5% of sample volume per hour has
been routinely observed (data not shown). This is a
significant loss with microvials the capacity of which
is approximately 25 J.d.
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Fig. 6. HPCE monitoring of the non-enzymatic loss ofcoenzyme A. Coenzyme A (500 J1g/ml) was incubated on ice or at 27"C in 20 mM
Tris-Cl and sampled at specific intervals. Sample injection was by pressure for I s into a 57 cm x 50 JIm capillary and separation at 25 kV.

can be followed as a function of both chloramphen
icol loss and/or acetylchloramphenicol formation.
Additionally, the speed ofHPCE analysis allows for
protocol modification to be tested rapidly. For
example, a 10-min analysis determined that incuba
tion in boiling water (i.e. boiling) had little or no
effect on substrate stability and could thus serve to
terminate enzyme activity. HPCE analysis also
demonstrated that, in contast to reports on the

stability of acetyl coenzyme A in cell extracts [20],
this component was apparently very stable under
our experimental conditions while the product co
enzyme A was found to be very unstable. The
identity of the peak resulting from prolonged ex
posure of coelizyme A to 27°C was not any of the
obvious possibilities such as subcomponents of
coenzyme A. Through the use of the reducing agent
DTT. it became apparent that coenzyme A was
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fig. 7. Dithiothreitol stabilization of coenzyme A. Coenzyme A
(0.5 mg/ml in borate buffer, pH 8.3) in the presence (A) and
absence (B) of20 mMDTT at 27°C at time 0 and 7 h. The reaction
volume for each sample was 50 Jll. An aliquot was sampled by
pressure injection for 3 s into a 57 cm x 50 Jlm capillary and
separated at 25 kY.
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undergoing oxidation, possibly forming a dimer
through a disulphide bond. The ability to detect the
rapid loss of any reaction component is relevant to
the development of an assay for enzyme activity. In
the case of CAT, the estimation of enzyme activity,
as measured by the appearance of coenzyme A,
would be largely underestimated as a result of rapid
oxidation of this molecule in a temperature-depen
dent, non-enzymatic manner.

Perhaps one ofthe more obvious extensions of the
results of this study is the potential extrapolation to
the molecular biology technique that has exploited
the enzyme-catalyzed acetylation of chloramphen
icol. With the standard CAT assay the aim is to
measure the amount of enzyme (and hence the activ
ity of the promoter) by the addition of e4C]chlor
amphenicol and acetyl coenzyme A to an extract of
the cells containing (or lacking) the enzyme. Active
enzyme catalyzes the acetylation of 14C-labeled
chloramphenicol using acetyl coenzyme A as the
acetyl group donor. Labelled products (both mono
and diacetylated chloramphenicol) are separated
from the substrate by TLC and results are qualita
tively assessed by autoradiography. Quantitative
assessment of product formation is determined by
liquid scintillation counting after spots have been

scraped from the thin-layer plate or by scanning
densitometry of the autoradiogram. Another meth
od involves a two-phase extraction of the 14C_Ia_
belled product into liquid scintillation cocktail using
[14C]acetyl coenzyme A and unlabelled chloram
phenicol [21].

In the study described here, concentrations of
unlabelled chloramphenicol and acetylcoenzyme A
similar to those used in a standard CAT assay were
used. The use ofa Tris buffer concentration (20 mM)
lower than that typically used in a standard CAT
assay (167-570 mM; cf refs. 20 and 22) reduced the
size of the buffer peak which migrates close to acetyl
chloramphenicol without affecting enzymatic activi
ty. Parallel experiments using 14C-Iabelled chlor
amphenicol as substrate, followed by analysis with
the standard TLC method and HPCE analysis, show
that similar quantitative data are obtained, This
clearly indicates that CAT-induced acetylation of
chloramphenicol can be rapidly monitored with
HPCE and may be a useful tool for the evaluation of
the transcriptional promoting activity of specific
sequences of DNA. This approach presents several
potential advantages over the TLC method present
ly used (Table I). First, HPCE significantly de
creases the amount oftime needed to obtain qualita-
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TABLE I

COMPARISON OF HPCE AND TLC ANALYSIS OF CAT ENZYME ACTIVITY

Speed for analysis of single sample
Radioactivity required
Sample size (Jll)
Quantitation: number of steps

method
Cost considerations

Automation
Simultaneous analysis of multiple samples

HPCE

6 min
No
10
1
Peak area analysis

Yes
No

TLC

Up to 24 h
Yes
150
3
Scintillation counting
14C-Substrate purchase
Radioactivity disposal
No
Yes

tive and quantitative data. Typical times for obtain
ing quantitative data with the TLC method may be
as long as 24 h when including ethylacetate extrac
tion, chromatography, autoradiography and scintil
lation counting. The data presented here indicate
that, with HPCE, the equivalent quantitative data
may be obtained in less than 10 min per sample.
Moreover, CAT activity by any assay is measured by
the presence of both the mono- and diacetylated
forms of chloramphenicol. HPCE separation under
the conditions described in this study results in the
apparent comigration of all acetylated forms and,
hence, peak area is a true quantitative representa
tion of activity. In addition to eliminating the
biohazard of working with radioactivity, all of the
advantages ofusing a non-isotopic assay follow. The
cost of the assay is dramatically reduced by elimi
nating the cost of purchasing [14C]chloramphenicol
or [14C]acetyl coenzyme A and disposing of the
radioactive products. Finally, a single HPCE analy
sis uses a smaller reaction mixture volume (as little as
10 Ill) to make nanoliter volume injections. This is
substantially less than the 150 III typically required
for TLC or liquid scintillation cocktail extraction
and, hence, reduces the amount of precious cell
extract needed.

CONCLUSIONS

These data highlight new potential uses for
HPCE. First, the possibility that the rapid, repro
ducible nature of HPCE analysis for the evaluation
of enzyme activities is identified with the particular

advantage that both loss of substrate as well as the
increase in product(s) can be monitored. Finally, the
potential exists for HPCE to circumvent the tedious
methodology presently used to characterize the
transcriptional activity of eukaryotic promoters
using the CAT assay.
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ABSTRACT

The separation and determination of seven sulphonamides and trimethoprim by micellar electrokinetic capillary chromatography
were successfully achieved, employing sodium dodecyl sulphate (SDS) as a micellar phase and tetrabutylammonium bromide as
additive. The effects of surfactant and modifier concentrations, pH and applied voltage on the retention behaviour of the solutes and the
column efficiency were studied. The migration time of sulponamides increase with increasing SDS concentration and decreasing the
applied voltage, but varies only slightly with pH. There is an optimum applied voltage at which a higher theoretical plate number is
achieved, in contrast to the sulphonamides, the retention behaviour of trimethoprim gave a more obvious response to changes in the
experimental conditions. The determination of three active ingredients in tablets was performed using sulphathiazole as an internal
standard with good results. The theoretical plate number ranged between 2.0 . 105 and 2.8 . 105 with a 50-em capillary.

INTRODUCTION

Micellar electrokinetic capillary chromatography
(MECC) was first reported by Terabe et al. in 1984
[1]. Several reports and reviews of the theory and
application of MECC have been published [2-4].
Chiral separations of some amino acid derivatives
[5] and· drugs [6] have also been performed by
MECC with a micelle of sodium dodecyl sulphate
(SDS) and a chiral additive or with chiral cholate
micelles. The determination of drugs in pharmaceu
tical preparations by application of MECC has
been achieved by using an internal standard method
[7,8]. Purity testing of diltiazem has also been re
ported [9].

Correspondence to: Dr. Q.-x. Dang, Shaanxi Institute for Drug
Control, Zhu-Que Street, Xian 710061, China.

In this paper, the separation and determination
of seven sulphonamides and trimethoprim inphar
maceuticaI preparations by MECC with SDS is re
ported, The effects of pH, concentrations of surfac
tant and modifier and applied voltage are discussed.
The application of this technique to the quantitative
analysis of commercial tablets using an internal
standard method is also described.

EXPERIMENTAL

Apparatus
Experiments were performed with a Bio-Rad

Labs. (Richmond, CA, USA) HPE 100 apparatus
equipped with a UV detector adjusted to 240 nm
and a power supply able to deliver up to 12 kV D.C.
Electrokinetic sampling was used to introduce sam
ples into the capillary. A Bio-Rad Labs. 148-3014

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.Y. All rights reserved
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HPE capillary cartridge (50 cm x 50 pm J.D., un
coated) was employed and a Chromatopac C-R3A
(Shimadzu, Kyoto, Japan) was used for data
processing.

Drugs and reagents
The bulk drugs analysed are listed in Table J.
SD-SMZ-TMP tablets (nominally containing

200 mg of SD, 200 mg of SMZ and 80 mg of TMP
per tablet) and SMZ-TMP tablets (nominally con
taining 400 mg of SMZ and 80 mg of TMP per
tablet) were purchased fro in Beijing Pharmaceutical
Factory (Beijing, China) and Xian Pharmaceutical
Factory (Xian, Shaanxi, China), respectively. SDS
was obtained from Nacalai Tesque (Kyoto. Ja
pan). Tetrabutylammonium bromide (TAB) of ana
lytical-reagent grade was a product of Beijing
Chemical Factory (Beijing, China).

The buffer solutions were prepared by mixing
0.01 M sodium tetraborate solution with appropri
ate volume of 0.5 M sodium dihydrogenphosphate
solution to give pH 9, 8, and 7, or with dilute hydro
chloric acid to give pH 6 and 5. The appropriate
amount of SDS was dissolved in the buffer solu
tions to obtain carrier solutions. The solutions were
filtered through a 0.45-pm membrane filter and de
gassed by ultrasonication prior to their use.

Test solutions and procedure
Owing to the low solubility of TMP in water, all

test solutions were prepared by shaking the solutes,
after shaking them with an appropriate amount of
methanol first, with a mixture of two volumes of

TABLE I

TEST SAMPLE

Q.-x. Dang el 01. I J. Chromalogr. 603 (1992) 259-266

methanol and eight volumes of pH 8.5 buffer solu
tion that was added later. A resolution test mixture
was prepared by dissolving the solutes to obtain a
solution containing 100 pgJml each of SPZ,
SDM,SD, SMZ, ST and TMP and 50 pgJml each of
SN and SG. For the determination of the linear
range and response factor, five solutions were pre
pared to give a series of concentrations ranging
from 45 to 225 pgJml of SD and SMZ and from 12
to 60 flgJml of TMP. After preparation as above,
the concentrations of the solutions for the recovery
tests were 36 pgJml ofSD and SMZ and 14 pgJml of
TMP and other two concentrations levels equiva
lent to 80% and 120% of these concentrations. The
powder of SD-SMZ-TMP tablets or SMZ-TMP
tablets was dissolved at a concentration of 14 flgJml
ofTMP. All the solutions contained 90 pgJml ofST
as internal standard.

Sample solution was loaded by the electrokinetic
method at the positive end of the capillary using a
10-kV constant voltage and a 10-s loading time. It is
useful to rinse the internal wall of the capillary be
tween individual injections. This was effected by in
Jecting a flow of the carrier solution used into the
capi11ary with a 100-fll syringe (Hamilton, Reno,
NV, USA) at the negative end.All experiments were
performed at ambient temperature.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A typical electropherogram of the eight ingre
dients separated is shown in Fig. I; each compound
is completely resolved.

Peak No. Compound Abbreviation . Origin

I
2
3
4
7

5
6
8

Sulphanilamide
Sulphaguanidine
Sulphaphenazole
Sulphadimethoxine
Sulphathiazole

Sulphadiazine
Sulphamethoxazole
Trimethoprim

SN
SG
SPZ
SDM
ST

SD
SMZ
TMP

British Pharmacopoeia,
authentic specimen

Bulk drugs, Chinese
Pharmacopoeia grade
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Fig. 1. Typical separation in MECC. For peak identifications, see Table 1. Carrier, 0.025 M phosphate-borate solution (pH 8.5)
containing 0.1 M SDS; applied voltage, 12 kV.

TABLE II

RESULTS OF THE DETERMINATION OF LINEAR
RANGE AND RESPONSE FACTORS (n = 5)

Quantitative analysis
The solutions for the determination of the linear

range and relative responsive factor were chromato
graphed using 0.025 M phosphate-borate buffer so
lution (pH 8.5) containing 0.1 M SDS and 0.01 M
TAB; a 12-kV voltage was applied in the constant
voltage mode. The results were calculated by the
peak-area ratio method, and the calibration plots of
AdA, vs. WdW,. where A, and Ai are peak areas and

Parameter

Correlation coefficient (r)
Intersection at area ratio axis
Slope
Response factor
Relative standard deviation
(R.S.D.)

SD

0.9999
0.0764
2.174
0.4288

2.77%

SMZ

0.9995
0.0206
1.144
0.8353

2.62%

TMP

0.9958
-0.3720

3.555
0.5645

5.88%

Ws and Wi are weights of the sample(s) and internal
standard (i), showed excellent linearity in the ranges
30-150 Itg/ml for SD and SMZ and 12-60 Itg/ml for
TMP. Response factors relative to ST were calcu
lated by a conventional method (Table II).

Recoveries were examined under the experimen
tal conditions described above. The results and
their relative standard deviations are given in Table
III.

The average recovery for each ingredient, with
three levels and five repeated injections per level,
was close to the stated composition value, and the
relative standard deviation (R.S.D.), especially for
SD and SMZ, was small, demonstrating that this
method is sufficiently accurate and reproducible.

Determinations of each ingredient in SD-SMZ
TMP tablets and in SMZ-TMP tablets were per
formed according to the procedure described
above. Typical chromatograms are shown in Fig. 2.

The assay results are summarized in Table IV.
The results suggest that micellar electrokinetic cap
illary chromatography may be a useful technique in
pharmaceutical analysis.
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TABLE III

RESULTS OF THE DETERMINATION OF RECOVERIES

Q.-x. Dang el al. j J. ChrOlilQlOgr. 603 (1992) 259-266

Ingredient Amount added Amount found Recovery
(Jlgjml) ()lgjml) (%)

SO 28.5 28.5 100.0
36.1 35.8 99.2
41.8 42.5 101.7

SMZ 28.8 29.3 101.7
35.3 35.7 101.1
42.3 43.2 102.1

TMP 11.5 11.1 96.5
14.2 13.6 95.8
17.7 18.3 103.4

Average R.S.O.
(%) (%)

100.3 1.27

101.6 0.50

98.6 4.26

Retention behaviour
The retention behaviour of solutes depends on

several properties, including hydrophobicity and
degree of dissociation in the solution. The depend-

ence of the migration times of seven sulphonamides
and TMP on pH was examined with 0.1 M SDS
solutions in the pH range 5-9 and the results are
shown in Fi!!. 3: The migration times of all the sul-

A
5

B
7

6

8

8

1v V-

0 5 10. 0 5 10 12
min

Fig. 2. Chromatogram obtained in the assay of (A) SO-SMZ-TMP tablets and (B) SMZ-TMP tablets. Conditions as in Fig. I, with
addition of 0.01 M TAB to the micellar solution. For peak identifications, see Table I.
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TABLE IV

ASSAY RESULTS FOR THE PREPARATIONS OF SULPHONAMIDES (n=8)

Sample Batch Ingredient Amount found Label claim Percentage of R.S.D.
No. (mg) (mg) label claim (%)

SD-SMZ-TMP 900676 SD 202.5 200 101.3 0.31
tablets SMZ 205.2 200 102.6 0.99

TMP 77.2 80 96.5 4.34
900877 SD 196.6 200 98.3 0.72

SMZ 201.2 200 100.6 0.82
TMP 74.2 80 92.7 3.46

SMZ-TMP 900853 SMZ 395.5 400 98.9 1.28
tablets TMP 79.3 80 99.1 4.91

900811 SMZ 392.9 400 98.2 1.27
TMP 79.6 80 99.5 3.93

phonamides except sulphathiazole increased only
slightly with increasing pH, but that of trimetho
prim changed dramatically. At lower solution pH, it
may be possible that the sulphonamides are undis
sociated, and most of them are distributed in the
micellar phase. At higher pH, although they are dis
sociated, having a negative charge owing to their
acidic properties, they migrate slowly toward the
cathode with an opposite electrophoretic migration
giving a net migration time that is little influenced
by pH. Trimethoprim can be dissolved not only in

acidic media [10] but also in basic media [II]; there
fore, when the carrier solution pH changed from
acidic (pH 5) to basic (pH 9), trimethoprim under
went a variation from cationic to neutral to anionic.
Accordingly, the retention of trimethoprim varied
from rapid (in low-pH medium) to slow (in neutral
medium) and again to rapid (in high-pH medium).

In MECC, solutes partition between the aqueous
and micellar phases in order of increasing hydro
phobicity. The effect of SDS concentration on the
retention time is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. Effect of SDS concentration on the retention time of in
gredients. Other conditions as in Fig. I. For compound identifi
cations, see Table I.

5 6 7 8 9 pH

Fig. 3. Effect of pH on retention time. Other conditions as in Fig.
I. For compound identifications. see Table I.
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The retention times of all the sulphonamides and
trimethoprim increased gradually with increasing
SDS concentration. SN and SG, SPZ and SDM,
and SD, SMZ and ST were not resolved by electro
phoresis without SDS. When the SDS concentra
tion was above 0.05 M (above the critical micelle
concentration), then they were readily separated
from each other. TMP gave a longer retention time
which increased faster than those of the sulphona
mides (see Fig. 1), presumably owing to its higher
hydrophobicity.

The dependence of the migration velocities of the
solutes on the electrical field strength was examined
under various applied voltages. The plots of reten
tion time vs. applied voltage indicated, as expected,
that the migration velocity of each solute increased
with increasing applied voltage, but the relative re
tention time of each solute did not altere and did
not influence the resolution of the solutes.

The addition of tetrabuty1ammonium salts to the
SDS solution can improve the resolution of some
compounds [12]. In order to optimize the separa
tion of SD, SMZ and TMP for quantitative analy
sis, TAB was added to the SDS solution (pH 8.5)
and the results are shown in Fig. 5. The migration
times of SD, SMZ and ST gradually increased and
the resolution between SD and SMZ was improved.
This indicates that the addition of TAB enhances
the interaction between the anionic solute and the
micelle. The anionic solute and TAB tend to form

Q.-x. Dang et al. / J. Chromatogr. 603 (1992) 259-266

ion pairs, which may be solubilized more easily by
the anionic micelle than the free anionic solutes.

The addition of TAB to the micellar solution
caused a considerable decrease in the migration
time of TMP from that observed in the SDS solu
tion alone. Cathionic TAB added to the SDS solu
tion probably combines with the anionic SDS mi
celle. Consequently, the addtion of TAB to SDS
solution could possibly prevent TMP from combin
ing with the micelle.

Column efficiency
The theoretical plate number for the chromato

graphic peak of each ingredient that was obtained
at different micellar concentrations and different
applied voltages was calculated by the equation
N=2n(tRh/A)2, \Yhere tR , h and A are retention
time, peak height and peak area, respectively [13].
The calculated results indicated that both the sur
factant concentration and applied voltage influ
enced the column efficiency in MECC. The effect of
the surfactant concentration on the theoretical plate
number is illustrated in Fig. 6.

The theoretical plate number, except for SMZ
and ST, increased with increasing surfactant con
centration. However, it decreased with increasing
micellar concentration after solute-specific levels
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Fig. 6. Effect of SDS concentration on column efficiency. Other
conditions as in Fig. 4. For compound identifications, see Table
1.
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Fig. 5. Effect of TAB concentration on the retention times of (5)
SD, (6) SMZ, (7) ST and (8) TMP. Other conditions as in Fig. 1.
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TABLE V

VARIANCE ANALYSIS FOR THE TWO CONSTANT MODES

265

Solute

SD
SMZ
TMP

Variance of peak area
ratios in constant-voltage
mode (n=6)

0.000437
0.000225
0.000501

Variance of peak area
ratios in constant-current
mode (n=6)

0.00381
0.00127
0.00271

Ratio

8.72
5.64
5.41

had been reached. The results indicate that for the
separation efficiency of each ingredient there is al
ways an optimum surfactant concentration.

The applied voltage also influences the efficiency
of separation. The results of a study of the effect of
applied voltage on efficiency for the MECC system
are shown in Fig. 7.

In this work, the efficiency for most solutes in
creased with increasing applied voltage. Sepaniak
and Cole [3] reported that there was a Van Deem
ter-like relationship between plate height and ap
plied voltage, and an optimum applied voltage ex
ists for the highest separation efficiency. In this

til
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Fig. 7. Effect of applied voltage on column efficiency. Other con
ditions as in Fig. 1. Each point is the mean of six determinations;
the R.S.D.s are between 3.6% and 5.7%. For compound identifi
cations, see Table 1.

work, it may be that an optimum voltage for the
highest theoretical plate number was not attained
because the maximum voltage of the apparatus is 12
kV.

Reproducibility a/quantitative analysis
HPE-IOO has two operational modes, constant

voltage or constant current. The reproducibility of
peak-area ratios (sample to internal standard) ob
tained in the constant-voltage mode for six repli
cates, was compared with that in the constant-cur
rent mode under identical experimental conditions,
The results are given in Table V.

The reproducibility of peak-area ratios obtained
in the constant-voltage mode is better than those
obtained in the constant"current mode.

In this experiment, the reproducibility obtained
was similar to that expected from a comparable
high-performance liquid chromatographic method,
especially for SD and SMZ. The reproducibility of
the analytical results for TMP was slightly inferior.
This may be due to adverse effects of the MECC
technique itself, such as variation of peak area with
migration time and adsorption of the sample on the
internal wall of the capillary. It may also be due to
the location of the TMP peak on the chromato
gram. The TMP peak is far from the internal stan
dard peak, and the difference in peak-area value
between TMP and the internal standard was also
large. In future work, it may therefore be advisable
to employ another internal standard located near
the TMP peak to improve the reproducibility with
TMP.
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ABSTRACT

High-performance capillary electrophoresis (HPCE) is investigated as a qualitative tool in the analysis of environmental samples for
aromatic sulfonic acids and related compounds. Using standard borate buffer solutions, characteristic migration times define windows
wherein certain compound types will be found. Eight aromatic sulfonic acids are separated as an example of the power of the technique.
A leachate from a hazardous waste site is also subjected to HPCE. Qualitative identification may be approached by use of migration
times and ancillary techniques such as continuous-flow fast atom bombardment mass spectrometry.

INTRODUCTION

Analytical interest in high-performance capillary
electrophoresis (HPCE) has increased rapidly in the
last few years [1-4], in part because it is a technique
of high efficiency capable of generating theoretical
plates above 1 . 106 [5]. Applications of CE to the
determination of organic ions have centered largely
in the biological and pharmaceutical areas [6].
Thus, peptides, proteins, and DNA fragments have
been separated using CE [7-9]. In pharmaceutical
applications of HPCE, issues such as purity and op
tical isomerism have been addressed [10-12]. With
in this context, HPCE as a complementary tool to
high-performance liquid chromatography has been
emphasized [13].

In contrast, applications of HPCE to environ
mental analysis have been limited. Gaitonde and
Pathak [14] used micellar electrokinetic CE to deter-

Correspondence to: Dr. W. C. Brumley, US Environmental Pro
tection Agency, Environmental Monitoring Systems Laborato
ry, P.O. Box 93478, Las Vegas, NV 89193-3478, USA.

mine chlorophenols in wastewater. Separations of
phenols and other compounds of environmental in
terest were reported [15-18]. Direct determination
of small organic ions in the context of inorganic
anion analysis was discussed [1]. This latter paper
illustrated that an important role exists for CE in
inorganic analysis, and one could extend the appli
cability to environmental problems.

On-column detection in HPCE is most often
done by UV absorption in either the direct or in
direct mode. Fluorescent detection is also widely
used, and reports of electrochemical and other ap
proaches have been reviewed [6]. Detection as a re
sult of coupling CE to mass spectrometry (MS) has
been the subject of several papers. Among the tech
niques employed include electrospray ionization
and continuous-flow fast atom bombardment (CF
FAB) MS using either a coaxial or a liquid junction
interface [19-22]. These techniques may be com
pared to approaches using ion chromatography.
Ion chromatography in conjunction with particle
beam liquid chromatography-MS was used to iden
tify 4-chlorobenzenesulfonic acid as a major com-
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ponent in the leachate from the Stringfltllow Super
fund site [23].

The extension of HPCE to the determination of
non-volatile organics and water-soluble com
pounds of environmental interest seems obvious.
The efficiency of HPCE in terms of the number of
theoretical plates suggests a technique comparable
to capillary gas chromatography. The great variety
of chemistries to apply in HPCE enhances the pros
pect of sufficient selectivity for separations involv
ing complex samples.

In this initial work, focus is placed on qualitative
identification with the separation of eight aromatic
sulfonic acids using a boric acid-borate buffer. This
class of compounds presents a simple, common or
ganic functional group that occurs in a variety of
compounds. Azo dyes and anionic surfactants are
two such classes of compounds that are of envi
ronmental interest. Additional results for selected
azo dyes, aromatic carboxylic acids, and similar
compounds defines functionally diverse moieties
likely to be found in the migration window of in
terest. An electropherogram of the Stringfellow lea
chate is also presented. Finally, the qualitative iden
tifications are supported by results from CF-FAB
MS used with direct CE interfacing and with flow
injection in an off-line mode.

EXPERIMENTAL

Chemicals
Compounds were used as received. Solutions of

individual standards were made up at concentra
tions of approximately 0.5 mg/ml. Sodium dodecyl
benzenesulfonate, sodium cumenesulfonate, sodi
um xylenesulfonate, and sodium toluenesulfonate
were obtained from Chern Service (West Chester,
PA, USA). Potassium phthalimide, sodium ben
zoate, sodium diphenylamine-4-sulfonate, orange
II, boric acid, sodium tetraborate decahydrate, so
dium salicylate, 4-chlorobenzenesulfonic acid, sodi
um 2-naphthalenesulfonate and sodium 3-nitroben
zenesulfonate were obtained from Aldrich (Mil
waukee, WI, USA).

HPCE
A Beckman Model 2050 PlACE system was used

for all CE experiments; the instrument was con
trolled using the Windows-based operating system.
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version 2.0. A 57-em (50 em to the detector) x
0.050 mm capillary was used with UV detection at
214 nm. The buffer system was boric acid-borate at
50 mM (pH8.3). Generally, 5-s pressure injections
were made followed by CE at 30.0 kV at a current
of approximately 33 IlA with temperature main
tained at 25°C. Solutions were filtered through a
0.2-llm pore size nylon filter. Separations were car
ried out using a method that consisted of a 2.0-min
rinse of buffer, 5.0-s pressure injection, separation,
2.0-min rinse of 0.1 M NaOH and 2.0-min rinse of
deionized water.

To assess daily performance and reproducibility
before running samples, a start-up sequence was es
tablished that began with 5.0-min rinses of 0.1 M
NaOH followed by deionized water followed by
buffer. Thereafter, a series of five runs of standards
was made: two runs of Beckman's Test Mix A (ben
zoic acid, 4-hydroxybenzoic acid and 2-phenylace
tic acid), two runs of toluenesulfonic acid and one
run of pyridine. These runs provided information
on separation, migration times, and electroosmotic
flow.

CF~FAB~MS and CE-MS
A VG/Fisons 7070 EQ mass spectrometer with

11-250 (11/24 based, software B22) data system was
used with a standard VG CF FAB probe. Flow in
jection analysis used a 0.25 mm I.D. fused-silica
capillary (Polymicro Technologies, Phoenix, AZ,
USA) with a flow of about 1 Ill/min of FAB matrix
consisting of 25% glycerol in water. Injections were
made with a Valco valve (Model CI4W, Houston,
TX, USA), and the flow was established with an
Isco syringe pump (Model SFC-500, Lincoln, NE,
USA).

Magnetic scans of 1 s/decade at an accelerating
voltage of - 6 kV were calibrated by using negative
ions from the matrix or negative ions from poly
ethylene glycol. The FAB gun was operated at 8 kV,
1 rnA. Accurate mass measurements were perform
ed at a resolution of 3000 scanning at 3 s/decade.

CE-MS was performed using the coaxial ar
rangement[21].AO.020mmI.D. x 0.144mmO.D.
capillary was used for CE and was about 110 em
long. The outer capillary (0.150 mm I.D. x 0.350
mm O.D.) carried the FAB matrix at a flow-rate of
about 1 Ill/min doped with ammonium acetate
triethylenetetramine (pH 9) to maintain electrical
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continuity. A Glassman (Model PS/MJ30P, White
house, NI, USA) power supply was operated at
30kV (total voltage drop 36 kV) with currents gen
eralIy below l5flA for 10 mM buffer of boric acid
borate or ammonium acetate (pH 8.3 using NH3

water). Injections were electroosmotic at 30kV for
5-15 s. During injection, the CF-FAB probe was
removed from the instrument to eliminate introduc
tion of vacuum-induced air bubbles.

Leachate
A concentrated methanolic solution of leachate

from the StringfelIow Superfund site was obtained
from M. A. Brown (California Department of
Health Services). Sample work-up was briefly as
folIows [23]. Aqueous samples (500-2000 ml) of lea
chate were concentrated by freeze-drying (24-72 h).
The residue was redissolved in methanol (50-200
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ml) and inorganic salts precipitated by adding an
equal volume of acetone. After evaporation, the fil
tered residue was redissolved in methanol (1-20
mI).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

An electropherogram of eight aromatic sulfonic
acids shows the power of the technique (Fig. 1). The
inset in Fig. 1 ilIustrates the improved resolution of
the last three sulfonic acids as a result of decreasing
the injection time from 4.8 s to 1.2 s. The immediate
application of HPCE to characterization of samples
for aromatic sulfonic acids is obvious. A migration
time window is defined from dodecylbenzenesulfon
ic acid to 4-chlorobenzenesulfonic acid of about
3.2-4.8 min under these conditions.

A migration time window in CE, like a retention
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Fig.!. Electropherogram of eight aromatic sulfonic acids using sodium borate-boric acid at pH 8.3, 57 cm (50 cm to detector) x 0.050
mm J.D. capillary, UV detection at 214 nm. Peaks: 1 = dodecylbenzenesulfonate; 2 = diphenylamine-4-sulfonate; 3 = cumenesulfon
ate; 4 = xylenesulfonate; 5 = 2-naphthalenesulfonate; 6 = toluenesulfonate; 7 = 4-nitrobenzenesulfonate; 8 = 4-chlorobenzenesulfo
nate. For inset. see text.
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TABLE I

MIGRATION TIMES OF SELECTED ANIONS USING SO
DIUM BORATE-BORIC ACID BUFFER AT pH 8.3

time window in gas chromatography, can be used as
a qualitative tool for the identification of com
pound types as well as specific isomers. The mul
tiplet labeled as dodecylbenzenesulfonate indicates
the many isomers present in the standard of this
compound and the ability of HPCE to resolve
them.

Anions with other organic functionalities un
doubtedly will be found in this migration time win
dow. For example, Table I gives migration times for
the aromatic sulfonic acids and several aromatic
carboxylic acids and related compounds that elute
in this window under these experimental condi
tions. An azo dye is also included, and it produces a
strongly fronting peak which may be indicative of
mismatching mobilities with the buffer counter ions
[1 ].

Within the class of sulfonic acids, it appears that
large organic constituents result in a smaller electro
phoretic mobility (i.e., for anions moving in oppo
site direction to e1ectroosmotic flo'w) and a shorter
migration time. Conversely, electron-withdrawing
substituents such as Cl and N02 and small organic
substituents such as methyl result in longer migra
tion times of the compounds illustrated. The azo
dyes, with a large organic moiety, have some of the
shortest migration times of the compounds studied.
It therefore remains as an objective to develop CE

Anion

Pyridine"
Orange II
Phthalimide
Benzoate
Salicylate
2-(4-Hydroxyphenyl)acetate
4-Hydroxybenzoate
Dodecylbenzenesulfonate (center)
Diphenylamine-4-sulfonate
Cumenesulfonate
Xylenesulfonate
2-Naphthalenesulfonate
Toluenesulfonate
4-Nitrobenzenesulfonate
4-Chlorobenzenesulfonate

" Neutral marker of electroosmotic flow.

Migration time (min)

2.30
3.42
3.74
4.19
4.06
3.74
4.03
3.13
3.50
3.73
3.86
3.94
4.12
4.18
4.22

conditions that are selective and appropriate for the
high-efficiency separation of anions of very low mo
bility.

From an environmental perspective, the toxicity
and other health effects associated with aromatic
sulfonic acids and aromatic carboxylic acids may
not be of primary concern. Nevertheless, the ability
to characterize leachates or other matrices for these
and similar compounds not readily amenable to gas
chromatography-MS is of interest [23]. Such data
help to account for total organic carbon and halo
gen in such matrices. An example of the potential of
HPCE in this regard is the electropherogram of a
leachate from Stringfellow Superfund site (Fig. 2).
A large number of peaks are revealed under these
buffer conditions. The simplicity and efficiency of
HPCE compared with ion chromatography [23] are
evident. Within the migration time window for sul
fonic acids is one large peak and several lesser peaks
that could indicate aromatic sulfonic or carboxylic
acids of the type studied. The large peak corre
sponds to 4-chlorobenzenesulfonic acid [23], and
this has been independently confirmed in this work
by migration times of standards by HPCE, flow in
jection analysis using CF-FAB-MS, and by CE-MS
as illustrated in Fig. 3. Differences in migration time
between CE-MS and HPCE are a result of differ
ences in column length, buffer concentrations and
voltage.

The coaxial interface as presently'implemented is
difficult to use in' practice, and further work is need
ed to put this approach on an equal footing with
HPCE as usually carried out with commercial in
struments. Comparisons of efficiencies indicate that
standards and the leachate exhibit about 79000 and
164000 theoretical plates, respectively, for repre
sentative peaks. The CE~MS efficiency was never
above 50 000 plates and ranged from 20 000 to
50 000 plates.

Medium resolution mass measurements have
confirmed the elemental composition C6H 4S03Cl
for the (M - H)- ion at m/z 191. The smaller peaks
appear to be below the detection limit of the CE
MS techniques tried herein to date. Alternative ap
proaches include automated peak collection with
multiple runs followed by flow injection analysis us
ing CF-FAB-MS.

Also evident in Fig. 2 are peaks eluting later than
the aromatic sulfonic acids. These peaks likely con-
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Fig. 2. Electropherogram of Stringfellow leachate using sodium borate-boric acid at pH ~.3.

sist of smaller organic anions of high mobility. The
tailing evident in their peak shape again suggests an
improper match with the mobility of the buffer
counter ions [1]. The ability to identity these un
known ions remains an area of research.

Several issues involving analysis of environmen
tal samples by HPCE need further investigation.
Among these is the long-term reproducibility and

comparability of migration times. Another issue
concern~ the long-term stability of calibration
curves with appropriate corrections for on-column
detection in quantitative analysis by CE. Essential
quality assurance/quality control tools for assessing
performance in the context of these issues will need
to be developed.

The extension of HPCE to other pH conditions,

"
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600 900 scan
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Fig. 3. Negative ion electropherogram of m/z 191 from the Stringfellow leachate using sodium borate-boric acid at pH ~.3.
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buffers, and analytes within the context of environ
mental analysis remains an active pursuit. Whether
as a stand-alone technique or as a complementary
tool together with high-performance liquid chroma
tography and thin-layer chromatography, HPCE
exhibits great potential for the separation and de
termination of non-volatile analytes and in charac
terizing enviro~mental samples for such analytes.
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ABSTRACT

A mixture of antibodies specific for albumin and transferrin, immobilized onto a single support, was used for the simultaneous
extraction of albumin and transferrin from immunoglobulin G by high-performance immunoaffinity chromatography. The affinity
column was coupled to a strong cation exchanger in order to monitor the succes of the extraction and to demonstrate the compatibility
of the two chromatographic modes. Coupling of non-affinity chromatography with multiple ligand affinity chromatography is dis
cussed as an alternative to positive affinity chromatography for protein purification.

INTRODUCTION

The chromatographic purification. of a protein
from a complex sample matrix often poses a diffi
cult challenge. The bulk of the extraneous compo
nents in a mixture can usually be' removed using
non-affinity chromatographic modes such as ion
exchange, hydrophobic interaction and size-exclu
sion chromatography [1,2]. However, complex mix
tures frequently contain components whose chro
matographic behavior closely resembles that of the
protein of interest. When this is the case purification
through non-affinity methods alone is very difficult,
and an affinity step is often included in the proce
dure. Immunoaffinity chromatography is recog
nized as a powerful tool in protein purification
[1,3,4]. It is characterized by extremely specific se-

Correspondence to: J. B. Wheatley, Terrapin Technologies, 165
Eighth Street, Suite 306, San Francisco, CA 94103, USA (pre
sent address).

lectivity and is particularly valuable for separations
involving components of such similar physical char
acteristics as to preclude resolution through other
chromatographic modes. Good examples of such
problematic separations include the resolution of
the immunoglobulin fraction of serum according to
class, or the purification of an antigen-specific anti
body from the immunoglobulin fraction.

Immunoaffinity chromatography is usually asso
ciated with "positive" affinity methods in which the
specificity of the immobilized affinity ligand is di
rected toward the compound of interest. When the
sample is applied to an affinity column using this
approach, the compound of interest is extracted
through complexation with the affinity ligand and
the other components in the sample pass through,
unretained. The product is released from the affinity
ligand by eluting in low-pH buffer or high concen
trations of chaotropic salt solutions. An alternative
to the positive displacement approach relies on the
direct removal ofcontaminants from the compound

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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of interest by using immobilized affinity ligands spe
cific for the contaminants instead of the product.
This technique, which can be called negative affinity
chromatography, is often used as a clean-up step in
the final stages of a purification [5,6]. The contami
nant, using this approach, is retained on the column
and the product is collected in the unretained frac
tion.

Negative affinity chromatography can be used to
extract multiple contaminants in a single step. By
mixing the required antibody populations, each
bearing a specificity for one of the contaminants,
and immobilizing the mixture as a whole, a mul
tiple ligand affinity column is prepared posessing a
multiple specificity for the antigens against which
the individual antibodies were raised. In this study
multiple ligand high performance affinity chroma
tography is demonstrated for the single step remov
al of two proteins, human albumin and transferrin,
from a third protein, human immunoglobulin G
(IgG). This was achieved by passing a mixture of
the three proteins through an affinity column con
taining purified anti-albumin and anti-transferrin
antibodies immobilized onto the surface of a silica
based affinity support. In order to monitor the suc
cess of the purification, the affinity column was po
sitioned as a pre-column immediately preceding
and coupled to a high-performance cation-ex
change column for which a method had been devel
oped for the separation of the three proteins. The
compatibility of the conditions for the affinity and
cation-exchange modes suggests the possibility of
single-step performance of negative-affinity and
cation-exchange chromatography. Furthermore,
the concept can be extended to include affinity chro
matography coupled to anion-exchange, size-exclu
sion and hydrophobic interaction chromatographic
modes. The purification of the antibodies used in
the study by positive affinity methods is also de
scribed.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
Proteins and antisera were obtained from Sigma

(St. Louis, MO, USA). Human transferrin (Sigma
T 3400) was stated by the manufacturer to be 98%
pure and human albumin (Sigma A 8763) was
stated to be globulin free and to have been purified
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from 96-99% albumin. Human IgG (Sigma I 4506)
was described as at least 95% pure. Antisera to
transferrin (Sigma T 6225) and albumin (Sigma A
1151) consisted of the y-globulin fraction of whole
goat antiserum and were tested by the manufacturer
for antigen specificity. Other chemicals, all reagent
grade, were from Baker.

Apparatus
Chromatography and affinity purifications were

performed using Rainin (Woburn, MA, USA)
(Model HPX) HPLC pumps and Knaur Model 71
and Model 87 UV detectors from Rainin. Control
of pumps, HPLC methods, data acquisition and
treatment were accomplished with the Macintosh
based Dynamax HPLC Method Manager from
Rainin. Spectrophotometric measurements were
made on a Hitachi (San Jose, CA, USA) Model
U-200 scanning spectrophotometer.

Hydropore-EP and Hydropore-5-SCX were ob- .
tained from Rainin. Hydropore-EP served as the
affinity support in this study and is based on spher
ical silica (12 Jim, 300 A), the surface of which is
chemically modified and possesses an epoxide
functional group which reacts with proteins result
ing in their covalent immobilization onto the sup
port surface. Hydropore-5-SCX, based on spherical
silica (5 Jim, 300 A), is a strong cation exchanger
possessing a sulfopropyl functional group. Hydro
pore-EP and Hydropore-5-SCX were packed into
15 mm x 4.6 mm J.D. and 100 mm x 4.6 mm J.D.
stainless-steel column modules, respectively. The
column modules were coupled using Dynamax end
fittings and analytical guard column hardware from
Rainin.

Purification of anti-albumin and anti-transferrin an
tibodies from goat antiserum

Antibodies specific for human albumin and
transferrin were isolated from the y-globulin frac
tion of goat antiserum according to procedures sim
ilar to those described in [7]. This was accomplished
by passing the antiserum through a 100 x 4.6 mm
J.D. column possessing the appropriate immobi
lized antigen, either albumin or transferrin. After
washing the column in 20 mM potassium phos
phate containing 150 mM sodium chloride at a pH
of 6.9 (PBS loading buffer) to remove unretained
and weakly associated components, the retained,
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antigen-specific antibodies were eluted from the col
umn by switching the mobile phase to the elution
buffer, 50 mM PBS, pH 2.5. The retained fraction
was collected, quickly neutralized' with 5% sodium
hydroxide, and the absorbance was measured at 280
nm. The amount of protein was estimated by using
a 0.1 % extinction coefficient of 1,3. The antigen col
umns had been previously prepared by recirculating
a solution of albumin or transferrin dissolved in 1.0
M potassium phosphate, pH 7.0, through a column
packed with Hydropore-EP for about 18 h.

Fig. 1 shows a chromatogram obtained from an
injection of the y-globulin fraction of goat anti-hu
man transferrin onto the transferrin column. The
first peak corresponds to unretained protein while
the second peak represents the retained fraction
corresponding to anti-transferrin antibodies. The
chromatogram from an injection of anti-albumin
antiserum onto the albumin column was very simi
lar to the one shown in Fig. 1. Injections of the
purified transferrin and albumin antibody prepara
tions onto their respective antigen columns, using
the chromatographic conditions described in Fig. 1,

0.24 AU
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showed a retained band and almost no unretained
protein, indicating highly pure and specific anti
body populations.

Preparation of the multiple ligand affinity column:
immobilization of anti-transferrin and anti-albumin
antibodies

To combined solutions of purified antibodies
containing equal amounts of anti-transferrin and
anti-albumin antibodies was added an equal vol
ume of saturated ammonium sulfate solution result
ing in the precipitation of the antibodies. The pre
cipitated protein was then isolated by centrifuga
tion and reconstituted in a minimal volume of wa
ter. The anti(albumin,transferrin) affinity column
was produced by introducing this solution, contain
ing about 2.7 mg of protein, into a short cartridge
packed with Hydropore-EP. The dimensions of the
bed were 15 mm x 4.6 mm J.D. After 18 h at room
temperature the affinity cartridge was washed sever
al times with PBS, alternating between pH 6.9 and
2.5, after which the cartridge was ready to use. The
capacity of the affinity cartridge was'measured and
found to be 330 J1.g and 375 J1.g, respectively, for
transferrin and albumin when each wa~ loaded sep
arately. Previous studies indicate that the maximum
albumin binding capacity for a cartridge of this size,
at high densities of immobilized antibodies, would
be 2.5-3 mg.

Fig. I. Goat anti-human transferrin (y-globulin fraction) injected
onto the transferrin antigen column. Transferrin antibodies are
found in the retained band. Sample: goat anti-human transferrin
antiserum, 24.5 p.g in 20 p.1 of load buffer; column: human trans
ferrin immobilized on Hydropore-EP 100 x 4.6 mm J.D.; load
buffer: 150 mM sodium chloride in 20 mM potassium phosphate,
pH 6.9; elution buffer: 150 mM sodium chloride in 50 mMpotas
sium phosphate, pH 2.5; flow-rate: load and elute at 0.5 ml(min,
wash at 3.0 ml(min; detection at 254 nm, 0.24 AUFS; method:
step gradient from loading to elution buffer.

A254

o 8 Minutes 12

Chromatography
A method was developed for the separation of

transferrin, albumin and IgG on the sex station
ary phase, and peaks for the individual components
in the mixture were assigned by injection of the indi
vidual species. Mixtures of either (1) albumin and
transferrin or (2) albumin, transferrin and IgG were
injected onto either the sex column alone or onto
the sex column coupled to the anti-(albumin,
transferrin) affinity cartridge with the affinity car
tridge positioned in the manner of a guard column.
The chromatographic conditions, induding protein
concentrations, were identical for all injections and
are described in Fig. 2. The proteins were eluted
using a linear salt gradient formed from two pumps
and a high pressure mixer; the volume of the mixer
was 1.4 m!.
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Fig. 2. (a) Mixture of albumin and transferrin injected onto the
sex column. Sample: human albumin (13.3 /lg) and human
transferrin (13.3 /lg) in 20 /ll buffer A; column: Hydropore-5
sex, 100 x 4.6 mm 1.0.; buffer A: 20 mM sodium acetate, pH
5.8; buffer B: 1.0 M sodium chloride in A; flow-rate: 1.0 ml/min;
detection at 254 nm, 0.4 AUFS; method: 0-5 min, 0-70% B;
5-10 min, 70% B. (b) Same sample as in (a) injected on an anti
(albumin, transferrin) affinity column (15 x 4.6 mm I.D.)cou
pled to and preceding the sex column. The conditions were
identical-to (a).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The chromatogram shown in Fig. 2a is from the
injection of a mixture of albumin and transferrin
onto the SCX column. Albumin is represented by
the peak appearing at 0.8 min and transferrin ap
pears as a major peak at 1.5 min and also as a minor
peak at about 2.9 min. In Fig. 2b a chromatogram
is shown from the injection of the same mixture
onto the anti-(albumin,transferrin) affinity car
tridge coupled to and immediately preceding the
SCX column. A comparison of the two chromato
grams indicates the absence of albumin and trans
ferrin in the chromatogram obtained from the cou
pled system as a result of their capture by the affin
ity pre-column. The chromatogram in Fig. 3a was

Fig. 3. (a) Mixture of albumin, transferrin and IgG injected onto
the sex column. Sample: -human albumin (13.3 /lg), human
transferrin (13.3 Ilg) and human IgG (20.0 /lg) in 20 /ll buffer A;
column: Hydropore-5-SeX, 100 x 4.6 mm 1.0. The conditions
were identical to those described in Fig. 2. (b) Same sample as in
(a) injected onto the anti-(albumin,transferrin) affinity column
(15 x 4.6 mm 1.0.) coupled to and preceding the sex column.
The conditions were identical to (a).

obtained from the injection of a mixture of albu
min, transferrin and IgG onto the SCX column. Al
bumin and transferrin appear as in Fig. 2a and IgG
appears as a broad band at about 3.7 min. Fig. 3b
shows a chromatogram for the injection of the same
mixture onto the coupled affinity-SCX columns,
obtained under the same conditions. Conspicuously
absent in the second chromatogram are the peaks
corresponding to albumin and transferrin which
were extracted from the mixture by the affinity pre
column. The retention of IgG in the second chro
matogram, seen as a broad band at 4.0 min, was
delayed by about 0.3 min relative to that seen in
Fig. 3a as a result of the additional dead volume
contributed by the affinity pre-column. The areas of
the two TgG peaks in Fig. 3a and b are nearly the
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same indicating that very little, if any, IgG was lost
in its passage over the anti-(albumin,transferrin) af
finity column.

The integrity of the antigen-antibody complexes
formed between albumin, transferrin and their anti
bodies in the affinity pre-column was apparently
unperturbed by application of the salt gradient, as
indicated by the absence of these proteins in the
chromatograms shown in Figs. 2b and 3b. The sta
bility of the complexes under these conditions al
lows the extraction of components from a mixture
through the affinity mode while at the same time
applying the conditions required for achieving sep
arations in either a cation-exchange or anion-ex
change mode. The compatibility of these conditions
thus permits the two modes to be directly coupled
thereby combining their respective, selectivities in a
manner analogous to that which has been described
for other multi-dimensional chromatographic sys
tems [8-11]. In addition to ion-exchange chroma
tography, these conditions would also be compat
ible with size exclusion chromatography and, in
some cases, hydrophobic interaction chromatogra
phy.

For a mixture of IgG, albumin and transferrin,
the application of both affinity and sex modes is
unnecessary for purifying IgG from the other two
components. In this mixture only two impurities are
present which can be easily removed with the mul
tiple ligand affinity cartridge alone. Even without
the affinity mode, major resolution of the three
components was achieved in the sex mode, as seen
in Fig. 3. In this study the non-affinity (SeX) mode
was coupled to the affinity cartridge solely for the
purpose of illustrating the compatibility of the two
modes and for monitoring the success of the affinity
extraction. A coupled system, analogous to that de
scribed in this study, would be most useful for more
complex sample mixtures for which either separa
tion mode alone would be insufficient for purifica
tion of the product. For such a hypothetical sample
mixture most of the extraneous components could
be separated from the compound of interest
through a non-affinity mode, yielding a product in a
predominantly pure state but containing a limited
number of minor, but difficult to remove, contami
nants. To this mode would be coupled a multiple
ligand affinity column possessing immobilized anti
bodies with specificities corresponding to the conta-
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minants co-eluting with the product in the non-af
finity mode. The affinity column would thus extract
the components from the mixture which, in the non
affinity mode, could not be separated from the
product. For a purification scheme consisting of
several non-affinity steps the affinity column would
be coupled to the last mode in the sequence. The
affinity cartridge in this study possessed specificities
for only two proteins, but the principle can be read
ily extended for multi-component extraction, ac
cording to the number of contaminants present.

In this study a very short affinity pre-column (1.5
em) was coupled directly to the sex column, and
the IgG peak eluting from the coupled column ar
rangement showed only slight broadening in com
parison to the peak obtained from injection of the
sample on the sex column alone (Fig. 3b and a,
respectively). However, for some processes direct
coupling of the affinity column could result in sig
nificant losses of resolution in the non-affinity mode
thereby introducing unnecessary contaminants
overlapping with the product band. Undesirable in
terference from the coupled affinity column would
arise from contributions of the affinity column to
band broadening and from tailing due to weak as
sociations between sample components and the af
finity stationary phase. This would be particularly
true for longer affinity columns and for complex,
concentrated samples.

While the coupling arrangement used in this
study might suffice for many applications, the prob
lems described above could be avoided by the in
stallation of one or more multiple port switching
valves to control the path of the sample and mobile
phase. In such an arrangement the sample would
initially pass through the non-affinity column with
the valves positioned such that the effluent contain
ing any early eluting bands would by-pass the affin
ity column. Immediately before elution of the band
containing the product, the valve configuration
would be switched to re-direct the effluent from the
first column through the affinity column. The prod
uct and any co-eluting impurities would then pass
from the first column directly onto the affinity col
umn which would be designed to extract the impuri
ties co-eluting with the product. If the separation of
the mixture on the first column subsequent to prod
uct elution were also of interest (for example, if it
were desirable to collect more than one product
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from the separation) the valve(s) could be returned
to the initial configuration, once again by-passing
the affinity column and preventing its interference
in the final stages of the separation. Several authors
have recently published papers describing system
configurations designed to coordinate processes in
volving coupled columns [9,10,12] which could be
adapted for the purposes described here.

Immunoaffinity chromatography continues to be
an expensive process, and is even more so for appli
cations in which the necessary antibodies are un
available and must be custom produced. Purifica
tion of a product by immunoaffinity extraction of
the contaminants requires antibodies specific for
the contaminants. In many cases the identity of the
contaminants may be either unknown or, if known,
their antibodies may be unavailable. As the number
of impurities increases this problem is compounded.
Thus, for many processes the multiple ligand-nega
tive affinity approach would prove impractical, and
a positive affinity approach would be indicated.

For some processes, however, the amount of an
tibody required for the positive affinity approach
could exceed by many times that needed for the re
moval of a few percent impurity. In these cases the
reduction in antibody requirements achieved
through the negative affinity approach could justify
the effort to isolate the impurities and produce their
purified antibodies. Whether this would be worth
while would depend on the scale of the process, the
difficulty in isolating the impurities, and on the level
of in-laboratory expertise.

Another consideration which can make the posi
tive affinity approach less attractive are factors that
are associated with positive affinity chromatogra
phy but are less important in the negative affinity
approach. These include the use of denaturing
eluents and the non-immunospecific binding of un
wanted sample components to the affinity phase
along with the product [13-15]. As pointed out in
ref. 14, non-specific binding of contaminants, in
particular, is a common problem in positive affinity
chromatography. This results in the elution of the
non-specifically bound contaminants along with the
product, and may necessitate additional chromato
graphic steps in order to reach the desired level of
product purity. In negative affinity chromatogra-
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phy, since the product appears in the unretained
fraction this is less of a problem.

In conclusion, the compatibility of the conditions
used in negative affinity chromatography with other
separation modes suggests that this technique could
be readily coupled with other kinds of stationary
phases. In addition antibody populations of mul
tiple specificity can be immobilized onto a single
support thereby permitting single step removal of
multiple impurities. Many non-affinity modes are
themselves compatible and amenable to on-line
coupling, as reviewed by Majors [11], so that in
some cases an affinity column could be incorporat
ed into a pre-existing coupling scheme. Currently
available automation enables precise coordination
of system devices and events within a coupled sys
tem through method programming, thereby provid
ing the potential for reducing the number of steps in
a complex purification scheme.
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ABSTRACT

The synthesis of a novel polymer-supported 9-fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl-L-proline reagent for derivatizing nucleophiles is described.
The new polymer, containing a l-hydroxybenzotriazole activated ester, is highly reactive. Significant improvement in the ease of use and
the rate of reaction with strong and weak nucleophiles is achieved. In this study, the utility of the solid-phase reagent for derivatizing
amino acids for chiral high-performance liquid chromatography is described. Derivatization is accomplished simply by mixing a sample
of the amino acid in acetonitrile with the polymer at room temperature for 10 min. Racemization ofamino acids under the mild reaction
conditions is not observed. Despite 9-fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl-L-prolinyl-D,L-amino acids are diastereoisomeric, the isomers are not
separated by simple reversed-phase chromatography. Since these derivatives possess the necessary functional groups for metal chela
tion, mobile phases containing chiral Cu(II) complexes were used to resolve the optical isomers. Excellent resolution of all the D and L
enantiomers of natural amino acids was achieved by using Cu(II)-L-histidine methyl ester and Cu(II)-L-proline eluents on reversed
phases columns with various concentrations of acetonitrile. The separated derivatives were detected in the low-nanogram range by
fluorescence at 315 nm with excitation at 275 nm.

INTRODUCTION

Chromatographic resolution of enantiomers is
generally accomplished by transforming an
enantiomer pair to a diastereomer pair. In the direct
resolution mode, diastereomeric transformation
takes place when the enantiomers form association
complexes with a chiral system ligand immobilized
on the stationary phase or added to the mobile
phase. The chiralligand can be a micro-molecule or
a macro-molecule like protein. The forces of associ
ation, depending on the chromatographic system,

Correspondence to: Dr. S. Lam, Albert Einstein College of Med
icine, 1303 Morris Park Avenue, Bronx, NY 10461, USA.

may include n-n interaction, hydrogen bonding, di
pole stacking, mixed ligand metal complexation, in
clusion complex formation, ion pair complexation
or a combination of several of these forces as in
protein binding sites. In the indirect resolution
mode, optical isomers are resolved by chemical de
rivatization with a chiral reagent to form covalently
bonded diastereomers. The differences in internal
energy of the diastereomers favor the partition of
one isomer over the other in the chromatographic
system, and as a result, chiral separation.

As the natural L-amino acids are distinct from the
D-isomers with different biological implications,
there is a great deal of emphases in resolving these
oJltical isomers and identifying their stereo-config-

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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Synthesis ofpolymeric reagent
(3-Nitro-4-chloro)benzylated polystyrene I To

400 mesh) was purchased from Fluka (Buchs, Swit
zerland) and FMOC-L-proline from Chemical Dy
namics (South Plainfield, NJ, USA). The amino
acids were obtained from Sigma (St. Louis, MO,
USA). Dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) was
bought from Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI, USA) and
acetonitrile, distilled in glass, from Burdick & Jack
son Labs. (Muskegon, MI, USA).

Instrumentation
The HPLC system consisted of two Altex (Berke

ley, CA, USA) Il0A pumps, an Altex 420 gradient
microprocessor and a Rheodyne (Cotati, CA, USA)
7105 injection valve. The analytical column 15 x
0.42 em I.D., was packed with Nucleosil-5 CiS (Ma
cherey-Nagel, Duren, Germany) by the downward
slurry technique. A FMOC-L-prolinyl derivatives
were monitored with a Hitachi fluorescence detec
tor, Model F-I050 (Danbury, CT, USA) at 315 nm
with excitation at 275 nm. The detector signals were
output to the Model 4416 data system (Nelson Ana
lytical, Cupertino, CA, USA). Elemental micro
analyses were performed by Schwarzkoff Micro
analytical Laboratory (New York, NY, USA).
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EXPERIMENTAL

uration. Amino acids, with a few exceptions, are
known to possess poor absorption characteristics
and electrochemical properties for high-perform
ance liquid chromatography (HPLC) detection.
Chemical derivatization by pre-column or post-col
umn techniques is a standard approach for enhanc
ing the sensitivity of detection. Recently, chemical
derivatization is also recognized as an approach for
enhancing both direct and indirect chiral resolu
tion. In the indirect resolution mode, however, the
derivative must introduce an additional optical cen
ter to give a diastereomer.

Among the chiral derivatization reagent for ami
no acids are N 2-(5-fluoro-2,4-dinitrophenyl)-L-ala
nine amide and modifications substituting alanine
with different amino acid [1], o-phthaldialdehyde
with various chiral thiols [2,3], and a collection of
other chiral reagent [4]. Recently, Patchornik and
co-workers introduced polymeric active esters such
as polymeric I-hydroxybenzotriazle (HOBT) [5],
polymeric 4-hydroxy-3-nitribenzophenone (P-BP)
[6], and polymeric 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine (P
DMAP) [7] as acylating reagents in peptide synthe
sis. Following the similar idea, Krull and co-work
ers synthesized several of these polymeric reagents
containing 9-fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (FMOC),
FMOC-L-phenylalanine, FMOC-L-proline and 3,5
dinitrophenyl (DNB) moieties for derivatization of
various nucleophiles in HPLC. They used polymer
ic reagents P-HOBT-FMOC [8,9], P-BP-FMOC
[10], P-HOBT-DNB and P-BP-DNB [11] for labell
ing amines and polyamines, and P-DMAP-FMOC
[12], P-BP-DNB [13] and P-HOBT-DNB [13] for
labelling alcohols. Polymeric reagents containing
chiral labels such a P-BP-FMOC-L-proline and P
BP-FMOC-L-phenylalanine were also used for
transforming enantiomeric amines to diastereomer
ic amines for detection and chiral separation
[14,15]. No work on labelling free amino acids with
chiral polymeric reagent has been reported.

In this work, we report the synthesis of a new
polymeric reagent containing HOBT ester of
FMOC-L-proline for derivatization and resolution
of optical isomers of amino acids by HPLC.

IV

Chemical and reagents
Polystyrene [styrene divinylbenzene (96:4), 200- 0: Polystyrene
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The representative derivatization reaction of
FMOC-L-prolinyl polystyrene with a nucleophile is
shown below:

tonitrile were derivatized by addition to a suspen
sion of FMOC-L-prolinyl polystyrene (20 mg) in
200 pI of acetonitrile. The reaction was allowed to
proceed for 10 min at room temperature. After cen
trifugation, 20 pI of the upper solution were injected
into the HPLC system.

~
+ H,NCHCOOH

. R
CONHCHCOOH

CH,OCOO

©C©+®-CH'-rQr-~
~N,.N

I
OH

The acyl carbon in this polymer is highly reactive,
due to the great electron-withdrawing inductive ef
fect of the benzotriazole ring, that it is susceptible to
attack by nucleophiles. The derivative can be used
for conventional sensitivity enhancement by UV or
fluorescence detection, or for chromatographic en
hancement by forming diastereomers for chiral sep
aration.

Reaction conditions
Since the benzotriazole FMOC-L-prolinyl poly

styrene is highly reactive, the choice of appropriate
solvent for supporting the derivatization reaction is
critical. When methanol was used as the solvent for
amines, rapid transesterfication of methanol was
obseved as evident of the large methanol peak to
gether with the amine peak. Methanol therefore
was not an appropriate solvent for the derivatiza
tion reaction. DMF was a useful solvent for solu
bilizing certain amino acids, but was found to con-

-+

10 g of dried polystyrene copolymer [styrene-divi
nylbenzene (96:4), 10 g) were added 50 ml of nitro
benzene, 10 g (53.3 mmoI) of 3-nitro-4-chlorobenzyl
alcohol and 10 g (75 mmoI) of anhydrous aluminum
chloride. After stirring at 65-75°C for three days,
the reaction was stopped by allowing the mixture to
cool to room temperature. The polymer was filtered
and washed with I M HCl in dioxane (3 x 50 ml),
N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) (3 x 50 ml),
methanol (3 x 50 mI) and methylene chloride (3 x
50 mI), and finally dried under vacuum at 80°C. The
dried polymer weighed 13.8 g. Elemental analyses
of the polymer found 1.76 mmol chlorine and 1.9
mmol nitrogen per gram of dry solid, indicating
that about 26% of the aromatic rings of the poly
mer were substituted.

l-Hydroxybenzotriazole-bound polystyrene III
To 7 g of polystyrene I were added 24 ml of hydra
zine hydrate-ethylene glycol monoethyl ether 4:6,
vjv). The mixture was refluxed for 20 h. After cool
ing to room temperature, the polymer was filtered,
washed thoroughly with water, and dried. The poly
mer, 3-nitro-4-hydrazine-benzylated polystyrene II,
was then suspended in 36 ml of concentrated HCl
dioxane (1:1, vjv) and refluxed for 20 h. The poly
mer was filtered, washed with water (5 x 35 mI),
methanol (3 x 35 ml) and diethyl ether (3 x 18 ml),
and dried in vacuum at 80°C. The light brown po
lystyrene III weighed 6.34 g. Elemental analysis
found 4.93 % nitrogen, corresponding to 1.17 mmol
I-hydroxybenzotriazole functional groupjg of dry
solid.

Polymeric FMOC-L-proline reagent IV. To 6 g
(6.2 mmol hydroxy functional group) of polysty
rene III was added a solution of 4.86 g (14.4 mmol)
of FMOC-L-proline in 45 ml methylene chloride.
After equilibration to O°C, the mixture was stirred
for an additional 5 min before 2.97 g (14.4 mmol) of
DCC in 15 ml of methylene chloride was added.
The mixture was stirred at O°C for 20 min. The poly
mer was filtered, washed with methylene chloride (4
x 100 ml) and dry diethyl ether (2 x 50 ml), and
dried in vacuum at room temperature. The yield
was 6.7 g polystyrene IV, containing 0.25 mmol
FMOC-L-proline per gram of dry solid.

Derivatization of amino acid with FMOC-L-prolinyl
polystyrene

Amino acids (4 pI of a 1000-ppm solution in ace-
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Fig. 2. Representation chromatogram of FMOC-L-prolinyl ami
no acids with different substituents. (A) Glutamic acid; (B) histi
dine; (C) valine; (D) proline. The peak at 9.5 min is FMOC-L
proline, the derivatizing agent. Conditions as in Fig. I.
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hols, chiral separation was achieved only when or
ganic mobile phases were used [15]. Apparently,
these derivatives with multiple keto and amino
groups are much better candidates for hydrogen
bonding interaction in normal-phase separation
than reversed-phase partition chromatography.

In our previous study, ligand-exchange chroma
tography has proven to be a most effective ap
proach for resolving amino acid isomers. We there
fore attempted the separation of FMOC-L-prolinyl
amino acids using mobile phases that contained chi
ral copper complexes. We used L-histidine methyl
ester copper complexes, since it gave both excellent
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Fig. l. Chromatogram of L-lysine after a 30-h reaction with
FMOC-L-prolinyl polystyrene showing no D-isomer from racc
mization (upper tracing); D,L-lysine standards (lower tracing).
Column: Nucleosil 5 CIS' 15 x 0.42 em J.D. Mobile phase: 2.5
mM Cu(I1)-L-histidine methyl ester complex and 2 gil ammoni
um acctate in acetonitrile-water (25:75). pH 7.0. Flow-rate: 2.0
ml/min. Time in min.

Chromatography of amino acids
By attaching a FMOC-L-proline group to free

D,L-amino acids, diastereomeric acids are obtained.
The diastereomeric pair in theory is chromato
graphically separable because of differences in
chemical properties. When chromatographed under
reversed-phase conditions using acetonitrile and
water, enantiomeric resolution was not achieved. In
the study of enantiomeric amines and amino a1co-

tain too many impurities for a clean derivatization
reaction. Acetonitrile due to its good swelling prop
erty and solvability, as reported by Gao et al. [10],
was the best derivatization solvent, giving the high
est yield with the smallest FMOC-L-proline reagent
peak resulting from hydrolysis of the polymer.
FMOC-L-proline peak was also observed when wa
ter, which also acts as a nucleophile in this case, is
present in the sample or the solvent.

In chiral derivatization, racemization of one iso
mer to another under drastic reaction conditions is
a major concenl. Since the reaction conditions were
mild and HOBT ester suppresed racemization, D
isomer was not detected when L-Iysine was allowed
to react with the polymeric reagent for up to 30 h
(Fig. 1).
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chiral and achiral selectivity in the separation of
dansyl amino acids [2]:

A mobile phase containing 2.5 mM Cu(II)-L-his
tidine methyl ester complex in acetonitrile-water
(25:75) was used to effect the separation of FMOC
L-prolinyl amino acids (Fig. 2). As shown in Table
I, all the amino acids are resolved into their
enantiomeric pairs. FMOC-L-Prolinyl amino acids
were similarly separated when 2.5 mM Cu(II)-L
proline was used. However, the capacity ratios were
smaller than those observed in the histidine methyl
ester system, reflecting the retention of a less hydro
phobic mixed complex as a result of the contribu
tion of a less hydrophobic system ligand (Table II).
In agreement with the work on dansyl-amino acids,
the higher the carbon content of the amino acids,
the bulkier the alkyl substituent on the a-carbon,
the longer the retention.

The stereoselectivity is dependent on the immedi
ate micro-environment, affected by the substituent
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on the a-amino acids. Amino acids with a basic or
acidic side-chain capable of participation in metal
complexation showed reversed selectivity as the
amino acids with aliphatic substituents. These ob
servations suggest that the amino acids form gly
cine-like coordination with the system ligand, and
the prolinyl substitution may contribute axial coor
dination in the mixed metal complex.

Proline, unlike the other amino acids, is an imino
acid. The FMOC-L-prolinyl-proline does not pos
sess a dissociable amine proton. Like dansyl-pro
line, it is not expected to form a glycine-like mixed
complex with copper and give chiral separation. In
stead proline is resolved with an exceptional large a
value. The carbonyl group on the peptide linkages
contributed by the FMOC-L-prolinyl moiety must
be an important participant in metal coordination.
The mechanism of metal complexation of the
FMOC-L-prolinyl-amino acid is under investiga
tion.

TABLE I

CAPACITY RATIO k' AND SELECTIVITY (IX = k'olk;) OF FMOC-PROLINYL AMINO ACIDS

Mobile phase: 2.5 mM Cu(II)-L-histidine methyl ester complex and 2 gil ammonium acetate in acetonitrile-water. The acetonitrile
concentration is indicated. pH 7.0. Flow-rate 2.0 ml/min.

Amino acid

Glu
Asp
Asn
Ser
Lys
Ala
Arg
Thr
Pro
His
Tyr
Val
Nval
Met
Ileu
Leu
Nleu
Phe
Trp

25% acetonitrile 30% acetonitrile

k' k' IX k' k' IXD L D L

3.40 2.94 0.86 1.06 0.93 0.87
4.34 4.24 0.98 1-.33 1.33 1.00
6.81 6.53 0.96 2.20 2.11 0.96
7.40 8.08 1.09 2.63 2.87 1.09
7.46 6.66 0.89 2.44 2.22 0.91
7.87 8.81 1.12 2.93 3.26 1.11
8.24 7.51 0.91 2.62 2.47 0.94
9.10 9.57 1.05 3.27 3.38 1.03
9.53 12.08 1.27 2.38 2.38 1.00
9.75 11.09 1.14 3.56 4.05 1.14

16.25 16.64 1.02 4.96 4.96 1.00
17.64 19.55 1.11 5.74 6.27 1.09
18.22 20.56 1.13 5.98 6.65 1.11
19.45 21.48 1.10 6.52 7.11 1.09
28.45 30.81 1.08 9.93 10.73 I.og
33.58 37.34 1.11 9.84 10.91 1.11
34.72 38.75 1.12 9.81 10.86 1.11
54.15 60.34 1.11 14.90 15.93 1.07
58.66 64.77 1.10 15.20 16.36 1.08
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TABLE II

CAPACITY RATIO k' AND SELECTIVITY (IX = k~/k'J OF FMOC-PROLINYL AMINO ACIDS

Mobile phase: 2.5 mM Cu(II)-L-proline complex and 5 gil ammonium acetate in acetonitrile-water. The acetonitrile concentration is
indicated. pH 7.0. Flow-rate 2.0 ml/min.

Amino acid

Glu
Asp
Asn
Pro
Lys
Arg
Ser
Ala
His
Thr
Tyr
Val
Nval
Met
lieu
Leu
Nleu
Phe
Trp

25% acetonitrile 30% acetonitrile

k' k' IX k' k' IX0 L 0 L

2.89 2.46 0.85 0.88 0.77 0.88
2.97 2.82 0.95 0.8.7 0.87 1.00
6.60 6.40 0.90 2.03 2.03 1.00
6.68 9.98 1.49 2.09 2.59 1.24
6.97 6.14 0.88 2.14 1.95 0.91
7.92 7.18 0.90 2.32 2.32 Loo
8.20 8.20 1.00 2.47 2.47 1.00
8.87 10.04 1.13 3.22 3.22 1.00
9.05 9.81 1.08 2.99 2.99 1.00
9.84 10.33 1.05 3.04 3.04 1.00

15.87 16.30 1.03 4.54 4.54 1.00
17.53 19.84 .1.13 5.23 5.82 1.11
18.63 21.25 1.14 5.40 6.08 1.13
20.20 22.42 1.11 5.86 6.43 1.10
27.60 30.37 1.10 7.65 8.34 1.09
31.57 35.15 1.11 8.33 9.27 1.11
32.15 36.13 1.12 8.54 9.54 1.12
54.66 60.20 1.10 13.48 14.35 1.06
57.95 64.80 1.12 13.68 14.87 1.09
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ABSTRACT

The analysis of the fungal mycotoxin ochratoxin A in cereals and animal products is described using an immunoaffinity column
clean-up and high-performance liquid chromatographic determination. The clean-up can be carried out manually or using a commer
cially available automated sample preparation system. The method has been applied to cereals such as wheat, rye and barley, un
processed breakfast cereals and animal products such as pigs' kidneys and blood sausages. Recoveries ranged from 70-80% for spiked
samples (10 /lg/kg) and the method had a relative standard deviation of 1.3% (n= 8) for the analysis of a wheat sample naturally
contaminated at 13.7 /lg/kg ochratoxin A and relative standard deviation of 3.0% (n= 8) for a pig kidney sample spiked at 10 /lg/kg
ochratoxin A. The immunoaffinity approach was significantly faster than methods employing conventional chromatographic clean-up,
and extracts were freer of co-extractives giving a limit of detection of 0.2 /lg/kg.

INTRODUCTION

Ochratoxin A is a mycotoxin produced by Asper
gillus ochraceus as well as by other fungi notably
Penicillium veridicatum. The toxin has been found
to occur in foods of plant origin, and through trans
fer from animal feeds can occur as a contaminant in
edible animal tissues. Despite extensive data al
ready in the literature concerning the occurrence of
ochratoxin A there still exists a need for routine
monitoring both to assess human exposure, and to
test for compliance with regulations in countries
such as Denmark [1]. Numerous methods have been
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published for the analysis of ochratoxin A using
conventional column clean-up with high-perform
ance liquid chromatographic (HPLC) end-determi
nation [2] or using immunological methods such as
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) [3,4].
Many of these methods although individually effec
tive do have the disadvantage of being only applica
ble to a limited number of matrices.

There is some advantage for laboratories that
have large numbers of samples to analyse for a
range of different mycotoxins to standardise proce
dures and thereby rationalise available instrumen
tation. For the analysis of aflatoxins in foods and
animal feeds we have recently reported [5] a fully
automated sample preparation all<f HPLC analysis
procedure based on immunoaffirii,ty column clean
up. An identical approach can be adopted for the

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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determination of ochratoxin A, offering the same
advantages of automation, application to a range of
differing matrices and allowing utilisation of the
same equipment as for the aflatoxins.

Immunoaffinity columns comprise an anti-myco
toxin antibody bound to a gel material contained in
a small plastic cartridge. Crude extract is forced
through the column and the specific mycotoxin is
left bound to the recognition site of the immunoglo
bulin. Extraneous material can be washed off the
column with water and the mycotoxin in question
can be recovered in purified form by liberating the
bound analyte from the antibody with an elution
solvent such as methanol or acetonitrile. Immu
noaffinity columns are commercially available and
have been routinely employed for determining afla
toxins B1, Bz, G 1 and G z in nuts, nut products and
dried fruit [6-8], as well as for determining aflatoxin
M 1 in milk [9] and cheese [10]. These columns have
the advantages of speed and simplicity compared to
conventional clean-up and of high specificity there
by producing extracts free of interferences, al
though they have yet to be established by collab
orative trial as satisfying requirements of official
methods.

The simplicity of analysis using immunoaffinity
columns makes this approach particularly amena
ble to automation, which in turn overcomes prob
lems that are sometimes reported as being associ
ated with sample loading onto the column such as
poor recovery due to erratic flowrate through the
columns. We previously described [5] a modifica
tion to the design of the plastic immunoaffinity car
tridges to fit the rack of a commercially available
automated sample preparation system (ASPEC).
Changes to the software of the system which were
made for aflatoxin analysis and which permitted
conditioning, loading, washing and eluting oper
ations were sufficiently flexible to allow the system
to be readily extended for use for ochratoxin A
analysis. The system described in this paper as pre
viously for automated aflatoxin analysis, has been
fully integrated with the HPLC determination, uti
lising fluorescence detection to determine ochratox
inA.
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EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
Immunoaffinity columns (Easi-extract) for

ochratoxin A were supplied by Biocode (York,
UK). The manufacturer's data for the recovery
from the columns was > 85% when 100 ng of
ochratoxin A were applied in a suitably diluted
methanol extract, and a total capacity of greater
than 2.7 flg of ochratoxin A when applied in phos
phate-buffered saline (PBS).

Acetonitrile, methanol and chloroform were pur
chased from Rathburn (Walkerburn, UK). All wa
ter was deionised and distilled. Ochratoxin A was
purchased from Sigma (Poole, UK) and buffer salts
from BDH (Poole, UK). PBS was prepared from
potassium chloride (0.2 g), potassium dihydrogen
phosphate (0.2 g), anhydrous disodium hydrogen
phosphate (1.16 g) and sodium chloride (8.0 g) add
ed to distilled water (900 mI). After dissolution the
pH was adjusted to 7.4 (with 0.1 M HCI or 0.1 M
NaOH as appropriate) and the solution made to 11.

Sample preparation
Cereal samples. The sample (10.0 g) was weighed

into a 100-ml tall form beaker and 40 ml of PBS
methanol (50:50) were added. The mixture was ho
mogenised at high speed for 3-5 min with an Ultra
Turrax homogeniser fitted with an 18N shaft to
produce a slurry. The sample was filtered through
Whatman 113V filter paper and an aliquot of the
supernatant (15 ml) was diluted with PBS (35 ml)
prior to affinity column clean-up.

Animal products. For pigs' kidneys the sample
(10.0 g) was weighed into a 250-ml beaker, chloro
form (100 ml) and 85% phosphoric acid (0.6 g) were
added and the sample was homogenised as above.
For black pudding (blood sausage) the sample (10.0
g) was similarly extracted but with the addition of
water (15 ml). The kidney sample was filtered
through a Whatman 113V filter paper, whilst the
black pudding sample was centrifuged at 4500 g

WC) for 10 min followed by filtration through a
Whatman I13V filter paper into a separating fun
nel. In both cases the chloroform solution (50 ml)
was partitioned with 1 M sodium hydrogencarbon
ate (100 ml), and an aliquot of the aqueous phase
(45 ml) was diluted with water (15 ml), taking 50 ml
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of the resultant solution for affinity column clean
up.

Manual immunoaffinity column clean-up. The im
munoaffinity column was conditioned with PBS (20
ml) followed by the sample extract (50 ml) pushing
both through the column at a steady flow of ap
proximately 5 ml/min. The column was washed
with distilled water (10 ml), then air dried by pump
ing air from a disposable syringe. The ochratoxin A
was eluted from the column with 2.0 ml of methanol
over 2 min, collecting in a 4-ml amber vial. The
sample was subsequently diluted with water (2 ml)
and thoroughly mixed prior to HPLC analysis.

Automatic clean-up and chromatography. The au
tomated HPLC system (from Anachem, Luton,
UK) consisted of a Gilson 307 isocratic pump, a
Gilson ASPEC (an automatic solid-phase extrac
tion system fitted with a Rheodyne 7010 injector
and a Gilson 401 dilutor), and a Perkin-Elmer
LC240 fluorescence detector (Beaconsfield, UK).
The detector, the Gilson pump and the ASPEC
were linked via a Gilson 506B system interface
module to an IBM Model 30 personal computer.
The use of Gilson 712 HPLC software allowed both
collection of data and the control of the interfaced
equipment.

The sequence of operations for the automated
clean-up of samples using the ASPEC were as fol
lows:

(a) Affinity column conditioned with PBS (20
ml) at 3.0 ml/min.

(b) Column loaded with sample extract (50 ml)
at 3.0 ml/min.

(c) Column washed with water (10 m!) at 6 mil
mm.

(d) Column dried with air (2 ml).
(e) Column eluted with methanol (0.5 ml) at

0.36 ml/min.
(f) Waiting period of 1 min.
(g) Column eluted with methanol (1.5 ml) at

0.36 ml/min.
(h) Remaining solvent recovered from column

with air (3 ml).
(i) Total methanol eluate mixed by bubbling

air (3 ml).
G) Eluate (1.0 ml) transferred to a vial (2.0 ml).
(k) The remaining aliquot (1 m!) of methanol

eluate diluted with 2% (v/v) acetic acid (2
ml) followed by further air mixing (3 ml).
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(I) Automated injection (400 ,ul) of the diluted
eluate onto HPLC by partial loop fill.

High-pelformance liquid chromatography
A Spherisorb ODS2 analytical column (5 ,urn par

ticle size, 250 x 4.6 mm J.D.) was employed (held
at 3SOC) and this was protected by an inline filter
(A315, Upchurch) fitted with a 2-,um frit (A101,
Upchurch) and a CiS guard column (C752, Up
church). The mobile phase of acetonitrile-water
acetic acid (99:99:2) was pumped at 1.0 ml/min. De
tection was using a Perkin-Elmer LC240 fluores
cence detector operated at an excitation wavelength
of 333 nm and an emission wavelength of 477 nm.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Although a single analytical procedure is desir
able that can be used for both cereals and animal
products, the simplified procedure that worked well
for cereals using PBS-methanol extraction and then
direct application of the extract onto the affinity
column, gave low recoveries (ca. 50%) for animal
products and problems with co-extractives. To in
crease recoveries for animal products it was neces
sary to use an acidified chloroform extraction sol
vent. To maintain solvent compatibility with the
antibody and to remove some co-extractives an ad
ditional back-extraction step was needed prior to
loading the extract onto the affinity column. The
affinity column clean-up (manual or automated)
and HPLC analysis was thereafter identical for ce
real or animal product samples.

For the automated clean-up procedure the two
stage elution (stages e-g) increased the recovery of
ochratoxin A from the immunoaffinity columns as
the initial application of methanol permeated the
gel, breaking the antibody-antigen binding, prior to
final elution with the larger volume of methanol.
Stage h purged all the remaining methanol from the
column maintaining a quantitative recovery. Immu
noaffinity columns were only used once before dis
posal although at least in theory multiple-use
should be possible. Stage j in the sequence of oper
ations for the ASPEC was introduced for two pur
poses. Firstly it minimised the amount of 2% acetic
acid required in stage k and secondly it provided a
spare portion of sample that could be kept as a ref
erence to be analysed on a different instrument or at
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a later date. This is of particular importance if a
confirmation step such as the formation of the
methyl ester is required. To avoid sample concen
tration by evaporation prior to HPLC, which can
be time consuming and result in loss of analyte, the
methanol eluate from the affinity column was dilut
ed so that the aqueous composition of the solvent
was approximately 20% greater than that of the
HPLC mobile phase. This allowed a relatively large
volume (400 ,Ltl) to be injected onto the HPLC with
out loss of column performance.

For the fluorescence detection of ochratoxin A
the emission wavelength was optimised by obtain
ing a spectrum of a solution in HPLC mobile phase.
At an excitation wavelength of 333 nm the maxi
mum was found to be at 477 nm, which gave a 25
fold increase in sensitivity compared with a wave
length of 420 nm which has been frequently em
ployed in other published methods.

Performance data for the use of affinity columns
were obtained using the automated system. For a
wheat sample that had been shown to contain < 0.2
,Ltg/kg ochratoxin A, spiked at 10 ,Ltg/kg the recovery
averaged 74% (n = 8) with a relative standard de
viation (R.S.D.) of 3.5%. As ochratoxin A in PBS
gave a quantitative recovery from the affinity col
umn it can only be assumed that recovery losses are
occurring from the matrix possibly due to binding
effects. For samples of pigs' kidney and of blood
sausages again found to contain < 0.2 ,Ltg/kg ochra
toxin A in both, spiked at 10 ,Ltg/kg, the recoveries
averaged 79% (n = 8) and 74% (n = 8) with
R.S.D. of 3.0 and 6.0%, respectively. A naturally
contaminated sample of pigs' kidney and blood
sausages was not available but for a naturally con-
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taminated sample of wheat containing 13.7 ,Ltg/kg
ochratoxin A a R.S.D. of 1.3% was obtained on
repeated analysis (n = 8). Ochratoxin A certified
reference materials are not as yet available so it was
not possible to demonstrate the accuracy of the
method on naturally contaminated samples. The
limit of detection of the method was found to be 0.2
,Ltg/kg for both cereal and animal products, which
was comparable to most other published methods
and sufficiently low for the needs of food surveil
lance.

The major advantage of use of immunnoaffinity
column clean-up for mycotoxin analysis is the abil
ity to apply essentially the same procedure to differ
ing matrices, to achieve high recoveries and to pro
duce chromatograms essentially free of interfer
ences. Typical chromatograms are shown in Fig. I
for cereals and for pigs kidneys illustrating the high
specificity of the clean-up and thus the ability to
achieve low limits of detection. Animal products
such as pigs' kidney and black pudding can fre
quently be difficult matrices to analyse by conven
tional methods because of co-extractives which are
essentially removed with the affinity column proce
dure. To date in surveillance work several hundred
retail samples of wheat, barley, maize, bran prod
ucts, wholemeal breakfast cereals, pigs' kidneys and
black pudding have been analysed using the immu
noaffinity method without experiencing any matrix
problems or interferences. The reliability of the au
tomated system has been demonstrated and signif
icant time-savings have been achieved compared
with manual approaches.

The full flexibility of the automated ASPEC sys
tem can be utilised to allow for concurrent analysis
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Fig. I. HPLC chromatograms illustrating the analysis of ochratoxin A. Peaks for ochratoxin A normalised to full scale deflection in
each chromatogram. (a) Standard equivalent to 20 jJ.g/kg; (b) naturally contaminated wheat sample containing 13.7 jJ.g/kg; (c) pigs'
kidney spiked with 10 jJ.g/kg ochratoxin A.
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of samples for either aflatoxins or ochratoxin A..
This has been achieved by modification of the sys
tem to incorporate column switching between an
ODS2 column for ochratoxin analysis and an
ODSI column (with post-column derivatization)
for aflatoxin analysis. By the use of the appropriate
affinity columns and application of the differing
sample extraction procedures the ASPEC can be
utilised to carry out both mycotoxin analyses in an
unattended mode of operation. For the future it is
anticipated that automated multi-mycotoxin analy
ses will be possible as the range of affinity columns
is extended further and through the development of
multi-analyte columns using mixed antibodies.
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ABSTRACT

Automation of the clean-up procedure for trichothecenes on a charcoal-alumina column is described. Standard high-performance
liquid chromatographic equipment was used for the clean-up step. An acetonitrile-water (84 + 16, v/v) extract of the sample was
cleaned up on a column packed with charcoal-alumina-CeIite, which was washed with acetonitrile between each sample. The eluates
were collected directly in reaction vials and evaporated to dryness. The residual water was removed azeotropically with benzene. The
sample was derivatized with I-(trimethylsilyl)imidazole and analysed by capillary gas chromatography with electron-capture detection.

INTRODUCTION

Mycotoxins, being secondary metabolites of fun
gi, have caused many welldocumented cases of tox
icosis following consumption of fungus-contami
natedcereals [1-4]. Probably the trichothecenes are
the most important group produced by the genus
Fusarium. According to studies in many countries,
deoxynivalenol is the toxin that most often occurs,
but other trichothecenes have also frequently been
reported [1-5]. An analytical method capable of
s~reening large numbers of samples is of great im
portance when cereals and feed products are to be
controlled and when.factors that affect the growth
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Oslo I, Norway.

of Fusarium spp. and toxin formation are to be es
tablished.

Thin-layer (TLC) [6,7], high-performance liquid
(HPLC) [8-10] and supercritical fluid chromatogra
phy (SFC) [II] have been used for the determina
tion of trichothecenes, but gas chromatography
(GC) with electron-capture (EC) or mass spectro
metric (MS) detection are probably the methods
that are most commonly used [12-14].

Several clean-up procedures have been published.
Most of them include a liquid-liquid extraction step
and purification of the extract on a Florisil or silica
gel column and different evaporation steps [15-18].
These procedures are time consuming and difficult
to automate. Romer et al. [19] presented a clean-up
method using a charcoal-alumina column. The
method was later modified [7-8] and the columns
can today be purchased from Romers Labs. [20].
The column can be used for most of the group A
and B trichothecenes. The sample is extracted with

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers RV. All rights reserved
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acetonitrile-water, the extract is transferred directly_
to a charcoal-alumina column, and the trichothe
cenes are eluted with the same solvent mixture. The
column has to be connected to a vacuum system to
obtain sufficient flow through the column. The first
vacuum systems described were for only one col
umn [7,8,20], but subsequently manifolds for the si
multaneous connection of up to six columns have
been used in many laboratories. The large elution
volumes, however, restrict the number of columns
that can be connected to the manifold.

The aim of this work was to automate the clean
up procedure of trichothecenes using the charcoal
alumina column so that large series of samples can
be run simultaneously.

EXPERIMENTAL

Reagents and apparatus
Trichothecene standard solution was obtained

from Romers Labs. and contained 100 flg/ml each
of deoxynivalenol (DON), fusarenon-X (F-X), niv
alenol (NIV), neosolaniol, diacetoxyscirpenol
(DAS), T-2 and HT-2 in acetonitrile. 3-Acetyl
DON was purchased from Sigma. A stock solution
which contained 2 flg/ml of each compound in ace
tonitrile was prepared.

l-(Trimethylsilyl)imidazole (TMSI) (Fluka) was
used as a derivatization agent. Acetonitrile was of
HPLC grade and hexane was of Distol grade, both
obtained from Fisons.

The samples were extracted with a universal flask
shaking machine from Edmund Buhler, Type SM
2.5.

The equipment used for the clean-up procedure
consisted of a Perkin-Elmer Series 10 pump, one of
the pumps on a Perkin-Elmer Series 2 delivery sys
tem and a Perkin-Elmer ISS-101 autoinjector
equipped with a 2-ml preparative loop. A Rheo
dyne six-port valve (Model 7000) and a Gilson frac
tion collector (Model 203) were controlled by an
Omega-2 (Perkin-Elmer) data system via a time re
lay. The clean-up column was a Chromguard car
tridge (50 mm x 3 mm I.D.) with a snap-open
snap-shut holder (Chrompack). The cartridge was
packed with Darco G-60 activated carbon, 100-325
mesh (Aldrich), neutral aluminium oxide 90 active,
0.063-0.200 mm (Merck), and Celite, reagent grade
(Supelco). in the proportions 2.33: 1.67: I (w/w/w).
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GC analysis was performed on a Varian Model
3400 gas chromatograph equipped with a 63Ni elec
tron-capture detector, a splitless injector and a
Model 8100 autosampler.

All chromatograms were recorded on a Varian
Star data system. The capillary GC fused-silica col
umn was 30 m x 0.32 mm I.D., coated with
0.25-flm SPB-1. The carrier gas was helium at 9
p.s.i., and the make-up gas was nitrogen. The tem
peratures of the injector and detector were 280 and
300°C, respectively. The oven temperature was 60°C
for 2 min, then increased to 210°C at 30°C/min, to
225"C at 1°C/min and to 250°C at 20°C/min, the
final temperature being maintained for 20 min.

Procedure
A 25-g amount of the ground sample was extract

ed for 1 h with 125 ml of acetonitrile-water (84: 16,
v/v). Some of the extract was filtered through a
folded filter-paper and 0.5 ml of the extract was in
jected into an HPLC system, shown in Fig. 1. The
trichothecenes were eluted for 5 min with acetoni
trile-water (84: 16, v/v) before the column was
washed for 5 min with acetonitrile. The column was
then conditioned for about 2 min with acetonitrile
water before a new sample was injected. The flow
rate of both pumps was 1.0 ml/min. The eluates
were collected directly in 5-ml reaction vials, which
were subsequently placed in a heating module
(60°C), and the eluates were evaporated to dryness
under a stream of nitrogen. A l-ml volume of ben
zene was added to each vial and mixed on a Whirli
mixer for 30 s, and thereafter the mixture was again
evaporated to dryness. The vials were sealed with
screw-caps until room temperature was obtained.
The residue was dissolved in 100 fll of TMSI. The
vials were sealed and mixed on a Whirlimixer before
being heated at 80°C for 30 min for derivatization.
A 500-fll volume of hexane was added and mixed on
a Whirlimixer. The hexane phase was extracted
with 1 ml of water, which was discarded, and then
dried with sodium sulphate. A 0.5-fll volume of the
extract was injected into the GC system.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Romer [20] found that 50 ml of elution solvent, in
addition to 5-10 ml of the sample extract, was re
quired to obtain optimum recovery of the seven
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Fig. I. Flow diagram of the Rheodyne six-port valve. (a) Direction of flow during collection of the eluent; (b) direction of flow during
washing of the column.

most commonly analysed trichothecenes with a 21
x 19 mm J.D. charcoal-alumina column, while 22.5

ml were used in our laboratory with a 40 x 0.9 mm
LD. column. In both instances the eluent had to be
evaporated to dryness in a rotary evaporator. This
operation is very time consuming, as only one flask
can be run at the same time. Loss of sample may
also occur in connection with evaporation, because
trichothecenes are easily. adsorbed on the glass walls
[15].

The total elution volume can be reduced to about
10 ml by using the same cartridges as commonly
used for I-ml solid-phase extraction columns (5 x
0.55 mm J.D.). By using HPLC clean-up columns,
such as the Chromguard cartridge, the elution vol
ume can be reduced to 5 ml or less, which is the
volume of the reaction vials normally used for de
rivatization. No extra evaporation step or qhllntita
tive transfer of extract from one vial to another is
then needed.

Reducing the column diameter results in a lower
capacity of the column. The detectionli~it of tri
chothecenes measured by GC is, however., mostly
limited by other impurities in the extract injected.
Therefore, although only 0.5 ml of sample extract
was injected in this procedure, which corresponds
to 0.1 g of the sample, a detection limit of about 20

j.l.g/kg was obtained, which is satisfactory for most
purposes.

Replacement of the vacuum manifold with an
HPLC pump or similar equipment renders automa
tion of the procedure possible. A more uniform flow
through the column is also ensured. The pressure
above the column was between 100 and 150 psi with
a flow-rate of 1 ml/min. Standard HPLC equipment
was used in this work for the clean-up step, except
that the normal injector loop was replaced with a
larger preparative loop. The fraction collector was
also slightly modified so that all steps could be con
trolled by the data system via a time relay. Special
holes for the reaction vials were also made in the
rack.

The clean-up column cartridge was dry-packed
with carbon, alumina and Celite, which were mixed
well in the correct proportions before use. The tri
chothecenes were eluted with acetonitrile-water (84
+ 16, v/v). By washing with acetonitrile between
each injection, one cartridge could be used for
about ten samples before it had to repacked. Some
of the contaminants remained on the column and
restricted the lifetime of the cartridge. By using a
cartridge column wi,th a snap-open-snap-shut hold
er, a new cartridge can be inserted within 1 min.
Much time is saved by reducing the time-consuming
job of packing columns.
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Nitrogen was used for evaporation to prevent de
composition. It is important that no water remains
in the vials to ensure complete derivatization. Omis
sion of the addition of benzene sometimes caused
poor recoveries, even when the residue appeared
dry, probably because water was occluded in the
residue. Benzene forms an azeotrope with water,
and thereby ensures the removal of most of the wa
ter. The vials were sealed during cooling to avoid
adsorption of water. Addition of as much as 100 III
of TMSI was necessary to ensure complete deriv
atization. The charcoal-alumina column does not
remove many of the more polar contaminants. The
washing of the hexane phase at the end of the proce
dure does, however, ensure the removal of many of
these components [21].

At least two recovery tests were carried out for
the group B trichothecenes for each set of samples
analysed. An 80- or 160-ng amount of each of the
trichothecenes was added to an I-ml aliquot of sam
ple extract. The same clean-up and GC method was
used for these extracts as for the others. The recov
ery for 50 spiked samples was 94% ((In-l = 11) for
DON, F-X and NIV and 81 % ((In-l = 20) for 3
acetyl-DON. About 500 samples have been ana
lysed by the method described.

CONCLUSIONS

An automated clean-up procedure capable of
screening a large number of samples for trichothe
cenes has been developed. A two- to threefold in
crease in the number of samples analysed was ob
served in our laboratory when the traditional clean
up method with 9 mm I.D. columns and vacuum
manifold was replaced with the proposed method.
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ABSTRACT

A gas chromatographic-mass spectrometric procedure was employed to confirm the presence of trace amounts of organic com
pounds in the intravenous solution Infusio Darrowi. Organic contaminants in tQe solution analysed were concentrated by microextrac
tion with n-pentane. The main compounds detected werc 2,6-di-tert.-butyl-4-methylphenol, 2,6-di-tert.-butyl-4-ethylphenol, 2,6-di
tert.-butyl-4-methoxyphenol, benzothiazole, isomeric Cg alkyl phenols and di(n-butyl) phthalate. These impurities were leached from
rubber stoppers during their sterilization into the intravenous solution at levels ranging ca. from 5 . 10- 6 to 5 . 10- 8 gIl.

INTRODUCTION

Plastics are widely used in the manufacture of
drugs .packaging and medical devices. The most
common plasticizers are phthalate esters, which
may migrate from plastic devices and containers in
to contacting media. The leachability of plasticizers
[particularly of di-(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate] from
plastic devices into blood. blood products. haemo-

Correspondence to: Dr. J. Lesko, ·Laboratory for Mass Spec
trometry, Faculty of Chemical Technology, Slovak Technical
University, Radlinskeho 9, 812 37 Bratislava, Czechoslovakia.

dialysis fluids and intravenous solutions has been
extensively studied, using gas chromatography, gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS) [1
10] and high-performance liquid chromatography
[11].

The objective of this study was to examine the
sources of contamination of the intravenous solu
tion Infusio Darrowi, which had been prepared un
der standard conditions in a laboratory. The impu
rities in this intravenous solution and in the chem
icals 'used for its preparation were determined by
GC-MS analyses of the particular n-pentane ex
tracts.

0021-9673{92{$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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EXPERIMENTAL

Chemicals
The following chemicals were used: n-pentane of

spectroscopic grade (Merck, Darmstadt, Germa
ny), l-chlorooctane (Aldrich-Chemie, Steinheim,
Germany), sodium chloride and potassium chloride
of the quality complying with the requirements of
the present Czechoslovak Pharmacopoeia (Lache
ma, Brno, Czechoslovakia) and 1 M sodium lactate
injection (Biotika, Slovenska Lupca, Czechoslova
kia).

The final product Infusio Darrowi (sodium chlo
ride 4.00 g, potassium chloride 2.67 g, 1 M sodium
lactate injection 53.00 ml, redistilled water to
1000.00 ml), was prepared in the Microbiological
Department of the District Laboratory for Drugs
Control of Western Slovakia (Bratislava, Czechos
lovakia) in accordance with the requirements of the
Czechoslovak Pharmacopoeia.

Extraction procedure
In this study, experience with microextraction

[12-15] for the concentration of trace impurities
was used. Organic contaminants in the samples
were concentrated by a single-stage microextraction
with n-pentane [12]. The sodium lactate injection'
and Infusio Darrowi prior to and after autoclaving
(121°C for 20 min) were extracted directly. Sodium
chloride and potassium chloride were extracted
from their solutions in redistilled water (20 gil). The
solutions were cooled to 5°C prior to the extraction,
the internal standard l-chlorooctane (10- 5 gil) was
added and the solutions were extracted with n-pen
tane (0.5 mIll). An aliquot of the extract was used
directly for GC-MS analysis.

GC-MS conditions
GC~MS measurements were made with a Kratos

Analytical (Manchester, UK) MS 25 RFA mass
spectrometer equipped with a Carlo Erba (Milan,
Italy),Model 5160 gas chromatograph. A Chrom
pack (Middelburg, Netherland) fused-silica capil
lary GC column (25 m x 0.32 mm LD.) with a
CP-Sil 5 CB coating (0.12 f.lm) was used. Helium
was used as the carrier gas. The injector temper
ature was 250°C. The GC oven temperature was
programmed as follows: 1 min at 40°C, increased at
4°Cjmin to 100°C, then at 10°C/min to 240°C. For

295

MS, electron impact ionization was used, the source
temperature was 200°C, the electron energy was 70
eV and the scan speed was 0.6 s per decade.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

GC separations of organic impurities in Infusio
Darrowi prior to and after sterilization are shown
in Fig. la and b, respectively. Organic compounds
were identified according to their mass spectra by a
library search. A comparison of Fig. la and b re
veals that some of these compounds were detected
only in the sterilized solution or that their concen
tration was increased on sterilization.

As the intravenous solutions are sterilized in glass
bottles, the only possible source of contamination
with leached organic compounds during the steril
ization procedure is the black rubber stoppers. De
rivatives of di-tert.-butylphenols are known to be
used as antioxidants and phthalate esters as plasti
cizers in the chemical industry. The source of ben
zothiazole (Fig. 2a) is probably 2-mercaptoben
zothiazole, widely applied as a rubber accelerator.
We did not succeed in identifying the compound
with scan number 830 (Fig. 1b, mass spectrum in
Fig. 2b). The commercially available sodium lactate
injection used contained the same organic contami
nants as the final Infusio Darrowi, but their levels
were lower.

The main organic impurities in the potassium
chloride samples, detected later also in the final in
travenous solution, were C9-alkylphenols. Their
content varied from batch to batch and obviously
depended on the packaging material and the stor
age of the product (in some batches phenol and cre
sol were also found).

The amount of organic contaminants in the sodi
um chloride samples was negligible. Except for di(n
butyl) phthalate, no other impurities were detected.
Traces of di(n-butyl)phthalate were the only con
tamination found in the extractant n-pentane and
the redistilled water, used for the preparation of all
the solutions analysed.

The semi-quantitative determination of levels of
organic impurities was based on calculations using
the ratio of the peak areas of these compounds to
that of the internal standard. The concentrations of
organic contaminants in the final intravenous solu
tion determined this way ranged from 5· 10- 6 to 5·
10- 8 gil.
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Fig. 1. Chromatogram of the n-pentane extract of the intravenous solution Infusio Darrowi (a) prior to and (b) after sterilization. Scan
numbers: (a) 301 = I-chlorooctane (internal standard), 537 = benzothiazole, 1026 = 2,6-di-tert.-butyl-4-methoxyphenol, 1236-1259
= isomeric C9-alkylphenols, 1403 = di(n-butyl) phthalate; (b) 300 = I-chlorooctane (internal standard), 534 = benzothiazole, 830 =
unidentified, 1026 = 2,6-di-tert.-butyl-4-methoxyphenol, 1063 = 2,6-di-terl.-butyl-4-methylphenol, 1237-1244 = isomeric C9-alkyl
phenols, i266 = 2,6-di-tert.-butyl-4-ethylphenol, 1402 = di(n-butyl) phthalate. R.T. = Retention time in min:s.
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Fig. 2. Electron impact mass spectra obtained by GC-MS analysis of a Infusio Darrowi sample after sterilization. (a) Scan 534,
benzothiazole; (b) scan 830, unidentified compound.
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CONCLUSIONS

A simple and rapid method was developed for the
preconcentration and identification of organic con
taminants in the intravenous solution Infusio Dar
rowi and in chemicals used for its preparation. The
microextraction and consecutive GC-MS analysis
can be employed as a sensitive and reliable control
method for the detection of trace amounts of organ
ic impurities. Rubber stoppers proved to be the
main source of contamination with organic com
pounds leached into intravenous solutions during
their sterilization.
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ABSTRACT

A procedure for the quantitation of I-epinephrine and the determination of the d-/I-epinephrine ratio in a pharmaceutical formulation
containing I-epinephrine is described. The optical isomers of epinephrine were resolved by capillary electrophoresis with a buffer
containing heptakis-(2,6-di-o-methyl)-fJ-cyClodextrin. Quantitation was achieved with the use of an internal standard, I-pseudoephe
drine. Results with and without internal standard correction illustrate the improved reproducibility possible with an internal standard.

INTRODUCTION

There are very few reports in the literature which
show that capillary electrophoresis can be used for
quantitation in a formulated product [1-3]. This re
port describes the quantitation of I-epinephrine and
the determination of the d-jl-epinephrine ratio in a
pharmaceutical formulation. This formulation con
tains I-epinephrine and is a sterile opthalmic solu
tion for the control of simple glaucoma. An analyt
ical method which can distinguish between d- and
I-epinephrine is necessary to insure that minimal
racemization occurs over time. Although there are a
number of high-performance liquid chromatogra
phy procedures in the literature which can distin
guish between both isomers of epinephrine. they

Correspondence to: Dr. Teresa E. Peterson, RI-18, Alcon Lab
oratories, Inc., 6201 South Freeway, Fort Worth, TX, 76134
2099, USA.

can involve a time-consuming derivatization step
[4-6].

Cycodextrins have been used in capillary isota
chophoresis to resolve ephedrine alkaloid en
antiomers [7]. Recently, Fanali [8] reported the opti
cal isomer resolution of epinephrine and related
compounds by capillary electrophoresis with a 10
mM Tris-H 3P04 j18 mM heptakis-(2,6-di-o-meth
yl)-f3-cyc1odextrin (Me-f3-CD) pH 2.4 buffer. These
separations were performed with a coated capillary.
In the procedure described here an uncoated fused
silica capillary was used to perform the separation
and an internal standard was added to correct for
the imprecise injection system of this instrument.

EXPERIMENTAL

Chemicals
Orthophosphoric acid. hydrochloric acid and so

diumhydroxide were obtained from J.T. Baker

0021-9673/92/$05.00 © 1992 Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. All rights reserved
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 1 shows the electropherogram of a d-/I-epi
nephrine standard and a formulation solution con
taining the internal standard I-pseudoephedrine.
The elution order of d- and I-epinephrine in Fig. 1
agrees with Fig. 2 of Fanah's paper [8].

0.945 Ad + A,

where Ad and Al are the peak areas for d- and 1
epinephrine, respectively, and 0.945 is the peak area
ratio (area% I/area% d) for a racemic mixture of d
and I-epinephrine. Fanah and Bocek [1] showed
that a correction factor must be introduced into the
equation used to calculate the percentage d-epine
phrine because the UV absorbance coefficients of d
and I-epinephrine may not be the same when cyclo
dextrin is present. The presence of cyclodextrin may
shift the absorbance spectra of the complexes.

Calculations
The percentage of I-epinephrine in the sample so

lutions can be calculated by

I-epinephrine (%) = 100 [(ArfAp)/(As/Ap)]Cs/Cr

where Ar, As and A p are the peak areas for I-epine
phrine in the formulation, I-epinephrine in the stan
dard and I-pseudoephedrine, respectively. Cs and Cr
are the concentrations of I-epinephrine in the stan
dard and formulation solutions, respectively.

The ratio percentage of d-epinephrine in the
pharmaceutical formulation can be calculated by

0.945 Ad
·100d-epinephrine (%) =

and sodium carbonate (monohydrate) to adjust pH.
A d-epinephrine standard curve at 2, 5, 8 and

10% of the I-epinephrine assay concentration was
prepared in duplicate by spiking an I-epinephrine
standard with a d-/I-epinephrine standard. The so
lution had to be prepared this way because there
was no d-epinephrine standard available. The I-epi
nephrine standard used to prepare this curve was
contaminated with about 2% (area%) d-epine
phrine so 2% was the lowest point on the curve.

The formulations containing I-epinephrine were
prepared so that they contained 100 ppm I-pseu
doephedrine and 25 ppm, I-epinephrine after dilu
tion with 0.01 M HCI.

Procedure
At the beginning of each day, and whenever the

buffer solution was changed, the capillary was pres
sure rinsed two times for 180 s with 0.1 M H 3P04

and two times with 0.5 M NaOH. Then the entire
system (capillary, source and destination vials) was
rinsed four times with purified water and five times
with the buffer solution. These rinse cycles were per
formed automatically by the instrument. Once this
procedure was complete, it was only necessary to
rinse the entire system with buffer one time after
each injection.

(Phillipsburg, NJ, USA). Tris(hydroxymethyl)ami
no methane (Tris), d-/I-epinephrine, I-epinephrine,
I-pseudoephedrine and Me-fJ-CD were obtained
from Sigma (St. Louis, MO, USA).

Apparatus
The experiments were performed with a Dionex

CES system (Sunnyvale, CA, USA) equipped with a
UV detector set at 206 nm (0.1 a.u.f.s.). Separations
were performed in an unmodified fused-silica capil
lary (50 cm x 0.075 mm J.D., 45 cm to detector)
Polymicro Technolgies, Phoenix, AZ, USA). Sam
ples were gravity injected for 10 s at 50 mm. The
injection end was the anode ( +). The applied volt
age was 15 kV and the observed current was 30-40
/lA. Separations were achieved with a 10 mM
Tris/18 mM Me-fJ-CD buffer adjusted to pH 2.4
with concentrated H 3P04 . Electropherograms were
recorded with a Spectra-Physics Chrom-Jet integra
tor (San Jose, CA, USA).

Solutions
All solutions were diluted to volume with 0.01 M

HCl to prevent epinephrine from oxidizing. Stan
dards were stable for up to one week. The I-epine
phrine standard solutions contained 25 ppm I-epi
nephrine and 100 ppm I-pseudoephedrine as the
interI:\al standard. Standard curve solutions con
tained.approximately 12.5,25 and 37.5 ppm I-epine
phrine with 100 ppm I-pseudoephedrine added as
the internal standard. The vehicle standard solu
tions were prepared from a vehicle solution con
taining everything in the formulation except I-epi
nephrine. The vehicle standard solutions contained
0.0025% I-epinephrine, boric acid, ascorbic acid,
acetylcysteine, 0.00005% benzalkonium chloride
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This method was found to be reproducible and
precise. Ten separate preparations of standard were
prepared on two days. The standard solutions gave
relative standard deviations (R.S.D.) of 1.4 and
1.8% with internal standard correction and 3.0 and
3.4% without internal standard correction. Ten
separate preparations of vehicle standard gave a
mean recovery of99% with an R.S.D. of2.6% with

"'!
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Q. ...
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c::....
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Cll
I
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internal standard corerction and 101 % with an
R.S.D. of 6.7% without internal standard correc
tion.

To show that the I-epinephrine response is linear
in this concentration range, two standard curves
and two vehicle standard curves ranging from 12.5
to 37.5 ppm I-epinephrine were prepared in dupli
cate. The results with and without internal standard
correction are illustrated in Table I. The two stan
dard and vehicle standard curves for I-epinephrine
were linear and passed near the origin. The curves
had better R.S.D. values with internal standard cor
rection than without. The R.S.D. values ranged
from 0.9 to 2.5% with internal standard correction
and 1.8 to 8.1 % without internal standard correc
tion. The recovery of I-epinephrine from vehicle
standard solutions, with internal standard correc
tion, was 99 and 101 % with R.S.D. values of 1.2
and 2.0%, respectively. Without internal standard
correction, the recovery was 86 and 97% with
R.S.D. values of 7.9 and 2.2%, respectively.

A d-epinephrine standard curve was prepared at
2, 5, 8 and 10% of the I-epinephrine assay concen-

Fig. I. Electropherograms of (A) 50 ppm d-/I-epinephrine stan
dard and (B) pharmaceutical formulation diluted to 25 ppm 1
epinephrine with pseudoephedrine added as an internal stan
dard. See Table I for conditions.

B

I-Epinephrine With internal Without internal
standard standard

Standard curve 2 2
Correlation

coefficient 0.9998 0.9998 0.9988 0.9985
R.S.O. (%) 2.5 0.9 2.7 2.7
Intercept (%)" 3.0 1.2 0.2 4.5

Vehicle standard curve I 2 I 2
Correlation

coefficient 0.9988 0.9985 0.9474 0.9972
R.S.O. (%) 1.3 1.9 8.1 1.8
Intercept (%)" 0.2 4.5 9.4 2.2
Recovery (%),

(R.S.O., %) 99,(1.2) 101,(2.0) 86,(7.9) 97,(2.2)

" The intercept calculation is based on the response of a 25 pppm
I-epinephrine standard.

TABLE I

LEAST SQUARES REGRESSION ANALYSIS FOR PLOTS
OF RELATIVE PEAK AREA VS. CONCENTRATION FOR
I-EPINEPHRINE

Conditons: buffer, 10 mM Tris-H3P04!18 mM Me-p-CO pH
2.4; fused-silica capillary 50 cm x 0.075 mm (45 cm to detector);
injection (at anode) by gravity 50 mm for 10 s; applied voltage,
15 kV; detection wavelength, 206 nm (0.1 a.u.f.s.) .
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TABLE II

ANALYSIS OF THE PERCENTAGE OF I-EPINEPHRINE AND RATIO PERCENTAGE d-EPINEPHRINE IN A PHARMA
CEUTICAL FORMULATION

Conditions as in Table I. The specification for the percentage of I-epinephrine in this formulation is 90-115%. The formulation expires
after I2 months.

Lot

A
B
C

Age of na I-epinephrine (%) Ratio percentage
sample d-EpiIoephrine
(months) Mean value R.S.D. (%)

5 3 110 1.4 1.4, 1.2, 1.4
10 3 102 I.l 1.3, 1.4, 1.4
29b 3 84 2.5 2.3, 2.2, 2.2

a Number of replicate analyses.
b This sample past expiration of 12 months.

tration to show that small amounts of d-epine
phrine could be determined in the presence of 25
ppm i-epinephrine and that the d-epinephrine re
sponse is linear in this region. The curve passed
through the origin and had a correlation coefficient
of 0.9998 with an R.S.D. of 1.3% after internal
standard correction. Without internal standard cor
rection the correlation coefficient was 0.9992 with
an R.S.D. of 3.3%.

In all cases, internal standard correction im
proved the reproducibility of the method. The im
precise injection system of most commercial instru
ments warrants the use of an internal standard for
quantitation. This method was used to assay three
samples from three lots of the pharmaceutical for
mulation containing i-epinephrine. The results in
Table II illustrate the reproducibility of the method.
Lot C, which is 29 months old and 17 months past
the expiration date, still shows very little d-epine
phrine (2.3% or less) indicating very littleracemiza
tion occurred in this formulation.
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Page 52, third line: "[4,86]" should read "[84,86]".
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

2nd INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON CA
PILLARY ELECTROPHORESIS, YORK, UK,
AUGUST 26-28, 1992

The scientific programme will consist of invited
plenary lectures,contributed lectures and posters.
This symposiuttt will be of interest to sCientists work
ing in the field ofCE, and those with a background in
chromatography and/or electrophoresis who wish to
find out more about the "state-of-the-art" in this re
lated technique.

All are invited to submit an abstract describing
original research in the area of CEo Papers presented
at the conference will be published in a special sym
posium volume of the Journal ofChromatography.

The symposium will be preceded by a three-day
short course in CE, AugUst 23-26, 1992.

The cost for the meeting and accommodations will
be £185 for Chromatographic Society and British
Electrophoresis Society members, and £225 for non
members. The reduced fee for students is £160. A
limited number of student bursaries may be offered
for students providing a poster or oral contribution.

For further information contact: Dr. Terry Threl
fall, Symposium Manager, Department ofChemistry,
UniversityofYork,Heslington, YorkY015DD, UK.
Tel.: (+44-904) 432-576 or 432-511; Fax: (+44-904)
432-516.
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1992 EUPROPEAN WORKSHOP IN CHE
MOMETRICS, OXFORD, UK, SEPTEMBER 20
25,1992

This workshop commences with an optional one
and a half day long course covering basic topics of
pattern recognition, experimental design and uni
variate signal processing. The three and a half day
workshop, beginningSeptember22 will feature struc
tured sessions including lectures, group discussions,
bands-on software, software demonstrations and vi
deos. Delegates can participate in either the full
programme of the course plus the workshop or opt
for the workshop element only. In addition there will
be a special case study session to which all partici
pants can contribute: selected case studies will be
sent to those requesting them as documented ASCII
mes, in advance of the workshop. The organizers.
would need to hear from. those who wish to partici
pate by July 25.
Workshop topics covered, in parallel sessions, will
include:
• Multivariate data analysis: exploratory data ana

lysis (e.g. PCA), factor analysis, applications;
• Decision making: decision making, cost-benefit

analysis, risk analysis;
• Pattern recognition: canonical variates and li

near discriminant analysis, cluster analysis, K
nearest neighbour analysis, linear learning
machine, SIMCAand related approaches to soft
modelling;

• Multivariate data display: principal components



analysis, correspondence analysis, biplots, spec
tral mapping;

• Fuzzy methods: fuzzy sets and related applica
tions;

• Calibration: univariate calibration, ordinary least
squares, principal components regression, partial
least squares;

• Factor analysis: factor rotations, evolutionary
factor analysis, target transform factor analysis,
ITIFA, HELP, applications to HPLC and IR;

• Maximum entropy and Bayesian analysis: en
tropy in spectroscopy, MEM algorithm, Bayesian
fundamentals;

• Advances in experimental design: MANOVA,
leverage, visualising confidence bands;

• Expert systems: expert systems, neural networks;
• Multivariate image analysis: multiway calibra

tion, image analysis.
Course topics, run as a single session, will include:
• Pattern recognition and mutlivariate analysis:

principal components analysis, factor analysis,
classification problems;

• Experimental design: factorial designs, partial
factorials, simplex, response surfaces;

• Univariate signal processing: Fourier transform,
time series, deconvolution, derivatives.

Software packages such as UNSCRAMBLER,
SPECfRAMAP, SIRIUS, FUZZY C VARIATES,
SPECfRACALC, SPIDA, FUZZY TOOLS and
Xi3 will be available for hands-on use. Demonstra
tions ofvarious other packages such as S + and PAR
VUS will also be organized.

Fees for the workshop range from £750 to £880
depending on which parts of the workshop will be
attended.

For further details contact: Mrs. S. Bladon, School
of Chemistry, University of Bristol, Cantock's Close,
Bristol BS8 lTS, UK. Tel.: ( + 44-272) 303-698; Fax:
(+44-272) 251-295.

5th INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON HIGH
PERFORMANCE CAPILLARY ELECTRO
PHORESIS, ORLANDO, FL, USA, JANUARY
25-28,1993

The meeting will include invited and contributed
lectures, posters, and a three-day exhibition of com-

mercial HPCE systems and components. Lecture
and poster topics will include:
• Zone electrophores~

• Isoelectric focusing
• Micellar separations
• CE/Mass Spectrometry
• Control of electroosmosis
• Gel columns
• Isotachophoresis
• Detector design
• Chiral separations
• Column Coatings
• Analytical and micropreparative applications:

o Pharmaceuticals, peptides, proteins, carbohy
drates, oligonucleotides, sub-cellular strq.c
tures andwhole cells, speciation and detection
of inorganics.

All are invited to submit an abstract. Deadline for
submission is September 1, 1992. Papers presented
at the symposium will be reviewed for publications in
a special volume of the Journal of Chromatography.
Complete manuscripts will be due at the time of the
symposium.

For further information contact: Shirley E.
Schlessinger, Symposium Manager, HPCE '93, Suite
1015, 400 E. Randolph Drive, Chicago, IL 60601,
USA. Tel.: ( + 1-312) 527-2011.

PITTCON '93, 44th PITTSBURGH CON
FERENCE AND EXPOSITION ON ANALYTI
CAL CHEMISTRY AND APPLIED
SPECTROSCOPY, ATLANTA, GA, USA,
MARCH 8-12, 1993

This five-day symposium promises to feature new
technological developments and applications in ana
lytical chemistry, spectroscopy and related sciences.
Special sessions, invited symposia, contributed
papers and short courses will be presented. In addi
tion, an exposition of modern laboratory instrumen
tation, equipment, supplies and services will be
available.

All are invited to submit a contributed paper for
consideration as an oral presentation or as a poster.
Papers are requested in the following categories:



Methodology: atomic spectroscopy, chemome
tries, computers, electrochemistry, gas chromato
graphy, liquid chromatography, magnetic resonance,
mass spectroscopy, sample handling/automation,
scanning probe microscopy, separation sciences,
supercritical fluid separations, thermal analysis,
UVNIS absorbancelluminescence, and, vibrational
spectroscopy;

Application: basic chemical research, bioanalyti
cal, clinicaVtoxicology, environmental, food, foren
sic, fuels and energy, industrial hygiene, instrumental
development/improvement, material charac
terization, and, process chemistry.

Original, unpublished papers may be contributed
in all areas of analytical chemistry, spectroscopy and
related scientific areas. One copy of a 250-word
abstract must be submitted for review. All abstracts
will be carefully evaluated. The abstract should clear
ly state: the objective of the work, the research plan,
equipment and procedures used, sufficient ex
perimental evidence to indicate success of the re
search plan, and results and/or conclusions.
Abstracts must include sufficient content and organ
ization for adequate evaluation by the Conference
Program Committee. The deadline for initial ab
stracts is August 5, 1992.

The conference will also feature several technical
sessions in which awards will be presented to distin
guished scientists. Some of the awards planned are:
• Pittsburgh Spectroscopy Award;
• Maurice F. Hasler Award;
• Charles N. Reilley Award,
• Dal Nogare Award;
• Bomem-Michelson Award;
• Pittsburgh Analytical Chemistry Award;
• Keene P. Dimick Award;
• James L. Waters Symposium; and,
• The Williams-Wright Industrial Spectroscopist

Award.
For further information contact: Mrs. Alma

Johnson, Program Sectretary, Pittsburgh Con
ference, 300 Penn Center Boulevard, Suite 332, Pitts
burgh, P A 15235-5503, USA. Tel.: (+ 1-412)
825-3220..

4th INTERNATIONALSYMPOSIUM ON PHAR
MACEUTICAL AND BIOMEDICAL ANA
LYSIS, BALTIMORE, MD, USA, APRIL, 1993

All those involved in the analysis of drugs, related
materials and endogenous compounds, in all areas of
the pharmaceutical and biomedical sciences are
cordially invited to attend this symposium series.

There will be a complete exhibition of analytical
equipment, materials and facilities, allowing dele
gates to observe recent developments at first hand.

The scientific sessions will be preceded on Sunday
morning and afternoon by a series ofworkshops on a
number of topical themes.

The scientific program will feature invited keynote
speakers, submitted lectures, posters, and poster dis
cussion sessions. Topies for presentation will include
the following:
• Advances in separation techniques - LC, CE,

SFC,GC
• Analysis of bulk drug substances and formula-

tions
• Analysis of enantiomers
• Analytical biotechnology
• Analytical considerations in preformulation and

drug delivery studies
• Applications of monoclonal antibodies
• Assay validation
• Automated methods of analysis
• Bioanalysis in clinical and preclinical drug devel-

opment
• Derivatization Techniques
• Drugs of abuse and sports medicine
• Electrochemical methods
• Pharmaceutical quality control
• Receptor, enzyme, immuno- and bio-assays
• Sample preparation
• Spectroscopy and spectroscopic methods

NMR, MS, CD, FT-IR, UV-VIS, CL, FL
• Therapeutic drug monitoring, clinical and foren

sic toxicology
For further information contact: Shirky Schless

inger, Symposium Manager, Suite 1015, 400 E. Ran
doph Drive, Chicago, IL60601, USA. Tel.: ( + 1-312)
527-2011.



INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON ANA
LYSIS OF PEPTIDES, STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN,
MAY 24-26, 1993

The aim of the symposium is to provide state-of
the-art of the different analytical techniques useful in
peptide research, as well as to highlight necessary
new research directions to meet the requirements
from future research and development activities on
peptide drugs and endogenous peptides.

The symposium will include sessions on: separ
ation techniques, purity and structure, immunologi
cal techniques, spectroscopic techniques, and
analysis in biological material; along with discussion
sessions in analytical challenges in biotechnology and
strategies for the analysis of peptides in biological
material.

Poster abstracts may be submitted up to March 8,
1993. Information as to whether a poster has been
accepted or not will be given before April 5, 1993.

The official language of the symposium will be
English.

For further information contact: Swedish Acade
my ofPharmaceutical Sciences, Symposium on "Ana
lysis ofPeptides", P.O. Box 1136, S-11181 Stockholm,
Sweden. Tel.: (+ 46-8) 245-085; Fax: (+ 46-8) 205
511.

PREP '93, 10th INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM
ON PREPARATIVE CHROMATOGRAPHY,
ARLINGTON, VA, USA,JUNE 14-16, 1993

The three-day program of this symposium will
include invited and contributed lectures, poster pres
entations, an exhibit of software and technical lit
erature, and discussion sessions. All are invited to
submit an abstract for consideration for inclusion in
the program describing original research in areas of
preparative chromatography such as:
• Theory of non-linear chromatography, over

loaded elution and displacement chromato
graphy

• Kinetics of mass transfer at high concentrations
• Stationary phases
• Applications to drugs and specialty chemicals

• Applications to recombinant and natural pro
teins, to peptides, other biopolymers, chiral sep
arations, etc.

• Optimization of experimental conditions
• Economics of preparative chromatography
• Instrumentation

The deadline for submission of Abstracts is De
cember 1, 1992. Abstracts received after December
1, 1992 will be considered for poster presentation, but
will not be included in the preliminary program.

For further information contact: Washington
Chromatography Discussion Group, c/o Barr Enter
prises, P.O. Box 279, Walkersville, MD 21793, USA.
Tel.: ( +1-301) 898-3772; Fax: ( +1-301) 898-55%.

9th DANUBE SYMPOSIUM ON CHROMATO
GRAPHY, BUDAPEST, HUNGARY, AUGUST
23-27,1993

The scientific program will cover all fundamental
aspects, instrumentation, new developments and ap
plications of the various chromatographic tech
niques, i.e. column liquid chromatography,
supercritical fluid chromatography, gas chromato
graphy, planar chromatography, hyphenated meth
ods, and related techniques such as field flow
fractionation, capillary electrophoresis and other
electro-driven separation techniques. .

Invited plenary and keynote lectures will be given
by internationally recognized scientists. The ma
jority of the contributed papers will be presented as
posters, a limited number as oral communication. In
addition, poster discussion sessions will be or
ganized.

An exhibition of chromatographic instruments,
columns, accessories, chemicals and chromato
graphic literature is planned in connection with the
symposium.

All registered participants will receive a copy of
the book of abstracts. The deadline for submission
of abstracts is February 28, 1993. Submitted papers
will be considered for publication in a special issue of
the Journal ofChromatography.

The deadline for registration is June 30, 1993. The
symposium language will be English.



For further information contact: Symposium Sec
retariat, Professor Laszlo Szepesy, Department of
ChemicalTechnology, Technical University ofBuda
pest, Budafoki 6t 8., H-1521 Budapest, Hungary.
Tel.: (+36-1) 186-9000; Fax: (+36-1) 181-2755;
Telex: 225931 muegy h.

12th INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON BIO
MEDICAL APPLICATIONS OF CHROMATO
GRAPHY AND ELECTROPHORESIS AND 2nd
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON THE AP
PLICATIONS OF HPLC IN ENZYME CHEM
ISTRY, VERONA, ITALY, SEPTEMBER 7-10,
1993

The program for this three-day symposium will
consist of plenary lectures, oral presentations and
posters. The focus will be on the following five areas:
• New methodological achievements in HPLC and

CE applied to the biosciences

• HPLC and CE analysis of drugs and other toxic
substances in biological media

• HPLC and CE in enzyme analysis
• HPLC and CE in immunochemistry and DNA

analysis
• Use of bioreactors in HPLC and CE

The Symposium language will be English.
Submitted Abstracts should be sent to the Sympo

sium Secretariat no later than May 15, 1993.
The papers presented at this symposium will be

published in a special issue of theJoumal ofChroma
tography, BiomedicalApplications.

Since progress in analytical techniques is closely
linked to developments in instrumentation, a techni
cal exhibition by international suppliers is planned
close to the lecture halls.

Deadline for advance registration is May 15, 1993.
For further information contact: Dr. Franco Ta

gliaro, Istituto di Medicina Legale, Universita di
Verona, Policlinico, 1-37134 Verona, Italy. Tel.:
( + 39-45) 807-4618/807-4246; Fax: (+ 39-45) 505
259.

Announcements are included free of charge. Information on planned events should be sent well in advance (6 months) to:
Journal of Chromatography, News Section, P.O. Box 330, 1000 AH Amsterdam, Netherlands, or by Froe: ( +31 20) 5862304.



CALENDAR OF FORTHCOMING EVENTS

.June 22-24, 1992
Research Triangle Park, NC,
USA
Annual Meeting of the Electro
phoresis Society

Contact: Mrs. Janet Cunning
ham, Seminar Manager, Barr En
terprises, P.O. Box 279,
Walkersville, MD 21793, USA.
Tel.: (+ 1-301) 898-3772; Fax:
(+ 1-301) 898-5596.

July 8-10, 1992
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Amsterdam Summercourse on
Capillary Electrophoresis

Contact: Dr. W.Th. Kok or Dr.
J .C. Kraak, Laboratory for Analy
tical Chemistry, University of
Amsterdam, Nieuwe Achter
gracht 166, 1018 WV Amsterdam,
Netherlands. Tel.: ( +31-20) 525
6539/46/15; Fax: (+ 31-20) 525
5698.

July 14-17, 1992
Montreal, Canada
CAC-92, 5th International Con
ference on Chemometrics in Ana
lytical Chemistry .

Contact: Int. Conf. on Chemo
metrics in Analytical Chemistry,
c/o Department of Chemistry,
Clarkson University, Potsdam,
NY 13699-5810, USA. Tel: (+ 1
315) 268-3861 (Dr. Hopke); (+ 1
315) 268-2394 (Dr. Lavine); Fax:
( +1-315) 268-6670.

July 27-31, 1992
New Hampton, NH, USA
42nd Annual Gordon Research
Conference on Statistics in
Chemistry and Chemical Engin
eenng

Contact: Dr. A.M. Cruick
shank, Gordon Research Center,
University of Rhode Island, King
ston, RI 02881, USA. Tel.: ( +1
401) 783-4011; E-Mail:
bcplO1@uriacc.bitnet.

• Aug. 18-20, 1992
Washington, DC, USA
Symposium on Greenhouse Gas
Emissions and Mitigation Re
search

Contact: Sue Philpott, Acurex
Environmental, P.O. Box 13109,
Research Triangle Park, NC
27709, USA. Tel.: (+ 1-919) 544
4535; Fax: ( +1-919) 544-5690.

Aug. 23-26, 1992
York, UK
Capillary Electrophoresis Train
ing Course

Contact: Dr. Terry Threlfall,
Industrial Liaison Executive, De
partment of Chemistry, Univer
sity of York, Heslington, York
YOI SOD, UK. Tel.: ( +44-904)
432576/432511; Fax: (+ 44-904)
432516

Aug. 24-27, 1992
Jena, Germany
COMPANA '92, 5th Conference
on Computer Applications in
Analytical Chemistry

Contact: COMPANA '92,
Friedrich Schiller University
Jena, Institute of Inorganic and
Analytical Chemistry, Steiger 3,
Haus 3, 0-6900 Jena, Germany.
Tel.: ( +37-82) 25467 or ( +37-82)
25029.

Aug. 2&-28, 1992
York, UK
International Symposium on Ca
pillary Electrophoresis

Contact: Dr. Terry Threlfall,
Industrial Liaison Executive, De
partment of Chemistry, Univer
sity of York, Heslington, York
YOI SOD, UK. Tel.: ( +44-904)
432576/432511; Fax: (+ 44-904)
432516.

• Aug. 3O-Sept. 3,1992
Cincinnati, OH, USA
106th Annual International Meet
ing and Exposition of the AOAC

Contact: Margaret Ridgell,
AOAC, 2200 Wilson Blvd., Suite
400, Arlington, VA 22201-3301,
USA. Tel.: (+ 1-703) 522-3032;
Fax: ( +1-703) 522-5468.

Aug. 31-Sept. 3, 1992
Cincinnati, OH, USA
106thAnnual Internationcil Meet
ing and Exposition of the AOAC

Contact: Margaret Ridgell,
AOAC, 2200 Wilson Boulevard,
Suite 400, Arlington, VA 22201
3301, USA. Tel.: (703) 522-3032;
Fax: (703) 522-5468.

September 4-6, 1992
Tallin, Estonia
Chromatography and Ecology

Contact: Elle Roosaluste, De
partment of Botany and Ecology,
Lai 40, Tartu, Estonia. Tel.: ( +7
1434) 35151; Fax: (+ 7-1434)
33472; E-Mail: KALE
VI@ZBI.TARTU.EW.SU.

Sept. 13-18, 1992
Aix-en-Provence, France
19th International Symposium on
Chromatography



Contact: G.A.M.S., 88 Boule
vard Malesherbes, 75008 Paris,
France. Tel.: (1) 45639304; Fax:
(1) 49530434

Sept. 20-25, 1992
Philadelphia, PA, USA
19th Annual Meeting of the
Federation of Analytical Chem
istry and Spectroscopy Societies

Contact: FACSS, P.O. Box
278, Manhattan, KS 66502, USA.
Tel.: ( + 1-301) 846-4797.

• Sept. 20-25, 1992
Oxford, UK
1992 European Workshop in
Chemometrics

Contact: Mrs. S. Bladon,
School of Chemistry, University
of Bristol, Cantock's Close, Bris
tol BS8ITS, UK. Tel.: ( + 44-272)
303-698; Fax: ( + 44-272) 251-295.

Sept. 21-23, 1992
Noordwijkerhout, Netherlands
Anabiotec '92

Contact: ANABIOTEC '92,
pIa CADS, WG Plein 475, 1054
SH Amsterdam, Netherlands.
Tel.: (+ 31-20) 616-5151; Fax:
( + 31-20) 689-0981.

Sept. 21-24, 1992
Linz, Austria
International Ion Chromato
graphy Symposium

Contact: Century Interna
tional, P.o. Box 493, Medfield,
MA 02052, USA. Tel.: (+ 1-508)
359-8777; Fax: (+ 1-508) 359
8778.

Oct.~,1992

Salt Lake City, UT, USA
FFFWorkshop V

Contact: Julie Westwood, FFF
Research Center, Department of

Chemistry, University of Utah,
Salt Lake City, UT 84112, USA.
Tel.: (+ 1-801) 581-5419; Fax:
(+ 1-801) 581-4353.

Oct. 5-7, 1992
Park City, UT, USA
3rd International Symposium on
Field-Flow Fractionation (FFF)

Contact: Julie Westwood, FFF
Research Center, Department of
Chemistry, University of Utah,
Salt Lake City, UT 84112, USA.
Tel.: (+ 1-801) 581-5419; Fax:
( + 1-801) 581-4353.

Oct. 5-8, 1992
Tiibingen, Germany
3rd International Symposium on
Chiral Discrimination

Contact: Gesellschaft Deut
scher Chemiker, Abteilung Ta
gongen, P.O. Box90 0440, D-6000
Frankfurt 90, Germany. Fax:
(+49-69) 791-7475

Oct. 6-9, 1992
Rome, Italy
ITP '92, 8th International Sympo
sium on Capillary Electro
phoresis and Isotachophoresis

Contact: Dr. Salvatore Fanali,
Istituto di Cromatografia del
C.N.R., P.O. Box 10, 00016 Mon
terotondo Scalo (Rome), Italy.
Tel: (+ 39-6) 9005328/9005836;
Fax: (+ 39-6) 9005849; Telex:
624809 CNR ML 1.

Oct. 19-20, 1992
Strasbourg, France
1st European Symposium on
FPLC of Biomolecules

Contact: Symposium Secreta
riat, B.D. Conference Service,
P.O. Box 10078, S-750 10 Uppsa
la, Sweden. Tel. and Fax: ( + 46
18) 30-4074.

Oct. 20-21, 1992
Frederick, MD, USA
3rd Annual Frederick Con
ference on Capillary Electro
phoresis

Contact: Margaret L. Fan
ning, Conference Coordinator,
PRI, NCI-FCRDC, P.O. Box B,
Frederick, MD 21702-1201, USA.
Tel.: (+ 1-301) 846-1089; Fax:
( + 1-301) 846-5866.

• Oct. 26-28, 1992
Munich, Germany
Electrophoresis Forum '92

Contact: Professor RJ. Rado
la, Technical University Munich,
W-8050 Freising-Weihenste
phan, Germany. Tel.: ( + 49-8161)
713287; Fax: ( + 49-8161) 12%2.

Nov. 4-6, 1992
Montreux, Switzerland
9th Montreux Symposium on Liq
uid Chromatography-Mass Spec
trometry (LC-MS, SFC-MS,
CZE-MS, MS-MS)

Contact: Marianne Frei,
IAEAC Secretariat, P.O. Box 46,
CH-4123 Allschwil, Switzerland.
Tel.: (+ 41-61) 632789; Fax:
(+41-61) 4820805.

• Nov. 11, 1992
Loughborough, UK
European Radiochemistry

Contact: Dr. P. Warwick, De
partment of Chemistry, Univer
sity of Technology, Lough
borough, Leicestershire LE11
3TU, UK. Tel.: (+44-509) 263
171; Fax: (+44-509) 233-163.



Nov.29-~.2,1992

Syndey, Australia
12th International Symposium on
HPLC of Proteins, Peptides and
Polynucleotides

Contact: 12 ISPPP Sectreta
riat, GPO Box 128, Sydney NSW
2001, Australia. Tel.: (+61-2)
262-2277; Fax: ( + 61-2) 262-2323.

Dec.14-16,1992
Budapest, Hungary
Budapest Chromatography Con
ference

Contact: Organizing Bureau,
Agnes v. Rubanyi, Intercongress,
D6zsa Gyorgy u. 84/a, H-1068 Bu
dapest, Hungary. Tel.: (+36-1)
122-2203; Fax: (+36-1) 142-4118;
Telex: 223955 ici pv.

.Jan. 25-28,1993
Orlando, FL, USA
5th International Symposium on
High Performance Capillary
Electrophoresis

Contact: Shirley E. Schless
inger, Symposium Manager,
HPCE '93, Suite 1015, 400 E.
Randolph Drive, Chicago, IL
60601, USA. Tel.: ( + 1-312) 527
2011.

• March 8-12, 1993
Atlanta, GA, USA
PITTCON '93, 44th Pittsburgh
Conference and Exposition on
Analytical Chemistry and Ap
plied Spectroscopy

Contact:Mrs. Alma Johnson,
Program Secretary, Pittsburgh
Conference, 300 Penn Center
Blvd., Suite 332, Pittsburgh, PA
15235-5503, USA. Tel.: (+ 1-412)
825-3220.

• April, 1993
Baltimore, MD, USA
4th International Symposium on
Pharmaceutical and Biomedical
Analysis

Contact: Shirley Schlessinger,
Symposium Manager, Suite 1015,
400 E. Randoph Drive, Chicago,
IL 60601, USA. Tel.: (+ 1-312)
527-2011.

April 4-7, 1993
Wrexham,UK
Ion-Ex '93

Contact: Ion-Ex '93, Con
ference Secretariat, Faculty of
Science, The North East Wales
Institute, Connah's Quay,
Deeside, Clwyd, CH5 4BR, UK.
Tel.: (+44-244) 831-531 ext. 245
or 276; Fax: (+44-244) 814-305.

May 9-14, 1993
Hamburg, Germany
17th International Symposium on
Column Liquid Chromatography

Contact: Gesellschaft Deut
scher Chemiker, Abteilung Ta
gungen, P.O. Box 900440,
Varrentrappstrasse 40-42, W
6000 Frankfurt am Main 90, Ger
many. Tel: (+49-69) 7917-360;
Fax: (+49-69) 7917-475.

• May 24-26, 1993
Stockholm, Sweden
International Symposium on
Analysis of Peptides

Contact: Swedish Academy of
Pharmaceutical Sciences, Sympo
sium on "Analysis of Peptides",
P.O. Box 1136, S-l11 81 Stock
holm, Sweden. Tel.: ( + 46-8) 245
085; Fax: ( + 46-8) 205-511.

• May 25-27, 1993
Ghent, Belgium
5th International Symposium on

Quantitative Luminescence
Spectrometry in Biomedical
Sciences

Contact: Dr. Willy R.G.
Baeyens, Symposium Chairman,
University of Ghent, Pharmaceu
tical Institute, Harelbekestraat
72, B-9OOO Ghent, Belgium. Tel.:
( + 32-91) 218-951, ext. 246; Fax:
(+32-91) 217-902.

.June 14-16, 1993
Arlington, VA, USA
Prep '93, 10th International Sym
posium on Preparative Chroma
tography

Contact: Washington Chroma
tography Discussion Group, clo
Barr Enterprises, P.O. Box 279,
Walkersville, MD 21793, USA.
Tel.: (+ 1-301) 898-3772; Fax:
( + 1-301) 898-5596.

• July 26-29,1993
Washington, DC, USA
107thAnnual International Meet
ing and Exposition of the AOAC

Contact: Margaret Ridgell,
AOAC, 2200 Wilson Blvd., Suite
400, Arlington, VA 22201-3301,
USA. Tel.: (+1-703) 522-3032;
Fax: (+ 1-703) 522-5468.

• Aug. 23-27,1993
Budapest, Hungary
9th Danube Symposium on Chro
matography

Contact: Symposium Secreta
riat, Professor Laszl6 Szepesy,
Department of Chemical Tech
nology, Technical University of
Budapest, Budafoki 6t 8., H-1521
Budapest, Hungary. Tel.: (+ 36
1) 186-9000; Fax: (+36-1) 181
2755; Telex: 225931 muegy h.



Sept. 5-11, 1993
Edinburgh, UK
EUROANALYSIS VIII, 8th Eu
ropean Conference on Analytical
Chemistry

Contact: Miss P.E. Hutchin
son, Analytical Division, The
Royal Society of Chemistry, Bur
lington House, Piccadilly, Lon
don W1V OBN, UK. Tel.: (071)
4378656; Fax: (071) 734-1227;
Telex: 268001.

• Sept. 7-10, 1993
Verona, Italy
12th Internation Symposium on
Biomedical Applications of
Chromatography and Electro
phoresis and 2nd International

• Indicates new or amended entry.

Symposium on the Applications
of HPLC in Enzyme Chemistry

Contact: Dr. Franco Tagliaro,
Istituto di Medicina Legale,
Universita di Verona, Policlinico,
1-37134 Verona, Italy. Tel.: ( + 39
45) 807-4618/807-4246; Fax:
( + 39-45) 505-259.

Sept. 8-10, 1993
Prague, Czechoslovakia
4th Workshop on Chemistry and
Fate of Modern Pesticides and
Related Pollutants

Contact (for Eastern Euro
pean countries): Ora. J. Hajslova,
Department of Food Chemistry
and Analysis, Institute of Chemi
cal Technology, Suchbiitarova 5,

166 28 Prague 6-Dejvice, Cze
choslovakia. Fax: (+42-2) 311
4769. For all other countries,
contact: IAEAC, M. Frei-Haus
ler, P.O. Box 46, CH-4123 All
schwil 2, Switzerland.
Fax:( +41-61) 482-0805.

June 26-24, 1994
Bournemouth, UK
20th International Symposium on
Chromatography

Contact: Executive Secretary,
The Chromatographic Society,
Nottingham Polytechnic, Burton
Street, Nottingham, NG1 4BU,
UK. Tel.: (0602) 500596; Fax:
(0602) 500614.
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(14 papers).
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Japan by Kodansha Scientific Ltd.
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Journal of Chromatography and Journal of Chromatography, Biomedical Applications
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Journal of Vols. 594/1 +2 596/1 598/1 602/1 +2 604/2 The publication schedule for
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597/1 +2 599/1 + 2 604/1 605/2 published later., 600/1 606/1

\ 600/2

Cumulative \
.
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Vols.551-600

Bibliography 61011' 610/2
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• Cumulative Indexes will be Vol. 601, to appear early 1993.
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Types of Contributions. The following types of papers are published in the Journal of Chromatogrc/phy and the section on
Biomedical Applications: Regular research papers (Full-length papers), Review articles and Short Communications. Short
Communica.tions are usually descriptions of short investigations, or they can report minor technical improvements of previously
published procedures; they reflect the same quality of research as Full-length papers, but should preferably not exceed five
printed pages. For Review articles, see inside front cover under Submission of Papers.

Submission. Every paper·must be accompanied by a letter from the senior author, stating that he/she is submitting the paper for
publication in the Journal of Chromatography.

Manuscripts. Manuscripts should be typed in double spacing on consecutively numbered .pages of uniform·sizE!. The manu
script should be preceded by a sheet of manuscript paper carrying the title of the paper and the name and full postal address of
the person to whom the proofs are to be sent. As a rule, papers should be divided int'o sections, headed by a caption (e.g.,
Abstract, Introduction, Experimental, Results, Discussion, etc.). All illustrations, photographs, tables, etc., should be on sep-
arate sheets. . .

Introduction. Every paper must have a concise introduction mentioning what has been done before' onthe topic described, and
stating clearly what is new in the paper now submitted.

Abstract. All articles should have an abstract of 50-100 words which clearly and ·briefly indicates what is-n'ew, different and
significant. .

Illustrations. The figures should be submitted in a form suitable for reproduction, drawn in Indian inkon prawing or tracing
pap.er. Each illustration should have a legend, all the legends being typed (with double spacing) together ona separate sheet. If
structures are given in the text, the original drawings should be supplied. Coloured illustrations are reproduced at the author's
expense, the cost being determined by the number·of pages and by the number of colours needed. The Written permission of
the author and publisher must be obtained for the use of any figure already published. Its'source must be indicated in the
legend.

References. References should be numbered in the order in which they are cited in the text, and listed in numerical sequence on
a separate sheet at the end of the article. Please check a recent issuefor the layout 01 the reference list. Abbreviations for the
titles of journals should follow the system used by ChNnical Abstracts, Articles'not yet published should be given as "in press"
(journal should be specified), "submitted for p'ublication" (journal should be specified), "in preparation" or :'personal commu-
nication", .

Dispatch. Before sending the manuscript to the Editor please check that the envelope contains fOli.rcopies of the
paper complete with references, legends and figures. One of the sets of figures ml,lst be the originals suitable
for direct reproduction. Please also ensure that permission tO,publish has been obtained from your institute.

Proofs. 'One set of proofs will be 'sent to the author to be carefully checked for printer's errors. Corrections must be restricted to
instances in which the proof is at variance with the manuscript. "Extra corrections" will be inserted at the author's expense.

Reprints. Fifty reprints of Full-length papers and Short Communications will be supplied free of charge. Additional reprints can
be ordered by the authors. An order form containing price quotations will be sent to the authors together with the proofs of their
article.

Advertisements. The Editors of the journal accept no responsibility for the contents of the advertisements. Advertisement rates
are available on request. Advertising orders and enquiries can be sent to the Advertising ManagE!r, Elsevier Science Publishers
B.V., Advertising Departmeht,:"P.O. Box 211 , 1000 AE Amsterdam, Netherlands; ,courier shipments.,to: Van de Sande Bak
huyzenstraat 4, 1061 AG Amsterdam, Netherlands; Tel. (+ 31-20) 515 3220/515 3222, Telefax (+ ~1-20) 6833 041, Telex
16479 els vi nl. UK: T. G. Scott & Son Ltd., Tim Blake; Portland House, 21 Narborough Road, Cosby, Leics. LE9 5tA, UK; Tel.
(+ 44-533) 753 333, Telefax (+ 44-533) 750522. USA and Canada: Weston Media.Associates, Daniel S. Lipner, P:O. Box
1110, Greens Farms, CT 06436-1110, USA; Tel. (+ 1-203) 261 2500, Telefax (+ 1-203) 261 0101.
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